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Introduction
Operads and PROPs are fundamental tools for the study of algebraic structures
and their deformations. Their applications range from combinatorics to algebraic
topology, geometry and physics (cf. [56], [60], [64]).
This thesis focuses on the homotopy theory of coloured operads and PROPs
enriched in a model category. More specifically we give sufficient conditions on a
symmetric monoidal model category V that guarantee the existence of a model struc-
ture on the category of coloured operads (resp. PROPs) enriched in V presenting
their homotopy theory.
Our results extend both the Dwyer-Kan model structure on the category of V-
enriched categories of [8] and [68] and the model structure on simplicial operads of
[16].
Operads and PROPs in homotopy theory
The structure of a PROP (“PROduct and Permutation category”) can be regarded
as a generalisation of that of a category: the objects are now called colours and the
morphisms, now called operations, may have multiple (or no) colours as input and
output; operations can be composed in two ways: vertically and horizontally. The
two compositions have to satisfy compatibility relations that are basically the same
that intervene between the composition and the monoidal product of a symmetric
monoidal category. From this perspective (symmetric) operads are PROPs in which
the operations are generated by the operations with only one output (but possibly
multiple inputs), while categories are just PROPs with operations with one input and
one output only.
PROPs are used to present algebraic structures in symmetric monoidal cate-
gories. In their one-coloured version, they were invented by Adams and MacLane to
systematically encode up-to-homotopy coherence conditions between operations (see
for example [58, p. V]). In fact they did not only consider PROPs but also PROPs
enriched in chain complexes (called PACTs in loc. cit.), i.e. PROPs in which the
operations with a given input and output are the elements of a chain complex rather
than a bare set. This gives the possibility to talk about operations equal up to (chain)
homotopy.
Clearly this idea can be carried out in other contexts: there is a natural definition
of V-enriched PROP for every symmetric monoidal category V. If V has a well
defined notion of homotopy (for example, if it is a Quillen model category), it is
possible to construct V-enriched PROPs that present algebraic structures in which
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coherence conditions such as associativity, commutativity and unitality hold only up-
to-homotopy in V.
Another advantage of presenting algebraic structures via PROPs or operads is
functoriality. Any morphism of V-PROPs f : O → P induces a restriction functor
f∗ : AlgP(V) → AlgO(V) between the respective categories of algebras in V. In
the case in which f is a morphism of operads, f∗ has also a left adjoint f!, called
the extension functor. Furthermore PROPs permit to transfer structures from one
category to another: every symmetric monoidal functor F : V → W induces a functor
F : V-Prop → W-Prop. This implies that for every V-PROP O and every O-algebra
A the object F (A) is and F (O)-algebra in W.
In homotopy theory, operads played a key role in the systematic study of delooping
machinaries (cf. [2, § 2]) for iterated loop spaces initiated by Boardman and Vogt,
May, Segal ([83], [82]), Stasheff ([87]) and others in the 70’s.
Topological PROPs (i.e. PROPs enriched in the category of topological spaces)
were first used by Boardman and Vogt ([13], [14]) to study the homotopy invariance
of algebraic structures in spaces and characterise iterated loop spaces algebraically.
In the same period the notion of operad was introduced by May [62] to formulate
his recognition principle for iterated loop spaces, based on the little cubes operads
introduced by Boardman and Vogt.
Besides being a breakthrough in the study of iterated loop spaces (cf. the classical
surveys [2] and [61]), the work of Boardman, Vogt and May provided a solid framework
for the study of up-to-homotopy algebraic structures. It was clear that operads (and
PROPs) were particularly useful to address two problems: homotopy invariance and
rectification of algebraic structures.
Roughly speaking, an algebraic structure A is homotopy invariant if it can be
transferred along (weak) homotopy equivalences. This means that if X is a nice space
(for example a CW-complex) endowed with an A-structure and Y is another nice space
homotopy equivalent to X, then Y can be endowed with an A-structure, equivalent
to the one on X. Given an operad O an up-to-homotopy O-algebra structure should
intuitively be a homotopy invariant algebraic structure closest as much as possible to
a O-algebra structure.
In first approximation the rectification problem can be subsumed by the following
question: is every up-to-homotopy O-algebra equivalent to a (strict) O-algebra? More
generally, it is interesting to establish when two algebraic structures present essentially
the same structure up to homotopy.
One of the underlying principles that emerges from the work of Boardman and
Vogt and subsequent authors is that given a (topological or differentially graded)
operad O, an up-to-homotopy O-algebra should be an O˜-algebra, where O˜ is an
appropriate resolution of O.
For operads with one colour, this idea was finally put in a coherent theory by Rezk
[75], Hinich [42], Spitzweck [85], and Berger and Moerdijk [7] using the formalism of
model categories. Their results can be summarized as follows: given a sufficiently nice
monoidal model category V (for example topological spaces with the standard model
structure) there is a model structure on the category of one-coloured operads V-Oper∗
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in which the weak equivalences are the morphisms which are level-wise weak equiv-
alences, i.e. weak equivalences on every space of operations. This model structure
controls the deformation of algebraic structures presented by operads. More precisely
(see [7] in particular):
- (homotopy theory of algebras) for every V-operad O there is a model structure
on AlgO(V) where the weak equivalences are maps which are weak equivalences
in V;
- (homotopy invariance) every cofibrant operad presents an homotopy invariant
algebraic structure. As an upshot, for every V-operad O the up-to-homotopy
O-algebras are the algebras for a cofibrant resolution of O;
- (rectification) any weak equivalence between sufficiently cofibrant operads (more
precisely, Σ-cofibrant operads) induces a Quillen equivalence (i.e. an equivalence
of homotopy theories) between the respective categories of algebras.
The role of the above model structure on one-coloured operads in controlling the
homotopy theory of algebraic structures and their deformations was further investi-
gated by several authors: see for example the work of Berger and Moerdijk ([10]),
Harper ([38]) and Muro ([70], [69]). The monograph of Fresse ([25]) on modules over
operads is probably the most complete overview on the potential of this axiomatic
approach.
One defect of this approach is that the above model structure on V-Oper∗ exists
only under certain conditions on V which are not satisfied by certain model categories
of interest such as chain complexes in positive characteristic for example (cf. [41]).
Similarly, the hypotheses on V for having a model structure on AlgO(V) for every
V-operad O are equally restrictive (cf. [7]).
There are (at least) two possible ways to circumvent this problem. The first is to
restrict ourselves to a smaller class of operads such as non-symmetric operads, unitary
operads or constant-free operads (provided that this class is sufficient to describe the
structure we are interested in). In fact, a model structure on the full subcategory
of V-Oper∗ spanned by these objects exists under less restrictive hypotheses on V
(mainly the monoid axiom of Schwede and Shipley, cf. [7], [70], [25] and also the
work of Berger and Batanin [5]). The second approach is to content ourselves to work
with semi-model structures. These are a weakening of the notion of model category
introduced by Hovey ([45]) and first used by Spitzweck [85] to present the homotopy
theory of algebras over operads. As a compensation for passing to a less satisfactory
presentation of the homotopy theory, the semi-model structure on V-Oper∗ with the
desired weak equivalences exists under very mild hypotheses on V (cf. [25]) and a
semi-model structure on AlgO(V) exists for a large class of operads (the Σ-cofibrant
ones).
The above cited literature focuses on operads with one colour. In fact, many
interesting algebraic structures such as monoids, commutative monoids, Lie algebras,
modules over a ring, Poisson algebras, A∞-algebras and E∞-algebras are presented
by such an operads, since all their operations are defined on one object of the ground
category V.
However, as already noticed by Boardman and Vogt in loc. cit., the more general
framework of coloured operads allows to include more algebraic structures such as
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diagrams of algebras, categories (with a fixed set of objects) and even operads and
PROPs (with a fixed set of colours).
These and other applications are nicely explained in the work of Berger and
Moerdijk [9]. In loc. cit. the authors extend the results of [7] to coloured operads,
showing that for every set C there is a model structure on the category of C-coloured
V-operads that governs the deformation of C-coloured algebraic structures as in the
case with one colour.
The homotopy theory of C-coloured V-operads (for a fixed set C), their algebras
and the rectification problem have been also studied more recently by Yau and White
([94]) and Pavlov and Scholbach ([71], [73]), under different hypotheses on V.
So far we have mainly cited results that relate the homotopy theory of operads
to the homotopy theory of the algebras they present. However PROPs should not
be forgotten: there are interesting algebraic structures such as bialgebras or Hopf
algebras that can only be presented by them.
The study of the homotopy theory of (enriched, coloured) PROPs and their alge-
bras is complicated by the intertwining of algebraic and coalgebraic operations. As a
consequence, this subject had a much slower development.
A model structure on the category of PROPs on the category of differentially
graded and (one-coloured) PROPs in characteristic zero with applications to the de-
formation theory of their algebras was first established by Merkulov and Vallette in
[65] and [66].
In [26], Fresse proved the existence of a model structure on the category of V-
PROPs (provided that certain conditions on V are satisfied). In the same paper he
also showed that cofibrant V-PROPs present homotopy invariant structures.
Johnson and Yau extend the above mentioned result of Fresse to C-coloured V-
PROPs for an arbitrary set of colours C ([48]).
The problem of rectification of algebras over V-PROPs is more complicated. For
example, there is no free P-algebra construction for a general V-PROP P; therefore
it is not possible to transfer the model structure from V to AlgP(V) to get a model
structure that models the homotopy theory of P-algebras.
However there are other ways to present the homotopy theory of a relative cate-
gory (i.e. a category with a chosen class of weak equivalences), for example the simpli-
cial localisation of Dwyer and Kan ([19]). Recently Yalin ([95]) proved a rectification-
like result for differentially graded PROPs by showing that every weak equivalence
between cofibrant dg-PROPs (in characteristic 0) induces a Dwyer-Kan equivalence
(i.e. an equivalence of homotopy theories) between the simplicial localisations of the
respective categories of algebras with respect to the class of weak equivalences.
The Dwyer-Kan model structure
As we saw, conditions on a symmetric monoidal model category V that guarantee
the existence of an interesting model structure on C-coloured V-operads (for a fixed
set C) already appear in the literature. However, coloured V-operads (or V-PROPs)
with no fixed set of colours can be assembled into a category V-Oper (resp. V-Prop),
which can be endowed with a 2-categorical structure extending the one on V-Cat.
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In fact, the passage from one-coloured operads (resp. PROPs) to coloured V-
operads (resp. PROPs) can be compared to the passage from V-monoids (called
algebras in the additive context) to V-categories (cf. [67]). As for V-categories, the
equivalences in the 2-category structure on V-Oper (resp. V-Prop) can be character-
ized as the fully faithful and essentially surjective morphisms (a precise definition will
be given in the text).
In their seminal work on simplicial localisations Dwyer and Kan defined a notion
of equivalence between simplicial categories, a Dwyer-Kan equivalence, as a functor
which is fully faithful and essentially surjective in a homotopical sense.
In [11] Bergner proved that the category of (small) simplicial categories sSet-Cat
admits a model structure in which the weak equivalences are the Dwyer-Kan weak
equivalences and the fibrations are homotopy analogues of the isofibrations. This
model structure, called Dwyer-Kan model structure, presents the homotopy theory of
homotopy theories, or ∞-category in modern terms ([57]).
In the last decade the possibility of having a Dwyer-Kan-like model structure on
the category of categories enriched in a symmetric monoidal model category V other
than simplicial sets has been investigated by different authors (see § 4.2.2.1).
In particular, the existence of a Dwyer-Kan model structure on V-Cat for a general
V was proved by Lurie [57], Berger and Moerdijk [8] and Muro [68] under different
hypotheses on V.
One of the main goals of this thesis is to prove, under certain conditions on V,
the existence of a Dwyer-Kan-type model structure on the category of coloured V-
operads and V-PROPs in which the weak equivalences are the multi-linear version of
the Dwyer-Kan equivalences (thus the homotopical counterpart of the 2-categorical
equivalences). This objective is successfully accomplished in Chapter 4.
In the case V = sSet (with the Kan-Quillen model structure) we recover the model
structure on simplicial operads of Cisinski and Moerdijk ([16]) and Robertson ([77]),
which models the homotopy theory of ∞-operads. The existence of the Dwyer-Kan
model structure on sSet-Prop was independently proved in [35].
Our general approach allows us to cover a wide range of symmetric monoidal
model categories at the same time, including many examples of interest (see § 4.6).
In particular, we prove the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model structure on V-Oper
and V-Prop in the cases in which V is equal to:
- the category of topological spaces with the standard model structure;
- the category of chain complexes of modules over a field of characteristic 0, with
the projective or the injective model structure;
- the category of simplicial R-modules with the projective model structure, for an
arbitrary ring R;
- the category of (abstract) symmetric spectra with the positive stable model
structure.
We also show that, as in the case with a fixed set of colours, a Dwyer-Kan model
structure exists on the categories of non-symmetric (resp. unitary, constant-free) V-
operads under less restrictive hypotheses on V. If V is combinatorial for instance, it
is sufficient to suppose that it satisfies the monoid axiom of Schwede and Shipley [80]
(see Corollary 4.2.2.6).
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For completeness, we will also prove that, a Dwyer-Kan semi-model structure
exists on the category of coloured V-operads (resp. augmentation-free, constant-free
V-PROPs) under very mild assumptions on V (§ 4.2.5).
We conclude by giving an outline of the content of this work.
Plan of the thesis. In the first, introductory, chapter we recall the definitions of
coloured operad and PROP enriched in a symmetric monoidal category V. Basic
notions from operad and PROP theory such as algebras and restriction and extension
along a morphism of operads, together with few examples, are presented. In particular
we show that the categories of C-coloured categories, operads and PROPs (for a
fixed set of colour C) are themselves the categories of algebras over suitable coloured
operads.
In Section 1.9 we characterised (coloured) operads as those PROPs for which the
free algebra functor exists and can be computed as a categorical left Kan extension.
We achieve this result by showing that any extension functor induced by a morphism
of operads coincides with the left Kan extension functor along the corresponding
morphism of PROPs. This approach to extensions of algebraic structures is very
close to the one of Kaufmann and Ward [50]. In fact, in § 1.11 we show that the
notion of coloured operad and Feynman category of loc.cit. are essentially equivalent.
Chapter 2 is mainly focused on the description and computation of colimits of
categories, coloured operads and coloured PROPs. Our approach is to recast this
matter to an algebra extension computation and then use the methods of § 1.9.
To achieve this we observe that, even thought the categories of (V-enriched)
categories, coloured operads and PROPs are not described by operads, they can
be seen as bundles of operadic algebras. We call such bundles operadic bifibrations.
Finally, we introduce a generalisation of the Grothendieck construction in the category
of coloured V-operads and use it to describe diagrams in operadic bifibrations as
algebras over it.
The last three sections of Chapter 2 contain applications of this method:
- in § 2.7.2 we describe push-outs of PROPs and prove that the push-out of a fully
faithful morphism of operads injective on colours (in coloured PROPs) is fully
faithful and injective on colours. This is a fundamental result for the proof of
existence of the Dwyer-Kan model structure;
- in § 2.8 we present a filtration for a push-out along a free morphism of algebras
over a coloured operad. This filtration already appears in the literature (see for
example [71], [94]) and it is of fundamental importance for the homotopy theory
of algebras over operads (following the model categorical approach). We think
that our approach to this filtration, besides presenting a new point of view on
how it arises, shed some light on the connection between the presentation of this
filtration given in the above cited literature and the (equivalent) filtration for
polynomial monads appearing in Berger and Batanin’s work [5];
- in the last section we look at filtered colimits in operadic bifibrations and use
our results to give a formal proof of the fact that the categories of V-enriched
categories, coloured operads and PROPs are locally presentable if V is locally
presentable.
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We hope that the formalism of operadic bifibrations developed in this chapter
might be of use for the study of other coloured structures such as properads, dioperads,
wheeled properads, cyclic operads and modular operads. In particular, there should
be an operadic bifibration for every kind of generalised PROP structure in the sense
of Johnson and Yau [96].
In Chapter 3 we review the basic notions of model category theory that we are
going to need in the rest of the thesis. Given a symmetric monoidal model category
V and a V-coloured operad O conditions on both structures that guarantee that
AlgO(V) admits the projective (semi-)model structure have been widely considered in
the literature. In § 3.2 we recall these results, emphasising the role that the filtration
of § 2.8 plays in their proofs.
Chapter 4 is the central part of this thesis. We define the Dwyer-Kan model struc-
ture for coloured (non-symmetric, constant-free, unitary) operads and (constant-free,
augmentation-free) PROPs and prove its existence under appropriate conditions on V
(§ 4.2.2 and 4.2.6); as in the fixed coloured case, these conditions are strictly weaker in
the case of coloured non-symmetric operads, constant-free operads or unitary operads.
Our proofs are based on the notion of interval and the interval cofibrancy theorems
used by Berger and Moerdijk and Muro to prove the existence of the Dwyer-Kan
model structure for enriched categories; these results are recalled in § 4.2.1.
We show that if V is right proper the Dwyer-Kan model structures on categories,
operads and PROPs are also right proper. Left properness is a more subtle issue,
in fact, the Dwyer-Kan model structures on V-operads, V-PROPs (and V-categories)
need not be left proper, even if V is so (cf. § 4.1.1). However, as a partial result, we
show that in V-Oper the weak equivalences between Σ-cofibrant operads are stable
under push-out along cofibrations (cf. [35]).
For completeness, the existence of a Dwyer-Kan semi-model structure, under less
restrictive hypothesis on V, is also investigated in § 4.2.5.
A simple extension of the above cited rectification results of Berger and Moerdijk
([7], [9]) is presented in 4.3: we prove that every Dwyer-Kan equivalence between Σ-
cofibrant operads induces a Quillen equivalence between the projective model struc-
tures on the respective categories of algebras.
This implies, in particular, that Dwyer-Kan equivalences between simplicial cat-
egories induces Quillen equivalences between the respective model categories of sim-
plicial modules.
It would be interesting to know if in general, there exists a "Morita" model struc-
ture on the category of V-categories in which the weak equivalences are exactly the
maps that induces Quillen equivalences on simplicial modules. This problem was
successfully solved for the case V = Chk (the symmetric monoidal category of chain
complexes k-modules with the projective model structure) by Tabuada in [90].
In the case of V = sSet, thanks to a result of Dwyer and Kan, the class of
sSet-functors which induce a Quillen equivalence between the respective categories
of sSet-modules coincides with the class of r-equivalences, i.e. the functors that are
homotopically fully faithful and homotopically “surjective up-to-retract”. In § 4.4 we
notice that the same technique used to prove the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model
structure can be exploited to obtain a similar model structure in which the weak
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equivalences are the r-equivalences (for a general V). The particular case of V = sSet
gives the desired Morita model structure on the category of simplicial categories.
In § 4.2.1.2 we show that the Dwyer-Kan model structure on enriched operads
behaves well with respect to change of the enriching model category along a weak
monoidal Quillen adjunction.
The last section of Chapter 4 contains examples of model categories to which our
main theorems apply.
The appendix is divided in two sections. In the first one we recall few facts about
(enriched) symmetric monoidal category. The second part contains an account on the
formalism for directed graphs (due to Kock [53]) that we have chosen to use in this
thesis.
Notation and conventions
The category of sets will be denoted by Set. The full subcategory of Set spanned
by the finite sets will be denoted by Fin.
For every n ∈ N let n be {1, . . . , n}, the finite cardinal of order n.
Given a finite set C we will denote by |C| ∈ N its cardinality.
For every n ∈ N the symbol Σn will indicate the group of automorphisms of n (i.e.
the n-permutation group).
We denote by Σ the finite permutation groupoid, i.e. the maximal subgroupoid of Set
that has {n | n ∈ N} as set of objects; clearly Σ ∼= ∐n∈N Σn.
We will often represent permutations as string diagrams as in Figure 0.1.
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
Figure 0.1. Graphical representation of a permutation f ∈ Σ6 :
f(1) = 2, f(2) = 3, f(3) = 1, f(4) = 6, f(5) = 5, f(6) = 4.
0.1. Total orders and unshuﬄes
A total order on a finite set C of cardinality n will be for us a bijection α : n→ C.
Given two total orders α, β on a finite set C, the twist between α and β is the
permutation tw(α, β) = β−1α ∼= Σn.
Clearly a total order on a set X restricts to a total order on each subset of X in
a unique way; the following definition just expresses this concept coherently with our
definition of total order.
Definition 0.1.0.1. Let α be a total order on a finite set C of cardinality n
and D be a subset of C of cardinality m; let rα : m → n be the unique order
preserving function with image α−1(D). Then the restriction of α to D is the total
order α|D = αrα.
Definition 0.1.0.2. Let C and D be two finite sets, α : n → C and β : m → D
be two total orders, and let d be an element of D. The insertion of α over β in d is
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1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
Figure 0.2. A function f : 6 → 3 (on the left) and its unshuﬄing
ωf (on the right).
the total order β ◦d α : n+m− 1 → C unionsq (D\{d}) such that
β ◦i α(j) =

β(j) if j < β−1(d)
α(i) if β−1(d) ≤ j < β−1(d) + n
β(j − n+ 1) if β−1(d) + n ≤ j
Let α : n → m be a function of sets; consider the set m × n endowed with the
lexicographic order: (a, b) ≤ (c, d) if and only if a < c or a = c and b ≤ d (where < is
the usual order on the natural numbers). Consider the function (α, id) : n → m× n.
There exists a unique injective order preserving function tα : n→m×n with the same
image as (α, id). We define the unshuﬄing of α as the unique permutation ωα : n→ n
that makes the following diagram commute
n
(α,id)//
ωα
""
m× n
n.
tα
OO
0.1.1. Partitions and permutations by blocks. Let n ∈ N, an ordered m-
partition of n is a sequence of m natural numbers (k1, . . . , km) ∈ Nm such that∑m
i=1 ki = n. Every function α : n → m determines an ordered m-partition of n,
namely (|α−1(1)|, . . . , |α−1(m)|), called the partition associated to α and denoted by
pα; this assignment restricts to a bijection between the set of ordered maps from n
to m and the set of ordered m-partitions of n, therefore we will abusively make no
distinctions between these two sets.
Every m-partition p of n, if we think of Σ|p−1(i)| as the automorphism group of
the set p−1(i), determines a subgroup ip :
∏m
i=1 Σ|p−1(i)| ↪→ Σn that we will denote by
Σp and call the subgroup of p-permutations; when the partition p we are considering
is evident from the context, then, given τi ∈ Σ|p−1(i)| for every i ∈ m, we will denote
the image of (τ1, . . . , τm) by [τ1 . . . τm].
For every m-partition p of n let Σp\Σn be the right coset of Σp (i.e. the set of
orbits of Σn with respect to the left action of Σp).
Every function α : n→ m can be decomposed as pα precomposed with a bijection
σ, uniquely determined up to p-permutations; σ can be chosen to be the unshuﬄing
of α, i.e. f = pαωα. In other words, the function
(0.1.1.1)
d :Set(n,m) −→ ∐
(k1,...,km)∈Nm
(Σk1 × · · · × Σkm\Σn)
α 7−→ [ωα]pα
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is an isomorphism.
Given p an ordered m-partition of n and a permutation σ ∈ Σm we will denote
by b(σ) ∈ Σn the unshuﬄing ωσp. In other words, b(σ) is a permutation of n by
blocks: it changes the order of the fibers of p according to σ, leaving the order of the
elements inside of each fiber unchanged.
0.2. Category theory
The category of small categories (and functors between them) will be denoted by
Cat, while CAT the category of (large) categories.
The symbol 1 will stand for the terminal category (i.e. the category with one
object and no morphism different from the identity).
0.2.1. Completeness and cocompleteness. A category C is complete (cocom-
plete) if it has all small limits (resp. colimits); a category which is complete and
cocomplete will be called bicomplete. Given a category C, the symbols ∅ and ∗ will
denote its initial object and its terminal object respectively (when they exist).
For every category (or groupoid) C the symbol pi0(C) indicates the set of path
components of C.
For every small category C and every categoryM, the category of functors from
C toM and natural transformations between them will be denoted byMC .
For every category C the core Cor(C) will stand for the maximal subgroupoid of
C.
Given a set S and a collection of objects {cs}s∈S in a (sufficiently cocomplete )
category C we will denote by 〈s〉 the canonical map cs →
∐
s∈S
cs.
0.2.2. Small and compact objects.
Definition 0.2.2.1. Let C be a category and let λ be a regular cardinal. An
object X ∈ C is λ-compact if the corepresentable functor C(X,−) preserves λ-filtered
colimits. An object X ∈ C is compact if it is λ-compact for some regular cardinal λ.
Definition 0.2.2.2. Let κ be a cardinal, C a category and K a class of maps in
C. An object X ∈ C is κ-small relative to K if every for every ordinal λ ≥ κ and
every λ-sequence
Y0
v0 // Y1
v1 // . . . // Yβ
vβ // . . . (for everyβ < λ)
of maps in K the canonical map
colim
β<λ
C(X,Yβ) −→ C(X, colim
β<λ
Yβ)
is an isomorphism. An object of C is small with respect to K if it is κ-small with
respect to K for some cardinal κ.
Clearly every compact object is small with respect to any class of maps.
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0.2.3. Natural transformations and (co)cones. We define ∆[1] to be the cat-
egory representing morphisms, i.e. the category with two objects, 0 and 1, and a
unique non-trivial arrow, from 0 to 1.
Given two categories I and C, we will call a functor F : I×∆[1]→ C and I-cylinder
in C; the I-diagram F|I×{0} (resp. F|I×{1}) will be called the bottom (resp. top) face
of F .
Given two I-diagrams A,B in C, the set of I-cylinders in C with bottom face A
and top face B is in bijection with the set of natural transformations from A to B. For
every I-cylinder F and every i ∈ I we will denote by Fi the morphism in C represented
by F{i}×∆[1] (in this way we recover the usual notation for natural transformations).
Given two I-cylinders F,G : I×∆[1]→ C such that F|I×{1} = G|I×{0}, we denote
by G ∗ F : I ×∆[1] → C the I-cylinder corresponding to their (horizontal) composite
(as natural transformations), i.e. (G ∗ F )i = GiFi for every i ∈ I.
Given a morphism f : a → b in C (that we can see as a functor f : ∆[1] → C) let
f¯ : I ×∆[1] → C be the constant natural transformation from a to b, i.e. f¯ = f ◦ p2
where p2 : I×∆[1]→ ∆[1] is the projection on the second term; in other words f¯i = f
for every i ∈ I.
Given and I-diagram B : I → C and c ∈ C, an I-cocone (I-cone) in C with base
B and tip c ∈ C is a I-cylinder F : I ×∆[1] → C such that F|I×{1} (resp. F|I×{0}) is
the constant functor with value c and F|I×{0} ∼= B (resp. F|I×{1} ∼= B).
We define the universal I-cocone category I. in the following way: its set of
objects is ob(I)
∐{t}; for every i, j ∈ I we set I.(i, j) = I(i, j), I.(i, t) = I.(t, t) = ∗,
I.(t, i) = ∅; composition is defined in the obvious way from the one of I. The universal
I-cone I/ can be defined as ((Iop).)op.
There is an obvious I-cocone (resp. I-cone) r : I × ∆[1] → I. (resp. s : I ×
∆[1] → I/) with base I and tip t; an I-cylinder is an I-cocone (resp. I-cone) if and
only if it factors through r (resp. s).
0.2.4. Comma categories. Given two functors f : A → C and g : B → C we
denote by f ↓ g the comma category of f over g: the objects of f ↓ g are triples
(a, b, γ) where a ∈ A, b ∈ B and γ : f(a) → g(b) is a morphism in C; a morphism
(a, b, α)→ (a′, b′, α′) in f ↓ g is given by a pair (α, β) where α : a→ a′ and β : b→ b′
such that γ′f(α) = g(β)γ.
If i : A ↪→ C is a subcategory of C the comma category i ↓ g (resp. f ↓ i) will be
denoted by A ↓ g (resp. f ↓ A).
0.2.5. Enriched weighted limits and colimits. In Section 1.9 and Chapter 2
we will make extensive use of weighted limits and colimits. Our main reference for
enriched category theory will be Kelly’s classical text [52].
Fix a bicomplete and closed symmetric monoidal category (V,⊗, I). Let A be a
small V-category and W be a bicomplete V-category.
For every two V-functors F,K : A → W we will denote the weighted limit of F
with weight G by {K,F}. Similarly, given a functor W : Aop →W, we will denote by
W ? F the weighted colimit of F weighted by W .
Given a small V-category B and a V-functor u : A → B, the left Kan extension of
F along u will be denoted by LanuF : B → W.
CHAPTER 1
Categories, operads and PROPs
In this introductory chapter we would like to recall the definition of the algebraic
objects that will be studied in this thesis, namely enriched categories, operads and
PROPs.
1.1. The category of small categories
We begin to recall a few facts about categories as algebraic structures. This
section and the next one are not meant to be an introduction to (enriched) category
theory, for which we refer the reader to the classical texts [59] and [52]. The main
goal is to underline the common features that categories, operads and PROPs have
as algebraic objects.
Let (Set,×, ∗) be the cartesian category of sets.
There is an obvious functor ob : Cat→ Set which associates to each category its
set of objects. This functor is in fact a bifibration (§ 2.1) as we will see in § 2.4.
For every C ∈ Set, the category of C-coloured categories is the fiber of ob above
C and will be denoted by CatC . In other words, the objects of CatC are the categories
with set of objects C and its morphisms are the functors which are the identity on the
objects. For example, the category Cat∗ (i.e. one-coloured categories) is isomorphic
to the category of monoids.
A linear C-coloured collection is an element of SetC×C , the category of collections
of sets indexed by C × C. Every C-coloured category has an underlying linear C-
coloured collection. In fact, there is a functor UCatC : CatC → SetC×C ; UCatCC(a, b) =
C(a, b) for every C ∈ Cat and a, b ∈ C.
1.1.0.1. Categories as monoids. The category of linear C-coloured collections can
be endowed with a (non-symmetric) monoidal structure. The tensor product  is
given by the following formula: for every X,Y ∈ SetC×C and every a, b ∈ C
X  Y (a, b) =
∐
c∈C
X(c, b)×X(a, c).
The unit for this tensor product is C regarded as a discrete category. The category
of monoids in (SetC×C ,, C) is isomorphic to CatC .
1.1.1. The 2-category of small categories. It is well known that the category
Cat can be endowed with a (strict) 2-category structure ([55]) where the 2-cells are
given by the natural transformations between functors. We recall that in a 2-category
an equivalence is a 1-cell that is invertible up to invertible 2-cells. It is a classical fact
that a 1-cell F : A → B in Cat (i.e. a functor) is an equivalence if and only if it is
fully faithful and essentially surjective.
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1.2. Enriched categories
Fix a symmetric monoidal category (V,⊗, I); in most of the applications we are
going to assume that V is bicomplete and closed (def. A.0.6.3) thus the reader is free
to make this assumption.
If we replace (Set,×, ∗) by (V,⊗, I) in the definition of category, what we get is
the notion of V-enriched category (or V-category for short).
Definition 1.2.0.1. A V-enriched category C is given by the following data:
- a class C called the class of objects (or colours);
- an object C(a, b) ∈ V, the hom-object from a to b, for every (a, b) ∈ C × C;
- a morphism 1a : I → C(a, a) for every C ∈ C;
- a composition function ◦a,b,c : C(b, c)⊗ C(a, b) → C(b, c) for every a, b, c ∈ C;
subject to the following constrains:
i. associativity of the composition: ◦a,c,d(idC(c,d)⊗◦a,b,c)α = ◦a,b,d(◦b,c,d⊗ idC(a,b))
for every a, b, c, d ∈ C (where α is appropriate component of the associator of
V);
ii. unitality: ◦a,a,b(idC(a,b)⊗1a) = ρC(a,a) and ◦b,b,a(1b⊗ idC(a,b)) = λC(b,b) for every
a, b ∈ C (where λ and ρ are the left and right unitors of V respectively, def.
A.0.6.1).
Definition 1.2.0.2. Given two V-categories C,D with class of objects C and D
respectively, a V-functor F : C → D from C to D consists of the following data:
- a function F : C → D;
- a morphism Fa,b : C(a, b) → D(F (a), F (b)) for every a, b ∈ C;
which are required to respect the composition and the units, that is:
- ◦F (a),F (b),F (c)(Fb,c ⊗ Fa,b) = Fa,c◦a,b,c for every a, b, c ∈ C;
- Fa,b1a = 1F (a) for every a ∈ C.
A V-category is called small it its class of objects is a set.
Given a V-category with class of objects C the identity functor idC : C → C is the
unique functor which is the identity both on objects and on hom-objects.
Composition of V-functors is defined in the evident way; it is associative and
unital (with the identity functors as units). Therefore, small V-categories and V-
functors form the category of (small) V-enriched categories that we will denote by
V-Cat.
As in the unenriched case, there is an obvious functor ob : V-Cat → Set. As
before, for every set C ∈ Set we define the category of C-coloured V-categories V-CatC
to be the fiber of ob over C; its objects are the V-categories with set of objects C and
its morphisms are the V-functors which are the identity on objects.
A linear C-coloured V-collection is an object of the functor category VC×C ; every
C-coloured V-category has an underlying linear C-coloured collection, in other words
there is a forgetful functor UCat : V-CatC → VC×C .
1.2.0.1. C-coloured V-categories as monoids. If V has finite coproducts and the
tensor product commutes with them in both variables (for example if V is closed) a
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monoidal structure can be defined on VC×C , with tensor product  given by
X  Y (a, c) =
∐
c∈C
X(b, c)⊗ Y (a, b).
The unit for this tensor product is the linear C-coloured collection i such that i(a, b)
is equal to I if a = b and to ∅ (the initial object of V) otherwise.
In this situation the category of C-coloured V-categories is isomorphic to the
category of monoids in (VC×C ,, i). For more details on this construction we refer
the reader to [51] and [68].
1.2.1. The 2-category of V-categories. There is a well defined notion of V-natural
transformation of V-functors (see [52, § 1.2]). Small V-categories, V-functors and
V-natural transformations form a 2-category that we will also denote by V-Cat.
Given two monoidal categories V andW and a (lax) monoidal functor f : V →W
( def. A.1.0.4), the application of f on each hom-set extends to a 2-functor
f : V-Cat −→ W-Cat
which preserves the set of objects. As an important example, the corepresentable
functor V(I,−) : V → Set is monoidal and thus induces a 2-functor
(−)0 : V-Cat −→ Cat.
For every V-category C the (ordinary) category C0 is called the underlying category of
C.
As in the unenriched case, equivalences in V-Cat have a well known characterisa-
tion.
Definition 1.2.1.1. A V-functor f : A → B is:
- fully faithful if fa,a′ is an isomorphism for every a, a′ ∈ V;
- essentially surjective if the (ordinary) functor f0 is essentially surjective.
In the 2-category V-Cat a V-functor f is an equivalence if and only if it is fully faithful
and essentially surjective (see [52, § 1.11]).
All the basic facts that we recalled about V-enriched categories are contained in
the first section of [52].
1.3. Operads
Coloured operads can be thought as a generalisation of categories where the
morphisms are allowed to have multiple inputs, for this reason they are sometimes
called (symmetric) multicategories. Operads come in different flavours (symmetric,
non-symmetric, reduced, connected,...) in the literature (cf. § 1.5); in this work, the
term “operad” will stand for what is commonly called a symmetric coloured operad
(or symmetric multicategory).
We will define enriched operads directly; thus we continue to fix a symmetric
monoidal category (V,⊗, I), which will be the base for the enrichment. Again, in
most applications V will be also assumed to be bicomplete and closed.
The definition of “unenriched” operad is recovered by taking (V,⊗, I)=(Set,×, ∗).
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1.3.1. Symmetric collections. We begin by recalling the definition of C-coloured
(symmetric) collection. In words, it will be a collection of objects indexed by C-signa-
tures (defined below). As every (C-coloured) category has an underlying linear C-
coloured collection, every (symmetric) operad will have an underlying (symmetric)
C-coloured collection.
1.3.1.1. C-signatures. For every set C ∈ Set let (sq(C), ∗, []) be the free monoid
generated by C. The underlying set sq(C) is isomorphic to the set of finite ordered
sequences of elements of C, i.e. the set of pairs (n, c) where n ∈ N and c : n→ C is a
function. An element (n, c) of sq(C) can also be represented as an array (c1, . . . , cn)
where ci = c(i) for every i ∈ n; the integer n is called the length of (n, c) and denoted
by |(n, c)|. When not relevant for the discussion we will omit the length and denote
(n, c) simply by c. If we think of N as the discrete subcategory of Set spanned by the
sets n for every n ∈ N and we think of C as an object of Set, then sq(C) is isomorphic
to the (discrete) comma category N ↓ C.
We denote by Σsq(C) the comma category Σ ↓ C. Σsq(C) is actually a groupoid
and it will be called the C-sequences permutation groupoid : its set of objects is
isomorphic to sq(C) and for every σ ∈ Σn there is an isomorphism σ˜ : (n, cσ)→ (n, c).
We define the set of C-signatures, denoted by Sign(C) , to be sq(C)×C. In other
words, a C-signature s is a pair (s; s0) where s is a finite sequence of elements of C
and s0 ∈ C; the sequence s and the element s0 will be called the input of s and the
output of s and will be denoted by sin and sout, respectively.
For every s ∈ Sign(C) the length of s, denoted by |s|, is the length of its input. A
C-signature s of length n can be represented by an array (s1, . . . , sn; s0).
It is convenient to picture C-signatures as planar tree C-corollas (def. B.1.1.1,
B.2.1.1) as in Figure 1.1.
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
c0
Figure 1.1. Representation of a C-signature (c1, . . . , c5; c0) as a pla-
nar tree C-corolla.
We define the C-signatures permutation groupoid to be the groupoid Σsq(C)op×C
and we denote it by ΣSign(C). This means that for every C-signature s = (sin, sout)
of length n and every σ ∈ Σn there is an isomorphism
σ : (s1, . . . , sn; sout) −→ (sσ(1), . . . , sσ(n); sout).
We will use the notation sσ for the C-signature (sinσ, sout).
Every function of sets f : C → D induces a function f : Sign(C) → Sign(D) and
a functor f : ΣSign(C) → ΣSign(C) in the evident way.
Definition 1.3.1.1. The category of (non-symmetric) C-coloured V-collections
is the functor category VSign(C).
The category of symmetric C-coloured V-collections is the functor category VΣSign(C).
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In other words, a C-coloured V-collection A is a collection {A(s; s0)}(s;s0)∈Sign(C)
of objects of V indexed by Sign(C); a symmetric C-coloured collection is the same
amount of data together with an isomorphism σ∗ : A(s; s0) → A(sσ; s0) for every
σ ∈ Σn (natural in σ). The map σ∗ is called a permutation morphism for A.
There is an obvious inclusion r : Sign(C) → ΣSign(C). Restriction and left Kan
extension along r give rise to an adjunction
(1.3.1.1) s! : VSign(C)  VΣSign(C) : s∗
between (non-symmetric) collections and symmetric collections.
1.3.1.2. Composable signatures. For every s = (s1, . . . , sn; s0) ∈ Sign(C) a se-
quence of C-signatures (t1, . . . , tn) is said to be composable over s if ti,out = si for
every i ∈ n. If this is the case we can produce the signature s◦(t1, . . . , tn): this new sig-
nature is defined to have output s ◦ (t1, . . . , tn)out = s0 and input s ◦ (t1, . . . , tn)in =
(t1in, . . . , tnin), thus its length is
∑
i∈n |ti|.
s1 s2 s3
s0
s1 s2 s3
t1,1 t1,2 t2,1 t3,1 t3,2 t3,3
7→
t1,1 t1,2 t2,1 t3,1 t3,2 t3,3
s0
Figure 1.2. Graphical representation of
(s1, s2, s3; s0) ◦ ((t1,1, t1,2; s1), (t2,1; s2), (t3,1, t3,2, t3,3; s3)).
Given s = (s1, . . . , sn; s0) ∈ Sign(C) and i ∈ n, a C-signature t is composable
over s at i if tout = si; in this case we define s ◦i t, the partial composition of t over
s at i, to be the composition
s ◦ ((s1; s1), . . . , (si−1; si−1), t1, . . . , tm, (si+1; si+1), . . . , (sn; sn)).
Note that for every sequence of C-signature (r1, . . . , rn) composable over s, the com-
position s ◦ (r1, . . . , rn) is equal to the iterated partial composition
(s ◦n rn) ◦n−1 rn−1 ◦ . . . ) ◦ r1.
Hence composition and partial composition can be interchangeably defined one from
the other.
All the definitions we gave make sense (with the appropriate changes) also when
C is a proper class rather than a set. We will allow ourselves to talk freely about
collections coloured by a class.
1.3.2. Coloured operads. We can now give a precise definition of coloured operad
enriched in V:
Definition 1.3.2.1. A coloured V-enriched operad (or V-operad for short) O is
given by the following amount of data:
- A class C, called the class of colours of O;
- A symmetric C-coloured V-collection, called the collection of operations of O,
also denoted by O;
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- For every s ∈ Sign(C) and every sequence of C-signatures t = (t1, . . . , tn) com-
posable over s a composition law:
◦t,s : O(s)⊗O(t1)⊗ · · · ⊗ O(tn) −→ O(s ◦ t);
- For every c ∈ C a morphism uc : I → O(c; c) called the identity operation of c.
subject to the following constrains:
i. associativity: given r ∈ Sign(C), a sequence of C-signature s = (s1, . . . , sn) com-
posable over s, and for every i ∈ n a sequence of C-signature ti = (ti,1, . . . , ti,ki)
composable with si the following diagram
O(r)⊗ (⊗i∈nO(si))⊗ (⊗i∈n⊗j∈ki O(ti,j))
◦s,r⊗id
++
∼=

O(r)⊗ (⊗i∈nO(si)⊗⊗j∈ki O(ti,j))
id⊗⊗i∈n ◦ti,si

O(r ◦ s)⊗ (⊗i∈n⊗j∈ki O(ti,j))
◦

O(r)⊗ (⊗i∈nO(si ◦ ti)) ◦ // O(r ◦ (s1 ◦ tn, . . . , sn ◦ tn))
commutes.
ii. equivariant composition I: for every s ∈ Sign(C), every (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ sq(Sign(C))
composable over s and every σ ∈ Σn the following diagram
O(s)⊗ (⊗i∈nO(ti))
◦

σ∗⊗τ // O(sσ)⊗ (⊗i∈nO(tσ(i)))
◦

O(s ◦ (t1, . . . , tn)) ω
∗
// O(sσ ◦ (tσ(1), . . . , tσ(n)))
commutes. Here τ is the symmetric morphism in V that permutes the n factors
of the tensor product according to σ; ω ∈ Σ|s◦(t1,...,tn)| is the unique permutation
that makes the inputs match, namely the inverse of the permutation by blocks
b(σ) (§ 0.1.1).
iii. equivariant composition II: for every s ∈ Sign(C), every (t1, . . . , tn)∈sq(Sign(C))
composable over s and every (σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ Σ|t1| × · · · × Σ|tn| the following
diagram
O(s)⊗ (⊗i∈nO(ti))
◦

id⊗σ∗1⊗···⊗σ∗n // O(s)⊗ (⊗i∈nO(tiσi))
◦

O(s ◦ (t1, . . . , tn))
[σ1,...,σn]∗ // O(s ◦ (t1σ1, . . . , tnσn))
commutes.
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iv. unitality: for every (s1, . . . , sn; s0) ∈ Sign(C) the diagram
O(s) ∼= //
id
))
O(s)⊗ (⊗i∈n I) id⊗usi // O(s)⊗ (⊗i∈nO(si; si))
◦
ssO(s)
and the diagram
O(s) ∼= //
id
((
I⊗O(s) us0⊗id // O(s0; s0)⊗O(s)
◦
ttO(s)
commute (the isomorphisms on the upper left are given by the unitors of V, def.
A.0.6.1).
In set-theoretic terms (i.e. when V = Set) the object O(s1, . . . , sn; s0) should be
thought as the set of operations (or morphisms) with input s1, . . . , sn and output s0,
thus we will call it the operation-object of valence (s1, . . . , sn; s0). The composition
law gives a way to compose these operations.
A V-operad is small if the class C is a set. A V-operad which is not small will be
called large. We will mainly consider small V-operads.
Definition 1.3.2.2. Let O and P be two (coloured) V-operads with class of
colours C and D respectively; a morphism of (coloured) operads f : O → P consists
of the following data:
- a map f : O → P ;
- for every s ∈ Sign(C) a morphism Fs : O(s) → P(f(s));
such that:
i. (equivariance) σ∗Fs = Fsσσ∗ for every s ∈ Sign(C) of length n and every σ ∈ Σn;
ii. (preservation of the composition) for every s ∈ Sign(C) and every (t1, . . . , tn) ∈
sq(Sign(C)) composable over s the diagram
O(s)⊗ (⊗i∈nO(ti)) Fs⊗(⊗i∈n Fti ) //
◦

P(s)⊗ (⊗i∈n P(ti))
◦

O(s ◦ (t1, . . . , tn))
Fs◦(t1,...,tn)
// P(s ◦ (t1, . . . , tn))
commutes.
iii. (preservation of the identity) F(c;c)uc = uF (c) for every c ∈ O.
Composition of morphisms of operads is defined in the obvious way; it is associative
and unital. The category of small V-operads and morphisms between them will be
denoted by V-Oper. The (large) category of V-operads will be denoted by V-OPER.
As for (V-enriched) categories, there is a functor cl : V-Oper→ Set which sends every
V-operad to its set of colours.
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For every set C the category of C-coloured V-operads, denoted by V-OperC , is the
fiber of cl over C, i.e. the category of V-operads with set of colours C and morphisms
between them that coincide with the identity at the level of colours.
There is a forgetful functor η∗ : V-OperC → VΣSign(C) (the choice of notation
will be justified in § 1.4.3.6) which associates to every C-coloured V-operad its collec-
tion of operations (the equivariance axiom guarantees that it is well defined on the
morphisms). The functor η∗ sits as the right adjoint in a monadic adjunction
(1.3.2.1) η! : VΣSign(C) // V-OperC : η∗oo
that we will discuss in more details later on (§ 1.4.3.6 and 1.10.4). It is therefore
possible to talk about the coloured operad generated by a symmetric V-collection.
Similarly, the composition of (1.3.2.1) and (1.3.1.1) gives rise to an adjunction
(1.3.2.2) FOpC : VSign(C)
// V-OperC : UOpCoo
between (non-symmetric) C-coloured V-collections and C-coloured V-operads.
1.3.2.1. Composition and partial composition. Given a C-coloured V-operad O,
a C-signature s = (s1, . . . , sn; s0) ∈ Sign(C), i ∈ n, and t ∈ Sign(C) composable over
s at i we can define a morphism
(1.3.2.3) ◦i : O(s)⊗O(t) → O(s ◦i t)
as the composition
O(s)⊗O(t)
id⊗us1⊗···⊗id⊗···⊗usn

O(s)⊗O(s1; s1)⊗ · · · ⊗ O(si−1; si−1)⊗O(t)⊗O(si+1; si+1)⊗ · · · ⊗ O(sn; sn)
◦

O(s ◦i t).
In definition 1.3.2.1 the structure of a composition law could be replaced by that of
a partial composition law, i.e. a map as (1.3.2.3) for every s ∈ Sign(C) every i ∈ |s|
and every t ∈ Sign(C) composable over s at i, satisfying constrains similar to i., ii.,
iii., and iv. in def. 1.3.2.1; these definitions are indeed equivalent, we refer the reader
to [56, § 5.3] for a more detailed discussion.
1.3.2.2. Underlying category of an operad. Every C-coloured V-operad O has an
underlying C-coloured V-category j∗(O) obtained by forgetting the non-linear part.
In other words, j∗(O)(a, b) = O(a; b) for every a, b ∈ C. This assignment extends to
a functor j∗ : V-Oper → V-Cat.
If V has an initial object ∅ and its tensor product ⊗ preserves it in each variable,
then j∗ has a fully faithful left adjoint j! : V-Cat → V-Oper. For every C-coloured
category C ∈ V-Cat the V-operad j!(C) is C-coloured and:
j!(C)(s) =
{
C(a, b) if s = (a; b) for some a, b ∈ C
∅ otherwise.
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1.3.2.3. The endomorphism operad. A fundamental example of coloured V-operad
is the endomorphism operad for a collection of objects in a symmetric monoidal V-
category W (A.2), that we are now going to describe.
Suppose V is a symmetric monoidal category and W is a symmetric monoidal
V-category.
In most applications we have in mind V will be closed andW will be a symmetric
V-algebra ( §A.4). More specifically we will be mainly concern with the cases in which
V = (Set,×, ∗) andW is a symmetric monoidal category such that the tensor product
commutes with coproducts or V =W is a symmetric monoidal closed category.
Let X = {Xc}c∈C be a collection of objects of W indexed by a class C. The
endomorphism operad EndV(X) is a C-coloured V-operad; EndV(X)(c1, . . . , cn; c0) ∼=
HomW(Xc1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Xcn , Xc0) for every (c1, . . . , cn; c0) ∈ Sign(C); permutation mor-
phisms, composition laws and identities are defined in a natural way making use of
the composition and the symmetric monoidal V-structure of W.
In the special case in which C = ob(W) and X = {c}c∈ob(W) the (large) endo-
morphism V-operad EndV(X) will be called the V-operad associated toW and denoted
by EndV(W).
1.3.2.4. C-coloured operads as monoids. Suppose that V is cocomplete and the
tensor product ⊗ commutes with small colimits in each variable. As C-coloured
V-categories can be described as monoids for a certain monoidal structure on the cat-
egory of linear collections, C-coloured V-operads are monoids for a certain monoidal
structure on the category of symmetric C-coloured V-collections. The description of
the tensor product on VΣSign(C) requires to introduce some notation.
The decomposition groupoid. For every s ∈ Sign(C) we define dec(s), the groupoid
of Σ-decomposition of s, as follows: its objects are triples (r, t, γ) where r is a C-
signature, t = (t1, . . . , t|r|) is a sequence of C-signatures composable over r and
γ ∈ Σ|s| is a permutation such that s = (r◦t)γ; given two decompositions (r, t, γ) and
(r′, t′, γ′) a morphism between them is a pair (σ, {τi}i∈|r|) where σ ∈ Σ|r| is such that
r′ = rσ and {τi}i∈|r| is a collection of permutations such that tiτi = t′σ(i); furthermore
we require that γ′ = αγ where α = [τ1, . . . , τ|r|]b(σ) ∈ Σ|s| is the composition of the
block permutation induced by σ with the permutation given by the concatenation
of the τi’s. The composition of two morphisms (σ, {τi}i∈|r|) and (σ′, {τ ′i}i∈|r|) is
(σσ′, {τσ′(i)τ ′i}i∈|r|).
Remark 1.3.2.3. Σ-decompositions of s are in bijective correspondence with the
set of ordered C-labelled rooted trees with 2 levels ( def. B.1.2.8, B.3.1.1). For
example, if s is equal to (c, b, a, b, d, a, b, c; a), the tree in Figure 1.3 corresponds to
the decomposition (r, (t1, t2, t3), γ) where r = (a, a, b; a), t1 = (c, b, b; a), t2 = (a, d; a),
t3 = (a, b, c; b), γ(3) = 4,γ(4) = 3,γ(7) = 8,γ(8) = 7 and γ(i) = i otherwise; in fact,
the category dec(s) is equivalent to the groupoid of ordered C-labelled rooted trees
of arity s with 2 levels ( §B.2).
If V has all small colimits and the tensor product commutes with them in each
variable VΣSign(C) can be endowed with a monoidal model structure (VΣSign(C),, i);
for every M,N ∈ VΣSign(C) and every s ∈ ΣSign(C) the tensor product M  N is
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t1 t2 t3
r
c b b a d a cb
a a b
a
Figure 1.3. Representation of a decomposition as a tree
defined to have s-component
(M N)(s) = colim
(r,t,γ)∈dec(s)
M(r)⊗ (
|r|⊗
i=1
N(ti)).
we leave to the reader the exact interpretation of this formula. The product  and
its properties are presented in more details in [25, § 2.2] (in the one-coloured case)
and in [94, § 3.2] (in the general case). The unit i has the following description: for
every s ∈ Sign(C)
i(s) ∼=
{
I if s = (c; c) for some c ∈ C
∅ otherwise.
Unravelling the definitions, it is possible to prove that the category of monoids in
(VΣSign(C),, i) is equivalent to V-OperC .
In particular, every C-coloured V-operad O defines two monads O− and −O
over VΣSign(C); their algebras are called left O-modules and right O-modules. The
theory of left and right modules over (one-coloured) V-operads is developed in great
detail in [25].
1.3.2.5. The 2-category of V-operads. As for enriched functors, there is a good
notion of natural transformation between morphisms of coloured operads:
Definition 1.3.2.4. Let f, g : O → P be two morphisms between coloured V-
operads. Let C = cl(O). A natural transformation α : f ⇒ g is a collection of
morphisms
{αc : I −→ P(f(c); g(c))}c∈C
such that for every s = (s1, . . . , sn; s0) ∈ Sign(C) the diagram
O(s) fs //
gs

P(f(s)) αs0⊗id // P(f(s0); g(s0))⊗ P(G(s))
◦

P(g(s))id⊗(
⊗
αsi )// P(g(s))⊗ (⊗ki=1 P(f(si); g(si))) ◦ // P(f(s1), . . . , f(sn); g(s0))
commutes.
Natural transformations between morphisms with the same domain and codomain
can be composed in a natural way; the composition is associative and unital.
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The category V-Oper admits a 2-category structure with natural transformations
as 2-cells. The functor j∗ : V-Oper → V-Cat can be extended to a 2-functor in an
evident way. Equivalences in the 2-category V-Oper admit a characterisation analogue
to the one for equivalences of V-enriched categories.
Definition 1.3.2.5. A morphism of V-operads f : O → P is:
- fully faithful if fs : O(s)→ P(f(s)) is an isomorphism for every s ∈ Sign(cl(O));
- essentially surjective if the underlying V-functor j∗(f) is essentially surjective.
Proposition 1.3.2.6. A morphism in the 2-category V-Oper is an equivalence if
and only if it is fully faithful and essentially surjective.
1.3.2.6. Change of base. Let f : V → W be a symmetric (lax) monoidal functor
between two symmetric monoidal categories V and W; the application of f on each
operation-object extends to a 2-functor f : V-Oper → W-Oper, which preserves the
set of colours.
In particular if W is a V-algebra, the strong monoidal functor z : V → W which
is part of its structure induces a 2-functor z : V-Oper → W-Oper. When it is clear
from the context, the image of a V-operad O along z will be simply denoted by O,
blurring the distinction between V-operads and their incarnation as W-operads.
As another example, for every symmetric monoidal category V the corepresentable
functor V(I,−): V →Set is monoidal and defines a 2-functor (−)0 : V-Oper→Set-Oper;
for every O ∈ V-Oper the (unenriched) operad O0 is called the underlying operad of
O (cf. § 1.2.1).
Note that when V is a symmetric monoidal category with all small coproducts and
with tensor product that commutes with them in each variable the strong monoidal
functor − · I : Set → V induced by the Set-algebra structure ( Remark A.4.0.11) is
left adjoint to V(I,−); hence the induced functor − · I : Set-Oper → V-Oper is left
adjoint to (−)0.
1.4. Algebras over operads
Operads are powerful tools to describe and deal with algebraic structures in sym-
metric monoidal (enriched) categories. In fact many of these structures can be defined
as algebras (or representations) for a particular operad in the symmetric monoidal
category of interest.
Definition 1.4.0.7. Let O be a C-coloured V-operad. An O-algebra A in V is a
given by:
- A collection {A(c)}c∈C of objects in V;
- A morphism As : O(s)⊗ (
⊗n
i=1A(si)) → A(s0) for every s ∈ Sign(C);
subject to the following requirements:
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i. for every s=(s1, . . . , sn; s0) ∈ Sign(C), given a C-signature ti=(ti,1, . . . , ti,ki ; si)
for every i ∈ n, the diagram
O(s)⊗ (⊗ni=1O(ti))⊗⊗ni=1⊗kij=1A(ti,j) id⊗(⊗Ati ) //
◦⊗id

O(s)⊗ (⊗ni=1A(si))
As

O(s ◦ (t1, . . . , tn))⊗ (
⊗n
i=1
⊗ki
j=1A(ti,j)) As◦(t1,...,tn)
// A(s0)
commutes (here some symmetric morphisms used to permute the factors of the
tensor product are left implicit);
ii. For every s = (s1, . . . , sn; s0) ∈ Sign(C) and every σ ∈ Σn the diagram
O(s)⊗ (⊗ni=1A(si)) As //

A(s0)
O(sσ)⊗ (⊗ni=1A(sσ(i)))
Asσ
66
commutes;
iii. the following diagram commutes for every c ∈ C
A(c) uc⊗id //
id &&
O(c; c)⊗A(c)
A(c;c)

A(c).
Remark 1.4.0.8. It is useful to interpret the previous definition in set-theoretic
terms (i.e. in the case when V = Set): every element of O(s1, . . . , sn; s0) defines a
function
A(s1)× · · · ×A(sn)→ A(s0).
The composition of these functions has to respect the composition of the correspond-
ing operations of O (condition i.). Furthermore, the function associated to a certain
operation o with length n is required to be equal to the function associated to σ∗(o)
with the terms of the source permuted according to σ ii. . Finally, the axiom iii.
imposes that the function associated to the operation idc is equal to the identity of
A(c) for every c ∈ C.
Note that in the case in which the C-signature s has length 0 (i.e. s = ([]; s0) for
some s0 ∈ C) As is just a map O([]; s0)→ A(s0). Therefore, the function associated
to an element of O([]; s0) can be identified with an element of A(s0). For this reason
the elements of O([]; s0) are often called constant operations.
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Given two O-algebras A,B in V, a morphism of O-algebras f : A → B is a collection
of morphisms {fc : A(c) → B(c)}c∈C such that the diagram
O(s)⊗ (⊗ni=1A(si)) As //
id⊗(⊗i fsi )

A(s0)
fs0

O(s)⊗ (⊗ni=1B(si)) Bs // B(s0)
commutes for every s = (s1, . . . , sn; s0) ∈ Sign(C).
Morphisms of O-algebras can be composed component-wise; this composition is unital
and associative. The category of O-algebras in V and morphisms between them will
be denoted by AlgO(V).
1.4.1. Alternative definitions. Let C be a set and letO be a C-coloured V-operad;
under mild conditions on V the category AlgO(V) can be defined in other equivalent
ways.
1.4.1.1. Algebras as morphisms. If V is closed as a symmetric monoidal cate-
gory, so that the (large) V-operad EndV exists, the category AlgO(V) is equivalent
to V-Oper(O,EndV), the category of morphisms between O and EndV and natural
transformations between them.
Note also that given a C-coloured V-operad O and a collection of objects A =
{Ac}c∈C in V, an O-algebra structure over {Ac}c∈C (in the sense of def. 1.4.0.7) is
the same as a morphism of C-coloured V-operads O → EndA(V) (§ 1.3.2.3).
1.4.1.2. Algebras as modules and monad associated to an operad. Suppose that V
is cocomplete and the tensor product commutes with small colimits in each variable.
A symmetric C-coloured V-sequence A is said to be concentrated in degree 0 if
A(s) ∼= ∅ for every s ∈ Sign(C) with length greater than 0. The full subcategory of
VΣSign(C) spanned by sequences concentrated in degree 0 is equivalent to VC .
Let  be the tensor product on VΣSign(C) defined in § 1.3.2.4. If A ∈ VΣSign(C)
is concentrated in degree 0, then B  A is concentrated in degree 0 for every B in
VΣSign(C).
In particular, the monad O  − : VΣSign(C) → VΣSign(C) restricts to a monad
O  − : VC → VC over C-coloured V-sequences, for every C-coloured V-operad O.
Explicitly, for every c ∈ C
(O A)(c) ∼= colim
(s1,...,sn;c)∈ΣSign(C)c
O(s1, . . . , sn; s0)⊗ (A(s1)⊗ · · · ⊗A(sn))
∼=
∐
[s]∈pi0ΣSign(C)c
O(s) ⊗
Aut(s)
(A(s1), . . . , A(sn))
(1.4.1.1)
where ΣSign(C)c is the full subgroupoid of ΣSign(C) spanned by all the signatures
with output c and Aut(s) ⊂ Σ|s| is the group of automorphisms of s for every s ∈
ΣSign(C)c.
The category AlgO(V) is equivalent to the category of algebras of the monad
O  − : VC → VC , i.e. to the category of left O-modules concentrated in degree 0.
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As for every monad we get a free-forgetful adjunction
(1.4.1.2) VC
FO // AlgO(V).
UO
oo
It is easy to show that the monad O− is finitary, i.e. the right adjoint UO preserves
filtered colimits. From the general theory of monads (cf. [15, Prop. 4.3.6]) we get the
following completeness result.
Proposition 1.4.1.1. If V is bicomplete and the tensor product commutes with
small colimits in each variable the category AlgO(V) is bicomplete; moreover the func-
tor UO create limits, filtered colimits and reflexive coequalizers.
1.4.1.3. Algebras in V-categories. A V-operad O admits algebras (or representa-
tions) also in symmetric monoidal categories different from V which are enriched over
V or have a suitable notion of tensor over V.
For example suppose a (lax) symmetric monoidal functor f : V →W is given. The
associated 2-functor (§ 1.3.2.6) sends every V-operad O to a W-operad fO. When f
is clear from the context, fO-algebras are called O-algebras in W and their category
is denoted by AlgO(W).
The main example of interest for us will be when V is closed and (W, f) is a
symmetric V-algebra ( §A.4).
In this case the category AlgO(W) is equivalent to V-OPER(O,EndV(W)), the
category of morphisms of V-operads between O and the V-operad associated to W
(cf. § 1.3.2.3).
Note that this last definition of the category of O-algebras in W makes sense for
every symmetric monoidal V-category (even without a tensor over V).
1.4.2. Restriction and extension of algebras. Operads are useful to compare
the different algebraic structures they describe. In fact, every morphism between two
operads puts the respective categories of algebras in relation.
This works best when we suppose that (V,⊗, I) is a bicomplete symmetric closed
monoidal category, thus we make this assumption until the end of the section.
Consider a morphism f : O → P between a C-coloured V-operad O and a D-
coloured V-operad P. In this setup AlgO(V) and AlgP(V) are the categories of alge-
bras for the monadic adjunctions (FO, UO) and (FP , UP), respectively (cf. § 1.4.1.1).
The function f : C→D induces a functor f∗ : VD→VC such that f∗(A)(c) = A(d)
for every A ∈ VD,c ∈ C; f∗ has a left adjoint f! (obtained by left Kan extension along
f).
The functor f∗ restricts to a functor f∗ : AlgP(V)→ AlgO(V) and UOf∗ ∼= f∗UP .
From a general result for finitary monads ([15, Theorem 4.5.6]) there exists a functor
f! : AlgO(V) → AlgP(V), left adjoint to f∗, that makes the following diagram of
adjunctions
(1.4.2.1) VC
FO

f! // VD
FP

f∗
oo
AlgO(V)
UO
OO
f! // AlgO(V)
UP
OO
f∗
oo
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commute up to isomorphism. We can conclude that every morphism of V-operads f
induces an adjunction (f!, f∗) between the categories of algebras.
A different proof of the existence of the left adjoint f!, together with a more
explicit description will be given in § 1.9.
1.4.2.1. The 2-functor of algebras. We continue to assume (V,⊗, I) is a bicom-
plete symmetric closed monoidal category.
Since by § 1.4.1.1 AlgO(V) ' V-OPER(O,EndV(V)) for every V-operad O, we
can denote the representable 2-functor V-OPER(−,EndV(V)) : V-Operop → CAT by
Alg−(V).
Under this identification a morphism of V-operads f : O → P is sent to the
functor f∗ described above.
Since f∗ is right adjoint, Alg−(V) can be thought as a 2-functor
(1.4.2.2) Alg−(V) : V-Oper → CATadj
where CATadj is the 2-category having categories as 0-cells, adjunctions as 1-cells
(going in the direction of the left adjoint) and natural transformations between right
adjoints as 2-cells.
If there is a (lax) monoidal functor z : U → V from another monoidal category
U (for example if V is a symmetric U-algebra, §A.4) it is possible to define another
2-functor
(1.4.2.3) Alg−(V) : U-Oper → CATadj
composing (1.4.2.2) with the 2-functor z : U-Oper → V-Oper (§ 1.3.2.6).
1.4.3. Examples. We can now list some basic examples of operads appearing in the
literature, and describe the categories of algebras for them. This list is not meant to
be exhaustive. In fact, our choices were mainly driven by the role that these operads
will play in this work. For a far more comprehensive account of examples, highlighting
the role played by operads in different branches of Mathematics, we refer the reader
to [56] and [60].
1.4.3.1. The associative operad. Consider the cartesian category (Set,×, ∗); the
associative Set-operad Ass is an operad with one colour, that is cl(Ass) ∼= ∗; the
set of ∗-signatures Sign(∗) ∼= N (identifying each signature with its length); for every
Ass(n) ∼= Σn for every n ∈ N; for every n ∈ N and for every sequence of signatures
(k1, . . . , kn) the composition law
◦ : Ass(n)× (
n⊗
i=1
Ass(ki)) −→ Ass(
n∑
i=1
ki)
sends (σ, γ1, . . . , γn) to ωσ[γ1 . . . γn], the composition of the concatenation of the γi’s
with the block permutation defined by σ and the n-partition (k1, . . . , kn). Since
Ass(1) ∼= ∗ there is a unique choice for the identity.
For every symmetric Set-algebra V ( Remark A.4.0.11) the Ass-algebras in V are
(associative) monoids in V.
Similarly, the suboperad Ass ⊂ Ass, such that Ass(0) ∼= ∅ and Ass(n) ∼= Ass(n)
for n ∈ N\{0}, models semi-groups in V (also called non-unital associative algebras
when V is additive).
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1.4.3.2. The Commutative operad. The Set-operad Com is the unique (up to iso-
morphism) one-coloured operad such that Com(n) ∼= ∗ for every n ∈ N. Composition
law and identity are uniquely determined. It can be characterised as the terminal
Set-operad.
For every symmetric Set-algebra V, the category of Com-algebras in V is equiva-
lent to the category of commutative monoids in V.
1.4.3.3. Categories as operads. Let V be a symmetric monoidal category with
an initial object ∅. We saw in § 1.3.2.2 that V-categories correspond to V-operads
where the non-linear part is empty. For every C-coloured V-category C the category
Algj!(C)(V) is equivalent to VC , the category of V-functors from C to V. When no
ambiguity occurs, the operad j!(C) will be simply denoted by C.
In particular for every discrete category (i.e. for every set) C we have a V-operad
j!(C); it is the initial C-coloured V-operad (i.e. the initial object in V-OperC).
Given a morphism of (small) categories f : C →D, the induced functor f∗ : VD→VC
coincides with the functor obtained by precomposition with f ; the left adjoint f!
assigns to each A ∈ VC its left Kan extension along f .
1.4.3.4. Little cubes operads. Let Top (resp. Top∗) be the category of compactly
generated weak Hausdorff (pointed) spaces. Let Ω : Top∗ → Top∗ be the functor
sending each pointed space to its loop space. An n-fold loop space is a pointed space
of the form ΩnX for some pointed space X.
The term “operad” was first coined by Peter May [62] as a setting for his recog-
nition principle for iterated loop spaces; in loc. cit. May (based on the work of
Boardman and Vogt [14]) constructs a one-coloured Top-operad Cn, the little n-cubes
operad, for every positive integer n such that every n-fold loop space has a Cn-algebra
structure. More importantly, May’s recognition principle asserts that every connected
Cn-algebra has the weak homotopy type of a n-fold loop space (the result is extended
to group-like Cn-algebra in [17]).
More generally, May showed that the same result holds for every Σ-free Top-
operad (§ 1.5.6) weakly equivalent to Cn. Σ-free Top-operads weakly equivalent to
C1 are called A∞-operads in [62]; the operad Ass is an instance of A∞-operad, thus
the recognition principle implies that every (connected) topological monoid admits
a “de-looping”; Stasheff’s associahedra also assemble into an A∞-operad (see [60,
p. II.1.6] for details), thus we recover Stasheff’s recognition principle for 1-fold loop
spaces ([87]) as a particular case.
The little cubes operads fit into a chain of inclusions:
C1 ↪→ C2 ↪→ . . . ↪→ Cn ↪→ . . .
whose colimit is an operad C∞. Connected (or more generally group-like) C∞-algebras
model infinity loop spaces, i.e. connective spectra.
The operad C∞ is Σ-free and weakly equivalent to Com and it can be regarded as a
resolution of the latter; Σ-free (or cofibrant) resolution of Com are called E∞-operads
and model up-to-homotopy commutative monoids.
1.4.3.5. Diagram operads and the Boardman-Vogt tensor product. Suppose V is a
symmetric monoidal category which is a symmetric Set-algebra ( Remark A.4.0.11);
let O be a C-coloured V-operad and I a small I-coloured (unenriched) category.
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It is possible to define an (I ×C)-coloured operad I ⊗
BV
O such that AlgI ⊗
BV
O(V)
is equivalent to AlgO(V)I , the category of I-diagram of O-algebras. Explicitly
I ⊗
BV
O((i1, c1), . . . , (in, cn); (i0, c0)) ∼= (
n∏
k=1
I(ik, i0)) · O(c1, . . . , cn; c0)
for every (i1, . . . , in; i0) ∈ Sign(I) and (c1, . . . , cn; c0) ∈ Sign(C). The composition
law is defined from the one of I and O in the evident way; in § 2.2.3 we will define a
Grothendieck construction for V-operads that will generalise the construction above.
The unique morphism t : I →1 induces a morphism of V-operads t : I ⊗
BV
O →O
and, in the induced adjunction
AlgO(V)I
t! // AlgO(V),
t∗
oo
the functor t∗ associates to each O-algebra A the constant I-diagram with value A.
Thus, the functor t! is isomorphic to the usual colimit functor.
The notation ⊗
BV
stands for “Boardman-Vogt”; in fact, if V is bicomplete closed
cartesian, for every pair of coloured V-operads it is possible to define a new coloured
V-operad O ⊗
BV
Q. This construction defines a (closed) symmetric tensor product
on coloured V-operads called the Boardman-Vogt tensor product since it was first
introduced by Boardman and Vogt for Top-operads; note that when V is cartesian, for
every operad O, the category of O-algebras inherits a symmetric monoidal structure
from V; roughly speaking O ⊗
BV
Q-algebras are the O-algebras in the category of
Q-algebras.
If (V,⊗, I) is not cartesian the Boardman-Vogt tensor product is not always de-
fined, but it is still defined between Hopf V-operads (i.e. operads in V-coalgebras)
or in special case as the previous one where I is a (Hopf) category and O is any
V-operads. We will not pursue this point further, since we will not need this level of
generality in the present work.
1.4.3.6. The operads for C-coloured operads and C-coloured categories. For ev-
ery C ∈ Set there exists a Sign(C)-coloured Set-operad OpC whose algebras are
C-coloured operads. For every n ∈ N and every s0, s1, . . . , sn ∈ Sign(C) the set
of operations OpC(s1, . . . , sn; s0) is isomorphic to the set of isomorphism classes of
completely ordered rooted C-trees ( §B.2, def. B.1.2.8) with arity (s1, . . . , sn; s0) (
§B.3.0.2).
The composition law is defined by graph insertion. In detail, for every Sign(C)-si-
gnature s and every sequence of Sign(C)-signatures (t1, . . . , tn) composable with s,
the composition law
◦ :OpC(s)×
∏n
i=1 OpC(ti) −→ OpC(s ◦ (t1, . . . , tn))
(G,K1, . . . ,Kn) 7−→ G ◦ (K1, . . . ,Kn)
sends the sequence of trees (G,K1, . . . ,Kn) to the multiple insertion of graphs G ◦
(K1, . . . ,Kn) (B.3.0.1).
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For every c.o. C-tree T with n nodes and every σ ∈ Σn, the permutation mor-
phism σ∗ : OpC(s; s0) → OpC(sσ; s0) sends T to σ∗T (def. B.2.0.6), i.e. to the same
tree with the node order permuted.
The description of OpC appears also in [9], [33].
Unravelling expression (1.4.1.2) in the case O = OpC , we can give an explicit
formula for the free C-coloured operad generated by a C-coloured collection; for every
V-collection A ∈ VSign(C) and every c ∈ Sign(C) the operad FOpCA has c-component
(1.4.3.1) FOpCA(c) =
∐
T∈Tord,c
⊗
g∈nod(T )
A(val(g))
where Tord,c is the set of isomorphism classes of ordered C-trees (see also § 1.10.4).
There is a full suboperad CatC of OpC , spanned by the C-signatures with length
1; the operations of CatC are therefore all the linear c.o. C-graphs. The category
AlgCatC (V) is equivalent to the category of C-coloured V-categories V-CatC .
According to § 1.4.2, the inclusion j : CatC → OpC induces an adjunction
(1.4.3.2) V-CatC
j! // V-OperC
j∗
oo
The category j∗(OpC), i.e. the underlying Sign(C)-coloured category of OpC ,
is isomorphic to ΣSign(C) (§ 1.3.1.1); the category of V-algebras of j!j∗(OpC) ∼=
j!ΣSign(C) is thus isomorphic to the category of symmetric collections; applying the
algebra functor to the inclusion η : j!j∗(OpC) → OpC we recover the free-forgetful
adjunction (1.3.2.1) from C-coloured symmetric collections to C-coloured operads.
The intersection of j!j∗(OpC) with CatC is isomorphic to the operad generated
by C × C.
To summarize, the algebra functor Alg−(V) (§ 1.4.2.1) applied to the commutative
diagram of operads on the left produces the commutative diagram of adjunctions on
the right.
(1.4.3.3) C × C
η

// Sign(C)
r

ΣSign(C)
η

CatC
j // OpC
VC×C
FCatC

// VSign(C)
s!

oo
VΣSign(C)
η!

s∗
OO
V-CatC
UCatC
OO
j! // V-OperC ,
η∗
OO
j∗
oo
the composition of the two vertical adjunctions on the right is isomorphic to (1.3.2.2).
1.4.3.7. Presentation of operads by generators and relations. We saw in § 1.4.3.6
that C-coloured V-operads are algebras for a monad over C-coloured V-collections;
as such, they admit presentations by generators and relations.
Given two collections G,R ∈ VSign(C) (the collections of generators and of re-
lations respectively) and a pair of maps f, g : R ⇒ UOpCFOpC (G), the C-coloured
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V-operad O is presented by generators G and relations (R, f, g) if there exists a co-
equalizer diagram
FOpCR
f¯ //
g¯
// FOpCG
// O
where f¯ , g¯ are the adjoints of f and g.
When V = Set for example, according to formula (1.4.3.1), for every s ∈ Sign(C)
the operations of FOpCG(s) are in bijection with (isomorphism classes of) ordered C-
trees of C-valence s with nodes labelled by element ofG (with matching C-signatures).
To give maps f, g :R⇒UOpCFOpCG amounts to give a binary relation on FOpCG(s)
for every s ∈ Sign(C).
For example the associative operad Ass can be presented in the following way:
G ∈ VSign(∗) ∼= VN has only one element m in G(2) and one element in 1 ∈ G(0); the
relations (i.e. the elements of R) are three, one in signature 3 and two in signature
0, namely:
m
m
m
m
= , m
1
= , m
1
=
expressing the associativity and the unitality of the binary operation m, respec-
tively.
The operad Com admits the same presentation of Ass, with one relation more,
namely
m m=
.
1.4.3.8. Algebraic Operads. Many algebraic structures on (differential graded)
modules over a commutative ring R (or in more general additive categories) arise
as algebras over operads enriched in R-mod, also called algebraic operads.
We saw that associative algebras and commutative algebras in R-mod can be
described as algebras over Set-operad; there are important algebraic structures for
which it is necessary to consider enriched operads.
For example, let k be a field of characteristic different from 2 and let k-mod be
the category of k-vector spaces. There is a one-coloured k-mod-operad Lie whose
algebras in any symmetric monoidal abelian category are Lie algebras. Lie can be
presented by generators and relations in the following way; the collection of generators
G is freely generated by one operation b of signature 2; the collection of relations is
generated by two elements, one in signature 2 and one in signature 3, namely
b b
+ = 0
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and
b
b
b
b
b
b
+ + = 0
expressing the anticommutativity of m and the Jacobi relation, respectively. There
is an inclusion of one-coloured operads i : Lie ↪→ Ass (where Ass is the incarnation of
Ass in k-vector spaces) which induces the well known adjunction
k−LieAlg
i! // k−Alg
i∗
oo
between Lie algebras and (non-unital) associative algebras; i! associates to each Lie
algebras its universal enveloping algebra; we refer the reader to [56, § 13.2] for more
details.
Other algebraic structures that can be described via algebraic operads are, among
others: Possion algebras, Leibniz algebras, Batalin-Vilkovsky algebras, and Gesten-
haber algebras.
The theory of algebraic operads is particularly rich and provides a conceptual
and systematic approach to the study of these algebraic structures and the interplay
between them and their homology and homotopy theories; In particular Koszul duality
for operads, due to Ginzburg and Kapranov [30] (see also [29], [24] and [56]) is at the
heart of the study of homotopy algebras.
For a comprehensive account on algebraic operads we refer the reader to Loday
and Vallette’s book [56].
1.5. Non-symmetric operads and unitary operads
In this section we review variations on the notion of (coloured) operads and
different kinds of operads that will be considered in the rest of this work.
1.5.1. Non-symmetric operads. We saw that (coloured) operads serve to present
algebraic objects in symmetric monoidal categories. However, there are algebraic
structures defined by equations (thinking in set-theoretic terms) in which the symmet-
ric morphisms do not appear. These kinds of algebraic objects admit an interpretation
in any monoidal category.
For example, in the associativity and unital constrains required for a V-monoid
no symmetric morphism of V appears; by contrast, in the definition of a commutative
V-monoid, the commutativity axiom needs the symmetries of V to be interpreted.
Non-symmetric operads serve to model algebraic structures in which no symme-
tries appear; therefore they admit representations (i.e. algebras) in any (non neces-
sarily symmetric) monoidal category.
We proceed with the formal definition. Suppose V is a symmetric monoidal
category. For every set C a non-symmetric C-coloured V-operad is a (non-symmetric)
C-coloured V-collection together with a composition law ◦ and identity operations as
in Definition 1.3.2.1 satisfying conditions i. and iv. listed there.
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Morphisms of non-symmetric V-operads and natural transformations between
them are defined as in the case of (symmetric) V-operads. The 2-category of (small)
non-symmetric operads will be denoted by V-NSOper.
As for V-categories and V-operads there is a functor cl: V-NSOper→ Set sending
each non-symmetric operad to its set of colours. For each C ∈ Set, the fiber of cl
over C will be denoted by V-NSOperC .
For every non-symmetric coloured V-operad O the category of O-algebras in V is
defined as in Definition 1.4.0.7 (dropping condition ii.).
Note that in condition i. def. 1.3.2.1 the symmetries in V are used in an essen-
tial way, therefore it is not possible to define non-symmetric operad enriched in any
monoidal category (without a symmetric structure).
However if W is a monoidal V-category a non-symmetric operad nsEndV(W) is
defined as in § 1.3.2.3. It follows that it is possible to define the category of O-algebras
in W as the category of morphisms V-NSOper(O,nsEndV(W)) (cf. § 1.4.1.1). In the
case in which W is a (non-symmetric) V-algebra it is possible to use the tensored
structure to give an equivalent definition of O-algebra more close to 1.4.0.7 (see [70]
for details).
1.5.2. Non-symmetric C-coloured operads as monoids. Suppose V is a sym-
metric monoidal category with all small coproducts and suppose that the tensor prod-
uct commutes with them in each variable.
For every C ∈ Set the category of C-coloured non-symmetric operads can also be
described as the category of monoids in a certain monoidal category.
Non-symmetric decompositions: For every C-signature s let nsdec(s) be the set
of all symmetric s-decompositions (r, t, γ) such that γ = ids (see § 1.3.2.3). In other
words nsdec(s) is isomorphic to the set of isomorphic classes of planar C-trees with 2
level of arity s ( def. B.2.1.1,B.3.1.1,B.3.0.2).
There exists a monoidal structure (VSign(C),, i) on the category of C-coloured
V-collections. For every M,N ∈ VSign(s) and s ∈ Sign(C):
(1.5.2.1) (M N)(s) =
∐
(r,t)∈nsdec(s)
M(r)⊗ (
|r|⊗
i=1
N(ti))
The category of non-symmetric C-coloured operads is equivalent to the category of
monoids in (VSign(C),, i).
1.5.3. Non-symmetric operads and symmetric operads. As for symmetric op-
erads, there is a Sign(C)-coloured Set-operad for non-symmetric operads NSOpC : it
is the suboperad of OpC spanned by the operations which are planar (rooted) C-trees.
The category of NSOpC-algebras in V is equivalent to V-NSOperC . As a particular
case of (1.4.2.1), the inclusion of Sign(C)-coloured operads n : NSOpC → OpC induces
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a commutative triangle of adjunctions
(1.5.3.1) VSign(C)
FNSOpC

s! // VΣSign(C)
η!

s∗
oo
V-NSOperC
UNSOpC
OO
n! // V-OperC .
n∗
oo
η∗
OO
As we will see, the bottom row is the restriction of a 2-adjunction
n! : V-NSOper V-Oper: n∗
to the fibers over C.
For every non-symmetric V-operad O the category of n!O-algebras is equivalent
to the category of O-algebras. This follows from the fact that for every symmetric
monoidal V-category n∗EndV(W) ∼= nsEndV(W), thus:
Algn!O(W) ∼= V-OPER(n!O,EndV(W)) ∼=
V-NSOper(O, n∗EndV(W)) ∼= V-NSOper(O,nsEndV(W)) ∼= AlgO(W).
The functor n! is described in more details in § 1.10.5.
1.5.4. Constant-free and unitary operads. Recall that, in the definition of op-
erad, operations with input of length 0 (i.e. constant operations, cf. Remark 1.4.0.8)
are also allowed; constant operations are needed when one wants to represents al-
gebraic objects in which certain constants are part of the structure (a unit for a
product, for example). However the presence of constant operations in coloured op-
erads presents certain technical difficulties. If one is willing to consider only algebraic
structure with no constants (such as non-unital monoids) or where there is only one
constant for every colour (such as monoids, commutative monoids or categories) it is
therefore convenient to restrict to constant-free operads or unitary operads.
Definition 1.5.4.1. A coloured constant-free V-operad is a coloured operad O
such that O([]; c) ∼= ∅ for every colour c of O. A coloured unitary V-operad is a
coloured operad R such that R([]; c) ∼= I for every colour c if R.
The full subcategory of V-Oper (resp. V-OperC) spanned by the constant-free V-
operads will be denoted by V-cfOper (resp. V-cfOperC). Similarly V-UOper (resp.
V-UOperC) will denote the full subcategory of V-Oper (resp. V-OperC ) spanned by
the unitary V-operads.
1.5.4.1. Reduced collections and constant-free operads. For every C ∈ Set let
Sign0(C) and ΣSign0(C) be the subcategories of Sign(C) and ΣSign(C) spanned by
the C-signatures of length greater than 0.
The category VSign0(C) (resp. VΣSign0(C)) will be called the category of reduced
(symmetric) C-coloured V-collections. Clearly VSign0(C) (VΣSign0(C) ) is isomorphic
to the full subcategory of the category of (symmetric) C-coloured collections spanned
by the collection A such that A([]; c) ∼= ∅ for every c ∈ C.
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Every constant-free C-coloured operad has an underlying reduced symmetric col-
lection and adjunction 1.3.2.2 restricts to an adjunction between constant-free C-
coloured V-operads and reduced C-coloured symmetric V-collections.
There exists a Sign0(C)-coloured Set-operad CfOpC whose algebras in V are
C-coloured reduced operads. In fact, CfOpC is the full suboperad of OpC spanned by
the C-signature of length different from 0.
The underlying category of CfOpC is equivalent to ΣSign0(C).
1.5.5. Λ-collections and unitary operads. Fix a set C. Let ComC be the C-
coloured V-operad such that ComC(s) = I for every s ∈ Sign(C). ComC can be char-
acterised as the final C-coloured unitary operad (but it is not the final C-coloured
operad, in general). In fact, given a unitary operad P ∈ V-UOperC and s =
(s1, . . . , sn; s0) ∈ Sign(C), the unique morphism c : P → ComC is defined on the
s-component as
P (s) ' // P (s)⊗ P (∅; s1)⊗ · · · ⊗ P (∅; sn)
P (t) // P (∅; s0) ' I
where P (t) is the composition morphism defined by the unique rooted C-tree t of
arity (∅; s), with one node of C-valence s and all the other nodes with no inports,
seen as an operation in OpC (§ 1.4.3.6).
In contrast with the previous cases, there is no Set-operad whose category of
algebras is isomorphic to the category of C-coloured unitary operads.
Nevertheless, the category V-UOperC is equivalent to the category of algebras
for a finitary monad over VSign0(C) ↓ ComC , i.e. the category of reduced C-coloured
V-collections augmented over ComC .
Furthermore, as pointed out by Berger [6] and Fresse [22, Part I, Ch. 3], unitary
operads can be regarded as constant-free operads augmented over Com with extra
structure (and some compatibility conditions); this extra structure is what is called
a Λ-sequence (or preoperade in [6]).
1.5.5.1. Λ-sequences. Let Λ be the subcategory of Set whose set of objects is
{n | n ∈ N\{0}} and whose morphisms are all the injective maps between these sets.
Let Λ+ be the subcategory of Λ with the same set of objects spanned by all the strictly
monotone maps (with respect to the usual linear order on n).
For every C ∈ Set set ΛC ' (Λ ↓ C)× C and Λ+C ' (Λ+ ↓ C)× C (where C is
seen both as a set and a discrete category).
The set of objects of ΛC and Λ+C can be identified with Sign0(C).
Definition 1.5.5.1. The category of (symmetric) ΛC-sequences VΛopC is the func-
tor category VΛopC .
The category of non-symmetric ΛC-sequences VΛ
op
C+ is the functor category VΛop+C .
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There is an obvious commutative diagram of inclusions of categories (displayed on
the left), that induces the commutative diagram of adjunctions on the right
(1.5.5.1) ΣSign0(C)op
m // ΛopC
Sign0(C)
l //
s
OO
Λop+C
r
OO
VΣSign0(C)
m! //
s∗

VΛopC
m∗
oo
r∗

VSign0(C)
l! //
s!
OO
VΛopC+ .
l∗
oo
r!
OO
Lemma 1.5.5.2. In diagram (1.5.5.1) the mate η : s!l∗ ⇒ m∗r! is a natural iso-
morphism.
Proof. Both s! and r! are defined by left Kan extension along s and r, respec-
tively.
More explicitly for every A ∈ VSign0(C) and every t ∈ Sign0(C) with valence n
(1.5.5.2) s!A(t) ∼=
∐
σ∈Σn
A(tσ).
Note that every morphism in ΛC can be factored as a bijection followed by an
order preserving map (i.e. a map in Λ+C) in a unique way. As a consequence, r!
admits the following simple expression: for every B ∈ CΛopV+ and every t ∈ Sign0(C)
(1.5.5.3) r!B(t) =
∐
σ∈Σn
B(tσ)
where n is the valence of t.
Expressions (1.5.5.2) and (1.5.5.3) show that for every B ∈ CΛopV+
ηB : s!l∗B −→ m∗r!B
is an isomorphism. 
The previous lemma is basically saying that given a non-symmetric Λ-sequence X,
the underlying symmetric collection of the symmetric Λ-sequence r!(X) is just the
free symmetric collection over (the underlying collection of) X.
Remark 1.5.5.3. A stumped tree C-corolla is a rooted C-tree ( def. B.1.2.8,
B.2.0.3) with at most one node with non-empty input. An ordered stumped tree C-
corolla is a completely ordered C-graph, whose underlying C-graph is a stumped tree
C-corolla.
Given s, t ∈ ΛC of length n and m respectively, each morphism f : s → t has
an underlying injective function f : n → m that determines it uniquely. The set of
morphisms ΛC(s, t) is in bijective correspondence with the set of ordered stumped
tree C-corollas T with a non-empty set of inports and such that val(T ) = s and
val(vT ) = t.
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For example, if t = (a, a, b, c; d), s = (c, a; d) and the underlying function of
f : s → t is such that f(1) = 4, f(2) = 2, then f is identified with the following tree
a a b c
d
• •2 1
•
For every C-coloured unitary V-operad P the reduced V-collection {P(s)}s∈Sign0(C)
has a ΛC-sequence structure defined in the following way: for every morphism
f : (s1, . . . , sn; d) −→ (t1, . . . , tm; d)
in ΛC the associated map f∗ : P(t) → P(s) is the composition
P(t) ' // P(t)⊗ ⊗
i∈Kf
P(∅; ti)
P(Tf ) // P(s)
where Kf = m\f(n) is the complement of the image of f (as a map in Set) and P(Tf )
is the composition morphism of P associated to the ordered stumped tree C-corolla
Tf associated to f . This construction is functorial, i.e. there is a “forgetful” functor
u∗ : V-UOperC −→ VΛ
op
C
that associates to each unitary operad its underlying reduced collection (with the
Λ-structure previously defined). Furthermore, since every unitary C-coloured operad
has a unique morphism towards ComC , u∗ restricts to a functor
u∗ : V-UOperC −→ VΛ
op
C ↓ ComC
where VΛopC ↓ ComC is the category of Λ-sequences augmented over ComC .
The inclusion functor l : Sign0(C) → ΛC+ induces a restriction functor
l∗ : VΛopC+ −→ VSign0(C)
which has a left adjoint l! and a right adjoint l∗.
For every A ∈ VSign0(C) the functor l!(A) is the left Kan extension of A along lop,
therefore
(1.5.5.4) l!(A)(s) '
∐
t∈Sign0(C)
∐
Λ+C(s,t)
A(t) '
∐
T∈Ss
A(val(vT ))
where Ss is the set of (isomorphism classes of) stumped tree C-corollas with C-valence
s.
There is an obvious forgetful functor
(1.5.5.5) e∗ : V-UOperC → V-cfOperC ↓ ComC .
Proposition 1.5.5.4. ([22]) The functor e∗ creates all limits and colimits.
Proof. In [22, Part I, Ch. 3, Proposition 7.4] the case for C = ∗ (i.e. the
un-coloured case) is proved. The case for a different set of colours is similar. 
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Proposition 1.5.5.5. ( cf. [22]) The functor u∗ admits a left adjoint u! and is
monadic and finitary. Furthermore in the following diagram
(1.5.5.6) V-UOperC e
∗
//
u∗

V-cfOperC ↓ ComC
UCfOpC

VΛopC ↓ ComC
l∗
//
u!
OO
VSign0(C) ↓ ComC
l!oo
FCfOpC
OO
the following relations hold:
i. l∗u∗ ' UCfOpCe∗;
ii. e∗u! ' FCfOpC l∗.
Proof. Diagram (1.5.5.6) decomposes in two squares
V-UOperC e
∗
//
v∗

V-cfOperC ↓ ComC
U ′CfOpC

VΛopC ↓ ComC
v!
OO
m∗
//
s∗

VSign(C) ↓ ComC
m!oo
F ′CfOpC
OO
r∗

VΛopC+ ↓ ComC
l∗
//
s!
OO
VSign0(C) ↓ ComC
l!oo
r!
OO
where v∗ (called ω in [22, Part I, Ch. 3]) and U ′CfOpC are the obvious forgetful functors.
The existence of v! was proven by Fresse [22, Part I, Theorem 3.3.2]. In there ([22,
Part I, Theorem 3.3.3]) it is also proved that v∗ is finitary and monadic. The functor
s∗ creates all colimits, thus it is finitary and monadic; it follows that u∗ admits a left
adjoint and it is finitary and monadic.
Furthermore in [22, Part I, Theorem 3.3.2] it is proved that e∗v! ' F ′CfOpCm∗;
therefore
e∗u! ' e∗v!s! ' F ′CfOpCm∗s! ' F ′CfOpC r!l∗ ' FCfOpC l∗
by Lemma 1.5.5.2. 
Corollary 1.5.5.6. The functor e∗ has a left adjoint e!
(1.5.5.7) e! : V-cfOperC ↓ ComC  V-UOperC : e∗
Proof. This is an application of the adjoint lifting theorem [15, Theorem 4.5.6].

1.5.6. Σ-free operads.
Definition 1.5.6.1. A C-coloured V-operad O is Σ-free if its underlying sym-
metric V-collection is free, i.e. if it is in the essential image of s! : VSign(C) → VΣSign(C)
(cf. (1.4.3.3)).
That is, a C-coloured V-operad O is Σ-free if and only if for every s ∈ ΣSign(C) the
Aut(s)-module O(s) is free.
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For every non-symmetric V-operad P the operad n!P (cf. (1.5.3.1)) is Σ-free.
In fact the mate s!UNSOpC ⇒ Uη∗n! in (1.5.3.1) is a natural isomorphism (compare
§ 1.10.5 with (1.5.5.3)). However, not all the Σ-free operads are in the (essential)
image of n!.
We will be mainly interested in Σ-free Set-operads. Important examples of Σ-free
operads which are not generated by a non-symmetric operad are the operads OpC ,
NSOpC , CfOpC (§§ 1.4.3.6, 1.5.3, 1.5.5).
1.6. PROPs
Coloured PROPs can be seen as a generalisation of coloured (symmetric) operads.
In fact, not all algebraic structures definable in symmetric monoidal categories can be
described via coloured operads. Operads can model only algebraic objects in which
the operations might have several (or no) inputs but only one output. For certain
algebraic structures of interest such as bialgebras, Hopf algebras and Hopf operads
also operations with several outputs can occur. Such algebraic structures can be
modelled as representations (i.e. algebras) for PROPs.
If a C-coloured operad can be described as a collection of objects indexed by C-
signatures together with a certain structure, a C-coloured PROP will need a broader
collection allowing to store operations with several inputs and outputs; such collec-
tions, called bicollections, will be introduced in the next section.
We continue to fix a symmetric monoidal category (V,⊗, I) as a base for the
enrichment.
1.6.1. C-valences and V-bicollections. Let C be a set (or a class). Recall the
definition of the monoid of C-sequences (sq(C), ∗, []) given in § 1.3.1.1.
A C-valence is an element of Val(C) = sq(C)× sq(C). Given
c = (n, c),d = (m,d) ∈ sq(C)
the C-valence v = ((n, c), (m, d)) will be represented in different ways
v = (vin; vout) = (c; d) =
[
c(1), . . . , c(n)
d(1), . . . , d(m)
]
.
C-valences can be concatenated: for every two C-valences v,u ∈ Val(C) let v ∗ u in
Val(C) be the C-valence represented by (vin ∗ uin; vout ∗ uout).
Definition 1.6.1.1. The category of C-coloured V-bicollections in V is VVal(C),
the category of functors from Val(C) (seen as a discrete category) to V.
A C-bicollection P in V is thus a collection {P(a; b)}(a;b)∈Val(C) of objects in V.
We define the permutation groupoid of C-valences ΣVal(C) as Σsq(C)op × Σsq(C).
The set of objects of ΣVal(C) is Val(C). For every σ ∈ Σn and τ ∈ Σm and every
a,b ∈ Sign(C) such that |a| = n, |b| = m there is a morphism
(σ˜, τ˜) : (a; b) −→ (aσ; bτ−1).
Definition 1.6.1.2. The category of C-coloured symmetric V-bicollections in V
is the functor category VΣVal(C).
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Note that ΣSign(C) (resp. Sign(C)) is the full subcategory of ΣVal(C) (resp. Val(C))
spanned by the C-valences with output of length 1. If V has an initial object the cat-
egory of C-coloured ( symmetric) V-collections embeds fully faithfully in the category
of C-coloured ( symmetric) V-bicollections.
1.6.2. Coloured PROPs. Coloured PROPs can be defined in a compact and con-
ceptual way as follows.
Definition 1.6.2.1. A coloured V-PROP (or a PROP enriched in V) is a pair
(C,P) where C is a class and P is a symmetric strict monoidal V-category (P,, I)
such that ob(P) = sq(C) and the induced monoid structure on objects is (sq(C), ∗, []).
The class C is called the class of colours of P.
A morphism of V-PROPs F : (C,P) → (D,R) is given by:
- a function f : C → D;
- a strict monoidal V-functor F : P → R that coincides with sq(f): sq(C)→ sq(D)
at the level of objects.
Composition of morphisms is defined in the evident way. The category of coloured
V-PROPs and morphisms between them will be denoted by V-PROP. A PROP is
small if its class of objects is a set; the category of small coloured PROPs will be
denoted by V-Prop.
Remark 1.6.2.2. Even thought definition 1.6.2.1 is the classical one, asking that
ob(P) is isomorphic to sq(C) might sound more natural than asking that ob(P) and
sq(C) are equal. In fact, one can define a (coloured) V-PROP to be a triple (C,P, ι)
where C is a set, P is a symmetric strict monoidal V-category and ι : C → P is a
V-functor such that the induced map of monoids ι : (sq(C), ∗, []) → (ob(P),, IP) is
an isomorphism. A morphism from (C,P, ι) to (D,R, ι′) is just a pair (f, F ) as in
definition 1.6.2.1 such that ι′f = Fι. This definition is clearly equivalent to the above
one, but it will be preferable in § 1.11.
Unravelling Definition 1.6.2.1 we get the following equivalent one (see [26]):
Definition 1.6.2.3. A coloured PROP enriched in V is given by the following
data:
- a class C;
- a C-coloured bicollection P;
- a vertical composition law, i.e. a morphism
(1.6.2.1) ◦ : P(b; c)⊗ P(a; b) −→ P(a; c)
for every a,b, c ∈ sq(C);
- for every a ∈ sq(C) a morphism
ua : I −→ P(a; a)
called the identity for a;
- a horizontal composition law, i.e. a morphism
(1.6.2.2)  : P(a; b)⊗ P(c; d) −→ P(a ∗ c; b ∗ d)
for every a,b, c,d ∈ sq(C);
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- for every a,b ∈ sq(C) such that |a| = n and every σ ∈ Σn, two morphisms
σ∗ : P(a; b) −→ P(aσ; b)
σ∗ : P(b; a) −→ P(b; aσ−1)
called input-permutation and output-permutation, respectively.
These data have to satisfy the following conditions:
i. ◦ is associative and has ua as unit for a ∈ sq(C). In the case V = Set this
translates into the formulas
(f ◦ f ′) ◦ f ′′ = f ◦ (f ′ ◦ f ′′), ua ◦ f = f, f ◦ ua = f
whenever these compositions make sense;
ii.  is associative with u[] as unit. When V = Set, this is equivalent to require
that
(ff ′)f ′′ = f(f ′f ′′), fu[] = f, u[]f = f
whenever these compositions make sense;
iii. the vertical composition and the horizontal composition distribute (interchange
law) one over the other. If V = Set these constrains read as
(fg) ◦ (f ′g′) = (f ◦ f ′)(g ◦ g′), uaub = ua∗b
whenever the compositions above are defined;
iv. the input-permutations and the output-permutations define a right action and a
left action respectively
τ∗σ∗ = (στ)∗ τ∗σ∗ = (τσ)∗ id∗ = id∗ = id τ∗σ∗ = σ∗τ∗;
for every n,m ∈ N and (τ, σ) ∈ Σn × Σm;
v. permutations and vertical composition commute. In the case V = Set this
translates in the following equations
σ∗(g ◦ f) = g ◦ σ∗(f) σ∗(g ◦ f) = σ∗(g) ◦ f σ∗(g) ◦ f = g ◦ σ∗(f)
whenever these expressions make sense.
vi. permutations and horizontal composition are compatible; that is, given a,b, c,d
in sq(C) with |a| = a, |b| = b, |c| = c, |d| = d and α ∈ Σa, β ∈ Σb, γ ∈ Σc,
δ ∈ Σd the diagram
P(a; b)⊗ P(c; d)  //
α∗β∗⊗γ∗δ∗

P(a ∗ c; b ∗ d)
(α×γ)∗⊗(β×δ)∗

P(aα; bβ−1)⊗ P(cγ; dδ−1)  // P((a ∗ b)(α× γ); (c ∗ d)(β × δ)−1)
commutes. Moreover, the diagram
P(a; b)⊗ P(c; d)

 // P(a ∗ c; b ∗ d)
τ∗(a,b)τ(c,d)∗

P(c; d)⊗ P(a; b)  // P(c ∗ a; d ∗ b)
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has to commute. The left vertical map is the symmetric morphism in V and τ(a,b)
is the unique element of Σa+b that restricts to two order preserving functions
{1, . . . , a} → {b+ 1, . . . , a+ b} and {a+ 1, . . . , a+ b} → {1, . . . , b+ 1}.
Note that the two monoid structures on P([]; []) defined by the vertical composition
and the horizontal composition (◦, u[]) and (, u[]) coincide and are commutative by
the Eckmann-Hilton argument.
We leave to the reader to unravel the definition of morphism between coloured
V-PROPs to get a definition similar to def. 1.3.2.2.
As for operads, there is a functor cl : V-Prop → Set associating to each PROP
its set of colours.
For every set C we will denote by V-PropC the category of C-coloured V-PROPs,
i.e. the fiber of cl over C.
1.6.3. Underlying operad and underlying category of a PROP. Every V-
PROP P has an underlying (symmetric) C-coloured V-bicollection and thus an under-
lying (symmetric) C-coloured V-collection. The underlying C-coloured V-collection
of a V-PROP inherits the structure of a V-operad: given a C-signature s and a se-
quence of C-signature (t1, . . . , tn) composable over s the composition law is given by
an iterated application of the horizontal composition law 
P(t1)⊗ . . .P(tn) ⊗id // P(t1 ∗ t2)⊗ . . .P(tn) ⊗id // . . .  // P(t1 ∗ · · · ∗ tn)
tensored with P(s) and composed with the vertical composition
◦t1∗···∗tn,s : P(t1 ∗ · · · ∗ tn) −→ P(s ◦ (t1 ∗ · · · ∗ tn)).
This assignment is easily extended to a “forgetful” functor
(1.6.3.1) w∗ : V-Prop −→ V-Oper
which respects the set of colours; this functor is actually the right adjoint of a fully
faithful functor w!; this will be better explained in section 2.4.
The composite functor k∗ = j∗w∗, where j∗ is as in § 1.3.2.2, associates to each
V-PROP its underlying V-category, i.e. its linear part (not to be confused with the
symmetric monoidal category which is part of the structure).
1.6.4. The endomorphisms PROP. As in the case of operads, the most fun-
damental example of V-PROP is the one generated by a collection of objects in a
symmetric monoidal V-category W.
Given a class C and a collection of objects X = {Xc}c∈C indexed by C, the strict
symmetric monoidal V-category EndV(X) defined in §A.5 is a C-coloured V-PROP
called the endomorphism V-PROP of X.
In particular there is an ob(W)-coloured V-PROP EndVW ( §A.5) associated to
W that we will call the endomorphism V-PROP of W.
1.6.5. PROPs as monoids. Suppose V is cocomplete and the tensor product com-
mutes with colimits in each variable. The category of symmetric V-bicollections can be
endowed with a monoidal structure (VΣVal(C),, i) such that the category of monoids
in this category is equivalent to V-PropC .
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For every C-valence v let dec(v) be the full subgroupoid of the groupoid of com-
pletely ordered acyclic C-graphs ( §B.2, B.3.1) spanned by the graphs of arity v with
2 levels ( def. B.3.1.1).
The product  can be described as follows: for every graph
(1.6.5.1) (AB)(v) ∼= colim
g∈dec(v)
(
⊗
i∈nod(g)1
A(val(i)))⊗ (
⊗
j∈nod(g)2
B(val(j)))
where nod(g)1 (nod(g)2) is the subset of nodes of g in level 1. See also [92, § 2.2] for
more details about the product .
1.6.6. The 2-category of PROPs. The category V-Prop can be endowed with a
2-category structure which extends the one on V-Oper and V-Cat.
Definition 1.6.6.1. Given two morphisms of coloured V-PROPs f, g : P → R a
natural transformation from f to g is a monoidal natural V-transformation α between
f and g; note that such a natural V-transformation is completely determined by the
subset of its components {αc | c ∈ C} (where we identify C with the subset of elements
of length 1 of sq(C) ) by the requirement that it is monoidal.
Natural transformations give to V-Prop the structure of a 2-category. The functor w∗
and k∗ (§ 1.6.3) extends to 2-functors between 2-categories in an obvious way.
The next definition is now natural:
Definition 1.6.6.2. A morphism f : P → R of V-PROPs is
- fully faithful when it is fully faithful as a V-functor of symmetric monoidal V-ca-
tegories;
- essentially surjective when the V-functor k∗(f) is essentially surjective.
The following characterisation of equivalences is proved as in the case for V-categories:
Proposition 1.6.6.3. A map in the 2-category V-Oper is an equivalence if and
only if it is fully faithful and essentially surjective.
1.7. Algebras over PROPs
From now on, for simplicity, we are going to assume that (V,⊗, I) is a closed and
bicomplete symmetric monoidal category.
Given a symmetric monoidal V-category W and a C-coloured V-PROP P, the
category of P-algebras AlgP(W) is defined to be the category V-Prop(P,EndV(W)).
SinceW is equivalent to EndV(W) ( §A.5), the category AlgP(W) is equivalent to
the category of strong symmetric monoidal V-functors from (the underlying symmetric
monoidal V-category of) P to W.
Given a collection of objects X = {Xc}c∈C in W, a P-algebra structure on it is a
morphism of C-coloured PROPs from P to EndV(X), that is, a P-algebra in W that
factorizes via the inclusion EndV(X)→ EndV(W).
The definition we gave is close in spirit to the one of algebra for an operad given
in § 1.4.1.1. When W is a symmetric V-algebra, an equivalent definition of algebras
more close to Definition 1.4.0.7 is available. In fact, to give a P-algebra structure on
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X is the same as giving a morphism
αc,d : P(c; d)⊗
⊗
i∈|c|
Xci −→
⊗
j∈|d|
Xdj
for every (c; d) ∈ Val(C), subject to certain associativity, equivariancy and unitality
constrains.
Remark 1.7.0.4. Note that the alternative definition of algebra given in § 1.4.1.2
does not have a parallel in the PROP world.
By § 1.6.5 every coloured V-PROP still defines a monad for P-left modules
P − : VΣVal(C) → VΣVal(C).
There is a functor m : VC → VΣVal(C) such that
m(A)(c; d) ∼= ∅ if |c| > 0 and m(A)([]; d) ∼=
|d|⊗
i=1
A(di)
for every c,d ∈ sq(C). A P-algebra structure over A = {A(c)}c∈C ∈ VC is the same
as a P-left module structure over m(A). However in contrast with the operadic case,
the monad P − does not restrict to a monad over VC in general.
In fact, the forgetful functor UP : AlgP(V)→ VC does not always preserve limits, and
it is not a right adjoint, in general. In other words, the representable 2-functor
Alg−(V) ∼= V-PROP(−,EndV(V)) : V-Operop −→ CAT
does not factor trough CATadj as (1.4.2.2).
In the special case in which V is cartesian (as a monoidal category) the situation
is better: the functor m admits a left adjoint z : VΣVal(C) → VC , the category of
P-algebras is equivalent to the category of algebras for the monad z(P  −)m and
the functor UP is always right adjoint.
1.7.1. Constant-free PROPs and augmentation-free PROPs. As in the case
of operads, operations with empty input or empty output are a source of difficulties
in the combinatorics of PROPs. For certain applications it is enough, and it might
be convenient, to restrict ourselves to PROPs with no operations with empty input
or empty output.
Definition 1.7.1.1. A V-enriched C-coloured PROP P is said to be constant-free
if P([]; a) ∼= ∅ for every a ∈ sq(C).
A V-enriched C-coloured PROP P is augmentation-free if P(a; []) ∼= ∅ for every
a ∈ sq(C).
The full subcategory of V-Prop spanned by the constant-free (resp. augmentation-
free) V-PROPs will be denoted by V-cfProp (resp. V-afProp). Similarly, for every
C ∈ Set, V-cfPropC (resp. V-afPropC) will indicate the category of C-coloured
constant-free (resp. augmentation-free) PROPs.
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1.8. The operads for PROPs
Fixed a set C, the algebraic structure of a C-coloured PROP is defined by a
collection of operations with two inputs and one output, i.e. the vertical and the
horizontal composition laws, a collection of operations with no input and one output,
i.e. the identities (see 1.6.2.3) and a collection of morphisms with one input and one
output, i.e. the permutation morphisms of the underlying bicollection. This suggests
that the category of C-coloured PROPs V-PropC can be presented as the category
of algebras for a certain operad PROPC ; this is indeed the case and the aim of this
section is to describe PROPC .
The operad PROPC is a Val(C)-coloured Set-operad. For every n ∈ N and
s1, . . . , sn, s0 ∈ Val(C) the set of operations PROPC(s1, . . . , sn; s0) is defined to be
the set of all isomorphism classes of c.o.a. C-graphs of arity (s1, . . . , sn; s0) ( def.
B.3.0.2).
For every G ∈ PROPC(s1, . . . , sn; s0), every i ∈ n and H ∈ PROPC(t1, . . . , tm; si)
the partial composition G◦iH is defined as the insertion G◦σG(i)H ( §B.3.0.1), which
is indeed an element of
PROPC(s1, . . . , si−1, t1, . . . , tm, si+1, . . . , sn; s0).
For every s ∈ Val(C) the unit in PROPC(s; s) is given by C(s;s), the unique c.o.
C-corolla with C-valence (s; s) and trivial twist (def. B.3.0.3).
For every n ∈ N, every γ ∈ Σn and s1, . . . , sn, s0 ∈ Val(C), the symmetric action
γ∗ : PROPC(s1, . . . , sn; s0) −→ PROPC(sσ(1), . . . , sσ(n); s0)
sends G to γ∗G ( def. B.2.0.6). The underlying category j∗(PROPC) (§ 1.3.2.2) is
equivalent to ΣVal(C) (§ 1.6.1).
Constant-free and augmentation-free C-coloured V-PROPs (§ 1.7.1) are algebras
for two full suboperads of PROPC , denoted by cfPROPC and afPROPC ; cfPROPC is
spanned by the C-valences with non-empty input and afPROPC is spanned by the
C-valences with non-empty output.
1.8.1. Graphs and PROPs. In this section we would like to provide some justifica-
tions about why the operad PROPC has C-coloured PROPs as algebras. A complete
proof of this fact can be found in Johnson and Yau’s book [96, Corollary 11.31].
The argument we are going to sketch is basically a reformulation of Chapter 2 of
[49] for enriched symmetric monoidal categories ( called symmetric tensor categories
in loc.cit.).
One of the main results of Joyal and Street in [49] is Theorem 2.2 (and Corollary
2.3), that can be reformulated in the following way: given a (unenriched) symmetric
monoidal category M and an ordered ob(M)-graph G (there called an anchored
progressive polarised graph) it is possible to define a “value” function
(1.8.1.1) VG :
∏
v∈NG
M(in(v); out(v)) →M(in(G); out(G))
using composition, tensor product and symmetries inM. This function only depends
on the isomorphism class of G in the sense that for every isomorphism of ordered
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ob(M)-graphs f : G → H there is a commutative triangle∏
v∈NGM(in(v); out(v))
sf

VG //M(in(G); out(G))
∏
u∈NHM(in(u); out(u))
VH
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where sf is the symmetric morphism inM induced by the restriction of f on nodes.
In [49] graphs are defined as particular one dimensional topological spaces, but it
should be clear that the result still holds with our definition of graphs.
Using the same methods of [49] (decomposition of graphs in elementary graphs)
it is possible (and not difficult) to generalise the above result to the enriched context,
that is: given a V-enriched symmetric monoidal category W and an ordered ob(W)-
graph G there is a morphism (in V)
(1.8.1.2) VG :
⊗
v∈NG
HomW(in(v),out(v)) → HomW(in(G),out(G))
which is invariant under isomorphisms of ordered ob(M)- graphs in the above sense.
Let C be a fixed set, recall that C-coloured PROPs are just symmetric monoidal
categories with set of objects freely generated by C.
Consider the obvious forgetful functor U : V-PropC → VVal(C). It admits a
left adjoint F that we are now going to describe. For every P ∈ VVal(C) and every
(a; b) ∈ Val(C)
(1.8.1.3) FP(a; b) = colim
G∈Gord,(a,b)
⊗
v∈NG
P(in(v); out(v))
where Gord,(a,b) is the groupoid of ordered acyclic C-graphs with C-valence (a,b) and
isomorphisms between them.
For every a,b, c ∈ sq(C), insertion over an appropriate untwisted vertical com-
position ( def. B.3.1.2) defines a functor
Gord,(b,c) ×Gord,(a,b) → Gord,(a,c)
that is used to define the composition in FP. In the same way, for every a,b, c,d ∈
sq(C), the insertion over an appropriate untwisted horizontal composition gives a
functor
Gord,(a,b) ×Gord,(c,d) → Gord,(a∗c,b∗d)
that is used to define the tensor product in FP.
Permutation morphisms and identities in FP correspond to the components of
an appropriate ordered C-graph with no nodes Sα
I
∼= // ⊗
v∈Sα
P(in(v); out(v)) // FP(in(Sα); out(Sα)).
The functor F is defined on morphisms in the evident way.
This construction FP is the enriched analogous of the free symmetric tensor
category on a bicollection (a tensor scheme in loc.cit.) constructed in [49, Theorem
2.3].
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Given a C-PROP R the natural bijection
φ : VVal(C)(P, UR) −→ V-PropC(FP,R)
is defined in the following way.
For every k ∈ VVal(C)(P, UR), φ(k) is the unique morphism of C coloured PROPs
that makes the following diagram commute
(1.8.1.4)
⊗
v∈NG
P(in(v); out(v))

k // ⊗
v∈NG
R(in(v); out(v))
VG

FP(a; b) φ(k) // R(a; b)
for every (a; b) ∈ Val(C) and every G ∈ Gord,(a,b). It is routine to show that φ is
bijective.
The functor U is monadic in the sense that it satisfies one of the equivalent
conditions of Beck’s theorem [59, § VI.7, Theorem 1].
An explicit description of the monad on VVal(C) associated to the operad PROPC
(c.f. § 1.4.1.1, 1.10.2) shows that it is isomorphic to UF ; in other words V-PropC is
isomorphic to the category of PROPC-algebras in V.
1.8.2. Action of the groupoid of C-valences. Unlike OpC , the operad PROPC is
not Σ-free (§ 1.5.6). For example, let o ∈ PROPC(([], []), ([], []); ([], [])) be the operation
represented by the graph in Figure 1.4; τ∗(o) = o for every τ ∈ Σ2.
1 2
Figure 1.4
As another example, the permutation (1 2)(3 4) ∈ Σ4 has the operation repre-
sented by the graph in Figure 1.5 as fixed point.
1
2
3 4
b a
a b
Figure 1.5
However, the permutation groups act freely on the operations represented by com-
pletely ordered C-graphs with no connected components of valence (0, 0) by Proposi-
tion B.2.3.1. Hence we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1.8.2.1. The operads cfPROPC and afPROPC are Σ-free.
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Proof. All the operations in cfPROPC (resp. afPROPC) are represented by
graphs whose nodes are connected to a port. Proposition B.2.3.1 implies that a com-
pletely ordered C-graph can not be isomorphic to a graph with the same underlying
ordered C-graph and a different node order; therefore the actions of the permutation
groups in cfPROPC and afPROPC are free. 
1.8.3. Adjunctions between C-coloured PROPs, operads and categories.
The coloured operad OpC (§ 1.4.3.6) sits in PROPC as the full suboperad spanned by
the C-valences with one output; this inclusion will be denoted by w : OpC → PROPC .
The commutative diagram in Set-Oper on the left produces a commutative dia-
gram of adjunctions, displayed on the right
(1.8.3.1)
C × C

// Sign(C)
s

// Val(C)
s

ΣSign(C)
η

// ΣVal(C)
η

CatC
j // OpC
w // PROPC
VC×C
FCatC

// VSign(C)
s!

oo
// VVal(C)
s!

oo
VΣSign(C)
η!

s∗
OO
// VΣVal(C)
η!

s∗
OO
oo
V-CatC
UCatC
OO
j! // V-OperC
η∗
OO
j∗
oo
w! // V-PropC
η∗
OO
w∗
oo
For every C-coloured V-operadO the free C-coloured PROP w!O can be described
by the following formula:
(1.8.3.2) w!(O)(c; d) =
∐
f : n→m
m⊗
i=1
O((cf−1(i); di)).
In the case V = Set, for every c = (n, c),d = (m, d) ∈ sq(C) the elements of
w!O(c,d) are pairs (f, {oi}mi=1) where f : n → m is a function of sets and oi is in
O(cf−1(i), di) for every i ∈ m; such a pair can be represented as a forest of one-level
trees labelled by operations of O with inports shuﬄed by ωf , the unshuﬄing of f
(Figure 1.6).
a b c c a
o1 o2 o3 o4 o5
ab b c dd a b c a
ωf
Figure 1.6. Graphical representation of an operation (f, {oi}5i=1)
in w!O(a, b, b, c, d, d, a, b, c, a; a, b, c, c, a).
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Given a morphism g : n → m and i ∈ m let g]i : l → n be the unique order
preserving injective function whose image is g−1(i). For every c = (n, c) ∈ sq(C)
define cg−1(i) = (l, cg]i ). For example if g : 3 → 2 is such that g(1) = g(3) = 1 and
g(2) = 2 and c = (c1, c2, c3) then cg−1(1) = (c1, c3) and cg−1(2) = (c2).
Given e = (l, e) ∈ sq(C), the composition of two morphisms
(f, {oi}mi=1) ∈ k!O(c,d) and (g, {pi}ei=1) ∈ k!O(d, e)
is defined as
(gf, {ω∗i (pi ◦ (og]i (1), . . . , og]i (ki)))}
e
i=1)
where, for every i ∈ m, ki = |f−1(i)| and ωi ∈ Σ|(gf)−1(i)| is the permutation that
makes sure that the operation has the right valence (and it depends only on f and
g). More precisely ωi is the the unshuﬄing of f restricted to (gf)−1(i) (§ 0.1). The
identity of c is given by (idn, {idci}ni=0).
p1
a
p2
b
a b c ac
o1 o2 o3 o4 o5
ab b c dd a b c a
ωf
ωg
f
g
p1
a
p2
b
o1 o2 o4 o3 o5
ω1 ω2 gf
ωgf
Figure 1.7. Graphical representation of the composition of two
morphisms (f, {oi}5i=1), (g, {pj}2j=1) in w!O
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The tensor product is defined on objects as (n, c) (m, d) = (n+m, c ∗ d) and on
morphisms in the obvious way.
The construction of the PROP w!O is classical and it is also called the category
of operators of O in the literature. A detailed description of this construction (in the
one-coloured case) appears in [56, § 5.4.1] and [23, § 2].
For convenience we also rewrite formula (1.8.3.2) in the case in which O is gen-
erated by a V-category, i.e. when O ∼= j!(C) for some C ∈ V-Cat:
(1.8.3.3) k!C(c,d) ∼= w!j!C(c,d) ∼=
∐
f∈Σ(n,m)
⊗
i∈m
C(cf−1(i), di)
for every c,d ∈ sq(C) of length n and m, respectively. Note that (the underlying
symmetric monoidal V-category of) k!C can be characterised as the free symmetric
monoidal category generated by C.
1.9. Algebra extensions as Kan extensions
The goal of this section is to give a more explicit description of the left adjoint
of the adjunction between the categories of algebras induced by the a morphism of
operads (§ 1.4.2).
The considerations done in this section should be put in the broadest context
presented in [63], from which this section took inspiration.
Suppose u : A → B is a morphism of coloured V-PROPs and let M be a co-
complete symmetric V-algebra (§A.4, in particular, it is cocomplete as a V-category,
i.e. tensored and cocomplete in the usual sense). Consider MA, the category of
V-functors from (the underlying symmetric monoidal V-category of) A toM; identi-
fying AlgA(M) with the category of strong monoidal V-functors from A to M and
symmetric monoidal V-natural transformations between them there is a natural func-
tor AlgA(M) → MA which forgets the monoidal structure. In between there is
the category LaxMon(A,M) of (lax) symmetric monoidal V-functors and symmetric
monoidal V-natural transformations, of which AlgA(M) is a full subcategory
AlgA(M) ↪→ LaxMon(A,M) −→MA.
Restriction and left Kan extension along u define an adjunction
(1.9.0.4) MA
u! //MB.
u∗
oo
For every G ∈MB, a symmetric (strong) monoidal structure on G induces a sym-
metric (strong) monoidal structure on u∗G in a natural way. In other words, u∗ ex-
tends to functors u∗ :LaxMon(B,M)→ LaxMon(A,M) and u∗ :AlgB(M)→AlgA(M).
The behaviour of u! on monoidal functors is more subtle. For every F ∈MA and
b ∈ B, the b-component of u!F is isomorphic to
u!F (b) = LanuF (b) ∼=
∫ a∈A
B(u(a); b)⊗ F (a).
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Suppose that F is endowed with a symmetric monoidal structure (φ, ψ) ( def. A.1.0.4);
from the commutative diagrams
B × B A×A M×M
B A M
u× u
u F
F × F
 ⊗∼= φ
1
B M
A
I I
u F
I∼= ψ
we obtain a natural transformation
(1.9.0.5) φ˜ : ⊗ (u!F × u!F ) ∼= Lanu×u(⊗(F × F ))→ (u!F )
and a morphism
(1.9.0.6) ψ˜ : I −→ u!F ([])
that define a (lax) symmetric monoidal structure on u!F . This assignment is natu-
ral in F and the functor f! sends symmetric monoidal V-natural transformations to
symmetric monoidal V-natural transformations, i.e. it extends to a functor
f! : LaxMon(A,V) → LaxMon(B,V)
which is left adjoint to u∗.
Hence we have the following commutative diagram
(1.9.0.7) AlgA(M)

AlgB(M)

u∗
oo
LaxMon(A,M)

u! // LaxMon(B,M)

u∗
oo
MA
u! //MB.
u∗
oo
The functor u! does not always restrict to u! : AlgA(M) → AlgB(M). In fact, even
when the monoidal structure on A is strong, the morphism (1.9.0.5) and (1.9.0.6) are
not isomorphisms in general, i.e. the induced monoidal structure on u!A is not strong.
However, this is the only obstruction that does not allow us to restrict u!.
To understand for which u this obstruction vanishes, it is useful to look closer to
(1.9.0.5) and (1.9.0.6).
For every p,q ∈ B set
Wp :Aop −→ V
s 7−→ B(u(s); p) ,
Wp,q :Aop ×Aop −→ V
(s, t) 7−→ B(u(s); p)⊗ B(u(t); q).
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There are natural transformations
(1.9.0.8)
Aop ×Aop V
Aop
Wp,q
op
Wpq
α
1 V
Aop
I
[]
W[]
λ
induced by the monoidal structure of A, B and u.
The (p,q)-component of φ˜ (1.9.0.5) is isomorphic to∫ s,t∈A
B(u(s); p)⊗ B(u(t); q)⊗ F (s)⊗ F (t)→
∫ z∈A
B(u(s); p q)⊗ F (z)
that, if F is strong monoidal, is isomorphic to the map between weighted colimits
α∗ : Wp,q ? (F ◦) −→ Wpq ? F.
Similarly (1.9.0.6) is isomorphic to the map between weighted colimits
I ∼= I ? F ([]) −→W[] ? F
induced by λ in (1.9.0.8). This leads to the following definition:
Definition 1.9.0.1. (cf. [63, § 3, def. 9]) A morphism u : O → P between
V-PROPs (or more in general, between small symmetric monoidal V-categories) is
operadic if α and λ in diagram (1.9.0.8) exhibit:
- Wpq as the left Kan extension of Wp,q along op;
- W[] as the left Kan extension of I along [].
The previous discussion can be subsumed in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.9.0.2. Suppose that u : A → B is an operadic morphism of V-
PROPs. For every cocomplete symmetric monoidal V-category M, the functor u! in
(1.9.0.7) restricts to a left adjoint for u∗ : AlgA(M) → AlgB(M).
Proof. Under our hypothesis, for every V-functor F : A→M and every p,q ∈ B
the canonical maps α∗ : Wp,q ? F ◦  → Wpq ? F and λ∗ : I ⊗ F ([]) → W[] ? F are
isomorphisms by Proposition 2.8.3.1.
In particular, if F is a strong monoidal functor, (1.9.0.5) and (1.9.0.6) are iso-
morphisms. 
For every p ∈ B of length n let⊗ni=1Wpi : ∏ni=1Aop → V be the composition of
n∏
i=1
Wpi :
n∏
i=1
Aop →
n∏
i=1
V
with the n-fold tensor product ⊗ : ∏ni=1 V → V.
Remark 1.9.0.3. The operadic condition of def. 1.9.0.1 for a strong monoidal
morphism u : A → B can be formulated in a different way (cf. [50, § 1.1.2]). Since
A and B are symmetric monoidal, the functor category VAop (resp. VBop) has a
symmetric monoidal structure given by the Day convolution. To ask that u : A → B
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is operadic is equivalent to ask that the restriction functor u∗ : VBop → VAop is strong
monoidal (with respect to the Day convolution).
There is a natural transformation λp :
⊗n
i=1Wpi ⇒ Wpop. The (a1, . . . ,an)-
component is:
Proposition 1.9.0.4. A morphism of of V-PROPs u : A → B is operadic if and
only if for every p ∈ B the natural transformation λp exhibits Wp as the left Kan
extension of
⊗n
i=1Wpi along op, i.e. if and only if the canonical map
(1.9.0.9)∫ s1,...,sn∈A
A(z; s1  · · · sn)⊗ B(u(s1); p1)⊗ · · · ⊗ B(u(sn); pn) −→ B(u(z); p)
is an isomorphism for every z ∈ A.
Proof. Suppose u is operadic. We are going to prove that Wp is the left Kan
extension of
⊗n
i=1Wpi along op for every p ∈ B, by induction on the length of p.
If p = [], then λ[] coincides with λ, thus the statement follows from the hypothesis
that u is operadic. If |p| = 1 the statement is trivial. Suppose that p = (p1, . . . , pn)
and that the statement is true for every object of B of length smaller than n. Let p′
be (p2, . . . , pn). In the diagram
Aop ×∏ni=1Aop V
Aop ×Aop
Aop
⊗n
i=1Wpi
Wp1 ⊗Wp′
Wp
id×op
op
id⊗ λp′
αp1,p′
the top triangle is a left Kan extension by inductive hypothesis and the bottom
triangle is a left Kan extension since u is operadic (note that Wp1 ⊗Wp′ ∼= Wp1,p).
It follows that the outer triangle exhibits Wp as the left Kan extension of
⊗n
i=1Wpi
along op.
Conversely suppose that λp exhibits Wp as left Kan extension for every p ∈ B.
Since λ in diagram (1.9.0.8) is isomorphic to λ[] we only need to check the first
condition of definition 1.9.0.1.
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Given p,q ∈ B of length n and m respectively, we have a commutative diagram:
∏n
i=1Aop ×
∏m
i=1Aop V
Aop ×Aop
Aop.
⊗n
i=1Wpi ⊗
⊗m
j=1Wqj
Wp,q
Wpq
op ×op
op
λp ⊗ λq
αp,q
The composition of λp ⊗ λq with αp,q is isomorphic to λpq, thus the outer triangle
and the top triangle are left Kan extensions. This implies that the bottom triangle is
a left Kan extension as well, hence u is operadic. 
Our next goal is to show that every morphism of V-PROPs generated by a morphism
of V-operads is operadic. More in detail, suppose u : O → P is a morphism of V-
operads. By abuse of notation let u : w!O → w!P be the induced map of PROPs.
Recall the description of the V-PROP w!P we gave in § 1.8.3. As a shorthand, for
every s, t ∈ w!P such that |s| = n and |t| = m and every function f : n → m we
will denote by P(s, t)f the tensor product
⊗m
i=1 P(sf−1(i)), ti), i.e. the component of
w!P(s, t) determined by f .
Consider p,q ∈ w!P and z ∈ w!O with lengths |p| = m1, |q| = m2 and |z| = n.
The weights we are considering have the following expressions:
Wpq(z) ∼= w!P(u(z); p q)
∼=
∐
f : n→m1unionsqm2
(
m1⊗
i=1
P(u(zf−1(i)); pi))⊗ (
m2⊗
j=1
P(u(zf−1(j)); qj))
∼=
∐
f : n→m1unionsqm2
P(u(zf−1(m1)); p)f1 ⊗ P(u(zf−1(m1)); q)f2
(1.9.0.10)
where fi is the restriction of f to f−1(mi) for every i ∈ {1, 2}.
For every s, t ∈ w!O with lengths |s| = k1 and |t| = k2:
Wp,q(s, t) ∼= w!P(u(s); p)⊗ w!P(u(t); q)
∼=
∐
a : k1→m1
b : k2→m2
P(u(s); p)a ⊗ P(u(t); q)b
∼=
∐
a : k1→m1
b : k2→m2
(
m1⊗
i=1
P(u(sa−1(i)); pi)
)
⊗
m2⊗
j=1
P(u(tb−1(j)); qj)

(1.9.0.11)
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and
w!O(z; s⊗ t) ∼=
∐
g : n→k1unionsqk2
(
k1⊗
i=1
O(zg−1(i); si)
)
⊗
 k2⊗
j=1
O(zg−1(j); tj)

∼=
∐
g : n→k1unionsqk2
O(zg−1(k1); p)g1 ⊗O(zg−1(k2); p)g2 .
(1.9.0.12)
Lemma 1.9.0.5. Let u : O → P be a map of V-operads. The induced map of
V-PROPs u : w!O → w!P is operadic.
Proof. We start by showing that for every p,q ∈ w!O diagram (1.9.0.8) exhibits
Wpq as the left Kan extension LanopWp,q. Since V is cocomplete as a V-category,
for every z ∈ w!O the left Kan extension LanopWp,q has z-component
LanopWp,q(z) ∼=
∫ s,t∈w!O×w!O
w!O(z; s t)⊗ w!P(u(s); p)⊗ w!P(u(t); q).
According to (1.9.0.11) and (1.9.0.12) w!O(z; s  t) ⊗ w!P(u(s); p) ⊗ w!P(u(t); q) is
isomorphic to
(1.9.0.13)∐
g : n→k1unionsqk2
∐
a : k1→m1
b : k2→m2
O(zg−1(k1); p)g1 ⊗O(zg−1(k2); p)g2 ⊗ P(u(s); p)a ⊗ P(u(t); q)b.
The V-natural transformation α in diagram (1.9.0.8) induces a canonical natural
transformation α˜ : Lan⊗opWp,q ⇒ Wpq. It is sufficient to show that for every z in
w!O the z-component map
α˜z :
∫ s;t∈w!O×w!O
w!O(z; s t)⊗ w!P(u(s); p)⊗ w!P(u(t); q) −→ w!P(u(z); p q)
is an isomorphism. By the universal property of coends, this is equivalent to showing
that the induced map
(1.9.0.14) α˜∗z : V0(Wpq(z), X) → ExtNat (w!O(z;−−)⊗Wp,q(−−), X)
is a bijection for every X ∈ V; here ExtNat (w!O(z;−−)⊗Wp,q(−−), X) de-
notes the set of extra-natural V-transformations from
w!O(z,−−)⊗Wp,q(−−) : w!Oop × w!Oop × w!O × w!O → V
to X (see [52, § 1.7]). We are going to describe α˜∗z and its inverse β explicitly.
Consider a morphism h : Wpq → X. For every s, t ∈ w!O the component
α∗z(h)s,t : w!O(z; s t)⊗Wp,q(s, t) → X
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of the extra-natural transformation α∗z(h) has the following description: for every
g : n → k1 unionsq k2 and every a : k1 → m1, b : k2 → m2 the restriction to the (g, a, b)-
component of the coproduct (1.9.0.13) is
(1.9.0.15) O(z; s t)g ⊗ P(u(s); p)a ⊗ P(u(t); q)b
composition after application of u

P(u(zg−1(k1)); p)a◦g1 ⊗ P(u(zg−1(k2)); p)b◦g2
tensor in w!P

P(u(z); p q)(aunionsqb)◦g
h

X.
For every extra-natural transformation
γ ∈ ExtNat (w!O(z;−−)⊗Wp,q(−−), X)
and every f : n→m1unionsqm2 the map β(γ): Wpq(z)→X is defined on the f -component
of the coproduct (1.9.0.10):
(1.9.0.16) I⊗ P(z; p q)f
v⊗id

O(z; zf−1(m1) ⊗ zf−1(m2))ωf̂ ⊗ P(u(zf−1(m1)); p)f1 ⊗ P(u(zf−1(m2); q)f2
γ

X
where f̂ : n → 2 is the composition of f with the map sending every element of m1
to 1 and every element of m2 to 2 and ωf̂ is the corresponding unshuﬄe. The map v
is the tensor product of the unit morphisms of every component of
O(z; zf−1(m1)  zf−1(m2))ωf̂ ∼=
n⊗
i=1
O(zω−1
f̂
(i), zω−1
f̂
(i)).
It is easy to check that α∗zβ(h) = h for every h ∈ V(Wpq(z), X).
To check that for every βα∗z = id it is sufficient to observe that for every
γ ∈ ExtNat(w!O(z;−−)⊗Wp,q(−−), X),
every s, t ∈ w!O, every g : n → k1 unionsq k2 and every a : k1 → m1, b : k2 → m2 the
following diagram commutes
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O(zg−1(k1); s)g1 ⊗O(zg−1(k2); t)g2 ⊗ I⊗ P(s; p))a ⊗ P(s; q)b
O(zg−1(k1); s)g1 ⊗O(zg−1(k2); t)g2 ⊗O(z; zg−1(k1) ⊗ zg−1(k2))ωĝ ⊗ P(s; p))a ⊗ P(s; q))b
O(z; s t)g ⊗ P(s; p)a ⊗ P(s; q))b
O(z; zg−1(k1) ⊗ zg−1(k2))ω ̂(aunionsqb)g ⊗ P(zg−1(k1); p)ag1 ⊗ P(zg−1(k2); q)bg2
X
γzg−1(k1),zg−1(k2),ω ̂(aunionsqb)g,ag1,bg2
γs,t,g,ag,b
∼=
extra-naturality of γ
The composition of the inverse of the isomorphism on the top left with the chain of
arrows on the right is equal to α∗zβ(γ)s,t,g,ag,b; this shows that α∗zβ(γ) = γ.
To show that W[] is the left Kan extension Lan[]I notice that the map induced by
λ (diagram 1.9.0.8)
λ˜z : Lan[]I(z) −→ W[](z)
is isomorphic to uz : w!O(z; []) → w!P(z; []), which is an isomorphism for every
z ∈ w!O. 
Corollary 1.9.0.6. For every morphism of V-operads u : O → P and every
algebra A ∈ AlgO(M) the P-algebra u!A : w!P → V is the left Kan extension of A
along w!(u); in particular:
u!A(c) ∼=
∫ s∈w!O
P(u(s); c)⊗A(s1)⊗ · · · ⊗A(s|s|)
for every colour c of P.
Proof. It is a direct application of Proposition 1.9.0.2; in fact Lemma 1.9.0.5
shows that u satisfies all the required hypotheses. 
Corollary 1.9.0.7. For every fully faithful morphism of V-operads u : O → P
the induced functor u! : AlgO(M) → AlgP(M) is fully faithful.
Proposition 1.9.0.8. A C-coloured V-PROP is in the image of w! if and only if
the unique morphism of C-coloured PROPs i : Σsq(C) → P is operadic.
Proof. Suppose that i is operadic; to show that P is in the image of w! it is
sufficient to prove that the counit ηP : w!w∗P → P is an isomorphism.
According to Proposition 1.9.0.4, the morphism i is operadic if and only if for
every c,d ∈ sq(C), with length n and m respectively, the c-component of the map
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induced by λd
(1.9.0.17)
∫ e1,...,en∈Σsq(C)
sq(C)(c, e1  · · · em)⊗
m⊗
i=1
P(ei; di) −→ P(c; d)
is an isomorphism.
The left hand side is isomorphic to
colim
(c→e)∈c↓
P(ei; di).
The comma category c ↓  (where  : Σsq(C)×n → Σsq(C) denotes the m-fold
tensor product) is a simply connected groupoid and its set of connected components
is isomorphic to pi0(c ↓ ) ∼= Set(n,m). Under these identifications the morphism
(1.9.0.17) becomes ∐
f : n→m
P(cf−1(i); di) −→ P(c; d).
We leave to the reader to check that this map coincides with the (c; d)-component of
the counit of (w!, w∗) at P (cf. formula (1.8.3.2)). 
1.9.0.1. Extensions of Set-operads. In ordinary categories (i.e. in Set-categories)
all weighted colimits can be computed as ordinary colimits indexed by the category
of elements of the considered weight. It follows that (point-wise) left Kan extensions
along a functor f are computed object-wise as colimits indexed by the comma category
of f over the considered object.
In particular, given a morphism of Set-operads u : O → P and a strong monoidal
functor A : w!O →M (i.e. an O-algebra inM), for every p ∈ cl(P):
(1.9.0.18) u!A(p) ∼= colim
{u(o)→p}∈u↓p
A(o1)⊗ · · · ⊗A(o|o|)
It is thus useful to analyse the structure of the comma category u ↓ p to get informa-
tion over u!.
1.9.1. Slice in w!PROPC . Many constructions we are going to consider will involve
the operad for PROPs PROPC (§ 1.8) and thus comma categories over w!PROPC ; to
understand them better, we begin by describing the slice categories of w!PROPC .
Let s ∈ Val(C). The comma category w!PROPC ↓ s can be described in the
following way:
Objects: are all the c.o.a. C-graphs with C-valence s.
Morphisms: suppose two c.o.a. C-graphs G, H with residue s are given; an element
of the hom-set (k!PROPC ↓ s)(G,H) is a pair ({Ki}mi=1, α), where {Ki}mi=1 is a se-
quence of c.o.a. C-graphs insertable over H and α is a permutation for its insertion
over H (def. B.3.0.5) such that G ∼= H ◦α (K1, . . . ,Km) (§B.3.0.1).
In Figure 1.8 for example, G is the graph on the left, x, y are the nodes marked
by 1 and 2, HGx,y is the target and KGxy is the graph in the first box from the left;
f : 3 → 2 is such that f(3) = 2, f(1) = f(2) = 1.
A morphism ({Ki}mi=1, α): G→H is an isomorphism if and only if α is a bijection
and in that case all Ki’s are C-corollas. Such an isomorphism uniquely defines an
isomorphism of (not completely ordered) C-graphs from G to H preserving the port
order: α determines the image of the nodes and the Ki determines the image of edges
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Figure 1.8. Example of a morphism in w!PROPC ↓ s. The graph in
the n-th box from the left is inserted on the n-th node of the target.
The numbers on the lower-right corner of the n-th box indicate which
nodes of the source are sent to the n-th node of the target.
(note that edges which are not ports of a node are necessarily ports of G, thus their
images are determined by the requirement that the port order is preserved).
This assignment establishes a bijection between the set of isomorphisms from G to
H in w!PROPC ↓ s and the set of isomorphisms of C-graphs from G to H preserving
the port order.
1.10. First applications
We present a few basic applications of the results of the previous section.
1.10.1. Free algebras. For every set C, the free PROP k!C generated by C is
isomorphic to (Σsq(C), ∗, []).
For every C-coloured V-operad O, the unique morphism of C-coloured operads
i : j!(C) → O induces the adjunction (1.4.1.2).
For every A ∈ VC and every c ∈ cl(O) the free algebra FOA has c-component:
FOA(c) ∼=
∫ d∈Σsq(C)
O(d; c)⊗A(d1)⊗ · · · ⊗A(d|d|)
∼=
∐
[d]∈pi0(Σsq(C))
O(d; c) ⊗
Aut(d)
(
A(d1)⊗ · · · ⊗A(d|d|)
)
and we recover (1.4.1.1).
When O is a Set-operad, this coend can be alternatively expressed as the colimit
FOA(c) ∼= colim
(d→c)w!i↓c
A(d1)⊗ · · · ⊗A(d|d|).
The category w!i ↓ c has as objects all the operations of O with output c. For every
operation o in O with arity n and every σ ∈ Σn there is a morphism σ∗ : o → σ∗(o).
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1.10.2. Free PROPs generated by a bicollection. In the case O = PROPC ,
for every c ∈ Val(C) the comma category w!i ↓ c is equivalent to Gord,c, the cate-
gory of c.o.a. (i.e. completely ordered acyclic, §B.2) C-graphs of C-valence c and
isomorphisms of ordered graphs between them. For every C-coloured bicollection
A ∈MVal(C)
(1.10.2.1) FPROPCA(c) ∼= colim
G∈Gord,c
⊗
v∈nod(G)
A(val(v)).
1.10.2.1. Free PROP generated by a symmetric bicollection. Consider now the
morphism of Set-operads η : j!(ΣVal(C)) → PROPC (§ 1.8). For every symmetric
C-coloured bicollection A ∈ MΣVal(C); for every C-valence v ∈ Val(C), the comma
category w!η ↓ v is the the maximal subgroupoid of the slice w!PROPC ↓ v. It is
equivalent to Gport,v, the category of acyclic C-graphs with a port order and C-valence
v and isomorphisms of C-graphs that preserve the port order.
Let Gv be the groupoid of acyclic C-graphs with residue v and isomorphisms
between them. The functor pi : Gport,v → Gv that forgets the order on the ports is
a discrete opfibration with all fibers isomorphic to Aut(v), the set of automorphisms
of v in ΣVal(C).
It follows that for every C-coloured symmetricM-bicollection A the free PROPs
generated by A has v-component
η!A(v) =
∐
G∈pi0(Gc)
Aut(v) ⊗
Aut(G)
 ⊗
g∈nod(G)
A(val(g))
 .
1.10.3. Free operad generated by a collection. Consider the morphism of Set-
operads i : j!(Sign(C)) → OpC inducing adjunction (1.3.2.2). For every c ∈ Sign(C)
the comma category w!i ↓ c is equivalent Tord,c, the full subgroupoid of Gord,c spanned
by the C-trees. The groupoid Tord,c is simply connected, thus for every C-coloured
M-collection A the operad FOpCA has c-component
FOpCA(c) =
∐
T∈pi0(Tord,c)
⊗
g∈nod(T )
A(val(g)).
Since the set of path components pi0(Tord,c) is isomorphic to the set of isomorphism
classes of ordered C-trees of arity c, we recover formula (1.4.3.1).
1.10.4. Free operad generated by a symmetric collection. Consider the mor-
phism of Set-operads η : j!(ΣSign(C))→ OpC (§ 1.4.3.6). The comma category η! ↓ c
is isomorphic to Tport,c the full subgroupoid Gport,c spanned by all the C-trees (with
an order on the port). Let Tc be the full subgroupoid of Gc spanned by C-trees.
For every C-coloured symmetricM-collection A:
(1.10.4.1) η!A(c) =
∐
T∈pi0(Tc)
Aut(c) ⊗
Aut(T )
 ⊗
v∈nod(T )
A(val(v))
 .
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Figure 1.9. a picture of a f -graph (on the left) and its image with
respect to f (on the right) for f(a) = f(b) = x and f(c) = y.
1.10.5. Free symmetric operad generated by a non-symmetric operad. Let
n : NSOpC −→ OpC
be the morphism introduced in § 1.5.3.
For every c ∈ Sign(C) the comma category w!n ↓ c is the wide subcategory of
OpC ↓ c spanned by all the morphisms given by insertion of planar C-trees (def.
B.2.1.1).
For every completely ordered C-tree (T, λ, τ) with C-valence c there is a unique
morphism in w!n ↓ c from T to the twisted corolla (Cc, τλ, τ) obtained by insertion of
the planar tree (T, λ, τλ) (§B.2.1.1); furthermore there are no other morphisms from
T to another tree C-corolla; in other words, the connected components of w!n ↓ c are
indexed by the set of twisted tree C-corollas with C valence c (which is isomorphic
to Σ|n|) and every connected component has a final object. Therefore, for every
C-coloured V-operad O, the symmetric operad n!O has c-component:
(1.10.5.1) n!O(c) ∼=
∐
σ∈Σ|c|
O(cσ).
1.10.6. Change of colours. For every C,D ∈ Set and every function f : C → D,
there is a morphism of operads f : PROPC → PROPD sending an operation (i.e.
a c.o.a. C-graph) (G, λ¯, τ, σ) to (f(G), λ¯, τ, σ) (the same graph with the labelling
changed).
This produces an adjunction between the categories of algebras
f! : V-PropC  V-PropD : f∗.
Note that when f is injective the morphism of PROPs f is fully faithful, thus f! is a
fully faithful functor (Corollary 1.9.0.7).
To describe w!f the following definition is useful.
Definition 1.10.6.1. A (c.o.a. ) f -graph is a pair (G, {lu}u∈NG) where G is a
(c.o.a. ) graph, and lu is a C-labelling on res(u), such that flu and flt coincide on
cie(u, t).
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In other words f -graphs are graphs whose ports are labelled by C and whose inner
edges are labelled by the pull-back C ×
D
C. Isomorphisms of (c.o.a. ) f -graphs are
defined in the obvious way.
Given a C-coloured PROP P and a D-valence v
f!(P)(v) ∼= colim
(u,g)∈w!f↓v
P(u).
The comma category w!f ↓ v has the following description:
Objects: according to the definition, the objects are pairs ({ui}ni=1, G) where {ui}ni=1
is a sequence of C-valences (for some n ∈ N) and G is a c.o.a. D-graph G of arity
(f(u1), . . . , f(un); v). Alternatively these objects can be described as c.o.a. f -graphs
with residue v.
Morphisms: given two f -graphs (G, {li}i∈NG) and (H, {kj}j∈NH ),with |NG| = n
and |NH | = m, an element in w!f ↓ v(G,H) is a pair ({Ki}mi=1, α) where {Ki}mi=1 is a
sequence of c.o.a. C-graphs such that {f(Ki)}mi=1 is insertable over H and α : n→ m
is a permutation for that insertion over H (def. B.3.0.5) such that:
- for every i ∈ m the arity of Ki is ({val(σG(j)}j∈α−1(i); val(σH(1)));
- G = H ◦α (f(K1), . . . , f(Km)).
The morphism of operads f restricts to a morphism f¯ : OpC → OpD. For every
v ∈ Sign(C) the comma category w!f¯ ↓ v is the full subcategory of w!f ↓ v spanned
by the f -trees (with valence v).
A f -tree (T, {lu}u∈NT ) is reduced if every inner edge is labelled by two distinct
elements of C. The full subcategory of w!f¯ ↓ v spanned by the reduced trees will be
denoted by Tf (v). It is easy to show that Tf (v) is final in w!f¯ ↓ v. Therefore
f!(O)(v) ∼= colim
T∈Tf (v)
(⊗
u∈NT
O(val(u))
)
.
We also notice that Tf (v) is a groupoid and for every S, T ∈ Tf (v) the set of mor-
phisms Tf (v)(S, T ) is isomorphic to the set of isomorphisms between the underlying
trees that preserve the C-labelling (in the obvious sense).
The technical lemmas that follow will be useful in the next sections. We fix a
push-out square in Set:
(1.10.6.1) A
i

f // B
h

C
g
// D
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in which i is an injection. It is not restrictive to suppose that C = A unionsqX for some
set D and D = B unionsqX. This diagram induces a commutative square of adjunctions
V-OperA
f! //
i!

V-OperB
f∗
oo
h!

V-OperC
g!
//
i∗
OO
V-OperD
g∗oo
h∗
OO
with a comparison natural transformation φ : f!i∗ ⇒ h∗g!.
Lemma 1.10.6.2. Given a diagram as (1.10.6.1) the comparison natural transfor-
mation
φ : f!i∗ ⇒ h∗g!
is a natural isomorphism.
Proof. For every O ∈ V-OperC and v ∈ Sign(B)
f!i
∗O(v) = colim
T∈Tf (v)
O¯(i(T ))
and
h∗g!O(S) = colim
T ′∈Tg(h(S))
O¯(T ′).
The comparison map φO(S) : f!i∗O(S) → h∗g!O(S) is induced by the functor
î :Tf (S) −→ Tg(h(S))
T 7−→ i(T ).
The statement follows from the fact that, under our hypotheses, î is an isomorphism
of categories. 
Lemma 1.10.6.3. Let f : C → D be a function. In the commutative diagram of
adjunctions
V-OperC
w! //
f!

V-PropC
f!

w∗
oo
V-OperD
w! //
f∗
OO
V-PropD
w∗
oo
f∗
OO
the mate w!f∗ ⇒ f∗w! is an isomorphism.
Proof. For every O ∈ V-OperD and every C-valence (a; b) ∈ Val(C) of va-
lence (n,m) the (a; b)-component of the considered mate at O coincides with the
isomorphism
w!f
∗O(a; b) ∼=
∐
α : n→m
m⊗
i=1
O(f(aα−1(i)); f(bi))
∼=
∐
α : n→m
m⊗
i=1
O(f(a)α−1(i); f(b)i) ∼= f∗w!O(a; b).

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The following corollary is a consequence of the previous lemmas.
Corollary 1.10.6.4. Suppose that a push-out diagram in Set like (1.10.6.1) is
given. Consider the commutative diagram of adjunctions
V-OperA
f! //
i!

V-PropC
h!

f∗
oo
V-OperB
g! //
i∗
OO
V-PropD.
g∗
oo
h∗
OO
The mate f!i∗ ⇒ h∗g! is an isomorphism.
1.11. Feynman categories
Recently, Kaufmann andWard defined in [50] another class of symmetric monoidal
categories that serve to model algebraic structures, namely the class of Feynman cat-
egories.
An instance of operadic functor (def. 1.9.0.1) appears in the formulation of the
hierarchy condition for Feynman categories (c.f. 1.1.2 in loc.cit.).
In this section we would like to compare the notions of coloured operads and
Feynman categories, showing that they are equivalent and that the former can be
regarded as a strictification of the latter.
We begin by defining what we call a “pre-Feynman category”, that should be
regarded as a non-strict version of a PROP.
The results of this section should also indicate that requiring that the monoidal
category underlying a PROP is strict is more a simplification than a restriction.
1.11.1. Pre-Feynman categories.
Definition 1.11.1.1. A (small) pre-Feynman V-category is a triple (G,F , ι)
where G is a (unenriched) groupoid, F is a (small) symmetric monoidal V-category
and ι is a fully faithful functor ι : G → Cor(F0) (§ 0.2) such that the induced V-
functor ι˜ : k!G → F is essentially surjective, that is every object x ∈ F is isomorphic
to ιg1 ⊗ . . . ιgn for some n ∈ N and some g1, . . . , gn ∈ G. Recall that k!G is the free
PROP generated by G (see 1.8.3.3).
A morphism of pre-Feynman V-categories f : (G,F , ι) → (G′,F ′, ι′) is a triple
(vf ,mf , αf ) where vf : G → G′ is a morphism of groupoids, mf : F → F ′ is a
strong monoidal V-functor and αf : ι˜′k!(vf )⇒ mf ι˜ is an invertible monoidal V-natural
transformation.
k!G
ι˜

k!(vf ) // k!G′
αf
x  ι˜′

F
mf
// F ′
Remark 1.11.1.2. The V-natural transformation α is completely determined by
its behaviour on G, thus we could have defined α as an invertible V-natural transfor-
mation from ι′vf to ιmf .
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Composition of morphisms of pre-Feynman V-categories is defined in the evident way.
We will denote by V-preF the 2-category where 0-cells are pre-Feynman V-cate-
gories, 1-cells are morphisms between them and 2-cells are described in the following
way: given two morphisms f, g : (G,F , ι) → (G′,F ′, ι′) a 2-cell f ⇒ g is a pair (γ, η)
where η : mf ⇒ mg is a monoidal V-natural transformation and γ : ι′vf ⇒ ι′vg is a
V-natural transformation such that (ηι)αf = αgγ.
G G′
F F ′
vf
vg
mf
mg
η
αf
ι ι′
γ
αg
Figure 1.10. A 2-cell in preF.
A 1-cell (vf ,mf ) is an equivalence in the 2-category V-preF if and only if mf is
an equivalence of V-categories.
Definition 1.11.1.3. For a pre-Feynman V-category (G,F , ι) and a symmetric
monoidal V-category W the category of F-algebras in W is the category of strong
symmetric monoidal functor from F to W (and monoidal natural transformation
between them) and it is denoted by AlgF (W).
Recall that a C-coloured V-PROP can be defined as a triple as (C,P, i) as in Remark
1.6.2.2.
There is a 2-functor
(1.11.1.1) T :V-Prop −→ V-preF(C,P) 7−→ (Cor(P),P, i)
where Cor(P) = Cor(k∗P) is the maximal subgroupoid of the category underlying P
and i is the canonical inclusion i : Cor(P) → P. T is defined on 1-cells and 2-cells in
the evident way.
There is also a 2-functor going in the opposite direction
(1.11.1.2) S : V-preF −→ V-Prop(G,F , ι) 7−→ (ob(G),EndV(G))
where EndV(G) is the endomorphism V-PROP for the collection G = {ι(g)}g∈ob(G)
(§ 1.6.4).
Proposition 1.11.1.4. The 2-functors T and S define a biequivalence of 2-
categories.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that ST is isomorphic to the identity on
V-Prop. Thus it is sufficient to exhibit an equivalence of pre-Feynman categories
κ : TS(F) → F pseudo natural in F = (G,F , ι) ∈ V-preF.
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For every (G,F , ι) ∈ V-preF we have two morphisms of pre-Feynman categories,
represented by the left and the right square of the following diagram
G //

G

id
u}
id
'
Goo

TS(F) // EndV(F) Foo
where EndV(F) is the V-PROP associated to F (or equivalently the strictification of
F , §§ 1.6.4, A.5). Both squares are equivalences of pre-Feynman V-categories and are
pseudo natural in F ; choosing an inverse for the right square (for every F) we get the
desired pseudo natural equivalence κ : TS ⇒ idV-preF. 
Remark 1.11.1.5. Note that it also follows that for every symmetric monoidal
V-category W and every pre-Feynman category F there is an equivalence of cate-
gories AlgF (W) ∼= AlgS(F)(W) and conversely, for every V-PROP P the categories
of algebras AlgP(W) and AlgT (P)(W) are equivalent.
1.11.2. Feynman categories and operads.
Definition 1.11.2.1. ([50] def. 1.1) A (small) Feynman V-categories is a pre-
Feynman category (G,F , ι) such the functor ι˜ : k!G → F is operadic.
Remark 1.11.2.2. Feynman categories are defined in [50] in the case in which
V = Set. The definition in loc.cit. is formulated in a different way than the above one,
but it is equivalent (at least for small Feynman categories). In fact, in Definition 1.1
of loc.cit. a Feynman category is defined to be a triple (G,F , ι) as above satisfying
three conditions: the isomorphism condition, the hierarchy condition and the size
condition.
The size condition requires that the comma category F ↓ ιg is essentially small
for every g ∈ G. Since we are only considering small Feynman categories the size
condition is automatically satisfied.
The fact that the hierarchy condition is equivalent to the operadicity of ι˜ under
the isomorphism condition is clearly explained in § 1.1.2 of loc.cit.
Thus it is enough to prove that, under the assumption that (G,F , ι) is a Pre-
Feynman category, the operadicity of ι˜ implies the isomorphism condition.
The isomorphism condition requires that ι˜ : k!G → Cor(F) is an equivalence of
groupoids. Since (G,F , ι) is a pre-Feynman category, it is sufficient to show that ι˜ is
fully faithful on the isomorphisms.
For every g,h ∈ Σsq(ob(G)) with length |g| = n and |h| = n, the requirement
that ι˜ is operadic implies that the canonical map
(1.11.2.1)∫ s1,...,sm∈k!G
k!G(g, s1 · · ·sn)⊗F(ι˜(s1), ιh1)⊗· · ·⊗F(ι˜(sm), ιhm) −→ F(ι˜(g), ι˜(h))
is an isomorphism. Since g ↓ m is a simply connected groupoid with set of connected
components isomorphic to Set(n,m), (1.11.2.1) becomes∐
f : n→m
F(ι˜(gf−1(1)), ιh1)⊗ · · · ⊗ F(ι˜(gf−1(m)), ιhm) −→ F(ι˜(g), ι˜(h)).
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In the case V = Set, this implies that the set of isomorphisms in F(ι˜(g), ι˜(h)) is
non-empty only if n = m and in that case it is canonically isomorphic to∐
f∈Σn
Cor(F)(ι(gf−1(1)), ι(h1))⊗ · · · ⊗ Cor(F)(ι(gf−1(m)), ι(hm)).
Since ι is fully faithful on isomorphisms, this implies that ι˜ : k!G → Cor(F) is fully
faithful. Thus the isomorphism condition is satisfied.
The 2-category of Feynman V-categories V-Feyn is defined to be the full 2-subcategory
of V-preF spanned by all Feynman V-categories. We will denote by z: V-Feyn→V-preF
the canonical 2-inclusion.
Proposition 1.11.2.3. The biequivalence of Proposition 1.11.1.4 restricts to a
biequivalence between V-Oper and V-Feyn.
Proof. We begin by proving that for every V-operad O the pre-Feynman V-ca-
tegory T (O) is in the essential image of z; in fact, the morphism k!Cor(O)→ w!O is
operadic by Lemma 1.9.0.5.
We only need to prove that for every Feynman V-category (F ,G, ι), S(F) is in
the essential image of w; first notice that (k!G,G, ηG) is also a Feynman V-category
(here η is the counit of the adjunction (k!, k∗)); since ι˜ : k!G → G is operadic the
induced morphism S(ι˜) : k!G ∼= S(k!G) → F is also operadic; the morphism S(ι˜)
is a morphism of ob(G)-coloured V-PROPs; the unique morphism ob(G)-coloured
V-PROPs Σsq(ob(G))→ k!G is operadic, thus the composition
Σsq(ob(G)) −→ k!G S(ι˜)−→ S(F)
is also operadic. It follows that S(F) is in the essential image of w! by Proposition
1.9.0.8. 
To summarise, we have a commutative diagram of 2-functors
V-Oper
T --
w!

V-Feyn
S
mm
z

V-Prop
T ,, V-preF
S
mm
where the horizontal arrows are biequivalences. This shows that every small Feynman
category can be “strictified” into a small coloured operad with an equivalent category
of algebras.

CHAPTER 2
Operadic bifibrations
Fix a bicomplete and closed symmetric monoidal category (V,⊗, I).
The categories V-Cat, V-Oper and V-Prop can not be described as the categories
of algebras for an operad. However in sections 1.4.3.6 and 1.8 we saw that, fixed
a set C, it is possible to describe the category of C-coloured (enriched) categories
(resp. operads, PROPs) as the category of algebras for a Set-operad CatC (resp.
OpC , PROPC). These categories (letting the set of colours C free to vary) are related
via adjunctions induced by morphisms of operads (cf. diagram (1.4.3.3)).
The upshot is that the category V-Cat (resp. V-Oper and V-Prop) can be obtained
by patching together all the V-CatC ’s (resp. V-OperC , V-PropC) for C ∈ Set. We call
such structures (patchings of categories of algebras over operads) operadic bifibrations
(§ 2.3.1). The aim of this chapter is to analyse these structures and their properties.
In particular, we will introduce operads (§ 2.2.3) that serve to describe diagrams
in operadic bifibrations and their colimits. We explain this idea in section 2.6 and
give three applications in sections 2.7.3, 2.8 and 2.9.
2.1. Grothendieck bifibrations
Operadic bifibrations are special kinds of Grothendieck bifibrations. We begin
by reviewing a few facts about them. We assume the reader to be familiar with
Grothendieck fibrations and opfibrations. Classical references for Grothendieck fibra-
tions are [32, p. VI] and [15, § 8]. Bifibrations are presented also in [37], [78] and
[86].
Given a category B we will denote by Fib(B) the 2-category of Grothendieck
fibrations (or cartesian fibrations): i.e. the 2-subcategory of CAT ↓ B that has
Grothendieck fibrations as 0-cells, cartesian functors (i.e. functors that preserve carte-
sian arrows) as 1-cells and all the 2-cells between them.
Similarly opFib(B) will stand for the 2-subcategory of CAT ↓ B having the
Grothendieck opfibrations (or cocartesian fibrations) as 0-cells, cocartesian functors
(i.e. functors that preserve cocartesian arrows) as 1-cells and all the the 2-cells be-
tween them.
Definition 2.1.0.4. Let B be a category. A Grothendieck bifibration over B (or
a category bifibered over B) is a category E together with a functor pi : E → B which
is both a Grothendieck fibration and an opfibration.
Given two bifibrations α : E → B and β : F → B a morphism of bifibrations from
α to β is an adjunction
F : E  F : G
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with unit η : idE ⇒ GF and counit ε : FG⇒ idF such that:
- F is a cocartesian functor, i.e. it preserves cocartesian arrows, and βF ∼= α;
- G is a cartesian functor, i.e. it preserves cartesian arrows, and αG ∼= β;
- βε ∼= idβ and αη ∼= idα.
Given h = (F1, G1) and k = (F2, G2) two morphisms of bifibrations from α to β,
a bicartesian natural transformation between h and k is a natural transformation
ρ : F1 ⇒ F2 such that βρ = idα.
The 2-category of bifibrations over B, morphisms between them and bicartesian
natural transformations will be denoted by BiFib(B).
Fix a bifibration pi : E → B. For every b ∈ B let F ibpi(b) be the fiber of pi over b, i.e.
the minimal subcategory of E containing every object x such that pi(x) = b and every
morphism f such that pi(f) = idb.
A cleavage for pi is a choice, for every f : a→ b in B and every y ∈ F ibpi(b), of an
object f∗(y) ∈ F ibpi(a) and a cartesian morphism φf : f∗(y)→ y such that piφf = f .
It follows that for every morphism g : x → y in E there is a unique morphism
gu : x → (pig)∗(y) in F ibpi(pi(x)) such that F = φpig ◦ gu.
A cleavage defines a unique functor f∗ : F ibpi(D) → F ibpi(C) for every map
f : C → D, called the inverse image functor of f .
Dually, a cocleavage is a choice, for every map f : a→ b in B and every x ∈ F ibpi(a),
of an object f!(x) ∈ F ibpi(b) and a cocartesian morphism υf : x → f!(x) such that
piυf = f . A cocleavage defines a unique functor f! : F ibpi(a)→ F ibpi(b) for every map
f : a → b, called the direct image functor of f .
For every morphism g : x → y in E there is a unique morphism gu : pig!(x) → y
in F ibpi(pi(y)) such that g = gu ◦ υpig.
Every bifibration admits a cleavage and a cocleavage. Given a cleavage and a
cocleavage for the same bifibration it can easily be proved that the inverse image
functor is right adjoint to the direct image functor for every f . Equivalently, a choice
of a cleavage and of a left adjoint for every inverse image functor provides a cocleavage.
2.1.1. Direct image along a cocone. Fix a small category I and recall the nota-
tion for I-cylinders and I-(co)cones introduced in § 0.2.3.
Consider a bifibration pi : E → B and an I-diagram d : I → E ; the composition
pid is an I-diagram in B.
Every I-cocone L with base pid and tip b ∈ B can be lifted to a “cocartesian
cylinder” L˜ : I×∆[1]→ E such that L˜|{0}×I ∼= d and piL˜ = L; cocartesian means that
for every other K : I×∆[1]→ E such that piK = F ∗L for some natural transformation
F and K|I×{0} = d, there exists a unique F ′ : I ×∆[1]→ C such that pi(F ′) = F and
F ′ ∗ L˜ = K.
The lifting L˜ (as the lifting of an arrow to a cocartesian arrow) is uniquely deter-
mined up to a unique isomorphism. If a cocleavage for pi is chosen, L˜ can be chosen in
such a way that, for every i ∈ I, L˜i is the unique (cocartesian) arrow of the cocleavage
with source d(i) such that pi(Mi) = Li. The diagram L˜|I×{1} will be called the direct
image of d along L and, in fact, it lies in the fiber of pi over b.
There is also a dual of this construction: the inverse image of d along an I-cone
K, obtained by lifting K to a cartesian cylinder with the top face isomorphic to d
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(the inverse image is the top of this cylinder); since the inverse image will not be used
in this work, we leave the details to the reader.
2.1.2. Limits and colimits in bifibrations. If the base and the fibers of a bifibra-
tion are cocomplete (complete), then the total category is also cocomplete (complete).
Here we give a proof of this (well-known) fact via an explicit construction of the col-
imits (resp. limits) in the total category out of colimits (resp. limits) in the base and
in the fibers.
Given an I-diagram d : I → C, a colimit I-cocone (resp. limit I-cone) for d is an
I-cocone (resp. I-cone) with base d that exhibits its tip as the colimit (resp. limit)
of d.
We consider a bifibration pi : E → B. We start from the construction of the
colimits in E . Suppose thus that B and every fiber of pi are cocomplete.
Let d : I → E be an I-diagram in E ; choose a colimit I-cocone L for pid in B and
denote its tip by b.
Let L˜ be a cocartesian cylinder over L with base d, so that L˜|I×{1} is a direct
image of d along L (§ 2.1.1).
Since we suppose that F ibpi(b) is cocomplete, we can take a colimit cocone N for
L˜|I×{1} in F ibpi(b) and denote its tip by c. The composition cocone L˜ ∗ N in E has
tip c and base d. Using the universal properties of L˜ and N it is straightforward to
prove that L˜ ∗N is a colimit cocone for d in C.
In fact, given z ∈ E , if we denote by coCone(d, z) the set of I-cocones with base
d and tip z, thanks to the universality of L and L˜ we have
coCone(d, z) ∼=
∏
f∈B(b,pi(z))
coConef (L˜|I×{0}, z)
where coConef (L˜|I×{0}, z) = {H ∈ coCone(L˜|I×{0}, z) | piH = f¯} (§ 0.2.3); for ev-
ery f : b → pi(z) the set coConef (L˜|I×{0}, z) is isomorphic to the set of cocones
coCone(L˜|I×{0}, f∗(z)) in F ibpi(b); hence we have an isomorphism (natural in z)
coCone(d, z) ∼=
∏
f∈B(b,pi(z))
F ibpi(b)(L˜|I×{0}, f∗(z)) ∼= E(c, z).
that exhibits c as the colimit of d.
Since I and d were chosen in an arbitrary way, this shows that E is cocomplete.
The construction of limits is dual, thus the total category E is also complete.
A detailed discussion about colimits and limits in bifibrations is also provided in
section 2.4 of [37].
2.1.3. Initial and terminal sections. Let pi : E → C be a given bifibration and
suppose that every fiber of pi has an initial and a terminal object. There exists a
unique (up to isomorphism) section s : C → E (resp. t : C → E ) that sends each c ∈ C
to the initial (resp. terminal) object of the fiber F ibpi(c); furthermore s is left adjoint
to pi while t is a right adjoint for pi.
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2.2. The Grothendieck construction
The (covariant) Grothendieck construction is a classical construction in category
theory, that assigns to each pseudo-functor F : C → CAT a Grothendieck opfibration.
The total category of the associated opfibration can be characterised as the lax colimit
of F ; if we take this last characterisation as a definition, the Grothendieck construction
can be defined for every pseudo-functor that has as target a sufficiently cocomplete
2-category K.
The aim of this section is to review a few well-known results about the clas-
sical Grothendieck construction and describe its aforementioned generalisation to
2-categories different than CAT.
2.2.1. The classical (covariant) Grothendieck construction. Let C be a cate-
gory. Given a pseudo-functor
F : C → CAT
the classical Grothendieck construction produces a category
∫
F together with a func-
tor
piF :
∫
F → C,
which is an opfibration (or cocartesian fibration).
Explicitly, the objects of
∫
F are the pairs (c, x) where c ∈ C and x ∈ F(c); for
every ∫
F((c, x), (d, y)) ∼= ∐f∈C(c,d) F(d)(F(f)(x), y)
It is well know that the the Grothendieck construction extends to a 2-functor
pi− : CATC −→ opFib(C)
which is an equivalence of 2-categories.
When C is small the category ∫ F can also be defined as the Cat-weighted colimit
of F with weight:
(− ↓ C) :Cop −→ Cat
c 7−→ c ↓ C.
The functor pi is then isomorphic to the canonical map
(− ↓ C) ? F −→ (− ↓ C) ? 1ˆ ∼= C
where 1ˆ is the terminal functor from C to Cat (i.e. the functor with constant value
1).
The universal property of weighted colimits exhibits
∫
F as the lax colimit of F
(cf. 2.2.2.1).
2.2.2. Grothendieck construction in 2-categories. If we take the weighted col-
imit characterisation of the Grothendieck construction as a definition, we can extended
it to functors that have as target any sufficiently cocomplete 2-category K.
Definition 2.2.2.1. Given a (small) category C, a cocomplete 2-category K and
a pseudo-functor F : C → K, the Grothendieck construction ∫K F ∈ K is defined to be
the weighted colimit (− ↓ C) ? F. For every c ∈ C the object F(c) is the fiber of ∫K F
over c.
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2.2.2.1. Grothendieck construction as a lax colimit. The Grothendieck construc-
tion over a (pseudo-)functor F : C → K can be characterised as the lax limit of
F.
In fact, the universal property of
∫
F (as a weighted colimit) asserts that for every
B ∈ K there is an isomorphism
(2.2.2.1) K(∫ F,B) ∼= KCop((− ↓ C),K(F(−),B))
natural in B. To give a natural transformation (i.e. an object of the right side of the
above expression)
α : (− ↓ C) =⇒ K(F(−),B).
is the same as to give a lax cocone from F to B, i.e. to give a functor αc : F (c) → B
(corresponding to αc([idc])) for every c ∈ C and a 2-cell αf : αc ⇒ αdF(f) (corre-
sponding to αc(f) : αc([idc])⇒ αd([idd])F(f) = αc([f ])) for every morphism f : c→ d
in C:
F(c) B
F(d)
αc([idc])
F(f)
αd([idd])
αf
subject to the condition that αgf = (αgF(g)) ◦ αf for every pair of composable
morphisms f, g in C.
There is an obvious notion of morphism between lax cocones, and a category
CoConeLax(F,B) of lax cocones with base F and tip B. The correspondence sketched
above extends to an isomorphism of categories
(2.2.2.2) K(∫ F,B) ∼= CoConeLax(F,B).
In particular, the Grothendieck construction
∫
F is the tip of a universal lax cocone
with base F (corresponding to the identity of
∫
F via the isomorphisms (2.2.2.1) and
(2.2.2.2)), i.e. a lax colimit for F.
We proceed by illustrating some examples of the Grothendieck construction that
will be relevant for us.
2.2.2.2. Lax and colax limits and colimits. From a bicomplete 2-category K we
can produce other three bicomplete 2-categories by inverting the cells in different
ways:
• K1-op, obtained by inverting the sense of the 1-cells in K;
• K2-op, obtained by inverting the sense of the 2-cells in K;
• K2-1-op, obtained by inverting both 1-cells and 2-cells.
Similarly a pseudo-functor F : C → K from a small category C has other three
incarnations: F 1-op : Cop → K1-op, F 2-op : C → K2-op and F 2-1-op : Cop → K2-1-op.
Applying the Grothendieck construction to F , F 1-op, F 2-op and F 2-1-op we obtain
different objects of K:
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- the Grothendieck construction
(2.2.2.3)
∫
K2-op F
2-op ∼= (Cop) ↓ − ? F
is the colax colimit of F ;
-
(2.2.2.4)
∫
K1-op F
1-op ∼= {(− ↓ Cop), F} ∼= {(C ↓ −), F 2-op}
is the colax limit of F ;
- the Grothendieck construction
(2.2.2.5)
∫
K2-1-op F
2-1-op ∼= {(− ↓ Cop), F 2-op} ∼= {(C ↓ −), F}
is the lax limit of F .
2.2.2.3. The contravariant Grothendieck construction. Given a pseudo-functor
F : C → CAT the Grothendieck construction on F 2-op is another classical con-
struction, namely the contravariant Grothendieck construction.
For F = 1ˆ the weighted colimit (− ↓ C) ? 1ˆ2-op is isomorphic to Cop and the
canonical functor
ρF :
∫
CAT2-op F
2-op −→ Cop,
is a Grothendieck fibration (or cartesian fibration).
This construction can be extended to a 2-functor
ρ− : CATC −→ Fib(Cop)
which is an equivalence of 2-categories.
The category
∫
CAT2-op F
2-op can be described explicitly in the following way: it
has the same set of objects as
∫
CAT F and for every (c, x), (d, y) ∈
∫
CAT2-op F
2-op the
set of morphisms between them is isomorphic to(∫
CAT2-op F
2-op) ((c, x), (d, y)) ∼= ∐
f∈C(d,c)
F(d)(x,F(f)(y)).
2.2.2.4. The bivariant Grothendieck construction. Take CATadj, the 2-category
of categories, left adjoints and natural transformations; it is not a cocomplete 2-
category, thus there is no Grothendieck construction in general, but we have two
forgetful 2-functors:
L : CATadj −→ CAT
that forgets the right adjoint, and
R : CAT2-1-opadj −→ CAT
that forgets the left adjoint; thus, given a functor F : C → CATadj, we can consider
the functors LF and RF2-1-op. The covariant Grothendieck construction on LF and
the contravariant Grothendieck construction on RF2-1-op coincide.
In fact, the Grothendieck construction defines an equivalence of 2-categories:
(2.2.2.6) piL− : CATadjC −→ BiFib(C)
which associates to every C-diagram F in CATadj the covariant Grothendieck con-
struction piF , or equivalently the contravariant one ρF .
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2.2.2.5. Category of sections of a Grothendieck construction. For every functor
F : C → CAT the Grothendieck construction ∫CAT2-1-op F 2-1-op is equivalent to
Sec(piF), the category of sections of the Grothendieck opfibration∫
CAT F
piF // C.
The Grothendieck construction
∫
CAT1-op F
1-op is equivalent to Sec(ρF), the category
of sections of the Grothendieck fibration∫
CAT2-op F
2-op ρF1-op // Cop.
2.2.2.6. Grothendieck construction of enriched categories. Let V be a bicomplete
closed symmetric monoidal category; the 2-category V-Cat is a bicomplete 2-category.
Given a (pseudo-)functor F: C → V-Cat the Grothendieck construction ∫V-Cat F can be
described in the following way: the objects are pairs (c, x) where c ∈ C and x ∈ F(c);
for every (c, x), (d, x) ∈ ∫V-Cat F the hom-object ∫V-Cat F((c, x), (d, y)) is isomorphic
to ∐
f∈C(c,d)
F(d)(F(f)(x), y);
composition and identities are defined in the evident way.
2.2.3. The operadic Grothendieck construction. We now consider the 2-catego-
ry of enriched coloured operads V-OPER; it is a cocomplete 2-category with tensor
product given by the Boardman-Vogt product described in § 1.4.3.5.
Definition 2.2.3.1. Let C be a category. A V-operadic C-family is a (pseudo-)
functor F : C → V-OPER. An operadic C-family is simply a Set-operadic C-family.
We want to think of operadic families as collections of operads parametrized by a
certain category.
Definition 2.2.3.2. For every small category C we define the ob(C)-coloured
Set-operad C to be C ⊗
BV
Com (§ 1.4.3.5); thus C(c1, . . . , cn; c) =
∏n
i=1 C(c1, c) for every
(c1, . . . , cn; c) ∈ Sign(ob(C)).
Let F : C → V-Oper be a V-operadic family. For simplicity we will assume that
F is a true functor. The Grothendieck construction presented here works also for
pseudo-functors, putting the coherence isomorphisms in the right places.
The Grothendieck construction F = ∫ F ∈ V-Oper is defined in the following
way:
Colours: its set of colours F is formed by all the pairs (c, x) with c ∈ C and x a
colour of F(c).
Operations: for every signature ((c1, x1), . . . , (cn, xn); (c, x)) ∈ Sign(F ) the object
F((c1, x1), . . . , (cn, xn); (c, x))
is isomorphic to
(2.2.3.1)
∐
(fi)ni=1∈C(c1,...,cn;c)
F(c)(f1(x1), . . . , fn(xn);x).
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To describe the composition law in F it is sufficient to define its partial composition
(§ 1.3.2.1). For every n ∈ N, l ∈ n and every pair of F -signatures
c = ((c1, x1), . . . , (cn, xn); (c, x)) and d = ((d1, y1), . . . , (dm, ym); (cl, xl))
we have to specify the partial composition law
(2.2.3.2) ◦l : F(c)⊗F(d)→ F(c ◦l d).
The tensor product F(c)⊗F(d) is isomorphic to
(2.2.3.3) ∐
(fi)ni=1∈C(c1,...,cn;c)
(gj)mj=1∈C(d1,...,dm;cl)
F(c)(f1(x1), . . . , fn(xn);x)⊗ F(cl)(g1(y1), . . . , gm(ym);xl)
the composition law ◦l (2.2.3.2) is defined on the ((fi)ni=1, (gj)mj=1)-component of this
coproduct as the composite:
F(c)(f1(x1), . . . , fn(xn);x)⊗ F(cl)(g1(y1), . . . , gm(ym);xl)
F(c)(f1(x1), . . . , fn(xn);x)⊗ F(c)(F(flg1)(y1), . . . ,F(flgm)(ym); F(fl)(xl))
F(c)(f1(x1), . . . , flg1(y1), . . . , flgm(ym), . . . , fn(xn);x)
F(c ◦l d)
id⊗ F(fl)
◦l
〈(fi)ni=1 ◦l (gj)mj=1〉
where the last map is the canonical map from the component of F(c ◦l d) (seen as a
coproduct) indexed by (f1, . . . , flg1, . . . , flgm, . . . , fn) = (fi)ni=1 ◦l (gj)mj=1 (where the
composition is taken in C).
For every (c, x) ∈ F the identity operation
I −→ F((c, x); (c, x)) ∼=
∐
f∈C(c;c)
F(c)(f(x), x)
factors trough the idc-component of the coproduct and, there, coincides with the iden-
tity operation of F(c). For every n ∈ N, σ ∈ Σn and c = ((c1, x1), . . . , (cn, xn); (c, x))
in Sign(F ) the permutation operation σ∗ that acts on F((c1, x1), . . . , (cn, xn); (c, x))
is the unique morphism that makes the following diagram commute
F(c)(f1(x1), . . . , fn(xn);x)
〈(fi)ni=1〉

// F(c)(fσ1(xσ1), . . . , fσn(xσn);x)
〈σ∗(fi)ni=1〉

F(c) // F(cσ)
for every (fi)ni=1 ∈ C(c1, . . . , cn; c).
It is easy to check that these data define an operad F .
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Unenriched operadic Grothendieck Construction. It is useful to understand this
construction in the unenriched case, that is when V = Set. In this case the set of
operations
F((c1, x1), . . . , (cn, xn); (c, x))
has for elements the pairs [{fi}ni=1, o] where fi : ci → c is a morphism in C for
every i ∈ n and o is an operation in F(c)(f1(ci), . . . , fn(cn); c). Such elements can be
represented as decorated 2-level trees (def. B.3.1.1) with only linear nodes in level 2,
as in Figure 2.1.
o
f1
(a, z1)
(b1, z1)
f2
(a, z2)
(b2, z2)
f3
(a, z3)
(b3, z3)
(a,w)
Figure 2.1. A possible graphical representation for operations in∫
F; o is an operation in F(a), and f1, f2, f3 are morphisms in C.
For every c ∈ Sign(F ) of valence n and every d ∈ Sign(F ) composable over c at
l ∈ n the partial composition ◦l we described above sends ([(fi)ni=1, o], [(gj)mj=1, p]), in
F(c)×F(d), to
[{hk}m+n−1k=1 , o ◦l fl(p)]
where
hk =

fk if k < l
flgk−l+1 if l ≤ k ≤ l +m
fk−m if k > l +m.
Representing operations by decorated trees, the partial composition has a clear inter-
pretation (see figure 2.2).
Now we get back to the enriched case and we describe the universal cocone from
F to F that will present F as a Grothendieck construction (i.e. a lax colimit).
For every c ∈ F there is a morphism of V-operads γc : F(c) → F : it sends each
colour x ∈ F(c) in (c, x) and for every x = (x1, . . . , xn;x) ∈ Sign(F(c))
γx : F(c)(x) −→
∐
(fi)ni=1∈C(c,...,c;c)
F(c)(f1(x1), . . . , fn(xn);x) ∼= F((c, x1), . . . , (c, xn); (c, x))
is the identity on the (idc)ni=1-component.
Furthermore for every morphism f : c→ d in C there is a natural transformation
γf : γc ⇒ γdF(f)
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o
f1
(a, z1)
(b1, z1)
f2
(a, z2)
(b2, z2)
f3
(a, z3)
(b3, z3)
p
g1
(b1, y1)
(c1, y1)
g2
(b1, y2)
(c2, y2)
(a,w)
= o ◦1 p
f1g1
(a, y1)
(c1, y1)
f1g2
(a, y2)
(c2, y2)
f2
(a, z2)
(b2, z2)
f3
(a, z3)
(b3, z3)
(a,w)
Figure 2.2. A graphical representation of the composition
[(f1, f2, f3), o] ◦1 [(g1, g2), p].
constructed as follows: for every colour x ∈ F(c) the component
(γf )c : I −→ F((c, x), (d, f(x))) ∼=
∐
g∈C(c,d)
F(c)(g(x), f(x))
is defined to be the identity operation of the f -component of the coproduct on the
right.
The γc’s together with the γf ’s define a lax cocone over F (cf. § 2.2.2.1); we
leave to the reader to show that this cocone is universal and thus it exhibits F as the
Grothendieck construction over F.
2.2.3.1. PROP generated by a Grothendieck construction. Fix a small category I
and a V-operadic I-family B. The underlying symmetric monoidal V-category of the
V-PROP w!
∫
B (§ 1.8.3) can be described as follows:
Objects: its objects are finite sequences {(ik, ck)}nk=1 where ik ∈ I and ck is a colour
of B(ik) for every k ∈ n.
Morphisms: for every c = {(ik, ck)}nk=1 and d = {(jh, dh)}mh=1 in w!
∫
B the hom-
object w!
∫
B(c,d) is isomorphic to
(2.2.3.4)
∐
(α,f)∈w!I(i;j)
m⊗
h=1
B(jh)({fl(cl)}l∈α−1(h); dh)
(where w!I is the PROP generated by the operad I of def. 2.2.3.2), or equivalently∐
α : n→m
∐
(f1,...,fm)∈Iα
m⊗
h=1
B(jh)({fl(cl)}l∈α−1(h); dh)
where Iα =
∏n
k=1 I(ik, jα(k)).
In the unenriched case, the morphisms of w!
∫
B can be represented as “forests”
of trees with shuﬄed leaves (fig. 2.3).
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f1 f2 f3 f4 f5
o p
Figure 2.3. An operation in
∫
B (the labels on the edges are left implicit)
2.3. Algebras over operadic families
In this section we extend the notion of algebra from operads to operadic fami-
lies. As for operads, we show that every morphism of operadic families induces an
extension-restriction adjunction between the categories of algebras.
2.3.1. Operadic bifibrations. Fix a symmetric V-algebra W. Let F : C → V-Oper
be a V-operadic C-family (def. 2.2.3.1). The composition
C F−→ V-Oper Alg−(W)−→ Catadj
will be denoted by F[W].
By abuse of notation, for every morphism f in C we will denote the adjunction
in the image of F[W](f) by (f!, f∗).
The bifibration obtained by applying the bivariant Grothendieck construction to
F[W] (§ 2.2.2.4) will be denoted by piF[W]. Bifibrations of this kind are called operadic
bifibrations. The total category of piF[W] will be called the category of F-algebras in
W and denoted by AlgF(W).
In detail, AlgF(W) can be described as follows:
Objects: its objects are pairs (c, a) where c is an object in C and a is a F(c)-algebra
in W.
Morphisms: given two F-algebras (c, a) and (d, b) the set of morphisms from (c, a)
to (d, b) is isomorphic to the set of pairs (f, α) where f : c→ d is a morphism in C and
α : f!(a)→ b is a morphism of F(d)-algebras; by adjunction this set is also isomorphic
to the set of pairs (f, α˜) where f is as above and α˜ : a → f∗(b) is a morphism of
F(c)-algebras.
Note that when C ∼= 1, a V-operadic 1-family F is determined by a V-operad and
AlgF(W) is isomorphic to the category of algebras for that operad.
By naturality (cf. (2.2.2.6)), given a natural transformation α : F ⇒ G between
V-operadic C-families we get a bicartesian adjunction
α! : AlgF(W) AlgG(W) : α∗
generalising the extension-restriction adjunction of § 1.4.2.
2.3.2. Discrete families. As every operad has a set of colours, every operadic fam-
ily has an underlying discrete family of colours.
The category of sets embeds into Cat as the full coreflexive subcategory of discrete
categories and thus it is a full (coreflexive) subcategory of Set-Oper via j! (see 1.3.2.2);
the right adjoint of this inclusion is just the functor of colours cl.
The operads of the form j!C for some set C are called discrete operads. We call
an operadic family discrete if it takes values in discrete operads (i.e. in Set).
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Every V-operad O has an underlying discrete operad of colours j!cl(O). Blurring
the distinction between (discrete) operads and sets, we denote this operad by cl(O).
There is a canonical morphism i : cl(O) → O (the counit of the coreflection).
For every V-operadic C-family F the discrete operadic C-family j!cl(F) will be
denoted by cl(F), the family of colours of F, and its algebras in W will be called
F-collections in W.
There is a canonical natural transformation i : cl(F) → F. For every symmetric
V-algebra W, the transformation i induces an adjunction
(2.3.2.1) FF : Algcl(F)(W) AlgF(W) : UF
which, on the fiber over c, restricts to the free-forgetful adjunction for F(c)-algebras
(1.4.1.2), for every c ∈ C.
2.3.3. Adjunctions over a different base. We saw that a natural transformation
between operadic families induces a (fibered) adjunction between the corresponding
categories of algebras. This fact can be generalised to produce adjunctions between
the categories of algebras of operadic families with different indexing categories. In
fact, suppose we have the following data: two V-operadic families F: A→ V-Oper and
G: B → V-Oper, an adjunction l : A B : r and a natural transformation α : F⇒ Gl
(displayed on the left)
A
B
V-Operl
F
G
α
A
B
V-Operr
F
G
α¯
Note that α uniquely determines (and is uniquely determined) by a natural transfor-
mation α¯ = (Gη)αu from Fu to G (displayed on the right).
The natural transformation α induces and adjunction (α!, α∗) between the re-
spective categories of algebras (in W) that projects to (l, r) (i.e. lpiF ∼= piGα! and
rpiG ∼= piFα∗):
AlgF(W)
piF

α! // AlgG(W)
piG

α∗
oo
A l // B.
r
oo
For every a ∈ A the restriction of α! to the a-fiber is equivalent to
αa! : AlgF(a)(W) −→ AlgGl(a)(W),
the left adjoint induced by the morphism of V-operads αa : F(a)→G(l(a)). Similarly,
for every b ∈ B, the restriction of α∗ to the b-fiber is equivalent to
α¯∗b : AlgG(b)(W) −→ AlgFu(b)(W),
the right adjoint induced by the morphism of operads α¯b : Fu(b) → G(b).
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2.4. The bifibrations of categories, operads and PROPs
In sections 1.4.3.6 and 1.8 we descibed, for every set C, a coloured operad PROPC
(resp. OpC , CatC) whose algebras in V are C-coloured V-PROPs (resp. V-operads,
V-categories).
These assignments can be promoted to operadic families (i.e. functors):
(2.4.0.1) PROP : Set −→ Set-Oper
(2.4.0.2) Op : Set −→ Set-Oper
(2.4.0.3) Cat : Set −→ Set-Oper
In fact, for every C,D ∈ Set and every function f : C → D there is a morphism of
operads f : PROPC → PROPD (resp. f : OpC → OpD, f : CatC → CatD) which sends
each C-graph to the D-graph obtained by applying f to the labeling (cf. § 1.10.6).
Moreover, unraveling the definitions, it is straightforward to see that the category
of V-algebras for PROP (resp. Op, Cat) is isomorphic to V-Prop (resp. V-Oper,
V-Cat).
As an example, an object in AlgCat(V) is a pair (C,A) where C is a set and A is
a C-coloured V-category; thus the class of objects of AlgCat(V) is isomorphic to the
class of (small) V-categories. A morphism (C,A)→ (D,B) is just a pair (f, F ) where
f : C → D is a function and F is an identity-on-objects V-functor F : A → f∗(B); the
set of such pairs is in bijection with the set of V-functors from A to B (def. 1.2.0.2).
The operad inclusions j and w in diagram (1.8.3.1) are natural in C and define
morphisms (i.e. natural transformations) of operadic Set-families
(2.4.0.4) Cat j // Op w // PROP.
At the level of algebras in V we recover the adjunctions
V-Cat
j! // V-Oper
j∗
oo
w! // V-Prop
w∗
oo
which restrict to the adjunctions at the bottom of diagram (1.8.3.1) on the fibers
over C, for every set C. The composition of these two adjunctions is the expected
adjunction
V-Cat
k! // V-Prop
k∗
oo
between V-categories and V-PROPs.
In fact, the whole diagram of operads in (1.8.3.1) is natural in C. This means
that there are operadic Set-families ΣSign, ΣVal (both sub-families of PROP), and
diagram (1.8.3.1) is the C-component of a diagram of natural transformations
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(2.4.0.5) cl(Cat)

// cl(Op)
s

// cl(PROP)
s

ΣSign
η

// ΣVal
η

Cat j // Op w // PROP
which induces a diagram of adjunctions:
(2.4.0.6) Algcl(Cat)(V)
FCat

// Algcl(Op)(V)
s!

oo
// Algcl(PROP)(V)
s!

oo
AlgΣSign(V)
η!

s∗
OO
// AlgΣVal(V)
η!

s∗
OO
oo
V-Cat
UCat
OO
j! // V-Oper
η∗
OO
j∗
oo
w! // V-Prop.
η∗
OO
w∗
oo
Definition 2.4.0.1. The objects of Algcl(PROP)(V) ( Algcl(Cat)(V), Algcl(Op)(V))
will be called V-bicollections (resp. linear V-collections , V-collections); similarly
the category AlgΣVal(V) (resp. AlgΣSign(V)) will be called the category of symmetric
V-bicollections (resp. symmetric V-collections).
The following table contains some of the relevant information about the operadic
families appearing in diagram (2.4.0.5) that we have encountered so far.
F F(C) F-algebras F(C)-algebras Operations ofF(C)
cl(Cat) C × C linearV-collections V
C×C linear
C-corollas
cl(Op) Sign(C) V-collections VSign(C) c.o. C-tree corollas(no symmetries)
cl(PROP) Val(C) V-bicollections VVal(C) c.o. C-corollas(no symmetries)
ΣSign ΣSign(C) symmetricV-collections V
ΣSign(C) c.o. C-tree corollas
ΣVal ΣVal(C) symmetricV-bicollections V
ΣVal(C) c.o. C-corollas
Cat CatC V-categories C-colouredV-categories
c.o. linear
C-graphs
Op OpC
(coloured)
V-operads
C-coloured
V-operads c.o. C-trees
PROP PROPC
(coloured)
V-PROPs
C-coloured
V-PROPs c.o.a. C-graphs
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2.5. Unitary operads
Unitary operads deserve a separate discussion: they can not be described as alge-
bras for an operadic family, however their category is the total category of a bifibration
over Set. Furthermore V-UOper is linked to V-cfOper ↓ Com via a particularly well
behaved adjunction.
2.5.1. Slices and bifibrations. If L : C  D : R is an adjunction of categories and
A ∈ D, then there is an induced adjunction
L/A : C ↓ RA D ↓ A : R/A
such that R/A(f) = R(f) for every f ∈ D ↓ A. For every object g : C → RA of
C ↓ RA the object L/A(g) is g¯ : LC → A, the adjoint of g.
Suppose we have a bifibration F : E → B let X ∈ E , then F/X : E ↓ X →B ↓ F (X)
is a bifibration; for every object g : B → F (X) in B ↓ F (X) the fiber of F/X over g
is isomorphic to EB ↓ g∗(X).
For example if the bifibration considered is cl : V-cfOper → Set and Com is the
commutative operad then cl/Com : V-cfOper ↓ Com → Set is a bifibration with fiber
V-cfOperC ↓ ComC for every C ∈ Set.
2.5.2. Unitary operads and constant-free operads. For every function of sets
f : C → D the restriction functor
f∗ : V-OperD → V-OperC
restricts to unitary operads:
f∗ : V-UOperD → V-UOperC .
It is an easy application of the adjoint lifting theorem [15, Theorem 4.5.6] to check
that f∗ admits a left adjoint f!. This assignment is functorial in f , i.e. it defines a
functor
V-UOper− : Set −→ Catadj.
Applying the Grothendieck construction to V-UOper− we get a bifibration
cl : V-UOper → Set.
The total category V-UOper is isomorphic to the full subcategory of V-Oper spanned
by the unitary operads.
The adjunction (1.5.5.7) is natural in C and therefore, via the Grothendieck
construction, we get an adjunction
(2.5.2.1) e! : V-cfOper ↓ Com V-UOper: e∗
between constant-free operads over Com and unitary operads; furthermore e∗ pre-
serves colimits (cf. Proposition 1.5.5.4).
Also Λ-sequences (§ 1.5.5.1) with different sets of colours can be assembled into
a bifibration over Set: more precisely Λ-sequences in V are the algebras in V for the
operadic family
(2.5.2.2) Λ:Set −→ Oper
C 7−→ ΛopC
(identifying the category ΛopC with the free operad it generates).
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Diagram (1.5.5.6) is the restriction on the fibers over C of a commutative diagram
of adjunctions
(2.5.2.3) V-UOper e
∗
//
u∗

V-cfOper ↓ Com
e!
oo
(UCfOp )/Com

AlgΛ(V) ↓ Com
l∗
//
u!
OO
AlgSign0(V) ↓ Com
l!oo
(FCfOp )/Com
OO
2.6. Diagrams in operadic bifibrations
In this section we explain how the operadic Grothendieck construction together
with the considerations done in § 1.9 can be use to model diagrams in operadic bifi-
brations and their colimits.
2.6.1. Diagrams and the Grothendieck construction. Let us fix a category C,
a V-operadic C-family F and a symmetric V-algebra W.
Proposition 2.6.1.1. The category of
∫
F-algebras in W is equivalent to the
category of sections of piF : AlgF(W) → C.
Proof.
V-OPER(∫ F,EndV(W)) ∼= V-OPER((− ↓ C) ? F,EndV(W))
∼= {(− ↓ C),V-OPER(F(−),EndV(W))} ∼= {(− ↓ C),F[W]}
(2.6.1.1)
The last category is the lax limit of F[W] which is equivalent to the category of
sections of piF (cf. § 2.2.2.5). 
Suppose d : I → C is an I-diagram in C; there is a commutative diagram (ignore the
dashed arrow for the moment) of categories
(2.6.1.2)
AlgFd(W) AlgF(W)
I C.
piFd piF
d
The category of sections of piFd is isomorphic to {(− ↓C),F[W]d}∼={(− ↓ C)dop,F[W]}
(cf. § 2.2.2.5), which, in turn, is isomorphic to the category of diagonal fillers for di-
agram (2.6.1.2) (and natural transformations between them). In other words, the
category of
∫
(Fd)-algebras inW is isomorphic to the comma category AlgF(W)I ↓ d,
i.e. the category of I-diagrams in AlgF(W) that project to d via piF, and natural
transformations between them that project to the identity (of d) via piF.
As a special case, when d is a constant diagram with value c, we recover the
fact that I ⊗
BV
F(c)-algebras in W are just I-diagrams in AlgF(c)(W), the c-fiber of
AlgF(W).
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Moreover, if we denote by
∫
FI the V-operadic CI -family obtained as the com-
posite
CI FI // V-OperI
∫
// V-Oper
d  // Fd  //
∫
Fd
the category of algebras Alg∫ FI (W) is isomorphic to AlgF(W)I , the category of
I-diagrams of F-algebras.
Suppose now that C is cocomplete; consider the colimit-constant adjunction
colim: CI  C : −̂;
given a V-operadic C-family F, there is a natural transformation λ : ∫ FI ⇒ F colim
C
CI
V-Opercolim
F
∫
FI
λ
which, according to § 2.3.3, produces a diagram
AlgF(W)I
piF

λ! // AlgF(W)
piG

λ∗
oo
CI colim // C
−̂
oo
in which the adjunction on top is nothing but the colimit-constant adjunction.
In fact, for every d ∈ CI , fixed a colimit cocone L for d with tip l, the d-component
of λ is isomorphic to the composition:
(2.6.1.3) (− ↓ I) ? Fd
∼ =
(−↓I)?FL // (− ↓ I) ? Fl̂ t //
∼ =
F(l)∫
(Fd) I ⊗
BV
F(l)
where t is the canonical morphism introduced in section 1.4.3.5.
On the other hand, for every c ∈ C, the natural transformation λ¯ : ∫ FI(−̂)⇒ F
(§ 2.3.3) has c-component isomorphic to the canonical map
t : I ⊗
BV
F(c) −→ F(c).
This implies that the functor λ∗ is isomorphic to the constant-diagram functor and
thus λ! is isomorphic to the colimit functor. This is consistent with the description
of colimits in bifibrations that we gave in § 2.1.2; in fact, for every diagram d ∈ CI ,
the functor L! restricted to the fiber over d is isomorphic to the chain of left adjoints
induced by (2.6.1.3)
AlgF(W)I ↓ d
L! // AlgF(l)(W)I
t! // AlgF(l)(W).
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The first functor sends each diagram over d to its direct image along L (§ 2.1.2) and
the second functor sends this direct image to its colimit (in AlgF(l)(W)).
In the light of § 1.9, colimits in AlgF(W) can be computed in the following way:
an I-diagram D : I → AlgF(W) such that piFD = d, lies in the d-fiber of the
Grothendieck construction over (
∫
FI)[W] and hence it is a ∫ (F ◦ d)-algebra in W;
fixed a colimit cocone L for d with tip l, we can assume that the colimit of D lies in
the l-fiber of AlgF(W), i.e. that it is a F(l)-algebra.
According to Corollary 1.9.0.6 colimD is the left Kan extension of the strong
monoidal V-functor D : w!(
∫
(Fd)) → W along the morphism of PROPs
w!λd : w!
∫
(Fd) → w!F(l).
In formulas, for every colour a ∈ F(l):
(colimD)(a) ∼= [F(l)(w!λd(−); a)] ? D
∼=
∫ v∈w! ∫ (Fd)
F(l)(λd(v); a)⊗ (D(v1)⊗ · · · ⊗ D(v|v|)).
Remark 2.6.1.2. In case we are considering unenriched operads, i.e. when V is
Set, the formula above can be written as an ordinary colimit indexed by the comma
category w!
∫
(Fd) ↓ a:
(colimD)(a) ∼= colim
(v,u)∈w!
∫
(Fd)↓a
D(v).
In conclusion we can say that, fixed an I-diagram d in C, the combinatorics of
the colimits of I-diagram of F-algebras over d is contained in the comma category
w!
∫
(Fd) ↓ a for a ∈ F(l) (or in the weight F(l)(w!λd(−); a) : (w!
∫
Fd)op → V in the
enriched case).
The example of push-outs in V-Prop will be presented in detail in § 2.7.2.
2.6.2. Colimits of direct images along cocones. The operadic Grothendieck
construction can simplify the computation of colimits of diagrams of algebras in which
certain prescribed vertices and arrows are “freely generated” in a certain sense. In this
section we will try to explain this idea more formally. Two examples are presented in
§§ 2.7.3 and 2.8.
2.6.2.1. General considerations. For every operadic family B : I → V-Oper the
Grothendieck construction is the lax colimit of B; consequentially, for every I-cocone
L : I. → V-Oper with base B = L|{0}×I and tip L there is a canonical morphism
L̂ :
∫
B → L, which factors as
∫
B
∫
L
// I ⊗
BV
L t?L¯ // L.
Explicitly, L̂ sends each colour (i, c) ∈ ∫ B to Li(c) ∈ L. Recall that for every
(i1, c1), . . . , (in, cn), (i, c) ∈
∫
B,
the object
∫
B({(ik, ck)}nk=1; (i, c)) is a coproduct indexed by the set I¯(i1, . . . , ik; i)
(cf. (2.2.3.1)). The ({(ik, ck)}nk=1; (i, c))-component of L̂ is the unique map that
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makes the following diagram commute
B(i)({fk(ck)}nk=1; c)
〈{fk}nk=1〉

Li
**∫
B({(ik, ck)}nk=1; (i, c)) // L({Lik(ck)}nk=1;Li(c))
for every {fk}nk=1 ∈ I¯(i1, . . . , ik; i).∫
B-algebras are I-diagrams in AlgL(W) that project to the base of I. via piL.
L-algebras also live in AlgL(W) as objects of the fiber over the tip of I.. In the
adjunction
Alg∫ B(W) L̂! // AlgL(W)
L̂∗
oo
the left adjoint L̂! sends each I-diagram D (over the base of I.) to the colimit of L!D,
its direct image along L in AlgL(W).
Informally, the diagram L!D is what we would like to call a diagram of “mixed
algebras”, i.e. a diagram in AlgL(W) in which certain vertices and arrows are freely
generated from algebras over other V-operads mapping into L; the information about
which vertices come from where is contained in the I-cocone of V-operads L.
According to Corollary 1.9.0.6, to compute colim (L!D) we can proceed as follows:
the diagram D is an algebra over
∫
B, i.e. a strong monoidal V-functor D: w!
∫
B→W.
The colours of w!
∫
B are pairs (i, c) where i ∈ I and c is a colour of B(i).
D : w!
∫
B → W evaluated at (i, c) takes value D(i)(c), that is, the c-entry of the
B(i)-algebra D(i).
The colimit of L!D is isomorphic to the left Kan extension of D along the functor
w!L̂ : w!B → w!L. In other words, for every colour l ∈ L:
colimL!(D)(l) ∼= [L(w!L̂(−); l)] ?D ∼=
∫ v∈w! ∫ B
L(w!L̂(v); l)⊗ (D(v1)⊗· · ·⊗D(v|v|)).
As usual, in the case V = Set, the computation of (colimL!D)(l) can be reduced to a
colimit in W indexed by the comma category w!L̂ ↓ l.
Of course, this approach works only if we have a good description of the category
w!
∫
B and of the weight L(L(−); l) : (w!
∫
B)op → V (or w!L̂ ↓ l).
2.6.2.2. Hierarchy functors. In this section we consider the specific case in which
the base of the cocone of V-operads that we are considering is formed by full subop-
erads of the tip of the cocone.
Suppose O is a D-coloured V-operad and let I be a small category (for us it will
be sufficient to consider the case in which I is a poset). Denote by P(D) the poset of
subsets of D ordered by inclusion.Suppose a functor f : I → P(D) is given; we will
call such a functor a hierarchy functor for I-diagrams of O-algebras.
For every S ⊆ D let O|S be the full suboperad of O spanned by the colours in S,
and let ξS : O|S → O be the morphism of V-operads witnessing this inclusion.
Given a hierarchy functor f we can define a V-operadic I-family
O|f :I −→ V-Oper
c 7−→ O|f(c).
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There is a canonical I-cocone ξ in V-Oper with base O|f and tip O whose i-
component is ξf(i) for every i ∈ I.
Informally we want to think to O|f -algebras as I-diagrams of O-algebras in which
the i-vertex is freely generated by an O|f(i)-algebra. The cocone ξ produces a map
of V-operads ξ̂ : ∫ O|f → O and the induced functor
ξ̂! : Alg∫ O|f (W) −→ AlgO(W)
sends each diagram to its colimit (cf. § 2.6.2.1).
Remark 2.6.2.1. When f is the constant functor with constant value D the
operad
∫ O|f is isomorphic to the Boardman-Vogt tensor product O ⊗
BV
I (§ 1.4.3.5).
For every other hierarchy functor f (index by I) the V-operad ∫ O|f is a full suboperad
of O ⊗
BV
I.
Remark 2.6.2.2. Note that when I is a poset the description of O ⊗
BV
I (cf.
1.4.3.5) becomes really simple: for every o, o1, . . . , on ∈ cl(O) and i, i1, . . . , in ∈ I
(O ⊗
BV
C)((o1, i1), . . . , (on, in); (o, i)) =
{
O(o1, . . . , on; o) if ik ≤ i ∀k ∈ n
∅ otherwise.
2.6.2.3. Example: Push-out diagrams. In Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.3 we will inves-
tigate push-outs of (enriched) PROPs. Hence we will consider diagrams indexed by
I = P, the poset with three elements ,O,B such that  < B and  < O
(2.6.2.1) 
p0

p1 // B
O
we thus give a little bit more details for this case.
Let O be a D-coloured operad. To give a morphism of posets (i.e. a functor)
f : P → P(D) is the same as to give a commutative diagram of inclusions of sets (as
the one on the left) or, equivalently, a diagram of full inclusions of V-operads (as the
one on the right)
f()
⊂
⊂ f(B)
⊂
f(O) ⊂ D
X
f

g // B
ξB

A
ξO
// O.
An
∫ O|f -algebra in W is a P-diagram in AlgO(W) of the form
ξb!g!(X)
ξO!(m)

ξb!(l) // ξb!(B)
ξO!(A) .
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where X ∈ AlgX (W), A ∈ AlgA(W), B ∈ AlgB(W) and l, m are morphisms in the
appropriate categories of algebras.
2.7. Push-outs of PROPs
In this section we focus our attention on the operadic Set-family PROP (2.4.0.1)
and on push-outs in its category of algebras in V (i.e. V-Prop).
2.7.1. Push-outs of C-coloured PROPs. We begin by describing push-outs in
the category of C-coloured V-PROPs for a fixed set of colours C. Let P be as in
§ 2.6.2.3; consider a P-diagram D : P → V-PropC (diagram below); for simplicity we
denote the V-PROPs D(O),D(),D(B) by DO,D and DB respectively.
D
D(p1)

D(p0) // DB
DO
The diagram D is a PROPC ⊗
BV
P-algebra in V (§ 1.4.3.5); its colimit is isomorphic
to the C-coloured V-PROP t!D obtained as extension of D along the morphism of
operads
t : PROPC ⊗
BV
P −→ PROPC .
In other words, for every c ∈ Val(C)
(2.7.1.1) (colimD)(c) ∼= colim
(v,g)∈(w!t)↓c
D(v).
To describe (w!t) ↓ c it is convenient to introduce a new kind of graph, where the
nodes are marked by objects of P.
Definition 2.7.1.1. A P-marking for a (c.o.a. ) C-graph G is a function
M : NG → ob(P), from the set of its nodes to {,O,B}.
A P-marked (c.o.a. ) C-graph (or c.o.a. P-C-graph for short) is a pair (G,M) where
G is a (c.o.a. ) C-graph and M is a P-marking for G. The marking of a P-marked
c.o.a. C-graph G will be denoted by MG.
We will picture P-graphs as in Figure 2.4. Observe that graph insertion is defined for
c.o.a. P-C-graphs as well:
Definition 2.7.1.2. Given a c.o.a. P-C-graph G and a node s ∈ NG a c.o.a.
P-C-graph K is called insertable over G at s if so is the underlying graph of K and
MK(x) ≤ MG(s) for every x ∈ NK . The c.o.a. C-graph G ◦K inherits a P-marking
from G and K.
A sequence of c.o.a. P-C-graphs {Ki}mi=1 with m = |NG| is called insertable over
G if Ki is insertable at σG(i) for every i ∈ m. If α : n → m is a permutation for the
insertion of {Ki}mi=1 over G, the resulting c.o.a. C-graph
G ◦α (K1, . . . ,Km)
inherits an obvious P-marking.
In practice the rules for insertion are:
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- over nodes marked by  one can insert only graphs with nodes marked by ;
- over nodes marked by O one can insert only graphs with nodes marked by  or
O;
- over nodes marked by B one can insert only graphs with nodes marked by  or
B.
The comma category (w!t) ↓ c has the following description:
Objects: its set of objects is isomorphic to the set of P-marked c.o.a. C-graphs
(g,M) such that g has C-valence c.
3
1
2
ab a
d b
d d
d d
b
Figure 2.4. A graphical representation of a (non-connected) P-
marked C-graph of valence (a, b, a, d, d; d, d, b): nodes marked by O
have the shape of a down-pointing triangle, nodes marked by O have
the shape of a right-pointing triangle, nodes marked by  have the
shape of a diamond.
Morphisms: Suppose two c.o.a. P-C-graphs G and H of C-valence c are given and
set n = |NG|, m = |NH |. An element of (w!t ↓ c)(G,H) is a pair ({Ki}mi=1, α) where
{Ki}mi=1 is a sequence of c.o.a. P-C-graphs insertable over H and α : n → m is a
permutation for the insertion of {Ki}mi=1 over H such that G = H ◦α (K1, . . . ,Km).
There is an obvious functor ŵ!t : (w!t) ↓ c→ w!PROPC ↓ c (cf. 1.9.1) that forgets
the P-marking.
Definition 2.7.1.3. A morphism f : G → H in (w!t) ↓ c is said to be graph-
preserving if ŵ!t(G) = w!(c)(H) and ŵ!t(f) is equal to the identity.
Informally, a morphism is graph-preserving if and only if it changes only the marking
on the nodes from the source to the target, without changing the underlying graph.
We can rewrite (2.7.1.1) as
(colimD)(v) ∼= colim
(g,M)∈(w!t)↓c
(
⊗
k∈Ng
DM(k)(res(k))).
To get an idea on how the right-hand side looks like, if (g,M) is the P-C-graph of
Figure 2.4, then⊗
k∈Ng
DM(k)(res(k)) = DB(d, d; b)⊗ DO(b, a, a; d, b)⊗ D(d, b; d, d).
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1 3
2
4
a b
a
d
a a
c
2
1
a
a b
d
a a
21
a b
a a
{1,3}
2
1
a a
a
d
e
{2,4}
Figure 2.5. A morphism in (w!t) ↓ c (represented with the conven-
tions of Figure 1.8)
a b
a
e
a
d e d
2
1
3
a b
a
e
a
d e d
2
1
3
a b
e a
1
{1}
e d e
1
{2}
a a
d e d
1
{3}
Figure 2.6. A graph-preserving morphism in (w!t) ↓ c
The unit η : D ⇒ t∗t!(D), which is nothing but a colimit P-cocones with base D,
has also an explicit description. For every p ∈ P and c ∈ Val(C), let Cp,c be the
unique untwisted P-C-corolla with C-valence c and with its node marked by p; the
c-component of ηp is the canonical morphism
(2.7.1.2) 〈Cp,c〉 : D(c) // colim
(g,M)∈(w!t)↓c
(
⊗
k∈Ng DM(k)(res(k))).
2.7.2. Push-outs in V-Prop. We pass now to the computation of push-outs in
V-Prop. Since the set of colours is allowed to vary, the description will depend on
the underlying diagram in Set (cf. § 2.6). We fix a P-diagram d : P → Set and we
describe colimits for P-diagrams in V-Prop that project to d via piPROP . For simplicity
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we will denote d(p0) and d(p1) by f and g, respectively
d()
g

f // d(B)
LB

d(O)
LO
// C.
Let L be a colimit cone in Set with base d and tip C, and consider the operadic
P-family B = PROP ◦ d.
A P-diagram D in V-Prop such that piPROPD ∼= d is a
∫
B-algebra in V-Prop;
the colimit of D is isomorphic to the extension L̂!(D), where L̂ : B → PROPC is the
canonical morphism induced by L.
For every c ∈ Val(C)
(2.7.2.1) (colimD)(c) ∼= colim
(v,g)∈(w!L̂)↓c
D(v).
The objects of the (w!L̂) ↓ c can be represented as particular decorated graphs which
are hybrids of P-C-graphs, f -graphs and g-graphs (cf. 1.10.6).
Definition 2.7.2.1. A d-graph is a triple (g,M, {lv}v∈Ng ) where g is a c.o.a.
graph, M is a P-marking for g and lv : port(v)→ d(M(v)) is a d(M(v))-labelling for
the ports of the node v for every v ∈ Ng. We require that the equality
Ld(M(v))(lv(e)) = Ld(M(w))(lw(e))
holds for every pair of nodes v, w ∈ Ng and every common inner edge (def. B.1.2.9)
e ∈ cie(v, w).
In other words, in a d-graph G = (G,M, {lv}v∈Ng ), each of its ports is labelled by
one element of d(),d(O) or d(B) while its inner edges have all two labels; the cocone
L sends each element of d(),d(O) and d(B) to an element of C and the two labels
of an inner edge have to be sent to the same element. The C-graph obtained from
(G,M, {lv}v∈NG) by forgetting the marking and changing the labelling via L will be
denoted by L(G). The C-valence of (G,M, {lv}v∈NG) is the C-valence of L(G).
Isomorphisms of d-graphs are isomorphisms between the underlying c.o. graphs
preserving marking and labelling.
The operation of graph insertion is defined for d-graphs in an evident way, we
leave the details to the reader. Informally, insertion of a d-graph K over a node v
of another d-graph G is allowed only if the nodes of K are marked by elements of P
smaller or equal to MG(v) and the labelling of the ports of K matches the labelling
of the ports of v in an appropriate sense.
As expected, the comma category (w!L̂) ↓ c can be described as follows:
Objects: its set of objects is isomorphic to the set of (isomorphism classes of) d-
graphs with C-valence c.
Morphisms: For every pair of d-graphs
G = (G,MG, {lv}v∈Ng ), H = (H,MH , {l′v}v∈NG) ∈ (w!L̂) ↓ c
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t
qpr
j
s
q
o
j q
k
2
1
3
Figure 2.7. Representation of a d-graph, where d() = {o, p, q},
d(O) = {j, k}, d(B) = {r, s, t}, f(o) = f(p) = r, f(q) = s, and
g(o) = g(q) = j, g(p) = k
the set of morphisms from G to H is isomorphic to the set of pairs ({Ki}mi=1, α) where
m = |NH |, {Ki}mi=1 is a sequence of d-graphs insertable over h and α is a permutation
for this insertion such that G = H ◦α (K1, . . . ,Km) (§B.3.0.1).
The morphism between the comma categories (w!L̂) ↓ c → PROPC ↓ c, induced
by w!L, sends each d-graph G to the C-graph L(G).
Formula (2.7.2.1) becomes
colimD(c) ∼= colim
(G,MG,{lv}v∈Ng )∈(w!L̂)↓c
(⊗
v∈NG
DMG(v)(res(v, lv))
)
.
2.7.3. Push-outs of a PROP along a morphism of operads. We now consider
a case of diagram of mixed algebras (cf. § 2.6.2). Namely, given a set D and a subset
i : C → D of D, we consider the hierarchy functor κ : P → P(Val(D)) (§ 2.6.2.2)
represented by the diagram of full suboperads of PROPD
OpC
i

w // PROPC
i

OpD w // PROPD,
and the associated Grothendieck construction
∫
PROPD|κ. A
∫
PROPD|κ-algebra D
in V can be represented as a P-diagram in V-Prop of the form:
(2.7.3.1) w!(O)
w!(a)

f // P
h

w!(Q) g // R
where:
- P is a C-coloured V-PROP;
- O is a C-coloured V-operad;
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- Q is a D-coloured V-operad;
- f is the identity on the colours;
- a is isomorphic to i on the colours.
It is not restrictive to assume that R, the push-out of diagram (2.7.3.1), is a D-
coloured PROP. According to § 2.6.2.2, R is canonically isomorphic to the extension
ξ̂!D along the canonical morphism ξ̂ :
∫
PROPD|κ → PROPC induced by the cocone
ξ (with tip PROPD) represented in (2.7.3.1).
We remark that for every d ∈ Val(D) the comma category (w!ξ̂) ↓ d is the full
subcategory of (w!t) ↓ d (§ 2.7.1) spanned by the P-D-graphs whose nodes marked
by O and  have only one export and such that no node marked by  or B has a port
labelled by and element of D\C.
Lemma 2.7.3.1. Suppose that a diagram D as (2.7.3.1) is given and a is fully
faithful, then h is fully faithful.
Proof. We know that au : O → a∗Q is an isomorphism and we need to show
that hu : P → h∗(R) is an isomorphism. For c ∈ Val(C) the c-component of h∗R is
isomorphic to
colim
(G,MG)∈w!ξ̂↓c
⊗
v∈NG
DMG(v)(res(v))
and the c-component of hu is isomorphic to the canonical map
(2.7.3.2) 〈CB,c〉 : P(c) = DB(c) −→ colim
(G,MG)∈w!ξ̂↓c
⊗
v∈NG
DMG(v)(res(v)),
where CB,c is the P-C-corolla with C-valence c and node marked by B. We need to
prove that (2.7.3.2) is an isomorphism for every c ∈ Val(C).
For every c.o.a. P-D-graph G in w!ξ̂ ↓ c and every u ∈ NG marked by  let
Gu be the c.o.a. P-D-graph that has the same underlying c.o.a. D-graph and the
same P-marking except on u, where MGu(u) = O. Let wG,u : G → Gu be the unique
graph-preserving morphism from G to Gu; Let (w!ξ̂ ↓ c)+ ∼= (w!ξ̂ ↓ c)[W−1] be the
small category obtained from w!ξ̂ ↓ c by formally inverting the morphisms in
W = {wG,u : G → Gu | G ∈ w!ξ̂ ↓ c, u ∈ NG,MG(u) = }.
The diagram defining the colimit on the right of expression (2.7.3.2) can be extended
to (w!ξ̂ ↓ c)+ in a unique way since every morphism in W is sent to an isomorphism
in V; clearly
colim
g∈w!ξ̂↓c
⊗
v∈Ng
DMg(v)(res(v)) ∼= colim
g∈(w!ξ̂↓c)+
⊗
v∈Ng
DMg(v)(res(v)).
Hence, to prove that (2.7.3.2) is an isomorphism, it is sufficient to prove that CB,c is
final in (w!ξ̂ ↓ c)+.
Note that the functor forgetting the P-marking
cc : w!ξ̂ ↓ c −→ k!PROPD ↓ c
is faithful and sends the elements ofW to isomorphisms. Therefore there is a canonical
faithful functor
c+c : (w!ξ̂ ↓ c)+ −→ k!PROPD ↓ c
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which sends CB,c to the corolla Cc. Since Cc is final in k!PROPD ↓ c, to check that
CB,c is final it is sufficient to check that there exists a morphism from G to CB,c for
every G ∈ (w!ξ̂ ↓ c)+.
Let G be a c.o.a. P-D-graph in (w!ξ̂ ↓ c)+; if G has nodes marked by  we can
compose graph-preserving morphisms (changing the markings from  to O) to get a
morphism q : G → G′ where G′ is a c.o.a. P-D-graph without nodes marked by ;
thus we can restrict ourselves to the case in which G has no nodes marked by .
Suppose G has no nodes marked by ; note that since G has D-valence c (which
is actually a C-valence), there can not be ports labelled by elements of D\C; let n be
the number of inner edges of G labelled by elements in D\C; we claim that it is not
restrictive to suppose that n = 0.
In fact suppose n ≥ 0 and e is an inner edge of G labelled by D\C. Then e has
to be an export of a node x and the inport of a node y, so both x and y have to be
marked by O. As a consequence, cie(s, t) = {e} (since x has e as unique output) and
x and y have no other dead-ends paths between them. Let HGxy be the c.o.a. D-graph
defined in §B.3.1; the P-marking of G induces a natural P-D-graph structure on
HGxy. The morphism G → HGxy in w!ξ̂ ↓ c (cf. § 1.9.1) obtained from the insertion
of KGxy (Proposition B.3.1.3) can be lifted to a morphism of P-D-graphs G −→ HGxy;
the P-D-graph HGxy has less (inner) edges labelled by elements of D\C than G and
(no nodes marked by ). Iterating this process we can find a morphism m : G → H
such that H has no edges labelled by elements of D\C.
We are reduced to the case in which G has no edges labelled by elements of D\C
and no nodes marked by ; let G˜ be the P-D-graph which as the same underlying
c.o.a. D-graph but all nodes marked by B. There is a morphism l : G → G˜ in
(w!ξ̂ ↓ c)+ such that c+c (l) is the identity, obtained as composition of maps in W (to
change all the O-markings in -markings) and a graph-preserving map (changing all
the -markings in B-markings).
Now, G˜ has all the nodes marked by B, thus the unique morphism c+c (G˜) → Cc
(in (k!PROPD) ↓ c) lifts to a unique marking-preserving morphism G˜ → CB,c; this
last morphism composed with l gives the desired morphism from G to CB,c. 
Remark 2.7.3.2. In the proof of Lemma 2.7.3.1 we constructed a morphism in
(w!ξ̂ ↓ c)+ from a P-D-graph G in to the corolla CB,c in four steps: change of  into
O, contraction of the inner edges labelled by D\C, change of O into B, contraction to
a corolla. An example of this procedure, that might guide the intuition, is displayed
in Figure 2.8.
Lemma 2.7.3.1 and Corollary 1.10.6.4 combined together produce the following theo-
rem:
Theorem 2.7.3.3. Consider a push-out diagram D in V-Prop of the form:
(2.7.3.3) w!(A)
w!(a)

f // P
h

w!(B) g // R
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1
2
34
1
2
34
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
Figure 2.8. The map from a P-graph G (on top) to CB,c in (w!ξ̂ ↓
c)+; the labels on the edges are omitted for simplicity, but the thicker
edges are the ones labelled by elements of D\C.
where a is a morphism of V-operads. If a is fully faithful and injective on the colours,
then h is fully faithful and injective on the colours.
Proof. The diagram cl ◦ D is a push-out in Set thus h is injective on colours
since a is injective on colours.
Let D = cl(R) and C = cl(P); the diagram
(2.7.3.4) w!g!a!(A)
w!g!(au)

b!(fu) // b!(P)
bu

w!g!(B) gu // R
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is a push-out in V-PropD.
Since h is injective on colours the unit of (h!, h∗) is an isomorphism (cf. § 1.10.6),
therefore to prove that hu is an isomorphism it is sufficient to prove that h∗(hu) is an
isomorphism.
Diagram (2.7.3.4) is of the same kind of (2.7.3.1). Lemma 2.7.3.1 shows that
h∗(hu) is an isomorphism. 
Remark 2.7.3.4. We remark that it is not true, in general, that the push-out
of a fully faithful inclusion of PROPs is again fully faithful; the reason is that the
statement of Lemma 2.7.3.1 is no longer true if we replace w!O (resp. w!Q) with an
arbitrary C-coloured (resp. D-coloured) V-PROP. Intuitively, this is because there
are P-D-graphs, as the one in Figure 2.9, that have no morphism towards P-D-graphs
with all the nodes marked by B, even if we invert the graph-preserving morphisms
that change the making of a node with ports labelled by C from  to O.
1
2
4
Figure 2.9. Example of P-D-graph with ports labelled by elements
of C that has no morphisms to a corolla; the thicker edge is labelled
by an element of D\C.
The following corollary is immediate since the inclusions
V-cfProp ↪→ V-Prop and V-afProp ↪→ V-Prop
preserve colimits (they are left adjoints).
Corollary 2.7.3.5. Let a : O → Q be a morphism of (constant-free) V-operads
injective on the colours and fully faithful and let f : w!(O) → P be a morphism of
augmentation-free (constant-free) V-PROPs. In the push-out diagram of augmenta-
tion-free (constant-free) V-PROPs
w!(O)
w!(a)

f // P
b

w!(Q) g // R
the morphism b is injective on colours and fully faithful.
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Since w! and k! are fully faithful and left adjoint and w∗ and k∗ preserve fully faithful
morphisms the following is also a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.7.3.3.
Corollary 2.7.3.6. Let a : O → Q be a morphism of V-operads (V-categories)
injective on colours and fully faithful and let f : O → P be a morphism of V-operads
(V-categories). In the push-out diagram
U
a

f // P
b

P
g
// R
the morphism b is injective on colours and fully faithful.
2.8. Push-outs along morphisms of free algebras
We continue to assume that our ground symmetric monoidal category V is bicom-
plete and closed. We fix a symmetric V-algebra W, a set C, a C-coloured V-operad
O and a colour b ∈ C. Let b : j!(1) → O be the morphism of operads representing
the colour b, i.e. the unique morphism sending the unique colour of j!(1) to b.
In this section we analyse push-outs of O-algebras along free maps. In other
words, we describe push-out diagrams in AlgO(W) of the form
(2.8.0.5) b!(X)
b!(i)

// XB
vb[i,XB]

b!(XO) // Y
where X and XO are objects of W and XB is an O-algebra in W.
The V-operadic P-family B that serves to describe diagrams as (2.8.0.5) is rep-
resented by the diagram of V-operad:
j!(1)
id

b // O

j!(1) // O
For simplicity, in this section, we will denote
∫
B by ΓO and the associated V-PROP
w!
ΓO by P. There is a canonical morphism of V-operads P : ΓO → O. A diagram like
(2.8.0.5) (bottom-right corner excluded) determines and is determined by a strong
monoidal functor D : P → W, i.e. a ΓO-algebra in W (cf. § 2.6.2).
The induced left adjoint P! : AlgΓO(W) → AlgO(W) sends each diagram to its
colimit.
As usual we can compute P!D as left Kan extension along w!P : P → w!O.
The goal of this section is to recover the filtration for the map vb[i,XB] in (2.8.0.5)
presented by White and Yau [94, Proposition 4.3.16] and Pavlov and Scholbach [71,
Proposition 5.7]. This filtration is an essential tool used to transfer a given model
structure on W to AlgO(W) and it will be constantly used in Chapter 3 ( § 3.2 in
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particular). It was first introduced by Schwede and Shipley for the caseO = Ass ([80]);
the case for one-coloured (enriched) operads is due to Fresse [25, Proposition 18.2.11]
and Harper [38, Proposition 7.12]. The case for V equal to the category of simplicial
sets and W the category of symmetric spectra was already covered by Elmendorf and
Mandell in [21, § 12] and by Sagave and Schlichtkrull ([79]) for more general diagram
categories. A similar filtration for non-symmetric operads is presented in [38] and
[70]. Even thought the methods used are different, our filtration is really closed in
spirit to the one for polynomial monads (i.e. Σ-free Set-operads) described in [5].
One of the purposes of this section is to show that this decomposition is essentially
contained in the morphism of V-PROPs w!P .
What follows could be easily extended to the case in which b is replaced by an
arbitrary subset of C, however we chose to present the singleton case, since it is the
most relevant one.
We fix an algebra D ∈ AlgΓO(W) that we can represent as diagram (2.8.0.5), thus
D(i) = Xi for every i ∈ {,O,B}.
To keep the notation simple we denote the strong monoidal functor w!P by u.
With this convention, the colimit of D (Y in diagram (2.8.0.5)) is isomorphic to the
extension
P!D ∼= Lanu(D)
The map vb[i,XB] in (2.8.0.5) coincides with the canonical map XB ∼= D(B) → P!D
(part of the cocone defining P!D as a colimit for D) and our goal is to show that this
map is a transfinite composition of push-outs along morphisms of a certain form.
This decomposition will be done in a few steps; Figure 2.10 should guide the
reader through them; the objects and morphisms appearing in it will be gradually
introduced in the upcoming sections.
The plan is to consider a series of full subcategories of P (represented by the
diagram on the left). This series of inclusions induces the diagram on the right.
At first, we are going to show that vb[i,XB] is the transfinite composition of the
maps in box I.
Then we will show that (for every k ∈ N) the square in box II is a push-out square.
Lastly, we are going to analyse the map wbk[i,XB] in box III. We warn the reader
that, throughout this process, we are going to make use of two technical lemmas
about weighted colimits, that are presented separately in § 2.8.3.
Before looking at the actual decomposition of vb[i,XB] we describe the (symmet-
ric monoidal) V-category P in more detail, refining the general description given in
§ 2.2.3.1 (formula (2.2.3.4)) to this specific case. We begin by the objects of P, that
can be identified with what we call P-marked sequences.
P-marked sequences. Given a subset S ⊂ {O, ,B} and a finite sequence p in
sq({O, ,B}) of length m it will be convenient to denote by pS the subset of indices
{i ∈ m | pi ∈ S}.
According to § 2.8.3, the objects of P are pairs [p, c] where p ∈ sq({O, ,B}),
c ∈ sq(C), |p| = |c| and ci = b for every i ∈ p{,O}. Informally they can be thought
as C-sequences in which each element is marked by O,, or B, with the constrain that
only the elements equal to b can be marked by O or  (Figure 2.11).
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WP
. . .
P≤k+1
P≤k
. . .
P≤1
w!O ∼= P≤0
P+k
Pk+1
XB
D
LanuD ∼= Y
. . .
Lanu|P≤k+1D|P≤k+1
Lanu|P≤2D|P≤k
. . .
Lanu|P≤2D|P≤1
XB
Lanu|P+
k
D|P+k
Lanu|Pk+1D|Pk+1
wbk[i,XB]
v0
v1
vk−1
vk
vk+1
I
IIIII
Figure 2.10
( c1 b c3 b )
Figure 2.11. An example of P-marked sequence.
Note that, since P is a poset, in a morphism (α, f) : p → q in w!P (def. 2.2.3.2
and § 1.8.3) the sequence of morphisms f is uniquely determined by p,q and α; for
this reason (α, f) will be simply denoted by α.
We are now going to define the category of P-marked sequences Υ. This category
has the same objects as P. For every [p, c] and [q,d] in P the hom-set Υ([p, c], [q,d])
is the subset of all the elements α in w!P(p,q) such that |α−1(i)| = 1 for every
i ∈ q{,O}. Thus if |p| = n and |q| = m the set Υ([p, c], [q,d]) is a subset of
Set(n,m). Composition and identities in Υ are defined extending the ones of Set.
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Remark 2.8.0.7. The following observation will be useful in the up-coming dis-
cussion on the decomposition of vb[i,XB]. For every [p, c] and [q,d] and every
α ∈ Υ([p, c], [q,d]) we define xα ∈ sq({,O,B}) to be the unique sequence of length
n = |p| such that for every i ∈ n
xα(i) =
{
B if q(α(i)) = B
p(i) otherwise.
The identity id : n → n corresponds to a unique morphism jα : [p, c] → [xα, c].
Moreover, the induced map:
j∗α : Υ([xα, c], [q,d]) → Υ([p, c], [q,d])
is a bijection of sets.
b
b
c3
b
d1
b
b
[p, c] [q,d] [xα, c]
α
b
b
c3
b
Figure 2.12. A morphism α in Υ and the corresponding [xα, c]
For every [p, c] and [q,d] in P (cf. (2.2.3.3))
P([p, c], [q,d]) ∼=
∐
α∈Υ([p,c],[q,d])
⊗
i∈q{B}
O(cα−1(i); di).
For every α ∈ Υ([p, c], [q,d]) the morphism jα defines a morphism jˆα in P
I //
⊗
(xα){B} I //
⊗
(xα){B} O(ci, ci) // P([p, c], [xα, c])
and the induced morphism
(2.8.0.6) jˆ∗α : P([xα, c], [q,d]) −→ P([p, c], [q,d])
is an isomorphism.
We proceed with the description of the desired filtration for vb[i,XB].
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I. Decomposition of vb[i,XB] as a transfinite composition. We are going to
filter the objects of P by the number of occurrences of  and O in the marking. For
every k ∈ N we will denote by P≤k the full V-subcategory of P spanned by all the
sequences [p, c] such that |p{,O}| ≤ k.
The V-category P is the filtered colimit of the chain of inclusions
P≤0 i0 // P≤1 i1 // . . .
ik−1 // P≤k ik // . . .
If we denote by u≤k the restriction of u to P≤k, it follows that
P!D ∼= LanuD ∼= colim
k∈N
(Lanu≤k(Dik)).
Note that P≤0 ∼= w!O, Lanu≤0(Di0) ∼= D(B) and vb[i,XB] is the transfinite composi-
tion of the canonical maps
Lanu≤0(Di0)
v0 // Lanu≤1(Di1)
v1 // . . .
vk−1 // Lanu≤k(Dik)
vk // . . .
II. Decomposition of vk as a push-out. Now we are going to fix our attention
on the map vk for a fixed k ∈ N. We want to express it as a push-out of yet another
map, that we are going to analyse in the next section.
For every k ∈ N we define the following full subcategories of P:
- Pk is the full subcategory of P≤k spanned by all the sequences with exactly k
occurrences of  or O;
- P+k is the full subcategory of Pk+1 spanned by all the sequences with at least
one occurrence of ;
- P+≤k is the full subcategory of P≤k+1 spanned by the union of P+k and P≤k;
For convenience given a V-functor F with source P we will denote by Fk (F+k , F+≤k)
its restriction to Pk (resp. P+k ,P+≤k).
The next two lemmas are stated for an arbitrary V-functor F , however the reader
should keep in mind that we are mainly interested in the case F = D : P → W.
Lemma 2.8.0.8. Let F : P → M be a V-functor into a cocomplete V-category.
The canonical diagram:
(2.8.0.7) Lanu+k F
+
k

// Lanu+≤kF
+
≤k

Lanuk+1Fk+1 // Lanu≤k+1F≤k+1
is a push-out diagram.
Proof. For every a ∈ w!O the value of Lanu≤k+1F≤k+1 at a is isomorphic to the
weighted colimit
O(u≤k+1(−),a) ? F≤k+1,
and similar formulas hold for the other corners of diagram (2.8.0.7). To prove that
(2.8.0.7) is a push-out square it is sufficient to show that for every a ∈ w!O and every
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X ∈M the diagram of sets
(2.8.0.8)
ExtNat(O(u≤k+1(−),a)⊗ F≤k+1(−), X)

// ExtNat(O(u+≤k(−),a)⊗ F+≤k(−), X)

ExtNat(O(uk+1(−),a)⊗ Fk+1(−), X) // ExtNat(O(u+k (−),a)⊗ F+k (−), X)
is a pull-back square.
Observe that for every object in o ∈ P+≤k\P+k and every object q ∈ Pk+1\P+k
the hom-object P(o, p) is isomorphic to ∅. Furthermore P+≤k ∩ Pk+1 = P+k and
P+≤k ∪ Pk+1 = P≤k+1.
It follows that, for every X ∈M, to give an extra-natural transformation
ξ : O(u≤k+1(−),a)⊗ F≤k+1(−) → X
is the same as to give two extra-natural transformations
ξ1 : O(u+≤k(−),a)⊗ F+≤k(−) → X and ξ2 : Wk+1(−)⊗ Fk+1(−) → X
that coincide on P+k , i.e. (2.8.0.8) is a pull-back square. 
Remark 2.8.0.9. The proof of the next lemma makes use of Corollary 2.8.3.4,
which might seems very technical. To guide the intuition we invite the reader to prove
the next lemma in the unenriched case (V = Set) by proving that for every o ∈ O the
comma category u≤k ↓ o is final in u+≤k ↓ o.
Lemma 2.8.0.10. Let F : P → M be a V-functor into a cocomplete V-category.
The canonical map
Lanu≤kF≤k → Lanu+≤kF
+
≤k
is an isomorphism.
Proof. It is sufficient to check that the inclusion i : P≤k → P+≤k and the functor
u+≤k : P+≤k → V satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 2.8.3.4.
For every [p, c] ∈ P+≤k there exist (at least) one object [p′, c] ∈ P≤k and a
morphism I → P+≤k([p, c], [p′, c]); this is obvious if [p, c] ∈ P≤k; if |p{O,}| = k + 1
there must exist i ∈ n such that p(i) = ; if we set p′(j) = p(j) for every j ∈ n\{i}
and p′(i) = B, then Υ([p, c], [p′, c]) contains id : n → n which lifts to the desired
morphism in P+≤k([p, c], [p′, c]).
We choose the set J[p,c] of Corollary 2.8.3.4 to be:
J[p,c] = {jˆα : [p, c] → [xα, c] | α ∈ Υ([p, c], [q,d]), [q,d] ∈ P≤k}
where jˆα was defined in Remark 2.8.0.7; this set is non empty by the previous obser-
vation.
This set of maps satisfies condition i. of Corollary 2.8.3.4 since, for every [q,d]
in P≤k, either P+≤k([p, c], [q,d]) ∼= ∅ or there exists an α such that jˆ∗α in (2.8.0.6) is
an isomorphism. Furthermore u(jˆα) is an isomorphism for every α ∈ Υ([p,d], [q,d]).
We only need to check condition ii., i.e. that the elements of J[p,c] are connected
as objects of [p, c] ↓ Pu≤k. Consider [q,d], [q′,d′] ∈ P≤k and two morphisms α in
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Υ([p,d], [q,d]) and α′ in Υ([p,d], [q′,d′]). We have to prove that jα and jα′ are
connected in [p, c] ↓ Pu≤k. Take y ∈ sq({,O,B}) such that |y| = n and:
y(i) =
{
B if i ∈ xα,{B} ∪ xα′,{B}
p(i) otherwise.
There are two maps β ∈ Υ([xα, c], [y, c]) and β′ ∈ Υ([xα′ , c], [y, c]) (that can be
identified with the identity id : n → n) which lift to morphisms jβ ,jβ′ in P≤k such
that jβjα = jβ′jα′ . 
Combining Lemma 2.8.0.8 and Lemma 2.8.0.10 we deduce that the canonical diagram
Lanu+k F
+
k
wbk[i,XB]

// Lanu≤kF≤k
vk

Lanuk+1Fk+1 // Lanu≤k+1F≤k+1
is a push-out diagram. In the case F = D, this proves that the square in box II of fig.
2.10 is a push-out square. We now pass to the description of the map wbk[i,XB].
III. Decomposition of wbk[i,XB]. Let ∆[1] be as in § 0.2.3; the“n-th cube” category
∆[1]n will be denoted by Ξn. Let Ξn∗ be the full subcategory of Ξn obtained by
removing the terminal object (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Let bk+1 be the unique sequence of length k+ 1 in Σsq({b}) and let Aut(bk+1) ∼=
Σk+1 be its automorphism group.
Observe that Pk+1 is equivalent to its full subcategory spanned by the P-marked
sequences in which the elements marked by  or O occur in the first k+1 positions; with
this in mind, it is easy to show that Pk+1 is equivalent to the (enriched) Grothendieck
construction (§ 2.2.2.6) over the functor
(2.8.0.9) ξk+1 :Aut(b
k+1) −→ V-Cat
∗ 7−→ Ξk+1 × w!O.
which assigns to every morphism σ in Aut(bk+1) ∼= Σk+1 the V-functor σ∗× id which
permutes the components of the k + 1 cube according to σ.
This equivalence restricts to an equivalence of V-categories between P+k and the
(enriched) Grothendieck construction over
(2.8.0.10) ξ
+
k :Aut(bk+1) −→ V-Cat
∗ 7−→ Ξk+1∗ × w!O.
Under this identification uk+1 sends (bk+1, [p,d]) to bk+1 ∗ d.
Let u¯k+1 (resp. u¯+k ) be the restriction of uk+1 (resp. u
+
k ) to the fiber of the
Grothendieck construction over (2.8.0.9) (resp. (2.8.0.10)) (over the unique object
of Aut(bk+1)). Let F : P → M be a V-functor with cocomplete target M and
denote by F¯k+1 (resp. F¯+k ) its restriction to ξk+1(∗) (resp. ξ+k (∗)), seen as the fiber
of the Grothendieck construction over (2.8.0.9) (resp. (2.8.0.10)). Lemma 2.8.3.6,
that serves to decompose weighted colimits indexed by Grothendieck constructions,
implies that
Lanuk+1 F¯k+1 ∼= colimΣk+1 Lanu¯k+1 F¯k+1
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and
Lanu+k F¯
+
k
∼= colim
Σk+1
Lanu¯+k F¯
+
k .
We now restrict our attention to the case in which F is equal to the ΓO-algebra
D : P → W representing the diagram (2.8.0.5). In this case, the restriction of D to
the fiber P¯k+1, isomorphic to Ξk+1 × w!O, sends [p,d] to (
⊗k+1
i=1 Xpi(b)) ⊗ XB(d),
and u¯k+1 is isomorphic to t× (bk+1 ∗ −). Here t : Ξk+1 → 1 denote the functor from
Ξk+1 to the terminal (unenriched) category.
[1]k+1 × w!O W
w!O
⊗k+1
j=1 i(bj)⊗XB
t× (bk+1 ∗ −)
Lanu¯k+1F
Thus, in formulas:
Lanu¯k+1 F¯k+1 ∼= ( colimp∈Ξk+1 Xpi(bi))⊗ Lan(bk+1∗−)XB
and
Lanu¯+k F¯
+
k
∼= ( colim
p∈Ξk+1∗
Xpi(bi))⊗ Lan(bk+1∗−)XB.
The canonical map
colim
p∈Ξk+1∗
k+1⊗
i=1
Xpi(b)→ colimp∈Ξk+1
k+1⊗
i=1
Xpi(b) ∼= XO(b)⊗k+1
is isomorphic to the k + 1-iterated push-out product ik+1 (def. 3.1.4.2).
The map wbk[i,XB] is isomorphic to
(2.8.0.11) colim
bk+1∈Σk+1
ik+1 ⊗ Lan(bk+1∗−)XB ∼= ik+1 ⊗
Σk+1
Lan(bk+1∗−)XB
Remark 2.8.0.11. Via similar considerations, the map wbk[i,XB] can be obtained
as left Kan extension for another pair of V-functors. In fact, we can consider the two
V-functors
ik+1 ⊗XB :Σk+1 × w!O −→ W∆[1]
c 7−→ ik+1 ⊗XB(c),
where Σk+1 acts on the k+1 components of ik+1, and
(2.8.0.12)
Σ(bk+1 ∗ −) :Σk+1 × w!O −→ w!O
c 7−→ (bk+1 ∗ c).
The map wbk[i,XB] can be expressed as
(2.8.0.13) LanΣ(bk+1∗−)(ik+1 ⊗XB).
Point-wise, for every colour d ∈ O we have:
(2.8.0.14) wbk[i,XB](d) ∼=
∫ c∈Σk+1×w!O
O(bk+1 ∗ c; d)⊗ ik+1 ⊗XB(c).
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This gives a slightly different angle on wbk[i,XB] with respect to expression (2.8.0.11),
which is more convenient in certain cases.
2.8.1. Shifting functors and the enveloping operad. For a C-coloured V-operad
O and a C-sequence c ∈ sq(C), we define the c-shift V-functor
(c ∗ −) :w!O −→ w!O
d 7−→ c ∗ d
to be the tensor product with c.
Given A ∈ AlgO(W) we define OA(c;−) : O → W to be the left Kan extension
of A (seen as a strong monoidal V-functor with source w!O) along (c ∗ −).
Even if it is not relevant for our discussion, we remark that the C-coloured col-
lection {OA(c; d)}(c;d)∈Sign(C) has the structure of a C-coloured operad, called the
enveloping operad for A ; the category of algebras of AlgOA(W) is equivalent to the
slice category A ↓ AlgO(W).
Therefore, the d-component of the term Lan(bk+1∗−)XB appearing in (2.8.0.11) is
nothing but OXB(bk+1; d).
It follows from the previous considerations that the natural morphism induced
by vb[i,XB]
(2.8.1.1) Ov(c;−) : OXB(c;−) −→ OY (c;−)
is isomorphic to the transfinite composition
(2.8.1.2)
OXB(c;−)
t0 // Lan(c∗−)u≤1D≤1
t1 // . . .
tk−1 // Lan(c∗−)u≤kD≤k
tk // . . .
where, for every k ∈ N, the map tk is a push-out along a morphism zk isomorphic to
colim
bk+1∈Aut(bk+1)
ik+1 ⊗ Lan(c∗−)(bk+1∗−)XB
∼= colim
bk+1∈Aut(bk+1)
ik+1 ⊗OXB(c ∗ bk+1;−)
∼= ik+1 ⊗
Σk+1
OXB(c ∗ bk+1;−).
(2.8.1.3)
In this way we recover the filtration for the enveloping operad of Y given by White
and Yau [94, Proposition 5.3.2].
2.8.1.1. Symmetric shifting functor. Formula (2.8.0.13) expresses wbk[i,XB] as a
left Kan extension along the functor (2.8.0.12), that we will call the symmetric bk+1-
shifting functor.
For every d ∈ O, this left Kan extension can be computed point-wise as a weighted
colimit (cf. (2.8.0.14)) of weight
O(bk+1 ∗ −; d) : Σopk+1 × w!Oop → V.
2.8.1.2. Shifting functor for unenriched operads. As usual, in the unenriched case,
weighted colimits can be turned into regular (i.e. conical) colimits. Suppose O is a
C-coloured operad Set-operad, n ∈ N, b ∈ C and A is a O-algebra in V. Consider the
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following diagram
(2.8.1.4)
(bn ∗ −) ↓ d (bn ∗ −) ↓ w!O w!O V
∗ w!O w!O
ρ A
(d) id
pi (bn ∗ −) OXB(bn;−)
where ρ and pi are the canonical projections of the comma category on the source and
the target, respectively. The functor OXB(bn;−) is both the left Kan extension of A
along (bn ∗ −) and the left Kan extension of Aρ along pi.
Hence, for every d ∈ C, the component of the enveloping operad OA(bn, d) can
be computed as the colimit
colim
f∈(bn∗−)↓d
Aρ(f) ∼= colim
{bn∗c→d}∈(bn∗−)↓d
A(c1)⊗ . . . A(c|c|).
The comma category (bn ∗ −) ↓ d is a subcategory of the slice category w!O ↓ d.
The objects of w!O ↓ d are the operations ofO with output d; given two operations
o and p with output d, a morphism between o and p is a function α : n→ m together
with a sequence of operations (t1, . . . , tm) composable with p such that
ω∗α(p ◦ (t1, . . . , tn)) = o.
The objects of (bn ∗ −) ↓ d are all the operations with input bn ∗ c for some
c ∈ sq(C) (and output d); given o, p ∈ (bn ∗ −) ↓ d with lengths |o| = n+l, |p| = n+k,
the morphisms of (bn ∗ −) ↓ d from o to p are the morphisms in w!O ↓ d of the form
(idn ∗ α, (idb, . . . , idb, t1, . . . , tk))
for some α : l → k.
The action of Σn on (bn ∗ −) induces a Σn-action on (bn ∗ −) ↓ d. Let P (b, d)n
be the set of connected components of (bn ∗ −) ↓ d; there is an induced action of Σn
on P (b, d)n as well.
Proposition 2.8.1.1. Suppose that the action of Σn on P (b, d)n is free. Then,
for every O-algebra A the Σn-object OA(bn, d) is Σn-free.
Proof. The action of each element of Σn sends each connected component to
an isomorphic one. Let S(b, d)n be the set of orbits of P (b, d)n with respect to the
considered Σn-action. If the action is free P (b, d)n ∼= S(b, d)n × Σn. The group Σn
acts on
OA(bn, d) ∼=
∐
Σn
∐
S∈S(b,d)n
colim
{bn∗c→d}∈S
A(c1)⊗ · · · ⊗A(d|c|)
by permuting the components of the first coproduct (indexed by Σn) accordingly, thus
OA(bn, d) is Σn-free. 
Definition 2.8.1.2. A Set-operad is weakly tame if for every d, b ∈ C and n ∈ N
the action of Σn on P (b, d)n is free.
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A Set-operad is tame if it is weakly tame and for every b, d ∈ C and every n ∈ N
every connected component of (bn ∗ −) ↓ d has a terminal object.
All non-symmetric operads are weakly tame; other examples of weakly tame oper-
ads might be the operad for non-symmetric properads (whose operations are planar
connected graphs) and the operad for non-symmetric constant-free PROs (whose op-
erations are planar graphs with no nodes without inports).
In case O is weakly tame, formula (2.8.0.11) simplifies in:
(2.8.1.5) wbk[i,XB](d) ∼= ik+1 ⊗ (OXB(bn; d)/Σk+1).
If O is tame, then
(2.8.1.6) wbk[i,XB](d) ∼= ik+1 ⊗
 ∐
[bk+1∗c→d]∈P (b,d)k+1
XB(c)
 .
Note that a weakly tame operads is necessarily Σ-free (§ 1.5.6); if we identify Σ-free
operads with polynomial monads it can be proven that tame Set-operads correspond
to tame polynomial monads in the sense of [5].
The situation is analogous for the symmetric shifting functor (§ 2.8.1.1). We have
a diagram similar to (2.8.1.4)
(2.8.1.7)
Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ d Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ w!O Σn × w!O V
∗ w!O w!O
ρ A
(d) id
pi Σ(bn ∗ −)
and the left Kan extension of A along Σ(bn∗−) is isomorphic to the left Kan extension
of pi along Aρ.
It follows that the coend (2.8.0.14) can also be computed as the conical colimit:
(2.8.1.8) wbk[i,XB](d) ∼= colim{(bk+1∗c)→d}∈Σ(bk+1∗−)↓di
k+1 ⊗XB(c)
where Σ(bk+1 ∗ −) ↓ d is the slice category over d of the symmetric bk+1-shifting
functor.
It can be checked that an operad O is tame if and only if for every b, d ∈ C and
every n ∈ N each connected component of the category Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ d has a terminal
object.
2.8.2. The symmetric shifting functor for Op. In this section we look at the
symmetric shifting functor for the operad OpC ; this operad is Σ-free (§ 1.5.6); we are
going to show that it is not tame (or weakly tame, def. 2.8.1.2) but it is very close to
be so; in fact its suboperads CfOpC and NSOpC are tame (§§ 1.5.3, 1.5.4).
Let C be a set. Fix two signatures b, d ∈ Sign(C) and n ∈ N. The comma
category Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ d has the following description:
Objects: (isomorphism classes of) completely ordered C-trees with nodes marked by
B or O and C-valence d such that:
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- the only nodes marked by O are the first n-nodes (with respect to the node
order);
- all the nodes marked by O has residue b;
we call such trees (bn, d)-rigid trees.
Morphisms: let S and T be two (bn, d)-rigid trees and let l = |NT |−n, m = |NS |−n.
The morphisms from S to T are given by triples (α, β, {Ki}mi=1) where α ∈ Σn,
β : l → m and {Ki}mi=1 is a collection of c.o. C-trees composable over the last m
nodes of T such that
S = ωα×β(T ◦ (idb, . . . , idb,K1, . . . ,Km)).
Note that the comma category (bn ∗ −) ↓ d can be seen as a subcategory of the cate-
gory of P-C-graphs (w!t) ↓ d (§ 2.7.1) spanned by the P-C-trees with an appropriate
marking and those morphisms which are trivial insertions on the nodes marked by
B. Therefore, we will use the same graphical representation of morphisms adopted in
section 2.7.1 (Figure 2.5).
The category Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ d will be called the category of (bn, d)-rigid trees and
port-preserving morphisms, and will be denoted by roT(bn, d). For convenience we
denote by roT(bn) the category
Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ Sign(C) ∼=
∐
d∈Sign(C)
roT(bn, d),
i.e. the category of all bn-rigid trees and port-preserving morphisms.
Remark 2.8.2.1. Note that for every (bn, d)-rigid tree T , the group of automor-
phisms of T is isomorphic to the subgroup of automorphisms of the underlying C-tree
that preserve the port order, the P-marking and the covering order on the nodes
marked by O.
Remark 2.8.2.2. The node orders on (bn, d)-rigid trees play little role in the
follow-up and could have been omitted. In fact two rigid trees that differ only for
the node order are isomorphic, thus we could have picked a representative for every
isomorphism class. Furthermore the node orders of the trees appearing in a morphism
are uniquely determined by the node orders of the source and the target. Thus we
could have defined a category equivalent to (bn ∗ −) ↓ d in which the objects are
(bn, d)-rigid trees without an order on the nodes and morphisms are given by insertions
of ordered C-trees (without a node order).
Given a C-coloured V-operad A and a morphism i in V we get a functor
(2.8.2.1) T(i, A)− : roT(bn, d) −→ W∆[1]
where
T(i, A)T ∼= in ⊗
⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
XB(val(v)).
Expression 2.8.1.8 (for O = OpC and n = k + 1) becomes
(2.8.2.2) wbk[i,XB](d) ∼= colimT(i,XB)−
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Definition 2.8.2.3. A (bn, d)-rigid trees is minimal if every edge is the port of
exactly one node marked by B.
The full subcategory of roT(bn, d) spanned by the minimal trees is a groupoid and
will be denoted by moT(bn, d); in fact it is easy to see that the only insertions over a
minimal tree that produce a minimal tree are insertions of corollas.
Every rigid tree T in roT(bn, d) has (at least) one morphism towards a minimal
rigid tree. All the minimal trees with a morphism from T are isomorphic (in a non
unique way) and we call them maximal contractions for T . Intuitively, a maximal
contraction is obtained from T by composing all the adjacent nodes marked by B and
by substituting every edge not attached to a B-marked node with a node of valence 1.
More formally, given a rigid tree T in roT(bn, d) a B-cluster is a maximal subtree of
T with all the nodes marked by B; we call a B-cluster degenerate if it has no nodes.
We denote by CB(T ) (resp. DB(T )) the set of (degenerate) B-clusters of T . If the
underlying graph of T is
AT IT
sToo pT // NT OT
qToo tT // AT
a maximal contraction for T is a P-C-tree R such that:
(1) the underlying tree of R is:
AR IR
soo p // NR OR
qoo t // AR
where:
- AR = AT \
⋃
S∈CB(T )
{inner edges of S}⋃{ed | d ∈ DB(T )} (all the edges of T
beside the ones inside B-clusters);
- NR is the set of nodes of T marked by B together with a new node marked
vs for every s ∈ CB(T );
- IR = IT ∩AR;
- OR = (OT ∪ {ed | d ∈ DB(T )}) ∩AR;
- s and t are just the obvious inclusions;
- p sends each inport of a B-cluster to the new node indexed by the same
cluster and coincides with pT on the rest of the inports;
- q sends each export of a B-cluster to the new node indexed by the same
cluster and coincides with qT on the rest of the exports.
(2) the C-labelling on R coincides with the one of T (the label on ed is the label of
the unique edge in d);
(3) the nodes {vs | s ∈ CB} are marked by B and the other are marked by O;
(4) the covering order on the ports of nodes marked by O coincides with the one of
T .
A maximal contraction for T is always a minimal tree; two maximal contractions
for T can differ only for the node order and the covering order on the nodes marked
by B. An example of maximal contraction is displayed in Figure 2.13.
Lemma 2.8.2.4. The subcategory moT(bn, d) is final in roT(bn, d).
Proof. For every (bn, d)-rigid tree T and every maximal contraction S of T there
exists (at least) one map T → S in roT(bn, d) obtained by inserting the B-clusters of
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Figure 2.13. A rigid tree with its B-clusters (surrounded by dashed
lines), on the top, and a maximal contraction for it, on the bottom
(the labels on the edges are omitted for simplicity)
T over S in the right order; furthermore it is immediate to see that every two such
maps are connected in roT(bn, d). 
Therefore, for a diagram of C-coloured operad as (2.8.0.5) (for O = OpC) formula
(2.8.2.2) becomes
(2.8.2.3) wbn−1[i,XB](d) ∼= colim
T∈moT(bn,d)
in ⊗ ⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
XB(val(v))
 .
However note that the path components of moT(bn, d) are not simply connected. For
example in the case n = 2 and b = (; c) (for some c ∈ C) Figure 2.14 exhibits a
(bn; d)-rigid minimal tree with a non-trivial automorphism (cf. [5]).
Hence OpC is not tame (or weakly tame); as we saw, this is because a C-tree
together with a port order (but without a covering order or a nodes order given
a priori) can have non-trivial automorphisms that fix the port order (cf. 2.8.2.1).
However, this can happen only if the tree considered has nodes of valence 0.
This implies that in the case in which b has valence greater than 0 the Σn-action
on moT(bn, d) is free. As a consequence we obtain the following:
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Figure 2.14. A non-trivial automorphism in moT((; c) ∗ (; c), (; d))
Proposition 2.8.2.5. ([5]) For every C ∈ Set the coloured operad CfOpC is
tame.
A similar description can be given in the case of the operad NSOpC : in that case
the objects of Σ(bn, ∗−) ↓ d are again (bn, d)-rigid trees but only insertions of planar
trees are allowed. As a consequence, in this case Σ(bn, ∗−) ↓ d has the category of
minimal trees and planar isomorphisms between them as a final subcategory, which is
a groupoid with simply connected components. This observation proves the following.
Proposition 2.8.2.6. ([5]) For every C ∈ Set the coloured operad NSOpC is
tame.
Remark 2.8.2.7. The operad CatC is clearly tame (since it is a full suboperad of
CfOpC). The operad PROPC , cfPROPC and afPROPC for C-coloured (constant-free,
augmentation-free) PROPs are not tame or weakly tame (cf. [5]); we will not report
the description of the enveloping operads (or the slice categories of the symmetric
shifting functors) for them since we will not use them, however it should be clear
that, as for OpC , their combinatorics is governed by appropriate P-marked c.o.a.
C-graphs.
2.8.2.1. The action of Aut(d) on wbk[i,XB](d). The functor T(i, A)− (2.8.2.1) is
the restriction of a functor defined on the comma category Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ w!OpC
(2.8.2.4) T(i, A)− :
Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ w!OpC −→ V∆[1]
{bn ∗ c→ d} 7−→ in ⊗A(c).
Suppose that for d ∈ Sign(C), we are interested not only in the value of wbk[i,XB]
(expression (2.8.1.8)) at d but also in the action of the automorphism group Aut(d)
on wbk[i,XB](d). As an Aut(d)-equivariant map wbk[i,XB](d) can be recovered as
the left Kan extension of (the restriction of) T(i,XB)− along the canonical map
pi : Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ Aut(d) → Aut(d),
Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ Aut(d) V∆[1]
Aut(d).
u−
pi wbk[i,XB](d)
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The functor pi is an opfibration with fiber roT(bn, d). The comma category
Σ(bn ∗ −) ↓ Aut(d) deserves the name of category of (bn, d)-rigid trees (and non-
port-preserving morphisms) and will be denoted by rT(bn, d). This category has
(bn, d)-rigid trees as objects but this time, given two rigid trees S and T , an element
of rT(bn, d)(S, T ) is a pair (σ,m), where σ ∈ Aut(d) and m : σ ◦S → T in roT(bn, d);
we can see σ ◦ S as the rigid tree S with the port order permuted according to σ.
Remark 2.8.2.8. As in Remark 2.8.2.1, given T ∈ rT(bn, d), its group of auto-
morphisms Aut(T ) is isomorphic to the group of automorphisms of the underlying tree
that respect the marking on the nodes and the covering order on the nodes marked
by B.
It can be shown that mT(bn, d), the full subcategory of rT(bn, d) spanned by the
minimal trees, is final (and it is a groupoid). Let
(2.8.2.5) Tnb,d(i,XB)− : mT(bn, d) → V∆[1]
be the restriction of T(i,XB)− to mT(bn, d). For n = k + 1 the map wbk[i,XB](d)
(2.8.2.2), as an Aut(d)-equivariant map, is the left Kan extension of Tk+1b,d (i,XB)−
along
(2.8.2.6) pi : mT(bk+1, d) → Aut(d).
2.8.3. Three lemmas for enriched weighted colimits. In this section we prove
three fairly general lemmas about reduction of weighted colimits, that were used in
the previous section.
We recall the following proposition which is the dual of [52, Theorem 4.63]:
Proposition 2.8.3.1. ([52]) Consider a V-functor between small V-categories
i : A → B and a V-functor W ′ : Aop → V. If (W,α) is the left Kan extension of W ′
along i, then, for every V-functor F : B → W the canonical map
W ′ ? F i→W ? F
is an isomorphism.
For every V-functor u : A → B and every b ∈ B we denote by b ↓ u the comma
category of the (unenriched) functor underlying u.
In light of Proposition 2.8.3.1, the following lemmas should be read as a way of
reducing the computation of weighted colimits (by changing the weights).
Lemma 2.8.3.2. Let i : A → B be a V-functor between small V-categories and let
W : Bop→V andW ′ : Aop→V be V-functors together with a V-natural transformation
α : Wi⇒W ′.
Suppose that for every object b ∈ B there exists a subcategory Jb of b ↓ i such
that:
i. the induced map
sb,a :
∐
{b→i(x)}∈Jb
A(x, a)→ B(b, i(a))
is an epimorphism in V for every a ∈ A;
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ii. The canonical map induced by α:
wb : colim{b→i(x)}∈Jopb
W ′(x) −→ W (b)
is an isomorphism.
Then (W,α) is the left Kan extension of W ′ along i.
Proof. There is a canonical map ε : LaniW ′ →W . If for every X ∈ V and every
b ∈ B we identify the set of morphisms V(LaniW ′(b), X) with the set of extra-natural
V-transformations ExtNat(B(b, i(−)))⊗W ′(−), X), the canonical map
ε∗b : V(W (b), X) → ExtNat(B(b, i(−)))⊗W ′(−), X)
sends each f ∈ V(W (b), X) to the extra-natural V-transformation whose a-component
is
B(b, i(a))⊗W ′(a) W (id⊗αa) // W (b) f // X
for every a ∈ A.
To prove that LaniW ′ ∼= W it is sufficient to prove that ε∗b is a bijection for every
b ∈ B and X ∈ V. We are going to define an inverse γb for ε∗b explicitly. Every
η ∈ ExtNat(B(b, i(−)))⊗Wi(−), X) defines a unique map
jη : colim{b→x}∈Jopb
W ′(x)→ X.
We define γb(η) to be
W (b)
w−1b // colim
{b→x}∈Jb
W ′(x)
jη // X.
Checking that γbε∗b(f) = f for every f ∈ V(W (b), X) is straightforward.
It remains to show that ε∗bγb(η) = η for every η ∈ExtNat(B(b,i(−)))⊗W ′(−),X).
For every a ∈ A we have the following commutative diagram∐
{b→x}∈Jb
A(x, a)⊗W ′(a)

// ∐
{b→x}∈Jb
W ′(x)

// colim
{b→x}∈Jb
W ′(x)
jb

∐
{b→x}∈Jb
A(x, a)⊗ B(b, i(x))⊗W ′(a)

// ∐
{b→x}∈Jb
B(b, i(x))⊗W ′(x)

<ηx> ..B(b, i(a))⊗W ′(a) W (id⊗α) // W (b)
w−1b
EE
X
in which the morphism from the left-bottom corner to X is equal to the a-component
of ε∗bγb(η) and the first column is equal to sa,b.
On the other hand ηa ◦ sa,b is equal to the composition on the top of the above
diagram by extra-naturality of η. Therefore ηa◦sa,b = ε∗bγb(η)◦sa,b, thus ηa = ε∗bγb(η)a
as desired. 
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For every V-functor u : A → B let Au be the subcategory of the ordinary category
underlying A spanned by all the morphisms that are sent to isomorphisms in B by u.
The following lemma is a particular case of Lemma 2.8.3.2. In the case in which
V = Set and W is the trivial weight, we recover the well known fact that a functor
i : A → B is final if the comma category b ↓ A is non-empty and connected for every
b ∈ B.
Lemma 2.8.3.3. Let i : A → B be a V-functor between small V-categories and let
W : Bop → V be a V-functor.
Suppose that for every object b ∈ B there exists a set of objects Jb in b ↓ AWi
(where the slice is taken over BW ) such that:
i. the induced map
sb,a :
∐
{b→i(x)}∈Jb
A(x, a)→ B(b, i(a))
is an epimorphism in V for every a ∈ A;
ii. the elements of Jb are connected as objects in b ↓ AWi.
Then (W, id) is the left Kan extension of Wi along i.
Proof. We apply the previous lemma, taking W ′ = Wi and α = id. For every
b ∈ B we choose Jb to be the full subcategory of b ↓ AWi spanned by the elements of
Jb. 
Corollary 2.8.3.4. Let i : A → B and u : B → C be V-functors between small
V-categories. Suppose that for every object b ∈ B there exists a set of objects Jb in
b ↓ Aui (where the slice is taken over Bu) such that:
i. the induced map
sb,a :
∐
{b→i(x)}∈Jb
A(x, a)→ B(b, i(a))
is an epimorphism in V for every a ∈ A;
ii. the elements of Jb are connected as objects in b ↓ Aui0 .
Then for every cocomplete V-category M and every V-functor F : B → M the mor-
phism
LanuiFi→ LanuF
is an isomorphism.
Proof. SinceM is cocomplete, it is sufficient to prove that for every c ∈ C the
canonical map between weighted colimits
(2.8.3.1) C(ui(−), c) ? F i→ C(u(−), c) ? F.
is an isomorphism.
Under our hypothesis, the weight W = C(u(−), c) : Bop → V and the V-functor
i satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2.8.3.3; thus (W, id) is the left Kan extension of
Wiop along iop. Therefore, by Proposition 2.8.3.1, C(ui(−), c) ? F i ∼= C(u(−), c) ? F ,
that is (2.8.3.1) is an isomorphism. 
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Now we shift our attention to weighted colimits indexed by an enriched Grothendieck
construction (§ 2.2.2.6).
Let C be a small category. It is a classical fact (cf. [39]) that the colimit of
a diagram D indexed by a (unenriched) Grothendieck construction
∫
G over C is
isomorphic to the colimit of the C-diagram of the colimits of the restrictions of D to
the respective fibers; in formulas
colimD ∼= colim
c∈C
(colim
G(c)
D|G(c)).
Our next goal is to generalise this to a statement about weighted colimits indexed by
an enriched Grothendieck construction.
Let C be a small category and consider a functor g : C → V-Cat; the Grothendieck
construction
∫
g ∈ V-Cat is the lax colimit for g.
Recall that for every morphism f : a → b in C and every c ∈ g(a) there exists a
morphism fˆ from (a, c) to (b, f(c)) in
∫
g defined by the composition
I id // g(b)(f(c), f(c)) //
∐
h∈C(a,b) g(b)(h(c), f(c)) ∼=
∫
g((a, c), (b, f(c))),
that we will call the cocartesian lifting of f with source (a, c). In the correspondence
between V-Cat(∫ g,M) and CoConeLax(g,M), for every V-functor F ∈ V-Cat(∫ g,M)
the morphism F (fˆ) : F (a, c)→ F (b, f(c)) corresponds to the c-component of the nat-
ural transformation F|g(a) =⇒ F|g(b)g(f) which is part of the lax cocone associated
to F .
The set of functors from
∫
g toM that send cocartesian liftings to isomorphisms
is in bijective correspondence with the set of pseudo-cocones with base g and tipM
(i.e. lax cocones in which the structural natural transformation is actually a natural
isomorphism).
Similarly, if
∫
g2-op is the contravariant Grothendieck construction over g (i.e. the
colax colimit of g, § 2.2.2.2), for every f : a → b in C and every c ∈ g(a) there is a
morphism fˆ in
∫
g2-op((b, f(c)), (c, a)) obtained as the composition:
I id // g(b)(f(c), f(c)) //
∐
h∈C(a,b) g(b)(f(c), h(c)) ∼=
∫
g2-op((b, f(c)), (c, a))
that we will call the cartesian lifting of f with target (c, a). The set of pseudo-cocones
with base g and tip M is also in bijective correspondence with the set of functors
from
∫
g2-op toM that send cartesian liftings to isomorphisms.
To a lax cocone L in V-CAT with base g and tip M and a lax cocone K with
base (−)opg and tip V we can associate a C-diagram inM:
[K,L] : C −→M
c 7−→M(c) ? L(c)
in a natural way.
Observe that the opposite category (
∫
g)op is a colax limit for (−)opg; under this
identification the cocartesian liftings in
∫
g correspond to the cartesian liftings in
opposite category.
Definition 2.8.3.5. An invariant weight over g is a V-functor W : (∫ g)op → V
that sends cartesian liftings to isomorphisms.
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Note that if C is a groupoid, then every weight over a Grothendieck construction on
C is automatically invariant.
An invariant weightW over g corresponds to a pseudo-cocone W˜ with base (−)opg
and tip V, that can be regarded both as a lax cocone and a colax cocone.
Thus each V-functor F and each invariant weight W over g induce the C-diagram
[W˜ , F˜ ] inM, where F˜ (resp. W˜ ) is the lax cocone associated to F (W ).
The following lemma asserts that, given a diagram F indexed by a Grothendieck
construction over C and an invariant weight W (over the same construction), the
weighted colimit W ?F can be computed as the colimit indexed by C of the weighted
colimits obtained by restriction on the fibers. The particular case in which V = Set
and W is the trivial weight appears in [39].
Lemma 2.8.3.6. Given g, F and W as above the weighted colimit W ? F is iso-
morphic to
colim[W˜ , F˜ ] ∼= colim
c∈C
(W|g(c) ? F|g(c))
Proof. There is a canonical map
r : colim
c∈C
(W|g(c) ? F|g(c)) −→ W ? F
in (the underlying category of )M. We are going to show that it is an isomorphism.
Using the Yoneda lemma, we are going to describe this map via the induced maps
between corepresentables:
r∗ : M(W ? F,−) →M(colim[W˜ , F˜ ],−).
Note that for every X ∈M
M(colim[W˜ , F˜ ], X) ∼= lim
c∈C
ExtNat(W|g(c)(−)⊗ F|g(c)(−), X)
an element of the set on the right-side is a collection of extra-natural V-transformations
{αc}c∈C such the diagram
W (x)⊗ F (x)
W (f)−1⊗F (f)

αcx
''
X
W (f!(x))⊗ F (f!(x))
αdf!(x)
77
commutes for every morphism f : a→ b in C and every x ∈ g(a). On the other hand,
for every X ∈M
M(W ? F,X) ∼= ExtNat(W (−)⊗ F (−), X)
and every β ∈ ExtNat(W (−)⊗F (−), X) defines by restriction an element {β|g(c)}c∈C
in
∏
c∈C ExtNat(W|g(c)(−)⊗ F|g(c)(−), X) which is an element of
lim
c∈C
(
ExtNat(W|g(c)(−)⊗ F|g(c)(−), X)
)
.
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In fact, the extra-naturality of β implies that the diagram
W (x)⊗ F (x)
W (f)−1⊗F (f)

αcx
''
W (f!(x))⊗ F (x)
∼=
55
))
X
W (f!(x))⊗ F (f!(x))
αdf!(x)
77
commutes for every morphism f : a → b in C and every x ∈ g(a). This assignment
defines a map:
r :ExtNat(W (−)⊗ F (−), X) −→M(colim[W˜ , F˜ ], X)
β 7−→ {β|g(c)}c∈C
which is clearly injective and natural in X. This map is also surjective, that is, ev-
ery collection {αc}c∈C ∈ M(colim[W˜ , F˜ ], X) defines an extra natural transformation
ExtNat(W (−)⊗ F (−), X); in fact, for every f : a → b in C and every x ∈ g(a) and
y ∈ g(b), the lower square (∗) in the following diagram commutes
g(b)(f!x, y)⊗W (y)⊗ F (f!(x)) //
++
W (f!(x))⊗ F (f!(x))
αbf!(x)
''
g(b)(f!x, y)⊗W (y)⊗ F (x)
id⊗F (f)
OO

// W (x)⊗ F (x)
W (f)−1⊗F (f)
OO
αax // X
W (y)⊗ F (y)
αby
88
(∗)
since all the other parts commute. 
2.9. Locally presentable operadic families
This section gives sufficient conditions on a (Set-)operadic family F to guarantee
that the category AlgF(V) is locally presentable (when V is locally presentable).
Along the way, we prove that the adjunction (2.3.2.1) between F-collections and
F-algebras is monadic and that it is finitary if F is finitary (def. 2.9.2.2). The
following definition will be used throughout the section.
Definition 2.9.0.7. Fix a set C and a class of morphisms K in V. We will say
that a morphism f : A → B in VC is a K-local morphism if for every c ∈ C the
morphism f(c) : A(c) → B(c) belongs to K. The class of K-local morphisms will be
denoted by Kloc.
Given an operadic C-family F, a morphism f : (c,X) → (d, Y ) in AlgF(V) is a
K-local morphism if fu : X → F ∗(Y ) is a K-local morphism in Vcl(F(c)) (def. 2.9.0.7),
that is, if fc : X(s) → Y (F(piF(f))(s)) is in K for every colour s ∈ F(c).
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2.9.1. Discrete operadic families. Let C be a category. We begin by analysing
algebras over discrete C-families (§ 2.3.2).
Lemma 2.9.1.1. Let λ be a regular cardinal, I a λ-directed poset and D : I → Set
an I-diagram in Set with colimit L. For every l ∈ L the comma category (∫ D) ↓ l is
a λ-filtered poset.
Proof. For every i ∈ I let ιi : D(i) → L be the map which is part of a chosen
colimit cocone for L. The category
∫
D is a poset: its objects are pairs (i, x) where
i ∈ I and x ∈ D(i); (i, x) ≤ (j, y) if and only if i ≤ j and dij(x) = y, where dij is the
unique arrow dij : D(i) → D(j) in the diagram D.
Given a non-empty set A of cardinality less than λ and a collection of objects
{(ia, xa)}a∈A in (
∫
D) ↓ l, fix an element a ∈ A. Since eia(xa) = eib(xb) = l for every
b ∈ A, there must exist (jb, yb) bigger than (ia, xa) and (jb, xb). The collection {jb}b∈A
must have an upper bound z in I; furthermore dib,z(ib) = djb,z(yb) = dia,z(xa) for
every b ∈ A, thus (z, dia,z(xa)) is an upper bound for the collection {(ia, xa)}a∈A. 
Recall the notions of compact and small object defined in § 0.2.2.
Proposition 2.9.1.2. Let λ be a regular cardinal, C a cocomplete category and
F a discrete C-family. Suppose c ∈ C and v ∈ V are λ-compact (in the respective
categories) and let s ∈ cl(F(c)). Then (c, ιs(v)) is λ-compact in AlgF(V).
Proof. Consider a small λ-directed poset I and an I-diagram D : I → AlgF(V).
Let D: I →Set be its associated discrete operadic I-family. Let L = colim(piFD) ∈ C.
Then colimD ∼= (L,X), where X is the F(L)-diagram in V obtained as the left Kan
extension of D :
∫
D → V along the canonical morphism u : ∫ D → F(L)∫
D D //
u

V
F(L).
X
==
A morphism f : (c, ιs(v)) → (L,X) is just a pair (f, g) where f : c → L and
g : v → X(F(f)(s)). Now X(F(f)(s)) = colim((i,y),α)∈u↓F(f)(s)D(i)(y) thus g factors
via D(i)(y) for some (i, y) ∈ u ↓ F(f)(s), since u ↓ F(f)(s) is λ-directed by Lemma
2.9.1.1; since c is λ-compact it is not restrictive to assume that f factors via piFD(i);
it follows that (f, g) factors via D(i). 
The proof of the following proposition is similar to the one above and is left to the
reader.
Proposition 2.9.1.3. Let K be a class of morphisms in V, C a cocomplete cat-
egory and F a discrete C-family. Suppose c ∈ C is small and v ∈ V is small with
respect to K, and let s ∈ cl(F(c)). Then (c, ιs(v)) is small in AlgF(V) with respect to
K-local morphisms.
Given a discrete C-family F and a F-algebra (c, x) ∈ AlgF(V), we will denote by
ιx : VF(c) → V the left adjoint of the projection on the x-component. For every c ∈ C
we will denote by ∗a the initial object in AlgF(a)(V) ∼= VF.
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Definition 2.9.1.4. Let F be an operadic C-family. A weakly initial set of colours
for F is a set G of colours of AlgF(V) such that for every colour (c, x) ∈ AlgF(V)
there exist (g, y) ∈ G and a morphism f : g → c such that F(f)(y) = x.
Recall the definition of (strong) generator from [1, § 0.6].
Proposition 2.9.1.5. Let C be a category and let F be a discrete C-family. Sup-
pose that A is a strong generator for C, B is a strong generator for V and G is a
weakly initial set of colours for F (def. 2.9.1.4). Then the set
G = {(a, ∗a) | a ∈ A} ∪ {(c, ιx(b)) | (c, x) ∈ G, b ∈ B}
is a strong generator for AlgF(V).
Proof. We first prove that G is a generator. Let (z, Z) and (w,W ) be two
objects of AlgF(V) and let (f, α), (f, α′) : (z, Z)→ (w,W ) be two distinct morphisms
between them. If f 6= f ′, then there exist a ∈ A and k : a → z such that fk 6= f ′k,
thus (f, α)(k, ∗) 6= (f ′, α)(k, ∗).
On the other hand, if f = f ′ there exists s ∈ F(W ) such that αs : Z(s)→ f∗(W )(s)
is different from α′s : Z(s) → f∗(W )(s); thus there exist b ∈ B and β : b → Z(s) such
that αsβ 6= α′sβ. It follows that (f, α)(idz, ιsβ) 6= (f, α′)(idz, ιsβ).
We are left to prove that G is a strong generator. Let (z, Z) ∈ AlgF(V) and
consider a subobject (i, γ) : (k,K) → (z, Z) of (z, Z). It follows that i is a subobject
of z and γ is a subobject of i∗(Z). Suppose that, for every (d, y) ∈ G, every morphism
(j, δ) : (d, y) → (z, Z) factors via (i, γ). Since for every a ∈ A and every m : a → z
there is a morphism (m, ∗) : (a, ∗a) → (z, Z) and A is a generator, i has to be an
isomorphism.
For every colour s ∈ F(z) there is a (c, x) ∈ G and a q : c → z such that
q(x) = s. For every b ∈ B each morphism p : b → i∗(Z(s)) produces a morphism
(q, ιxp) : (c, ιx(b)) → (z, Z) that, by hypothesis, has to factor via (i, γ); this implies
that γi−1(s) is an isomorphism for every s ∈ F(z), i.e. γ is an isomorphism. 
Corollary 2.9.1.6. Let λ be a regular cardinal. Suppose that C and V are λ-
locally presentable and F : C → Set is a discrete C-family with a weakly initial set of
colours. Then the category of F-collections (§ 2.3.2) in V is λ-locally presentable.
Proof. The category AlgF(V) is cocomplete and has a strong generator formed
by λ-compact objects by Propositions 2.9.1.5 and 2.9.1.2, thus it is locally presentable
by [1, Theorem 1.20]. 
The most relevant examples of operadic families with a weakly initial set of colours
are, for us, the operadic Set-families Cat, Op and PROP (§ 2.4); explicitly the weakly
initial sets of colours are:
• for Cat the singleton:
(2.9.1.1) ECat = {(2, (1, 2))};
• for Op:
(2.9.1.2) EOp = {(n, (1, . . . , n− 1;n)) | n ∈ N};
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• for PROP:
(2.9.1.3) EPROP =
{(
n+m;
(
1, . . . , n
n+ 1, . . . ,m+ n
))
| (n,m) ∈ N× N
}
.
In particular, if V is locally presentable, then the categories of linear V-collections,
V-collections and V-bicollections are locally presentable (§ 2.4).
The operadic families ROp, NSOp, cfPROP, afPROP have a weakly initial set of
colours as well; the details are left to the reader.
2.9.2. Finitary operadic families. Now consider a general operadic C-family F
and suppose that C is cocomplete.
The proof of the following lemma was inspired by [12] and [51], where the case
F = Cat is treated.
Lemma 2.9.2.1. The adjunction (FF, UF) (2.3.2.1) is monadic.
Proof. To prove that the adjunction is monadic it is sufficient to prove that UF
creates UF-split coequalizers (cf. [15, Theorem 4.4.4]).
Suppose that f, g : A → B are two morphisms in AlgF(V) such that UF(f)
and UF(g) admit a split coequalizer C ′ in Algcl(F)(V). Let T = UFFF, a = piF(A),
b = piF(B) and c = picl(F)(C ′), and let Ta,Tb,Tc be the restrictions of T to the
corresponding fibers. We get two diagrams
FFTUFA

FFTUFf//
FFTUFg
// FFTUFB

// FFTC ′

FFUFA

FFUFf //
FFUFg
// FFUFB

// FFC ′

A
f //
g
// B // ?
TTUFA

TTUF(f)//
TTUF(g)
// TTUFB

// TTC ′

TUFA

TUFf //
TUF(g)
// TUFB

// TC ′

UFA
UF(f) //
UF(g)
// UFB // C ′.
The diagram on the right (except the bottom-right corner) is obtained from the
diagram on the left by applying UF. In both diagrams the first two rows are split
coequalizers; in the right one the last row is a split coequalizer too.
The three columns of both diagrams lie in the fiber of a,b and c, respectively. The
columns of the right diagram are split coequalizers. Since Ta, Tb are monadic, the
first two columns of the left diagram are also coequalizers. Furthermore, since Tc is
monadic, there exists C in the c-fiber of AlgF(V) such that it is a coequalizer for the
third column and UF(C) = C ′. It follows that C is a coequalizer for the last row as
well.
On the other hand, if D us a coequalizer of f and g, then it is a coequalizer
for the last column of the left diagram as well; hence UF(D) is a coequalizer for the
last column of the right diagram (here we used again the fact that Tc is monadic); it
follows that UF(D) is a coequalizer of UF(f), UF(g). Therefore UF creates UF-split
coequalizers, thus the adjunction (F,UF) is monadic. 
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Definition 2.9.2.2. An operadic C-family F is finitary if it preserves filtered
colimits.
The families Cat, Op, CfOp, NSOp, PROP, cfPROP and afPROP are all finitary.
Proposition 2.9.2.3. If F is finitary, then the adjunction (FF, UF) (2.3.2.1) is
finitary.
Proof. Take a directed poset I and an I-diagram D : I → AlgF(V) and let
d = piFD be its underlying I-diagram in C. Consider the operadic Grothendieck
construction
∫
(Fd); according to § 2.6 its algebras in V are the I-diagrams in AlgF(V)
that lies over d.
There is a commutative diagram of operads∫
(cl(F)d) //
cl(l)

∫
(Fd)
l

colim(cl(F)d) // colim(Fd).
The diagram D is a
∫
(Fd)-algebra, so it can be represented by a strong monoidal
functor D : w!
∫
(Fd) → V. The colimit of D is then represented by the left Kan
extension of D along w!l (cf. § 1.9). Similarly the colimit of cl(D) is represented by
Lanw!cl(l)UF(D), the left Kan extension of UF(D) along w!cl(l). All we have to do is
to prove that the canonical natural transformation
ν : Lancl(l)UF(D)⇒ UF(LanlD)
is a natural isomorphism.
Let C = colim(cl ◦ F) be the set of colours of colim(cl(F)d) (and colim(Fd)). It
is sufficient to prove that the morphism
νc : colim
(a,f)∈w!cl(l)↓c
D(a) −→ colim
(a,f)∈(w!l)↓c
D(a)
is an isomorphism for every c ∈ C. This morphism is induced by the inclusion of the
indexing categories
ιc : w!cl(l) ↓ c → (w!l) ↓ c,
thus it is sufficient to show that w!cl(l) ↓ c is final in (w!l) ↓ c.
For every i ∈ I let ei : F(i) → colim F be the i-morphism which is part of the
colimit cocone; for every s ≤ t in I let dst : F(s) → F(t) be the unique such arrow in
the diagram D.
The comma category w!l ↓ c can be described as follows:
Objects: are pairs ({(ik, ck)}k∈n, o), where {(ik, ck)}k∈n is an object in w!
∫
F and o
is an operation in (colim F)({ei1(ci1)}ni=1; c).
Morphisms: a morphism from ({(ik, ck)}nk=1, o1) to ({(jh, dh)}nh=1, o2) is a morphism
(α, {ph}ml=1) : {(ik, ck)}nk=1 −→ {(jh, dh)}nh=1
in w!
∫
F such that ω∗α(o2 ◦ ({ejh(ph)}mh=1)) = o1.
The objects of (w!l) ↓ c in the image of ic are the ones of the type ((i, x), idc) for
some i ∈ I and x ∈ F(i) such that ei(x) = d; the morphisms in the image of ιc are
the ones of the form (id1, id) : ((i, x), idc) → ((i′, x′), idc) (with i ≤ i′).
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To prove that w!cl(l) ↓ c is final in (w!l) ↓ c we have to show that for every
y = ({ik, ck}nk=1, o) in (w!l) ↓ c the category y ↓ (w!cl(l) ↓ c) is non-empty and
connected.
The operation o belongs to (colim F)({eik(ck)}ni=1; c). Since I is filtered there
exists s ∈ I such that s ≥ ik for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n, a colour c′ ∈ F(s) such that
es(c′) = c and an operation o′ ∈ F(s)({diks(ck)}nk=1; c′) such that es(o′) = o (cf.
2.9.2.4). Therefore there is a morphism
(∗, o′) : y → ((s, c′), idc′)
which defines an object in y ↓ (w!cl(l) ↓ c). To show that y ↓ (w!cl(l) ↓ c) is connected
suppose we have another object
(∗, o′′) : y → ((t, c′′), idc′′).
Then we can find v ∈ I such that v ≥ s, t and dsv(o′) = dtv(o′′) = o′′′; (∗, o′′′) is an
object in y ↓ (w!cl(l) ↓ c) connected to both (∗, o′) and (∗, o′′). 
Remark 2.9.2.4. We remark that in the proof of the previous lemma we used
an explicit description of the filtered colimits in Oper, namely we have used the well-
known fact that the forgetful functor from Oper to the category of Set-collections
reflects filtered colimits. For completeness, we give a short description of filtered
colimits in Set-collections in § 2.9.2.1.
Corollary 2.9.2.5. Let C and V be λ-locally presentable categories for a regular
cardinal λ. Suppose F is a finitary operadic C-family with a weakly initial set of
colours, then AlgF(V) is λ-locally presentable.
Proof. Under our assumptions Algcl(F)(V), the category of F-collections in V
(§ 2.3.2), is locally presentable and adjunction 2.3.2.1 is monadic and finitary. There-
fore AlgF(V) is λ-locally presentable by [27, Satz 10.3]. 
Since the operadic Set-families Cat, Op, CfOp, NSOp, PROP, cfPROP and afPROP
are finitary we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.9.2.6. If V is locally presentable, then the categories V-Cat, V-Oper,
V-cfOper, V-NSOper, V-Prop, V-cfProp and V-afProp are locally presentable.
Corollary 2.9.2.7. If V is locally presentable, the category of unitary V-operads
V-UOper is locally presentable.
Proof. The category V-cfOper is locally presentable. Since the adjunction
(2.5.2.1) is monadic and finitary (cf. Proposition 1.5.5.4), the category V-UOper
is locally presentable by [27, Satz 10.3]. 
The following is also a consequence of Proposition 2.9.2.3.
Corollary 2.9.2.8. Let λ be a regular cardinal. Suppose that F is a finitary
operadic C-family, c is λ-compact in C and v ∈ V is λ-compact in V. Then, for every
colour s ∈ F(c), the object FF(c, ιs(v)) ∼= (c, s!(v)) is λ-compact in AlgF(V).
Proof. It follows by adjunction from Proposition 2.9.1.2 since UF preserves fil-
tered colimits and K-local morphisms. 
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Proposition 2.9.2.9. Let K be a class of morphisms in V. Suppose that F is a
finitary operadic C-family, c is small in C and x ∈ F(c) is small in F(c) with respect to
K-local morphisms. Then the object (c, x) is small in AlgF(V) with respect to K-local
morphisms.
Proof. Let λ be a regular cardinal such that c and x are λ-small in the respective
categories.
Let l : λ → AlgF(V) be a λ-chain of K-local morphisms with colimit (L, y); for
every i ∈ λ let (Li, yi) be the image of i under l.
Suppose that a morphism (f, α) : (f, x) → (L, y) is given. Since L = colimi∈λ Li
and c is λ-small the morphism f factors via Lk for some k ∈ λ as
c
g // Lk
〈k〉 // L.
For every i ≤ k let (ti, αi) be the image under l of the unique morphism from i to
k. The collection of morphisms {tig}i≥k defines a (k ↓ λ)-cocone D in C with tip c.
We can take the inverse image of (the restriction of) l along the cone D to obtain a
(k ↓ λ)-diagram in F(c) indexed by
(2.9.2.1) g∗(yk) // g∗t∗k+1(yk+1) // . . . // g∗t∗i (yi) // . . .
whose colimit is isomorphic to f∗(L). Diagram (2.9.2.1) is also a λ-transfinite com-
position and all its arrows are K-local morphisms.
Since x is small with respect to K-local morphisms, the map α: x→ f∗(L) factors
as
x
γ // g∗t∗j (yj) // f∗(L).
It follows that (f, α) factors as
(c, x)
(tig,γ) // (Lj , yj)
〈k〉 // L.
Since l was chosen in an arbitrary way, this proves that (c, x) is small with respect to
K-local morphisms. 
Corollary 2.9.2.10. Suppose that F is a finitary operadic C-family, c is small
in C and v ∈ V is small in V with respect to a class of morphisms K. Then, for every
colour s ∈ F(c), the object FF(c, ιs(v)) ∼= (c, s!(v)) is small in AlgF(V) with respect
to K-local morphisms.
2.9.2.1. Filtered colimits in Set-Coll. Since they were used in the proof of Propo-
sition 2.9.2.3 (see also Remark 2.9.2.4), we give here a short description of the filtered
colimits in the category of Set-collections (def. 2.4.0.1).
Let I be a filtered small category. Consider an I-diagram in the category of Set-
collections L : I → Set-Coll and let l : I. → Set be a colimit cocone with base piL and
tip H ∈ Set.
Every signature s ∈ Sign(H) is of the form li(d) for some i ∈ I and d ∈
Sign(cl(L(i))). The pair (i, d) will be called a representative for s. The colimit of
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L is a Set-collection C with set of colours H (cf. 2.1.2). For every s ∈ Sign(H) the
s-component of C is
(2.9.2.2) C(s) = colim
(j,fj)∈i/I
Lj(fj(d)),
where (i, d) is some representative for s (it can be shown that this definition does not
depend on the choice of the representatives). There is an obvious cocone η: I.→V-Coll
with base L and tip C such that η = pil. It is easy to check that η is a colimit cocone
for L.

CHAPTER 3
Homotopy theory of algebras
In this chapter we recall some results from the literature about the homotopy
theory of algebras over operads. By a homotopy theory we mean here a model category
(see § 3.1.1). In the first section we summarise a few facts and definitions in model
category theory that we are going to use.
In Section 3.2, given a symmetric monoidal model category V and a V-operad O,
we are going to look at conditions on V and O that guarantee that there exists a model
structure on AlgO(V) in which the weak equivalences are the local weak equivalences.
In the last section we generalise these considerations to operadic families and,
using a result of [37], we prove the existence of a “fibered” model structure on AlgF(V)
for every well-behaved V-operadic family F.
3.1. Preliminaries
Model structures were introduced by Quillen [74]. They have been proved to be
one of the most effective way to present a homotopy theory (i.e. an (∞, 1)-category,
in modern terms). In this section we briefly review a few notions from model category
theory, starting from the definition of model category. Our goal is by no means to
give a comprehensive introduction to the subject, but rather to fix the notation and
recall some basic results that we are going to need in this work. For a more exhaustive
account of the theory we refer the reader to [44],[43] and [20].
3.1.1. Model categories. We begin by recalling the definition of model category.
Definition 3.1.1.1. Let C be a category and let i : A → B and p : X → Y be
maps in C. The map i has the left lifting property with respect to p (or p has the right
lifting property with respect to i) if for every commutative square of the form
A
i

// X
p

B //
h
>>
Y
there exists a map h that makes the diagram commute.
Given a class of maps A in C we denote by A (resp. A) the class of all maps having
the left (resp. right) lifting property with respect to all the maps in A.
Definition 3.1.1.2. Let C be a category. A class of maps W in C has the 2-out-
of-3 property if for every two composable morphisms f and g in C, if two between f ,
g and gf are in W, then so is the third.
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Definition 3.1.1.3. A model category is a triple (C,W,C,F) where C is a bicom-
plete category and W, C, F are classes of morphisms in C such that:
i. W, C and F are closed under retracts;
ii. W has the 2-out-of-3 property;
iii. (lifting axiom I) C ⊆ (W ∩ F);
iv. (lifting axiom II) F ⊆W ∩ C;
v. (factorisation axiom I) every map in C factors as a map in C followed by a map
in W ∩ F;
vi. (factorisation axiom II) every map in C factors as a map in W ∩ C followed by a
map in F.
The elements of W, C and F are called weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations
, respectively, while W ∩ C (resp. W ∩ F) is called the class of acyclic cofibrations
(resp. acyclic fibrations). An object X in C is called cofibrant (resp. fibrant) if the
unique map from the initial object to X (resp. from X to the terminal object) is a
cofibration (resp. fibration).
It follows from the axioms that for any model category (C,W,C,F):
- C = (W ∩ F);
- F = (W ∩ C);
- the class of isomorphisms in C is contained in W ∩ C ∩ F;
- C is closed under transfinite composition, push-outs and retracts;
- F is closed under transfinite inverse composition, pull-backs and retracts.
Most of the time we will denote a model category (C,W,C,F) simply by C, leaving
the classes of weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations implicit.
The class of cofibrant (resp. fibrant) objects in C will be denoted by Cc (resp.
Cf ), while Ccf = Cc ∩ Cf will indicate the class of fibrant-cofibrant objects.
Definition 3.1.1.4. Let C be a model category. A cofibrant (fibrant) replacement
for X ∈ C is a cofibrant (resp. fibrant) object X˜ together with a weak equivalence
X˜ → X (resp. X → X˜).
Thanks to axioms v. and vi. every object in a model category admits a cofibrant
replacement and a fibrant replacement.
The category C[W−1] obtained by formally inverting the weak equivalences in C
is called the homotopy category of C and denoted by Ho(C) (cf. [43, § 8.3]). The
homotopy category comes naturally with a localisation functor
(3.1.1.1) lC,W : C → Ho(C).
For every two cofibrant-fibrant objects X,Y ∈ Ccf it is possible to define an equiv-
alence relation ∼h on the set C(X,Y ), called the homotopy relation; furthermore
this relation is compatible with the composition thus there exists a quotient category
Ccf/ ∼h. One of the facts at the base of model category theory is that the homotopy
category Ho(C) is equivalent to Ccf/ ∼h. In particular, this proves that Ho(C) is a
locally small category.
Morphisms between model categories are adjunctions preserving part of the model
structure:
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Definition 3.1.1.5. Given two model categoriesM and N a Quillen adjunction
fromM to N is an adjunction
L : M N : R
such that one of the following (equivalent) conditions is satisfied:
- L preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations;
- R preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations.
The left (resp. right) adjoint is called a left (resp.right) Quillen functor.
A Quillen adjunction (L,R) is a Quillen equivalence if for every cofibrant object
X ∈ M and every fibrant object Y ∈ N a map L(X) → Y is a weak equivalence in
N if and only if the adjoint X → R(Y ) is a weak equivalence inM.
Every Quillen adjunction L : M  N : R induces a derived adjunction between the
homotopy categories
LL : Ho(M) Ho(N ) : RR
where LL (resp. RR) is the total left (right) derived functor of L (resp. R) (cf. [43,
§ 8.5]).
LL can be characterised as the right Kan extension of the composition lD,WL
along lC,W. Similarly RR is the left Kan extension of lC,WR along lD,W.
It can be proved that a Quillen adjunction is a Quillen equivalence if and only if
its derived adjunction is an equivalence of categories (see [44, Proposition 1.3.13]).
Some examples of model categories are listed in § 4.6. The reader can find many
more examples in the references mentioned in this and the next chapter.
Because this would be a too long detour, we are not going to talk about im-
portant constructions that can be done in a model category like function complexes
or homotopy limits and homotopy colimits; however, it should be said that the pos-
sibility of performing these constructions is probably the main reason to introduce
model categories in the first place (cf. [20]). Related to this, we would like to stress
that a model category presents much more that its homotopy category, being the
model for an (∞, 1)-category of which the homotopy category is a shadow (cf. [57]).
Similarly, Quillen adjunctions (and equivalences) induce derived adjunctions (resp.
equivalences) between the associated (∞, 1)-categories and not just between the bare
homotopy categories.
3.1.2. Cofibrantly generated model categories. An important class of model
categories is the one of cofibrantly generated model categories. In such categories
the small object argument is exploited to produce the factorisations for morphisms
requested by the factorisation axioms I and II.
Definition 3.1.2.1. Given a class of maps I in a category C a relative I-cell is a
map in C which lies in the closure of I under push-outs and transfinite composition.
We denote the class of relative I-cells by cell(I). An I-cell complex is an object X ∈ C
such that the unique map from the initial object to X is a relative I-cell.
A set of maps I is said to admit the small object argument if all the domains of maps
in I are small relative to cell(I) (def. 0.2.2.2). If this is the case, the small object
argument (due to Quillen [74]; see also [43, § 10.5], [44, § 2.1.2]) produces, for every
map f in C, a natural factorisation f = pi where i is a relative I-cell and p is a map
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with the right lifting property with respect to I. Furthermore, by the retract argument
([44, Lemma 1.1.9]), every map in (I) is the retract of a relative I-cell.
Definition 3.1.2.2. A model category (C,W,C,F) is cofibrantly generated if there
exist two sets of maps I and J in C such that:
i. I and J admit the small object argument;
ii. F = I;
iii. W ∩ F = J.
If this is the case, the set I (resp. J) is called a set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations.
The retract argument implies that in a cofibrantly generated model category with set
of generating (acyclic) cofibrations I (resp. J), every (acyclic) cofibration is a retract
of a relative I-cell (resp. J-cell).
Clearly, the set of generating cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations determine the
model structure uniquely. The following is a well-known recognition theorem for
cofibrantly generated model categories.
Theorem 3.1.2.3. ([44, Theorem 2.1.19]) Let C be a bicomplete category. Suppose
that W is a class of morphisms in C and I and J are two sets of morphisms in C such
that:
i. W is closed under retracts and has the 2-out-of-3 property;
ii. I and J admit the small object argument;
iii. cell(J) ⊆W ∩ ((I));
iv. I ⊆W ∩ (J);
v. either cell(J) = W ∩ ((I)) or I = W ∩ J.
Then there exists a (unique) model structure on C having W as class of weak equiva-
lences and I (resp. J) as set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations.
A very important class of cofibrantly generated model categories is the one of combi-
natorial model categories.
Definition 3.1.2.4. A cofibrantly generated model category is combinatorial if
its underlying category is locally presentable ([1]).
Remark 3.1.2.5. In a locally presentable model category every set of maps admits
the small object argument, therefore, to check that a model structure on a locally
presentable model category is combinatorial it is sufficient to check conditions ii. and
iii. of def. 3.1.2.2.
Cofibrantly generated model categories can often be transferred along adjunctions via
the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1.2.6. ([18, Theorem 3.3], [43, Theorem 11.3.2]) Let C be a cofi-
brantly generated model category with set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations I (resp.
J). Suppose that D is a bicomplete category and an adjunction
F : C  D : U
is given, such that
i. F (I) and F (J) admit the small object argument;
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ii. every relative FJ-cell is sent by U to a weak equivalence.
Then there exists a (unique) cofibrantly generated model structure on D such that:
- a map f is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) if and only if U(f) is a weak
equivalence (resp. fibration) in C;
- F (I) (resp. F (J)) is a set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations.
The model structure on D of Theorem 3.1.2.6 is called the model structure transferred
along U .
The following strengthening of the previous theorem will also be used.
Theorem 3.1.2.7. ([25, Proposition 11.1.4]) Let C be a cofibrantly generated
model category with set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations I (resp. J); suppose D is
a bicomplete category and an adjunction
F : C  D : U
is given, such that
i. U preserves filtered colimits;
ii. U sends push-out of maps in F (I) (resp. F (J)) to (acyclic) cofibrations;
Then the model structure on D transferred along U exists and furthermore U preserves
(acyclic) cofibrations.
3.1.3. Proper model structures. A desirable property for model categories is
properness.
Definition 3.1.3.1. A model category V is left proper if for every push-out square
in V
X
w //
f

Y
f ′

X ′ w
′
// Y ′,
if f is a cofibration and w is a weak equivalence, then w′ is a weak equivalence.
Definition 3.1.3.2. A model category V is right proper if for every pull-back
square in V
X ′ w
′
//
f ′

Y ′
f

X
w // Y,
if f is a fibration and w is a weak equivalence, then w′ is a weak equivalence.
A model structure is proper if it is both left and right proper.
Proposition 3.1.3.3. Suppose U : D → C is a right Quillen functor between model
categories that reflects weak equivalences and isomorphisms. If C is right proper, then
D is right proper.
Proof. The statement follows immediately from the fact that every right adjoint
that reflects isomorphisms reflects pull-backs. 
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Definition 3.1.3.4. Let V be a model category and pick a class of objects C in
it. V is left proper relative to C if the push-out of a weak equivalence with domain
and codomain in C along a cofibration is again a weak equivalence.
We recall that every model category is left proper relative to its class of cofibrant
objects.
3.1.4. Symmetric monoidal and enriched model categories. (Symmetric) mo-
noidal model categories are (closed) monoidal categories together with a model struc-
ture that interacts well with the monoidal structure. To give their defining axioms it
is useful to introduce the notion of Quillen bifunctor.
Definition 3.1.4.1. Let T : C ×D →M be a bifunctor with target a cocomplete
categoryM. Given a map in f : A → B in C and a map g : C → D in D we define
the T -push-out product of f and g as the canonical morphism:
f
T
g : T (A,D) unionsq
T (A,C)
T (B,C) −→ T (B,D).
If C, D and M are model categories, a bifunctor T : C × D → M is a (left) Quillen
bifunctor if:
- for every A ∈ C the functor T (A,−) has a right adjoint;
- for every D ∈ D the functor T (−, D) has a right adjoint;
- for every cofibration i : A → B in C and every cofibration j : C → D in D the
push-out product i
T
j is a cofibration, and a weak equivalence if i or j are weak
equivalences.
Every (left) Quillen bifunctor T : C × D → M has a (left) derived functor
LT : Ho(C)×Ho(D) → Ho(M).
Definition 3.1.4.2. Let (V,⊗, I) be a cocomplete closed symmetric monoidal
category. Given two maps in f : A → B and g : C → D in V we define the push-out
product of f and g as the canonical morphism:
fg : A⊗D unionsq
A⊗C
B ⊗ C −→ B ⊗D,
i.e. the ⊗-push-out product with respect to the bifunctor ⊗ : V × V → V.
It can be shown that the push-out product defines a closed symmetric monoidal
structure on the arrow category V∆[1].
Definition 3.1.4.3. Let V be a bicomplete closed symmetric monoidal category;
a model structure on V is symmetric monoidal if the following conditions are satisfied:
- (push-out product axiom) for every couple of cofibrations f and g the push-
out product fg is a cofibration, and a weak equivalence if f or g are weak
equivalences (i.e. ⊗ is a Quillen bifunctor);
- (unit axiom) given s : I˜ → I a cofibrant replacement for the unit of V, for every
cofibrant X the map s⊗X : I˜⊗X → I⊗X is a weak equivalence.
For every symmetric monoidal model category V, the left derived functor of the tensor
product bifunctor defines a symmetric monoidal model structure on Ho(V).
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In this section we assumed that V is symmetric monoidal for simplicity; however,
with the appropriate changes, a good set of axioms for a well behaved interaction
between (non-symmetric) closed monoidal structures and model structures over a
category V can be given; for this and a more extended discussion on monoidal model
categories we refer the reader to [44, § 4].
When a model category C is enriched in another monoidal model category V we
can ask for this enrichment to be compatible with the model structures.
Definition 3.1.4.4. ([44, Definition 4.2.18]) Let V be a symmetric monoidal
model category. let C be a closed V-module (§A.3) with a model structure on the
underlying category. C is a V-model category if:
i. the tensor product  : V ⊗W → W is a Quillen bifunctor;
ii. given a cofibrant replacement s : I˜ → I for the unit of V, for every cofibrant
object X ∈ C the map sX : I˜X → IX is a weak equivalence.
LetW be a symmetric V-algebra (§A.4);W is a symmetric monoidal V-model category
if it is both a monoidal model category and a V-model category.
For every V-module C the homotopy category Ho(C) has a natural Ho(V)-module
structure defined by the left derived functor of the tensor product ([44]).
3.1.5. Semi-model categories. Theorem 3.1.2.6 allows to transfer a (cofibrantly
generated) model category from the target of a right adjoint to its source, provided
that certain conditions are satisfied. Unfortunately, without strong assumptions on
the ground model category, the free-forgetful adjunction induced by an operad often
does not satisfy the hypothesis of the aforementioned theorem, thus we do not get a
model structure on the category of algebras. However, most of the time, it is possible
to get a weaker structure on the category of algebras, which is good enough for many
homotopical constructions, called a semi-model structure.
Semi-model structures were first introduced by Hovey ([45]). Spitzweck used
them in his thesis ([85]) to study the homotopy theory of algebras over operads in
(cofibrantly generated) model categories.
Definition 3.1.5.1. A semi-model category is a category C together with three
classes of maps W, C, F (weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations) that satisfies
conditions i., ii. of Definition 3.1.1.3 and:
iii’. fibrations have the right lifting property with respect to acyclic cofibrations with
cofibrant domain;
iv’. acyclic fibrations have the right lifting property with respect to cofibrations with
cofibrant domain;
v’. every map in C with cofibrant domain can be factored as a cofibration followed
by an acyclic fibration;
vi’. every map in C with cofibrant domain can be factored as an acyclic cofibration
followed by a fibration;
vii. fibrations are closed under pull-back and transfinite inverse composition;
viii. the initial object of C is cofibrant.
(The terms acyclic fibration, cofibration and cofibrant object are used as in Definition
3.1.1.3).
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A semi-model structure on C is cofibrantly generated if there exist sets of mor-
phisms I and J in C such that:
- a morphism f is a (acyclic) fibration if and only if it has the left lifting property
with respect to J (resp. I);
- the domains of maps in I (J) are small with respect to relative I-cells (J-cells)
with cofibrant domain.
In other words a semi-model structure is a model structure in which the lifting and
the factorisation axioms hold only for (acyclic) cofibrations with cofibrant domain.
The homotopy category Ho(C) of a semi-model category C is defined as for model
categories ([85, § 2]). As in the classical case, a Quillen adjunction between semi-model
categories F : C  D : U induces a derived adjunction LF : Ho(C) Ho(D) : RU (cf.
[85, p.12]). If (F,U) is a Quillen equivalence then (LF,RU) is an equivalence of
categories.
As we said, semi-model structures are usually obtained by transferring a model
structure along a right adjoint. In certain cases, even though it is not possible to
recover a full model structure, lifting and factorisation axioms hold for (acyclic) cofi-
brations with domain that satisfies a weaker cofibrancy condition; this phenomenon
is axiomatised in the next definition.
Definition 3.1.5.2. Let C be bicomplete category together with a class of objects
S and three classes of maps W, C, F. The quadruple (C,W,C,F) is a relative semi-
model structure with respect to S if axioms i., ii. of def. 3.1.1.3 are satisfied and:
- the (acyclic) fibrations have the right lifting property with respect to acyclic
cofibrations (resp. cofibrations) with domain in S;
- every map with domain in S can be factored into an acyclic cofibration followed
by a fibration (resp. into a cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration).
- fibrations are closed under pull-back and transfinite composition;
- the initial object of C is in S.
Note that a semi-model structure is just a relative semi-model structure with respect
to the cofibrant objects and that a relative semi-model structure with respect to S is
a semi-model structure if S contains the class of cofibrant objects.
The previous definition was given for a general S for convenience of exposition,
however it is fairly useless in this generality (especially if S does not contain the class
of cofibrant objects); we will mainly be interested in the following set-up.
Definition 3.1.5.3. ([25, § 12.1.9]) Suppose (C,W,C,F) is a cofibrantly generated
model category and let D be a bicomplete category together with an adjunction:
(3.1.5.1) F : C  D : U.
An object D of D is U -cofibrant if U(D) is cofibrant in C.
We say that D admits the U -relative semi-model structure if
(D, U−1(W),U−1(F), U−1(F))
is a relative semi-model structure with respect to U -cofibrant objects.
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In other words, in a U -relative semi-model structure lifting and factorization axioms
hold only for cofibrations (resp. maps) with U -cofibrant domain. The following
proposition is a straightforward application of the small object argument.
Proposition 3.1.5.4. Suppose C is a cofibrantly generated model category with
generating (acyclic) cofibrations I (resp. J) and that an adjunction as (3.1.5.1) is
given. Suppose furthermore that the following conditions are satisfied:
i. the domains of the maps in F (I) are small with respect to relative F (I)-cells
with U -cofibrant domain;
ii. the domains of the maps in F (J) are small with respect to relative F (J)-cells
with U -cofibrant domain;
iii. the relative F (J)-cells with U -cofibrant domains are sent to weak equivalences by
U ;
iv. UT (∅) is cofibrant in C.
Then the U -relative semi-model structure exists on D and furthermore the relative
F (I)-cells (F (J)-cells) with U -cofibrant domain are (acyclic) cofibrations.
Remark 3.1.5.5. As we have already noticed a U -relative semi-model structure
might not be an actual semi-model structure (in the sense of def. 3.1.5.1); however,
it is a semi-model structure if all cofibrant objects are U -cofibrant.
Definition 3.1.5.6. Let C and D be two (relative) semi-model categories. An
adjunction F : C  D : U is a Quillen adjunction if U preserves fibrations and acyclic
fibrations.
A Quillen adjunction (F,U) as above is a Quillen equivalence if it is a Quillen
adjunction and if for every cofibrant object A ∈ C, every fibrant object B ∈ D and
every morphism α : F (A) → B, α is a weak equivalence if and only if its adjoint
α¯ : A → U(B) is a weak equivalence.
3.1.6. Admissible finitary monads. To study the homotopy theory of algebraic
structures in a model category V we want to transfer the model structure V to the
category of algebras (for the theory considered).
The general set-up is the following: we fix a cofibrantly generated model category
(V,W,C,F), with set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations I (resp. J) and a finitary
monad T over V. This amount of data produces a “free-forgetful” adjunction
FT : V  Alg(T ) : UT
between V and the category of T -algebras. The category of T -algebras is complete
and cocomplete and one can wonder if the model structure on V can be transferred
along UT (cf. Theorem 3.1.2.6) to model the homotopy theory of T -algebras.
If such a model structure exists, (FT , UT ) is a Quillen adjunction and T is said
to be admissible.
Definition 3.1.6.1. We call a class of morphisms S in a category C saturated if it
is closed under push-outs, retracts and transfinite composition. A class of morphisms
S in V which is closed under push-outs and transfinite composition is called weakly
saturated. For every class K in C we denote by sat(K) the smallest saturated class
containing K.
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The smallest weakly saturated class containing K is, by definition, the class of relative
K-cells (def. 3.1.2.1).
Definition 3.1.6.2. Let T be a finitary monad over V, let K be a class of mor-
phisms in V and let H be a class of objects in AlgT (V). A set of morphisms L in
AlgT (V) isK-costable relative to H if for every l ∈ L, every R ∈ H and every push-out
diagram in AlgT (V)
(3.1.6.1) A
l

α // R
m

B // S
the morphism UT (m) belongs to K. If H is the class of all objects of AlgT (V) we say
that L is K-costable.
Definition 3.1.6.3. Let T be a finitary monad on V and K a weakly saturated
class of morphisms in V. We say that:
i. T is weakly K-admissible if the set of morphisms FT (J) is K∩W -costable (where
W is the class of weak equivalences of V);
ii. T is K-admissible if it is weakly K-admissible and the set of morphisms FT (I)
is K-costable.
Definition 3.1.6.4. (cf. [5]) Let K be a saturated class of morphisms in V. The
model category V is said to be K-compactly generated if:
- all its objects are small with respect to K (def. 0.2.2.2);
- the class of weak equivalences is K-perfect (i.e. the class K ∩W is closed under
transfinite composition).
If K is the class of all morphisms of V we say that V is strongly compactly generated.
Note that Batanin and Berger in [5] define a class to be K-perfect if it is closed under
filtered colimits along K; our definition is thus weaker then the original one, but it
suffices for our purposes.
Remark 3.1.6.5. Every combinatorial model category which is pretty small in the
sense of [72, Definition 2.0.2] is strongly compactly generated as Pavlov and Scholbach
showed in [72, Lemma 2.0.3]. In particular, every combinatorial model category with
generating cofibrations with ℵ0-small domain and codomain is strongly compactly
generated.
K-compactness and K-admissibility together are sufficient to guarantee admissibility;
the following proposition is an application of the transfer Theorem 3.1.2.6.
Proposition 3.1.6.6. ([5, Theorem 2.11]) Suppose that V is a cofibrantly gener-
ated model category and let K be a saturated class of maps in V such that:
- the domains of the generating (acyclic) cofibrations are small with respect to K
(def. 0.2.2.2);
- the class of weak equivalences is K-perfect.
(This is satisfied for example if V is K-compactly generated). Then every finitary
K-admissible monad on V is admissible.
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If V is a combinatorial model category, it is enough to check weak K-admissibility:
Proposition 3.1.6.7. Suppose that V is combinatorial and let K be a class of
maps in V. Every finitary weakly K-admissible monad on V with K-perfect weak
equivalences is admissible.
Proof. The proof is identical to [5, Theorem 2.11] but since AlgT (V) is a locally
presentable category the sets of morphisms FT (I) and FT (J) automatically admit the
small object argument, therefore condition ii. of Definition 3.1.6.3 is unnecessary. 
3.1.6.1. Semi-admissible monads. Let V be as in § 3.1.6. The following definitions
will be used to state sufficient conditions for the existence of a transferred (relative)
semi-model structure on the category of algebras for a (finitary) monad over a model
category. The reader who is not interested in semi-model structures can safely skip
this (rather technical) section.
Definition 3.1.6.8. A finitary monad T over V is weakly semi-admissible if FT (J)
is W ∩ C-costable relative to FT (I)-cell complexes (or equivalently, to cofibrant ob-
jects).
A finitary monad T over V is semi-admissible if it is weakly semi-admissible and
FT (I) is C-costable relative to FT (I)-cell complexes.
Let Cc be the class of cofibrations in V with cofibrant domain. A finitary monad
T over V is pseudo-admissible if FT (I) is C-costable relative to UT -cofibrant objects
(def. 3.1.5.3) and FT (J) is W ∩ C-costable relative to UT -cofibrant objects.
Proposition 3.1.6.9. ([26, Theorem 3.3]) If T is a semi-admissible finitary
monad over V then Alg(T ) admits a cofibrantly generated semi-model structure where:
- a morphism is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) if and only if it is sent to a
weak equivalence (resp. fibration) by UT ;
- the cofibrations are the morphisms that have the left lifting property with respect
to fibrations;
- F (I) (resp. F (J)) is a set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations.
Furthermore UT preserves cofibrations with cofibrant domain.
If V is combinatorial then, for every weakly semi-admissible finitary monad T on V,
the category Alg(T ) admits the semi-model structure with weak equivalences, fibrations
and cofibrations as above.
Note that the semi-model structure of Proposition 3.1.6.9 is not, in general, a UT -
relative semi-model structure in the sense of Definition 3.1.5.3.
Proposition 3.1.6.10. If T is a pseudo-admissible finitary monad over V, then
Alg(T ) admits the (cofibrantly generated) UT -relative semi-model structure. Further-
more UT preserves cofibrations with UT -cofibrant domain.
If the initial object of Alg(T ) is U -cofibrant, then all the cofibrant objects of
Alg(T ) are U -cofibrant. In particular the relative semi-model structure is a semi-
model structure (remark 3.1.5.5).
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3.2. Homotopy theory of algebras over operads
Fix a cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal model category (V,⊗, I). By
(W,⊗, I) we will denote a generic cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal V-model
category (def. 3.1.4.4) with set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations I (resp. J). Most
of the times, when needed, we will freely identify V-operads with their incarnations
as W-operads (cf. § 1.4.1.3).
When considering unenriched operads, we will always take V with the Set-algebra
structure of Remark A.4.0.11.
Given a V-operad O, our goal is to recall the conditions onW and O appearing in
the literature that guarantee the existence of a (semi-)model structure on AlgO(W)
where the weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) are the entry-wise weak equivalences
(fibrations).
3.2.1. The projective model structure. For every set C the product category
WC inherits a model structure in which the weak equivalences, cofibrations and fi-
brations are the level-wise ones (cf. [44]).
For every c ∈ C, let pc : WC → W be the projection on the c-component. The
functor pc has a left adjoint ιc that is defined on the objects in the following way: for
every A ∈ W and t ∈ C
ιc(A)(t) =
{
A if c = t
∅ otherwise
where ∅ is the initial object of W.
The model structure onWC is cofibrantly generated and it has as set of generating
cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations)
(3.2.1.1)
IC = {ιc(i)| for every i ∈ I, c ∈ C} (resp. JC = {ιc(j)| for every j ∈ J, c ∈ C}).
More generally, for every category D with set of objects C, the category WD ad-
mits the model structure obtained by transferring the above one on WC along the
adjunction
FD : WC WD : UD
(cf. Theorem 3.1.2.6).
This transferred model structure is called the projective model structure on WD
and will be denoted by WDproj .
3.2.2. Admissible operads. For every C-coloured V-operad O the free-forgetful
adjunction (1.4.1.2)
FO : WC  AlgO(W) : UO
is monadic, thus induces a (finitary) monad TO = UOFO (cf. 1.4.1.2) overWC whose
category of algebras is equivalent to AlgO(W).
Definition 3.2.2.1. A C-coloured V-operad O is admissible in W if the monad
TO over WC is admissible, i.e. if AlgO(W) can be endowed with a model structure
in which a map f is a weak equivalence (fibration) if and only if UO(f) is a weak
equivalence (fibration) in WC .
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A C-coloured V-operad O is semi-admissible ( weakly semi-admissible, pseudo-
admissible) in W if the monad TO over WC is semi-admissible (resp. weakly semi-
admissible, pseudo-admissible).
If O is a C-coloured operad (semi-)admissible in W, then the (semi-)model structure
on AlgO(V) transferred from VCproj along UO is called the projective (semi-)model
structure.
Note that, when a C-coloured V-operad O is admissible inW, a set of generating
(acyclic) cofibrations for the projective (semi-)model structure on AlgO(W) is
(3.2.2.1) FO(IC) = {b!(i) | b ∈ C, i ∈ I} (resp. FO(JC) = {b!(j) | b ∈ C, j ∈ J})
in fact FOιb ∼= b! (§ 2.8) for every colour b ∈ C.
Definition 3.2.2.2. Suppose K is a class of morphisms in W. A V-operad O
is (weakly) K-admissible in W if the monad TO is (weakly) Kloc-admissible (def.
2.9.0.7).
Remark 3.2.2.3. If W is a K-compactly generated model category, then WCproj
is Kloc-compactly generated.
As a particular case of Propositions 3.1.6.6 and 3.1.6.7 we have:
Proposition 3.2.2.4. Let K be a saturated class of morphisms in W. If W is
K-compactly generated, then every V-operad K-admissible in W is admissible in W.
If W is combinatorial and its class of weak equivalences is K-perfect, then every
V-operad weakly K-admissible in W is admissible in W.
The admissibility of V-operads is investigated in [7], [9], [38], [85], [71], [94] (which
focus on semi-admissibility) and [70] (in the non-symmetric case). In [5] the question
of when a (finitary) polynomial monad is admissible is addressed. Not all the (finitary)
monads arise from operads but this is the case for finitary polynomial monads (in
Set). In fact there is an equivalence of categories between the category of finitary
polynomial monads in Set and the category of Σ-free coloured operads in Set (see
[54], [88] for definitions and proofs).
Proposition 3.2.2.5. Let O be a C-coloured V-operad (semi-)admissible in W.
Let K be a class of morphisms in W and suppose that the domains and codomains
of all maps in I are small with respect to K. Every cofibrant object in the projective
(semi-)model structure on AlgO(W) is small with respect to K-local morphisms.
Proof. Under this hypothesis all maps in IC (3.2.1.1) have domain and codomain
small with respect toK-local morphisms (inWC). It follows by adjunction that all the
maps in FO(IC) have domain and codomain small with respect to K-local morphisms
(in AlgO(W)).
Since every cofibrant object in AlgO(W) is the retract of a FO(IC)-cell complex,
every cofibrant object is small with respect to K-local morphisms by [43, Proposition
10.4.7] and [43, Corollary 10.4.9]. 
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3.2.3. Symmetric h-monoidal structures. We now look for symmetric monoidal
model categories in which every operad is admissible.
We denote by SW (resp. acSW) the class of morphisms in W that contains all
the maps of the form
Y ⊗
Σn
in
for every n ∈ N, every object Y ∈ WΣn and every (acyclic) cofibration i in W. Note
that SW (resp. acSW) contains the class of all (acyclic) cofibrations.
Let O be a C-coloured V-operad. According to the filtration for push-outs along
maps of free algebras obtained in § 2.8, every map in the weakly saturated class of
FO(I) (resp. FO(J)) is (cell(SW))-local (resp. (cell(acSW))-local). In other words
we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.3.1. For every C-coloured V-operad O the set of maps FO(I)
(resp. FO(J)) in AlgO(C) is (cell(SW))loc-costable (resp. (cell(acSW))loc-costable).
Proof. It is sufficient to check that for every colour b ∈ C and i ∈ I (resp.
i ∈ J) in a push-out diagram like (2.8.0.5) the map vb[i,XB] therein is a (cell(SW))-
local morphism. This follows from the decomposition of vb[i,XB] given in § 2.8 (cf.
Figure 2.10); in fact, formula (2.8.0.11) shows that wbk[i,XB](d) ∈ cell(SW) for every
k ∈ N and d ∈ C. Thus vb[i,XB](d) is a relative SW -cell (resp. acSW -cell) for every
d ∈ C. 
Definition 3.2.3.2. ([5]) Let C be a model category. A map f is a h-cofibration
if for every push-out diagram
A
f

// X

w // Y

B // X ′ w
′
// Y ′
if w is weak equivalence, then w′ is a weak equivalence. An acyclic h-cofibration is a
h-cofibration which is also a weak equivalence.
Remark 3.2.3.3. ([5]) h-cofibrations are stable under push-outs and retracts. A
model category C is left proper if and only if every cofibration is a h-cofibration.
Every couniversal weak equivalence (i.e. a weak equivalence which is again a weak
equivalence after cobase change) is an acyclic h-cofibration and the converse is true
if C is left proper.
Definition 3.2.3.4. ([5],[72]) The symmetric monoidal model category W is h-
monoidal if for every (acyclic) cofibration i and every Y ∈ W, the map Y ⊗ i is an
(acyclic) h-cofibration.
The symmetric monoidal model category W is symmetric h-monoidal if every
map in SW (resp. acSW) is an (acyclic) h-cofibration.
Remark 3.2.3.5. Every symmetric h-monoidal model category is h-monoidal.
Every h-monoidal category is left proper.
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For examples of h-monoidal and symmetric h-monoidal model categories we refer the
reader to loc.cit., see also § 4.6.
In a symmetric h-monoidal category W push-outs of maps in SW (resp. acSW)
are contained in the class of (acyclic) h-cofibrations. However, to guarantee that
cell(acSW) is contained in the class of acyclic h-cofibrations we have to make further
assumptions. The simplest thing would be to assume that the weak equivalences are
closed under transfinite composition; the following condition is also sufficient.
Definition 3.2.3.6. (cf. [72, Definition 7.5.1]) The symmetric monoidal model
category W is strongly admissibly generated if the domains and codomains of maps
in I are ℵ0-small with respect to sat(SW).
Proposition 3.2.3.7. ([72, Proposition 7.5.2]) If W is strongly admissibly gen-
erated, then the weak equivalences are sat(SW)-perfect and the class sat(SW) (resp.
sat(acSW)) is contained in the class of (acyclic) h-cofibrations.
Proposition 3.2.3.8. Suppose that W is a cofibrantly generated symmetric h-
monoidal category in which the weak equivalences are cell(SW)-perfect. Then every
V-operad O is cell(SW)-admissible.
Proof. The statement follows for Proposition 3.2.3.1. In fact if W is symmetric
h-monoidal and the weak equivalences are cell(SW)-perfect then cell(acSW) ⊂WW ∩
cell(SW). 
Summing up, we have found conditions on W that guarantee the admissibility of
every V-operad.
Proposition 3.2.3.9. ( cf. [71, Theorem 5.10]) Suppose that W is a cofibrantly
generated symmetric h-monoidal category and furthermore that one of the following
is satisfied:
- W is combinatorial and the weak equivalences are closed under transfinite com-
position;
- W is strongly admissibly generated and all objects are small with respect to
sat(SW).
Then W is sat(SW)-compactly generated, thus every V-operad is cell(SW)-admissible
and admissible in W.
Even though the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.3.9 are quite restrictive, they apply
to several interesting monoidal model categories such as simplicial sets, topological
spaces or symmetric spectra. We refer the reader to § 4.6 for details.
3.2.4. Berger and Moerdijk criterion for admissibility. In one of the first
works that investigated the admissibility of operads in full generality, Berger and Mo-
erdijk [7] provide a criterion for admissibility that does not make use of the filtration
of § 2.8. Let C be a cofibrantly generated model category and let T be a monad over
C. We recall that a path object for a T -algebra X is a factorisation (in Alg(T )) of the
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diagonal map
X
p ""
(id,id) // X ×X
P (X)
q
::
such that UT (p) is a fibration and UT (q) is a weak equivalence. A fibrant replacement
functor for Alg(T ) is an endofunctor R : Alg(T ) → Alg(T ) together with a natural
transformation r : id ⇒ R such that UT (R(X)) is fibrant for every X ∈ Alg(T ) and
UT (r) is a natural weak equivalence.
Definition 3.2.4.1. A monad T on C has path objects if the following two con-
ditions are satisfied:
- Alg(T ) has a fibrant replacement functor;
- every fibrant T -algebra admits a functorial path object.
A C-coloured V-operad has path objects in W if the associated monad on WC has
path objects.
Proposition 3.2.4.2. Suppose A (resp. B) is a set of generating (acyclic) cofibra-
tions for C. If a finitary monad T on C has path objects, then all relative FT (B)-cells
are weak equivalences. In particular, a finitary monad T with path objects, such that
the set of morphisms FT (A∪B) (resp. F (B)) is K-costable, is (weakly) K-admissible.
For a proof of this proposition we refer the reader to [7, Section 2.6] and the references
there. Berger and Moerdijk’s result can be formulated as follows:
Proposition 3.2.4.3. (cf. [9, Theorem 2.1]) Suppose that W admits a monoidal
fibrant replacement functor and contains a cocommutative comonoidal interval object.
Then every V-operad O has path objects.
We refer the reader to loc. cit. and [7] for the definition of interval object.
Corollary 3.2.4.4. ([9]) Let W be as in Proposition 3.2.4.3. Consider a satu-
rated class of morphisms K in W and a set C. Every C-coloured V-operad O such
that the set of morphisms FO(IC ∪ JC) (resp. FO(JC)) is Kloc-costable is (weakly)
K-admissible in W.
Corollary 3.2.4.5. ([9]) Let W be as in Proposition 3.2.4.3. Then every V-
operad O is cell(SW)-admissible in W. If the domains of the generating (acyclic)
cofibrations of W are small relative to cell(SW) (resp. cell(acSW)) every V-operad
is admissible.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.2.3.1 and Corollary 3.2.4.4.

Examples of cofibrantly generated monoidal model categories with cofibrant unit ad-
mitting a monoidal fibrant replacement functor and a cocommutative comonoidal
interval object are:
- simplicial sets with the Kan-Quillen model structure (§ 4.6.2);
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- simplicial modules over any ring, with the model structure transferred from
simplicial sets (§ 4.6.5);
- compactly generated (weak Hausdorff) topological spaces with the Quillen model
structure (§ 4.6.3).
3.2.5. Kaufmann and Ward ⊗-coherent path objects. In their recent work
on Feynman categories ([50, § 8]), Kaufmann and Ward addressed the problem of
admissibility for monads associated to V-Feynman categories. In view of the results of
section § 1.11, this is equivalent to investigate the admissiblity of coloured V-operads.
Their result is an extension of Berger and Moerdijk’s approach and, in our lan-
guage, can be stated as follows (we refer the reader to loc.cit. for the definition of
monoidal model category with ⊗-coherent path objects).
Proposition 3.2.5.1. ([50, Theorem 8.15]) Suppose that W admits a monoidal
fibrant replacement functor and has ⊗-coherent path objects ([50, def. 8.14]), then
every V-operad O has path objects.
Proposition 3.2.4.3 can now be seen as a corollary of this result. In fact Kaufmann
and Ward observed that if W contains a cocommutative comonoidal interval object,
then it has ⊗-coherent path objects.
Corallaries 3.2.4.4 and 3.2.4.5 can be now generalised using Proposition 3.2.5.1
in place of 3.2.4.3.
Note that there are interesting monoidal model categories that has ⊗-coherent
path objects but no cocommutative comonoidal intervals. For example the category
of chain complexes over a field of characteristic 0 with the projective model structure
(§ 4.6.4).
3.2.6. Admissibility of non-symmetric and tame operads. In this section we
show that non-symmetric and tame operads are admissible under less restrictive hy-
potheses than the ones of Proposition 3.2.3.9.
Definition 3.2.6.1. Given a symmetric monoidal category M and a class of
maps K in M, the monoidal saturation of K is the closure of K under push-outs,
transfinite composition, retracts and tensor with an arbitrary object ofM.
Definition 3.2.6.2. The monoidal saturation of the class of cofibrations of W is
denoted by C⊗.
W is compactly generated if it is C⊗-compactly generated (in the sense of Defini-
tion 3.1.6.4). A V-operad O is ⊗-admissible in W if it is C⊗-admissible.
An object of W is ⊗-small if it is small with respect to C⊗.
We recall the monoid axiom of Schwede and Shipley [80].
Definition 3.2.6.3. A symmetric monoidal model categoryM is said to satisfy
the monoid axiom if the monoidal saturation of the class of acyclic cofibrations is
contained in the class of weak equivalences.
Proposition 3.2.6.4. ([5, Proposition 2.5]) The monoid axiom holds in any com-
pactly generated h-monoidal model category (def. 3.2.3.4).
Proposition 3.2.6.5. ([5, Theorem 8.1],[70, Theorem 1.3]) Suppose that W sat-
isfies the monoid axiom. Then:
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1. every non-symmetric V-operad is ⊗-admissible (in W);
2. any weakly tame Set-operad is ⊗-admissible (in W).
In particular, if W is compactly generated, then every non-symmetric V-operad and
every weakly tame Set-operad are admissible in W.
We borrow the following definition from [69]. This definition is introduced only to
state certain results without the assumption that the unit of W is cofibrant. The
reader which is interested only in symmetric monoidal model categories with cofi-
brant unit can replace any occurrence of the term “pseudo-cofibrant” with the term
“cofibrant”.
Definition 3.2.6.6. An object X in a symmetric monoidal model categoryM is
pseudo-cofibrant if X ⊗ i is a cofibration for every cofibration i. Given a C-coloured
V-operad O, an O-algebra in W is locally cofibrant (resp. pseudo-cofibrant) if A(c) is
cofibrant (resp. pseudo-cofibrant) for every c ∈ C.
The prototypical example of a pseudo-cofibrant object is the tensor unit. Every
cofibrant object is pseudo-cofibrant. Pseudo-cofibrant objects have good stability
property: they are closed under retracts, push-out along cofibrations, tensor products
and extension along cofibrations.
Proposition 3.2.6.7. ( cf. [5, Theorem 8.1]) Suppose that V is a compactly
generated symmetric monoidal model category which satisfies the monoid axiom and
let O be a tame Set-operad. Then every cofibrant object in AlgO(V) is locally pseudo-
cofibrant and UO preserves cofibrations between locally pseudo-cofibrant objects.
If we assume that the unit of V is cofibrant then every cofibrant object in AlgO(V) is
locally cofibrant.
Proof. To prove that UO sends each cofibration v between locally pseudo-
cofibrant objects to a cofibration it is enough to consider the case in which v is a
push-out along a map in FOpC (IC). We are thus reduced to analysing a push-out
diagram as (2.8.0.5) for i ∈ I and b ∈ C, where XB is locally pseudo-cofibrant.
The statement follows from the description of push-outs of free algebras given in
§ 2.8. In fact, the map vb[i,XB] is a transfinite composition of maps vk indexed by
k ∈ N. For every k ∈ N the map vk is the push-out of a map wbk[i,XB] (in VC). Since
XB is locally pseudo-cofibrant and O is tame, the map wbk[i,XB] (formula (2.8.1.6))
is a cofibration (in VC) and so is vk. It follows that vb[i,XB] is a local cofibration.
The statement about cofibrant objects follows from the observation that the initial
O-algebra A is locally pseudo-cofibrant; in fact A(c) ∼= ∐O([ ];c) I for every c ∈ cl(O).

The above proposition is proved in the case O = NSOpC in [69, Corollary C.2]. The
analogue of Proposition 3.2.6.7 for a non-symmetric V-operad O is [69, Corollary D.2].
3.2.7. Semi-admissibility of operads. Semi-admissibility of operads under dif-
ferent conditions was established by Yau and White in [94]; here we only report the
results that are of interest for the present work.
Definition 3.2.7.1. A C-coloured V-operad O is Σ-cofibrant if its underlying
symmetric C-collection is cofibrant in VΣSign(C)proj , that is, if for every c ∈ Sign(C) the
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object O(c) is Aut(c)-cofibrant (i.e. cofibrant in VAut(c)proj , here Aut(c) stands for the
automorphism group of c in ΣSign(C)).
Proposition 3.2.7.2. ([85], [94]) Every Σ-cofibrant V-operad O is semi-admissi-
ble in W.
Proof. At first we observe that to prove that O is semi-admissible it is suf-
ficient to prove that for every FO(IC)-cell complex A the enveloping operad OA is
Σ-cofibrant.
In fact, this would imply that, for every push-out as (2.8.0.5), where XB is a
FO(IC)-cell and i is a (acyclic) cofibration, the map wbk[i,XB] is a local (acyclic)
cofibration for every k ∈ N. Using the notation of (2.8.0.5), it would follow that v is
also a local (acyclic) cofibration, i.e. O is semi-admissible.
The proof of the claim above is by cell induction on A. For the initial O-algebra
0 the enveloping W-operad O0 is isomorphic to O. For the inductive step, let A be
an O-algebra such that OA is Σ-cofibrant and let B be the push-out of A along a
generating cofibration b!(i) (with b ∈ C and i ∈ I)
b!(S)
b!(i)

// A

b!(T ) // B.
The canonical map Ot : OA → OB is a transfinite composition indexed by k ∈ N,
of maps tk of symmetric collections (see (2.8.1.2)), each of which is a push-out along
a map zk (2.8.1.3) (taking XB = A). Since for every c ∈ sq(C), d ∈ C and k ∈ N
the object OA(c ∗ bk+1; d) is Aut(c)×Σk+1-cofibrant, the map zk(c) is an Aut(c; d)-
cofibration for every (c; d) ∈ ΣSign(c). It follows that (the underlying map of) Ot is
a cofibration in VΣSign(C)proj , thus OB is a Σ-cofibrant operad. 
The following proposition has a proof similar to Proposition 3.2.6.7.
Proposition 3.2.7.3. ([5]) Every tame Set-operad is pseudo-admissible in V.
Remark 3.2.7.4. Let O be a Σ-free Set-operad O. If the unit of W is cofi-
brant, then O is Σ-cofibrant in W and thus semi-admissible in W; however, with no
cofibrancy assumption on the unit this does not hold. Nevertheless, if we assume
that:
- O is tame;
- the domains of the generating (acyclic) cofibrations in W are ⊗-small (def.
3.2.6.2);
- W satisfies the monoid axiom;
then it can be shown that (see the proof of 3.2.6.7):
- FO(IC) is C-costable relative to locally pseudo-cofibrant objects (def. 3.2.6.6);
- FO(JC) is W ∩ C-costable relative to locally pseudo-cofibrant objects.
Thus it follows that AlgO(W) has a semi-model structure relative not only to UO-
cofibrant objects but more in general to locally pseudo-cofibrant objects. Furthermore
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all the cofibrant objects of AlgO(W) are locally pseudo-cofibrant thus this relative
model structure is an actual semi-model structure.
3.2.8. Pseudo-admissibility of OpC . The Set-operad OpC is Σ-free but not tame
and it is not, in general, pseudo-admissible (but only semi-admissible). However,
there is a monadic adjunction
η! : VΣSign(C)  V-OperC : η∗
induced by the morphism of operads η in diagram (1.4.3.3) (see also 1.10.3). Let
TΣOpC = η
∗η! be the corresponding monad; we are going to show that this monad is
pseudo-admissible (with respect to the projective model structure). In this section I
(resp. J) will denote a chosen set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations for V.
Proposition 3.2.8.1. Consider VΣSign(C) with the projective model structure.
The monad TΣOpC is pseudo-admissible.
Proof. A set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations for VΣSign(C) is given by
{s!b!(i) | b ∈ C, i ∈ I} (resp. {s!b!(j) | b ∈ C, j ∈ J}),
where s! is as in (1.4.3.3). Since n!s! ∼= FOpC , to check that TΣOpC is pseudo-admissible
it is sufficient to check that for every b ∈ C, every i : A→ B in I (resp. i ∈ J), every
X ∈ V-OperC whose underlying symmetric collection is cofibrant and every push-out
diagram of the form
b!(A)
FOpC b!(i)

// X
vb[i,X]

b!(B) // Y,
the map n∗(vb[i,X]) is a cofibration in ΣSign(C). This push-out is of the form
(2.8.0.5) for O = OpC therefore we can use the filtration for vb[i,X] obtained in
section 2.8 (Figure 2.10). For O = OpC all the vertices of the diagram in the left part
of Figure 2.10 live in Vw!OpC thus all the objects (resp. morphisms) therein have a
natural underlying object (resp. morphism) in VΣSign(C). To prove that n∗(vb[i,X])
is cofibrant in VΣSign(C) it is sufficient to prove that (the underlying map of) wbk[i,X]
is cofibrant in VΣSign(C) for every k ∈ N (cf. Figure 2.10).
This amounts to show that wbk[i,X](d) is cofibrant in VAut(d)proj for every d in
Sign(C). We use the description of wbk[i,X](d) given in § 2.8.2.1: the functor ( 2.8.2.6)
pi : mT(bn, d) → Aut(d) induces a Quillen adjunction
pi! : VmT(b
k+1,d)
proj  VAut(d)proj : pi∗
and, according to § 2.8.2.1, wbk[i,X](d) is isomorphic to pi!(T(i,X)−); thus it is suffi-
cient to prove that for every T ∈ mT(bk+1, d) the morphism T(i,X)T is an Aut(T )-
cofibration; this is the content of Lemma 3.2.8.2. 
Lemma 3.2.8.2. ( cf. [7, Lemma 5.9]) Let X be a Σ-cofibrant C-coloured V-operad.
Fix two C-signatures b, d ∈ Sign(C) and an (acyclic) cofibration i in V. For every
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n ∈ N the functor (see § 2.8.2.1)
T(i,X)− :mT(bn, d) −→ V∆[1]
T 7−→ in ⊗ ⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
X(val(v))
seen as a morphism in VmT(bn,d)proj is a cofibration, and a weak equivalence if i is an
acyclic cofibration. Furthermore, if i has cofibrant domain, then the domain and
codomain of uT are cofibrant in VmT(b
n,d)
proj .
Proof. Since VmT(bn,d) is a groupoid, it is sufficient to prove that for every n ∈ N
and every (bn, d)-rigid tree T , the map T(i,X)T is a (acyclic) Aut(T )-cofibration (resp.
has Aut(T )-cofibrant domain). Recall that Aut(T ) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the
automorphism group of the underlying C-tree of T (Remark 2.8.2.8).
The proof proceeds by induction on |nod(T )| = m, the number of nodes of T . For
m = 1 there are two cases:
- if the only node v is marked by O, then Aut(T ) = ∗ and T(i,X)T = i is a
cofibration in V by hypothesis; if the domain of i is cofibrant the domain of
T(i,X)T is clearly cofibrant;
- if the only node v is marked by B, then Aut(T ) = Aut(val(v)) and T(i,X)T =
idX(val(v)).
For m > 1, suppose that the statement is true for every rigid tree T ′ with less than
m nodes. Let V be the unique subcorolla of T containing the root and for every
i ∈ port(V ) let Ti be the maximal subtree of T above the port i of V . Suppose that
the set {Ti | i ∈ port(V )} is subdivided by the isomorphism relation in exactly k
classes L1,. . . ,Lk, let lj = |Lj | and pick a Thj ∈ Lj for every j ∈ k. Let v be the
unique node of V . There are now two cases:
- if MT (v) = B then
Aut(T ) '
∏
i∈port(V )
Aut(Ti)
and
T(i,X)T '
∏
i∈port(V )
T(i,X)Ti .
The map i is a cofibration in V by hypothesis, while for every i ∈ port(V ) the
morphism uTi is an Aut(Ti)-cofibration by inductive hypothesis, By an iterated
application of [10, Lemma 2.5.3] it follows that uT is an Aut(T )-cofibration. A
similar argument shows that if i has a cofibrant domain then the domain of
T(i,X)T is cofibrant.
- if MT (v) = O then
Aut(T ) ' (Σl1 × · · · × Σlk)o (Aut(Th1)l1 × · · · ×Aut(Thk)lk)
and
T(i,X)T ' X(val(v))⊗
m
j∈k
(uT (i,X)ljhj ).
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X(val(v)) is Aut(val(v))-cofibrant and each T(i,X)Thj is an Aut(Thj )-cofibration
by inductive hypothesis. Hence T(i,X)T is an Aut(T )-cofibration by an iterated
application of [10, Lemma 2.5.3]. Showing that the domain of uT is Aut(T )-
cofibrant if the domain of i is cofibrant is again an application of [10, Lemma
2.5.3].

3.2.8.1. Semi-model structure on the category of C-coloured operads. From Propo-
sitions 3.2.8.1 and 3.1.6.10 it follows that V-OperC admits always the η∗-relative semi-
model structure. Note, however, that if the unit of V is not cofibrant, it is not true,
in general, that every cofibrant object in the semi-model structure over V-OperC rel-
ative to U is U -cofibrant; this is mainly because the initial C-coloured V-operad is
not Σ-cofibrant.
Definition 3.2.8.3. ([69]) An object X in V is I-cofibrant if there exists a cofi-
bration I→ X.
Note that every I-cofibrant object is pseudo-cofibrant (def. 3.2.6.6).
Definition 3.2.8.4. We call a C-coloured V-operad (or a symmetric V-collection)
O almost-Σ-cofibrant if, for every c ∈ ΣSign(C) the component O(c) is I-cofibrant if
c = (c; c) for some c ∈ C and it is is Aut(c)-cofibrant otherwise.
The initial C-coloured V-operad is always almost-Σ-cofibrant.
The following proposition is a refinement of Proposition 3.2.8.1 and it is proved
in the same way, using Lemma 3.2.8.6 instead of Lemma 3.2.8.2. The proofs of both
the proposition and the lemma are very similar to the above ones and are left to the
reader.
Proposition 3.2.8.5. Let V be a compactly generated symmetric monoidal model
category satisfying the monoid axiom. Consider VΣSign(C) with the projective model
structure and let C (resp. W) be its class of cofibrations (resp. weak equivalences).
i. FOp(ISign(C)) is C-costable relative to almost-Σ-cofibrant operads;
ii. FOp(JSign(C)) is W ∩ C-costable relative to almost-Σ-cofibrant operads.
Furthermore, the functor UΣOpC preserves cofibrations between almost-Σ-cofibrant op-
erads and every cofibrant object in the semi-model structure relative to UΣOpC is
almost-Σ-cofibrant.
It follows that if V satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.2.8.5, then in the
semi-model structure on V-OperC relative to η∗ the factorisation and lifting axioms
hold for maps with almost-Σ-cofibrant domain. In particular, the relative semi-model
structure is an actual semi-model structure (def. 3.1.5.1).
Lemma 3.2.8.6. Let V be a cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal model cat-
egory satisfying the monoid axiom or the strong unit axiom (def. 3.2.9.3) and let
X be an almost-Σ-cofibrant C-coloured symmetric V-collection. Fix two C-signatures
b, d ∈ Sign(C) and an (acyclic) cofibration i in V. For every n ∈ N the functor
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(2.8.2.5)
Tnb,d(i,X)− :mT(bn, d) −→ V∆[1]
T 7−→ in ⊗ ⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
X(val(v))
seen as a morphism in VmT(bn,d)proj is a cofibration, and a weak equivalence if i is an
acyclic cofibration. Furthermore:
- if b = d = (c; c) for some c ∈ C and i has I-cofibrant domain, then the domain
of Tnb,d(i,X)T is I-cofibrant if T is linear and Aut(T )-cofibrant otherwise;
- if b = (c; c) for some c ∈ C, d 6= b and i has I-cofibrant domain, then the domain
of Tnb,d(i,X)T is Aut(T )-cofibrant;
- if b is not equal to (c; c) for any c ∈ C and i has cofibrant domain, then the
domain of Tnb,d(i,X)T is Aut(T )-cofibrant.
3.2.9. Left properness. We recall the following definition from [5].
Definition 3.2.9.1. A cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal model cate-
gory is strongly h-monoidal if it is h-monoidal (def. 3.2.3.4) and its class of weak
equivalences is closed under tensor products.
Proposition 3.2.9.2. ([5, Proposition 8.1]) Let V be a cofibrantly generated sym-
metric monoidal model category and let O be a tame Set-operad admissible over V.
Then the projective model structure on AlgO(V) is left proper relative to locally cofi-
brant objects. If V is compactly generated and strongly h-monoidal, then the projective
model structure on AlgO(V) is left proper.
The next axiom was introduced by Muro ([69]) to study left properness of the pro-
jective model structures on the categories of algebras over non-symmetric operads.
Definition 3.2.9.3. A symmetric monoidal model category V satisfies the strong
unit axiom if for every pseudo-cofibrant object X and for every cofibrant resolution
of the unit p : I˜ → I the map X ⊗ p is a weak equivalence.
Every symmetric monoidal model category with cofibrant unit satisfies the strong
unit axiom.
Proposition 3.2.9.4. ([69, Corollary A.14]) In a symmetric monoidal model cat-
egory satisfying the strong unit axiom the class of weak equivalences between pseudo-
cofibrant objects is closed under tensor product.
The next proposition is a straightforward generalisation of Proposition 3.2.9.2 (see
also [69, Theorem D.13]), hence we omit the proof.
Proposition 3.2.9.5. Let V be a cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal model
category satisfying the strong unit axiom and let O be a tame Set-operad admissible
over V. Then the projective model structure on AlgO(V) is left proper relative to
locally pseudo-cofibrant objects.
The next lemma has a proof similar to Proposition 3.2.9.2. A similar result was
independently proved by Hackney, Robertson and Yau ([36, Theorem 3.1.8]).
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Proposition 3.2.9.6. Let (V,⊗, I) be a cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal
model category in which the operad OpC is admissible. Then the projective model
structure over V-OperC is left proper relative to Σ-cofibrant C-coloured operads.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that, given a commutative diagram in V-OperC
(3.2.9.1) b!(K0) α //
b!(i)

X
β //
vα

X ′
vβα

b!(K1) // Y
γ // Y ′
in which both squares are push-outs, b is a C-signature, i is a cofibration in V and
β is a weak equivalence between Σ-cofibrant operads, the morphism γ is a weak
equivalence between Σ-cofibrant operads.
It is not restrictive to suppose that i has cofibrant domain. In fact we can de-
compose the left diagram in two push-out squares
b!(K0)
FOpC (α)//
F (i)

b!b
∗(X) ε //
F (i′)

X
iα

b!(K1) // // FOpC (L) // Y,
where the map ε is the counit of the adjunction (FOpC , UOpC ) and the left square is
obtained from the push-out square
K0
i

α // b∗(X)
i′

K1 // L
by applying b!. We can thus replace i with i′ and assume that K0 is cofibrant.
We saw that the maps vα and vβα can be constructed as transfinite compositions
(cf. §§ 2.8, 2.8.2)
X ' Y0 v0−→ Y1 −→ . . . vn−1−→ Yn vn+1−→ . . .
and
X ′ ' Y ′0
v′0−→ Y ′1 −→ . . .
v′n−1−→ Y ′n
v′n+1−→ . . .
where vn (resp. v′n) is a push-out of the map wbn[i,X] (resp. wbn[i,X ′]) in VSign(C).
This construction is functorial in X thus we get a ladder of morphisms
Y0
v0 //
γ0

Y1
v1 //
γ1

. . .
vn−1 // Yn
vn //
γn

. . .
Y ′0
v′0 // Y ′1
v′1 // . . .
v′n−1 // Y ′n
v′n // . . .
and γ ' colimn∈N γn.
Under our hypothesis wbn[i,X] and wbn[i,X ′] are Σ-cofibrations between cofibrant
objects for every n ∈ N (cf. Lemma 3.2.8.2) and the same is true for vn and v′n.
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Therefore to prove that γ is a weak equivalence it is sufficient to prove that γn is
a weak equivalence for every n ∈ N, or equivalently, that γn(d) is a weak equivalence
for every d ∈ ΣSign(C) and n ∈ N. Let us look at how these γn’s are constructed.
Note that, for every signature d ∈ ΣSign(C) and every n ∈ N, the morphism β
induces a natural transformation
β[n, d] : Tn+1b,d (i,X)− ⇒ Tnb,d(i,X ′)−
between the functors Tnb,d(i,X)−,Tnb,d(i,X ′)− : moT(bn+1, d) → V∆[1] (see (2.8.2.5)).
For every T ∈ moT(bn+1, d) we get a commutative square in VmoT(bn+1,d)
•
β¯[n,d]

Tnb,d(i,X)− // •
β¯[n,d]
• T
n
b,d(i,X
′)− // •,
where the vertical maps are level-wise weak equivalences and all the vertices are
Aut(d)-cofibrant by Lemma 3.2.8.2. Applying the left Quillen functor
pi! : VmoT(bn+1,d) → VAut(d)
induced by (2.8.2.6) we obtain a commutative square in VAut(d) isomorphic to
•
pi!(β¯[n,d])

wαn(d) // •
pi!(β¯[n,d])
• w
βα
n (d) // •
(cf. § 2.8.2.1), where the vertical maps are weak equivalences and all the vertices are
Aut(d)-cofibrant.
For every n ∈ N and d ∈ ΣSign(C) there is a commutative diagram
(3.2.9.2) Yn(d)
γn(d)

•oo w
α
n(d) //
pi!(β¯[n,d])

•
pi!(β¯[n,d])

Y ′n(d) •oo
wβαn (d) // •
in VAut(d). We have that γ0(d) = β and for every n ∈ N the push-out of the upper-row
is Yn+1(d), the push-out of the lower row is Y ′n+1 and γn+1(d) is the canonical map
between them.
Now we can argue by induction on n to prove that every γi(d) is a weak equiva-
lence. For n = 0 this is true by hypothesis. If the statement is true for γn(d), then
the vertical maps in diagram (3.2.9.2) are weak equivalences, the two horizontal maps
on the right are Aut(d)-cofibrations and all the objects in the diagram are Aut(d)-
cofibrant. Therefore γn(d) is also a weak equivalence between Aut(d)-cofibrant objects
by Reedy’s patching lemma ([5, Proposition 1.8]). Hence γ is a weak equivalence be-
tween Σ-cofibrant C-coloured operads. 
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Proposition 3.2.9.7. Let (V,⊗, I) be a cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal
model category satisfying the strong unit axiom in which the operad OpC is admissible.
Then the projective model structure over V-OperC is left proper relative to almost-Σ-
cofibrant C-coloured operads.
Proof. The proof proceeds as in Proposition 3.2.9.6; in this case one has to
use the analogues of Reedy’s patching lemma and telescope lemma for diagrams with
pseudo-cofibrant vertices proved by Muro [69, Lemma A.16, Lemma A.17]. 
3.3. Admissible operadic families
In this brief section we extend the definition of admissibility from operads to
operadic families in a natural way. In the last part we use a result of Harpaz and
Prasma to establish a model structure on the total category of any admissible operadic
family (with bicomplete base).
We continue to fix a cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal model category V
and a cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal V-categoryW with set of generating
(acyclic) cofibrations I (resp. J).
3.3.1. Admissibility.
Definition 3.3.1.1. A V-operadic C-family F : C → V-Oper is admissible (resp.
K-admissible, semi-admissible, pseudo-admissible) in W if for every c ∈ C the operad
F(c) is admissible (resp. K-admissible, semi-admissible, pseudo-admissible) in W.
Suppose that F is a V-operadic C-family admissible in W. For every α : c → d in C
the adjunction
F(α)! : AlgF(c)(W) AlgF(d)(W) : F(α)∗
is automatically a Quillen adjunction between the projective model structures.
In other words, if F is admissible, then the functor F[V] can be extended to
a functor with values in ModCat, the 2-category of model categories and Quillen
adjunctions between them
(3.3.1.1) F[V] : C −→ ModCat.
3.3.1.1. Local fibrations and acyclic fibrations. Suppose now that C is bicomplete
and F is a V-operadic C-family (semi-)admissible in V. We are going to characterise
the level-wise (acyclic) fibrations in AlgF(V) via the right lifting property with respect
to a certain set of maps.
Definition 3.3.1.2. A morphism f : X → Y in AlgF(W) is a local fibration
(weak equivalence) if fu : X → f∗(Y ) is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) in the
projective model structure on AlgW(F(piF(X))).
An object X in AlgF(V) is locally fibrant if the unique map X → ∗ is a local
fibration.
Remark 3.3.1.3. A morphism f : X → Y in AlgF(V) is a local fibration (resp.
weak equivalence) if and only if UF(f) is a local fibration (resp. weak equivalence) in
Algcl(F)(V).
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Proposition 3.3.1.4. Let C be a bicomplete category and let F be a V-operadic
C-family with a weakly initial set of colours G (def. 2.9.1.4) and admissible in W. A
map f : (x,X) → (y, Y ) in AlgF(V) is a local (acyclic) fibration if and only if it has
the right lifting property with respect to:
Jloc = {(c, FF(c)ιs(j)) | (c, s) ∈ G, j ∈ J}
(resp. Iloc = {(c, FF(c)ιs(i)) | (c, s) ∈ G, i ∈ I}).
Proof. Note that, given j : A→ B in J and (c, s) ∈ G, a commutative diagram
(3.3.1.2) (c, FF(c)ιs(A))
(c,FF(c)ιs(j))

a // (x,X)
f

(c, FF(c)ιs(B))
b
// (y, Y )
admits a diagonal filler if and only if the diagram
(3.3.1.3) a!FF(c)ιs(A)
a!FF(c)ιs(i)

au // X
fu

b!FF(c)ιs(B)
bu
// f∗(Y )
admits a diagonal filler. If f is a local fibration, then diagram (3.3.1.3) admits a
diagonal filler since a!, FF(c) and ιs are left Quillen functors.
Conversely, suppose that f has the right lifting property with respect to ev-
ery map in Jloc. To prove that f is a local fibration it is sufficient to show that
ft : X(t) → f∗(Y )(t) is a fibration for every t ∈ cl(F(x)); in other words we have to
prove that for every t ∈ cl(F(x)) and every j ∈ J , every diagram of the form
(3.3.1.4) A
i

a // X(t)
ft

B
b
// f∗(Y )(t)
admits a diagonal filler.
Pick an element (c, s) ∈ G and a morphism a : c → x such that F(a)(s) = t. The
diagram (3.3.1.4) admits a diagonal filler if and only if (3.3.1.3) admits a diagonal
filler, which is true by the hypothesis we made on f . Thus the statement is proved.
The proof for local acyclic fibrations is similar. 
3.3.2. The integral model structure. Suppose that C is a model category and a
functor F : C →ModCat is given. A result of Harpaz and Prasma [37] allows to obtain
a model structure on the total category of a Grothendieck bifibration pi :
∫
F → C,
provided that certain conditions are satisfied.
In loc.cit. Harpaz and Prasma also show that their model structure has a natu-
ral interpretation: under their hypotheses (in particular, if F is relative) the model
structure obtained on
∫
F is a model for the lax colimit (of ∞-categories, cf. [28]) of
the ∞-functor associated to F (cf. [37, Corollary 3.1.3]).
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Suppose that C is bicomplete and F is an operadic C-family admissible in V, so
that we get a functor F[V] as in (3.3.1.1).
We can endow C with the trivial model structure where the classes of cofibrations
and fibrations coincide with the class of all morphisms and weak equivalences are the
isomorphisms.
In this way the functor F[V] becomes a relative proper functor in the sense of [37,
def. 3.3, 3.6]. As a particular case of [37, Theorem 3.9] we obtain the following:
Proposition 3.3.2.1. ([37]) Let F be an operadic C-family. The category AlgF(V)
admits a model structure such that a morphism f : (c,X) → (d, Y ) in AlgF(V) is
- a weak equivalence if and only if it is a local weak equivalence and piF(f) is an
isomorphism;
- a fibration if and only if fu : X → f∗(Y ) is a local fibration;
- a cofibration if and only if fu : f!(X) → Y is a cofibration in AlgF(d)(V).
The model structure on AlgF(V) defined in Proposition 3.3.2.1 will be called the
integral model structure.
CHAPTER 4
The Dwyer-Kan model structure for operads and
PROPs
We continue to fix a cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal model category
V and we denote by I (resp. J) a set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations for it.
The goal of this chapter is to establish the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model
structure on the categories of V-categories, V-operads and V-PROPs. Roughly speak-
ing this is a model structure in which the weak equivalences are equivalences of cate-
gories (operads, PROPs) in a homotopical sense; a precise definition is given in § 4.2.
The main theorems about the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model structure and
its properties are contained in § 4.2.2 and 4.2.6 (where we consider the case of unitary
operads separately).
In section 4.3 we show that a weak equivalence between Σ-cofibrant operads in
the Dwyer-Kan model structure induces a Quillen equivalences between the projective
model structures on the respective categories of algebras.
In section 4.4 we introduce another model structure on V-Cat (V-Oper, V-Prop),
under mild conditions on V; this model structure has more weak equivalences than
the Dwyer-Kan model structure and it is particularly interesting in the case of sSet-
categories since it can be seen as a Morita model structure in a derived sense (cf.
Proposition 4.4.4.1).
In section 4.5 we show that the Dwyer-Kan model structure behaves well with
respect to changes of the enriching model structure along (weak monoidal) Quillen
adjunctions.
Section 4.6 contains a wide range of examples of model categories to which our
main results apply. This includes the categories of simplicial sets, topological spaces,
chain complexes and symmetric spectra.
4.1. Admissibility of CatC ,OpC and PROPC
Since these operads play a prominent role in this chapter (and in this thesis), in
this section we specialise the results of chapter 3 to CatC , OpC , PROPC (for C ∈ Set)
and their variants. In other word, for each of these operads, we list sufficient conditions
on V that guarantee their admissibility; we proceed in order, considering each case
separately.
The operadic family Cat. For every C ∈ Set the operad CatC is non-symmetric
and tame, thus it is always pseudo-admissible in V (prop. 3.2.7.3).
The UOpC -relative semi-model structure always exists on V-CatC ; if the unit of V
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is cofibrant this relative semi-model structure is an actual semi-model structure (see
also Remark 3.2.7.4).
If V is compactly generated and satisfies the monoid axiom Cat is ⊗-admissible
and admissible (prop. 3.2.6.5).
In the projective (semi-)model structure over V-CatC (when it exists) a morphism
f : A → B (i.e. a V-functor) is a weak equivalence (fibration) if and only if for every
c, d ∈ C the morphism:
fc,d : A(c, d) → B(c, d)
is a weak equivalence (fibration). A set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations is given
by:
FCatC (IC×C) = {(c, d)!(i) | i ∈ I, c, d ∈ C}
(resp. FCatC (JC×C) = {(c, d)!(i) | i ∈ J, c, d ∈ C}).
If V is right proper the model structure on V-CatC is right proper (when it exists).
If V is compactly generated and h-monoidal, then the projective model structure
on V-CatC is left proper relative to locally cofibrant V-categories (def. 3.2.6.6); it is
left proper if V is furthermore strongly h-monoidal (Proposition 3.2.9.2).
The operadic family Cat has (2.9.1.1) as weakly initial set of colours. As a par-
ticular case of Proposition 3.3.1.4 a map in V-Cat is a local acyclic fibration (resp.
fibration) if and only if it has the right lifting property with respect to
J Catloc = {FCat2ι(1,2)(j) | j ∈ J}
(resp. ICatloc = {FCat2ι(1,2)(i) | i ∈ I}).
(4.1.0.1)
For convenience the functor FCat2ι(1,2) : V → V-Cat will be denoted by C1.
The operadic family NSOp. For every C ∈ Set the operad NSOpC (for non-
symmetric operads) is tame, thus it is pseudo-admissible in V (Proposition 3.2.7.3).
The UNSOpC -relative semi-model structure always exists on V-NSOperC . If the unit
of V is cofibrant or V satisfies the monoid axiom this is also a semi-model structure
(see also Remark 3.2.7.4).
If V is compactly generated and satisfies the monoid axiom NSOp is ⊗-admissible
and admissible.
A morphism of non-symmetric C-coloured V-operads f : O→ P is a weak equiva-
lence (fibration) in the projective model structure if and only if for every c ∈ Sign(C)
the morphism:
fc : O(c) → P (c)
is a weak equivalence (fibration) in V. A set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations is
given by:
FNSOpC (ISign(C)) = {c!(i) | i ∈ I, c ∈ Sign(C)}
(resp. FNSOpC (JSign(C)) = {c!(i) | i ∈ J, c ∈ Sign(C)}).
(4.1.0.2)
If V is right proper the model structure on V-NSOperC is right proper (when it exists).
The projective model structure on V-NSOperC is left proper relative to locally
cofibrant non-symmetric V-operads (Proposition 3.2.9.2); it is left proper if V is fur-
thermore strongly h-monoidal.
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The operadic family NSOp is finitary and has (2.9.1.2) as weak initial set of
colours. According to Proposition 3.3.1.4 a map in V-NSOper is a local acyclic fi-
bration (resp. fibration) if and only if it has the right lifting property with respect
to:
J NSOploc = {FNSOpnι(1,...,n−1;n)(j) | n ∈ N, j ∈ J}
(resp. INSOploc = {FNSOpnι(1,...,n−1;n)(i) | n ∈ N, i ∈ I}).
(4.1.0.3)
We will shorten the functor FNSOpnι(1,...,n−1;n) by Cn.
The operadic family CfOp. The operad CfOpC for constant-free C-coloured operads
is tame, thus this case is completely analogous to the above one.
A map in V-cfOper is a local (acyclic) fibration if and only if it has the right
lifting property with respect to:
J CfOploc = {FCfOpnι(1,...,n−1;n)(j) | n ∈ N\{0}, j ∈ J}
(resp. ICfOploc = {FCfOpnι(1,...,n−1;n)(i) | n ∈ N\{0}, i ∈ I}).
(4.1.0.4)
The operadic family Op. The operad OpC for (symmetric) C-coloured operads is
Σ-free but not tame. In general V-OperC admits the projective semi-model structure
relative to η∗ (§ 3.2.8.1). If the unit of V is cofibrant or V satisfies the monoid axiom
this relative semi-model structure is also an actual semi-model structure (§ 3.2.8.1,
Proposition 3.2.8.5).
If V satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.3.9 or Corollary 3.2.4.5, then OpC
is admissible and cell(SV)-admissible in V.
According to the definition, a morphism of symmetric C-coloured V-operads
f : O → P is a weak equivalence (fibration) in the projective model structure if
and only if for every c ∈ Sign(C) the morphism
fc : O(c) → P (c)
is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) in V. A set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations
is given by:
FOpC (ISign(C)) = {c!(i) | i ∈ I, c ∈ Sign(C)}
(resp. FOpC (JSign(C)) = {c!(i) | i ∈ J, c ∈ Sign(C)}).
If V is right proper the model structure on V-OperC is right proper.
The model structure on V-OperC is left proper relative to locally cofibrant operads
(3.2.9.6).
The family Op has (2.9.1.2) as weak initial set of colours. A map in V-Oper is a
local (acyclic) fibration if and only if it has the right lifting property with respect to:
J Oploc = {FOpnι(1,...,n−1;n)(j) | n ∈ N, j ∈ J}
(resp. IOploc = {FOpnι(1,...,n−1;n)(i) | n ∈ N, i ∈ I}).
(4.1.0.5)
For every n ∈ N the functor FNSOpnι(1,...,n−1;n) : V → V-Oper is denoted by Cn (even
if the same notation was used for NSOp, no confusion should arise).
The operadic families afPROP and cfPROP. The operads afPROPC and cfPROPC
are both Σ-free but not tame. If the unit of V is cofibrant these operads are Σ-cofibrant
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in V, therefore V-afPropC and V-cfPropC have the projective semi-model structure
as shown in § 3.2.7.2.
If V is right proper the model structure on V-OperC is right proper.
The operadic families cfPROP and afPROP are both finitary and with a weakly
initial set of colours (whose description is left to the reader).
The operadic family PROP. The operad PROPC is not Σ-free. If V satisfies the
hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.3.9 or Corollary 3.2.4.5, PROPC is cell(SV)-admissible
and admissible in V, i.e. the projective model structure on V-PropC exists.
If V is right proper the model structure on V-OperC is right proper.
The operadic family PROP is finitary and has (2.9.1.2) as weak initial set of
colours. A map in V-Prop is a local (acyclic) fibration if and only if it has the right
lifting property with respect to:
J PROPloc = {FPROPn+mι( 1,...,nn+1,...,m)(j) | n,m ∈ N, j ∈ J}
(resp. IPROPloc = {FPROPn+mι( 1,...,nn+1,...,m)(i) | n,m ∈ N, i ∈ I}).
(4.1.0.6)
For every n,m ∈ N we will denote the functor
FPROPn+mι( 1,...,nn+1,...,m) : V → V-Prop
by C(n,m).
4.1.1. sSet-Oper∗ is not left proper. Consider the category of simplicial sets sSet
with the Kan-Quillen model structure (§ 4.6.2). For completeness, we present a
counter-example that shows that the projective model structure on sSet-Oper∗ (the
category of one-coloured sSet-operads) is not left proper; here the category of simpli-
cial set sSet is taken with the Kan-Quillen model structure (see § 4.6.2). A similar
counter-example due to Dwyer is presented in [36, Section 4].
As usual when talking about operads with one colour, we are going to identify
Sign(∗) with N (every signature is identified with the corresponding valence).
Consider the weak equivalence j : E(Σ2) −→ ∗ in sSetΣ2proj , where E(Σ2) is the
total space of the universal Σ2-bundle with the usual Σ2-action and ∗ is a point (with
the trivial Σ2-action). Let E(Σ2)[2] (resp. ∗[2]) be the symmetric collection which is
∅ everywhere but in the 2-component, where is equal to E(Σ2) (resp. ∗).
Let I0 = n!(∗[0]) be the operad with only one operation of arity 0. More explicitly
I0(0) ∼= ∗ and I0(n) ∼= ∅ for n 6= 0. I0 is a cofibrant operad (because both FΣOp∗ and
ι0 are left Quillen functors).
Consider the following push-out in sSet-Oper∗
(4.1.1.1) η!(E(Σ2)[2])
η!(j[2]) //

η!(∗[2])

η!(E(Σ2)[2]) unionsq I0
η!(j[2])unionsqI0 // η!(∗[2]) unionsq I0
The top map is a weak equivalence; this follows from the explicit description of n!
(1.10.4.1); in fact, since E(Σ2)[2] (resp. ∗[2]) is concentrated in degree 2, for every
T ∈ pi0(T2) (see § 1.10.4) the T -component of the coproduct in (1.10.4.1) is trivial if T
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has nodes of arity 0 and otherwise the group Aut(T ) is trivial; thus η!(j[2]) is a level-
wise weak equivalence since weak equivalences in sSet are closed under coproducts
and products.
The vertical maps in (4.1.1.1) (which are the canonical maps of the two coprod-
ucts) are cofibrations. Hence if sSet-Oper∗ would be left proper, Fι2(j) unionsq I0 should
be a weak equivalence; we are going to show that this is not the case.
Let Sn be the groupoid of stumped corollas (Remark 1.5.5.3) and isomorphisms
between them.
For every T ∈ Sn let st(T ) be the set of nodes of T of arity 0 and let us denote
by eT the unique node that is not a stump (if there is one).
If P is a sSet-operad such that P (0) ∼= ∅ we have the following description of the
coproduct P unionsq I0 (natural in P ):
(4.1.1.2) (P unionsq I0)(n) ∼= colim
T∈Sn
((
∏
u∈st(T )
∗)× P (eT )) ∼= colim
T∈Sn
P (eT )
for every n ∈ N (for the unique stumped corolla with no nodes of arity different from
0 read P (eT ) as ∗); this formula can be obtained from a description of push-outs of
operads similar to the one given for PROPs (§ 2.7.1). It follows that
(η!(j[2]) unionsq I0)(0) ∼= colim
T∈S0
(η!(j[2])(eT )) ∼=
∼=id∗ unionsq colim
Aut(S2)
(η!(j[2])(eS2)) ∼= id∗ unionsq colimΣ2 (η!(j[2])(2)),
where S2 is the unique stumped corolla with arity 0 and one binary node (fig. 4.1).
Observe that the map colimΣ2(η!(j[2])(2)) : E(Σ2)/Σ2 −→ ∗ is not a weak equivalence
Figure 4.1. The stumped corolla S2.
of simplicial sets (since E(Σ2)/Σ2 ' K(Σ2, 1)). It follows that (η!(j[2]) unionsq I0)(0) (and
thus η!(j[2]) unionsq I0) is not a weak equivalence as well.
4.2. The Dwyer-Kan model structure
Recall that the localisation functor lV,W : V → Ho(V) (3.1.1.1) is symmetric
monoidal. The functor of “path components”
(4.2.0.3) pi0 :(V,⊗, I) −→ (Set,×, ∗)
X 7−→ Ho(V)(I, X)
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is the composition Ho(V)(I,−) ◦ lV,W. Being symmetric monoidal, the functors lV,W,
Ho(V)(I,−) and pi0 induce functors
(4.2.0.4) V-Cat
pi0
**
ho(−)
// Ho(V)-Cat −0 // Cat
(4.2.0.5) V-Oper
pi0
++
ho(−)
// Ho(V)-Oper −0 // Oper
(4.2.0.6) V-Prop
pi0
++
ho(−)
// Ho(V)-Prop −0 // Prop.
We have similar functors for V-cfOper, V-NSOper, V-UOper, V-cfProp and V-afProp
that will also be denoted by ho(−), −0 and pi0.
Definition 4.2.0.1. A morphism f : X → Y in V-Cat (resp. V-Oper, V-Prop,
V-cfOper, V-NSOper, V-UOper, V-cfProp, V-afProp) is homotopically essentially sur-
jective if the functor pi0(f) (resp. pi0(j∗(f)), pi0(k∗(f))) is essentially surjective.
A morphism f in V-Cat (resp. V-Oper, V-Prop,...) is a Dwyer-Kan equivalence if
it is a local weak equivalence and it is homotopically essentially surjective. We denote
the class of Dwyer-Kan equivalences by WDK (when the category to which it belongs
is clear from the context).
Remark 4.2.0.2. Note that a morphism f in V-Cat (resp. V-Oper, V-Prop,...) is
a Dwyer-Kan equivalence if and only if ho(f) is fully-faithful and essentially surjective,
i.e. an equivalence in Ho(V)-Cat (resp. Ho(V)-Oper, Ho(V)-Prop,...).
Definition 4.2.0.3. A Dwyer-Kan model structure on V-Cat ( V-Oper, V-Prop,
V-cfOper, V-NSOper, V-UOper, V-cfProp, V-afProp) is a model structure in which
WDK is the class of weak equivalences and the acyclic fibrations are the local acyclic
fibrations which are surjective on objects (resp. colours).
Note that if a Dwyer-Kan model structure exists, then it is unique.
4.2.1. Intervals. In this section we recall the notions of (weak) interval and gener-
ating set of intervals. They were first defined by Berger and Moerdijk (see § 4.2.1.2) to
establish the Dwyer-Kan model structure on V-Cat and then generalised by Muro in
[68]. A generating set of intervals serves to detect homotopy equivalences between ob-
jects in V-categories and will be used to define a set of generating acyclic cofibrations
for the Dwyer-Kan model structure.
4.2.1.1. Weak intervals. We assume that (V,⊗, I) is a symmetric monoidal model
category in which the operadic family Cat is admissible.
Definition 4.2.1.1. Two objects in a V-category C are homotopy equivalent if
they are isomorphic in pi0(C). Given a V-operad (resp. V-PROP) O two colours
x, y ∈ O are homotopy equivalent if they are isomorphic as objects of pi0(j∗(O)) (resp.
pi0(k∗(O))), i.e. if they are homotopy equivalent in the underlying V-category of O.
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Definition 4.2.1.2. A weak interval in V-Cat is a V-enriched category with two
objects I ∈ V-Cat{0,1} such that 0 and 1 are homotopy equivalent.
A set of weak intervals G is said to be generating if for every X ∈ V-Cat and
every pair of homotopy equivalent objects x, y ∈ X there exist a weak interval G ∈ G
and a morphism f : G → X such that f(0) = x and f(1) = y.
We remark that weak intervals are just called intervals in [68]; we use a different
terminology to distinguish them from the intervals of Berger and Moerdijk (cf. §
4.2.1.2).
Proposition 4.2.1.3. ([68]) Suppose that V is a combinatorial monoidal model
category satisfying the monoid axiom. There exists a generating set of weak intervals
G for V-Cat.
Consider the inclusion i0 : {0} → {0, 1}; for every V-category K in V-CatC let
iK0 : i∗0(K)→ K be the cartesian arrow over i0 with target K. Let cK : i˜∗0(K)→ i∗0(K)
be a cofibrant replacement in V-Cat{0}; factor the morphism (iK0 cK)u in V-Cat{0,1}
into a cofibration lK : i0!i˜∗0(K) → K˜ followed by a weak equivalence w : K˜ → K; We
will denote by θK the morphism (i0, lK) : i˜∗0(K) → K˜.
(4.2.1.1) i˜∗0(K)
θK //
∼

K˜
∼

i∗0(K)
iK0 // K.
Of course, the definition of θK depends on the choice of cofibrant replacement and
factorisation that we have made; we will assume that one such a θK has been chosen
for every weak interval K.
Given a generating set of weak intervals G we will denote by J CatG the set of
morphisms
(4.2.1.2) J CatG = {θG | G ∈ G}.
This set is part of the set of generating acyclic cofibrations for the Dwyer-Kan model
structure on V-Cat introduced in [68].
Proposition 4.2.1.4. Suppose that V has a set of generating weak intervals G.
A map in V-Cat (V-Oper, V-Prop) is a local fibration, a Dwyer-Kan equivalence and
has the right lifting property with respect to J CatG (resp. j!(J CatG ), k!(J CatG )) if and
only if it is a local acyclic fibration surjective on objects (resp. colours).
Proof. Suppose that f : X → Y is a local fibration in V-Cat, a Dwyer-Kan
equivalence and has the right lifting property with respect to J CatG . Clearly f is a
local acyclic fibration, so we just have to prove that f is surjective on objects. Let
y ∈ Y . Since f is a Dwyer-Kan equivalence there exist G ∈ G, x ∈ X and a map
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g : G → Y such that g(0) = f(x) and g(1) = y. We obtain a commutative diagram
i˜∗0(G) 55
θG

1 x //oo

X
f

G˜ // G
g // Y
where the top-left horizontal arrow is a cofibration in V-Cat{0} (since i˜∗0(G) is a
cofibrant V-category with one object by definition). Since f is a local acyclic fibration,
the dashed arrow exists and makes the diagram commute. Since f has the right lifting
property with respect to θG we can find a map h : G˜→ X such that f(h(1)) = y; this
shows that f is surjective on objects.
For the converse implication we have to prove that every map f that is a local
acyclic fibration surjective on objects has the right lifting property with respect to
J CatG .
Suppose that G ∈ G and a commutative diagram
(4.2.1.3) i˜∗0(G)
θG

a // X
f

G˜
b // Y
is given. Since f is surjective on colours, b can be factored via i0!(i˜∗0(G)) to get a
commutative diagram
(4.2.1.4) i˜∗0(G)
θG

// i0!(i˜∗0(G))
(θG)u
zz
a′ // X
f

G˜
55
b // Y.
Since (θG)u is a cofibration in V-Cat{0,1} and f is a local acyclic fibration, the dashed
arrow exists and makes the diagram commute, providing a diagonal filler for (4.2.1.3).
The same statement about V-Oper (resp. V-Prop) is recovered from the previous
one by an adjunction argument. 
4.2.1.2. Berger and Moerdijk’s V-intervals. We continue to assume that Cat is
admissible in V. The notion of weak interval is strictly related to the notion of V-
interval defined in [8].
We will denote by I ∈ V-Cat{0,1} the V-enriched category representing isomor-
phisms, that is I(0, 0) = I(1, 0) = I(0, 1) = I(1, 1) = I; the V-monoid 1 = I(0, 0) is the
V-enriched category (with one object) representing objects.
Definition 4.2.1.5. ([8]) A V-interval is a cofibrant object in V-Cat{0,1} (con-
sidered with the projective model structure) which is weakly equivalent to I.
Remark 4.2.1.6. Every V-interval H is a weak interval. Furthermore, since H is
cofibrant in V-Cat{0,1} and i∗0(H) is weakly equivalent to 1 in V-Cat{0}, the morphism
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θH defined in § 4.2.1.1 can be chosen to be the unique morphism
θH : 1 → H
such that θH(0) = 0.
Definition 4.2.1.7. A set of V-intervals M is generating if every V-interval is a
retract of a trivial extension on an element of M (cf. [8, def. 1.11]).
Proposition 4.2.1.8. ([8, Lemma 1.12]) If V is combinatorial, a generating set
of V-intervals always exists.
Proposition 4.2.1.9. ([8]) Suppose that V is a right proper symmetric monoidal
model category with cofibrant unit in which the operadic Set-family Cat is admissible.
Then a generating set of V-intervals M is a generating set of intervals in the sense
of Definition 4.2.1.2.
Proof. This is basically a consequence of Proposition 2.24 and Lemma 2.10 in [8]
as remarked there (proof of Proposition 2.20 in loc.cit.): if V is right proper and Cat
is admissible, then, given X ∈ V-Cat, two objects x, y ∈ X are homotopy equivalent
if and only if there exist a V-interval H and a morphism f : H→ X such that f(0) = x
and f(1) = y. 
It follows that if V is a combinatorial right proper monoidal model category in which
the unit is cofibrant and Cat is admissible then the set (4.2.1.2) can be chosen to be:
(4.2.1.5) J CatM = {1
θH−→H | H ∈M}
where M is a generating set of V-intervals.
4.2.2. Existence of the Dwyer-Kan model structure. We are now ready for
the proof of the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model structure.
Lemma 4.2.2.1. Suppose that K is a saturated class of morphisms in V and Cat
(Op, PROP, NSOp, CfOp, cfPROP, afPROP) is K-admissible and admissible in V.
Suppose that r : A → B is a morphism in V-Cat such that:
- A is a cofibrant monoid in the projective model structure;
- B is a V-category, cofibrant in the projective model structure on V-Catob(B);
- ru : r!(A) → B is a cofibration in V-Catob(B).
Then for every push-out in V-Cat (V-Oper, V-Prop,...) of the form
(4.2.2.1)
A
r

a // X
f

B
b
// Y
resp.
A
j!(r)

a // X
f

B
b
// Y
,
A
k!(r)

a // X
f

B
b
// Y

the morphism f is a K-local morphism. Furthermore, if r is a local weak equivalence,
f is a local weak equivalence.
Proof. We give the proof for a push-out in V-Prop; the other cases are analo-
gous.
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The (third) diagram in (4.2.2.1) decomposes in two push-outs
(4.2.2.2) k!(A)
k!(ru)

a // X
f ′

k!(r∗(B))

a′ // X ′
f ′′

k!(B)
b
// Y.
In the bottom square, the vertical map on the left is a fully faithful map of V-
PROPs injective on colours. It follows from Corollary 2.7.3.6 that f ′′ is a local
isomorphism. Thus it is sufficient to prove that f ′ is a K-local morphism, and a local
weak equivalence if r is a local weak equivalence.
The diagram
a!k!(A)
a!k!(ru)

au // X
f ′

a!k!(r∗(B))
a′u // X ′
is a push-out square in V-Propob(X). Theorem 7.13 [68] guarantees that, under our
hypothesis, the map ru is a cofibration in V-Cat∗ (V-categories with one object).
Therefore a!k!(ru) and f ′ are cofibrations in V-Propcl(X). Since PROP isK-admissible
f ′ is a K-local morphism, and a local weak equivalence if r is a local weak equivalence.

Theorem 4.2.2.2. Let K be a saturated class of maps in V such that Cat is K-
admissible in V. Suppose furthermore that V is K-compactly generated and has a
generating set of weak intervals G. Then V-Cat admits the Dwyer-Kan model struc-
ture. Moreover, the Dwyer-Kan model structure is cofibrantly generated with set of
generating cofibrations ICatDK = ICatloc ∪ {t : ∅ → 1} and set of generating acyclic cofi-
brations J CatDK = J Catloc ∪ J CatG .
Proof. Note that, as desired, a map in V-Cat has the right lifting property with
respect to cell(ICatDK) if and only if it is a local acyclic fibration surjective on objects.
We are going to apply Theorem 3.1.2.3 for the recognition of cofibrantly generated
model categories. Condition i. is satisfied since the class of Dwyer-Kan equivalences
is clearly closed under retracts and satisfies the 2-out-of-3 because the same is true
for equivalences of enriched categories (cf. Remark 4.2.0.2).
The second requirement of condition v. (and thus condition iv.) is satisfied by
Proposition 4.2.1.4. Note that this implies that cell(J OpDK) ⊆ cell(IOpDK), hence to
check iii. it is enough to prove that cell(J OpDK) ⊆WDK .
Note that, since Cat is K-admissible, all the push-outs along maps in ICatloc (resp.
J Catloc ) are K-local morphisms (resp. K ∩W-local morphisms) bijective on objects.
Push-outs along maps in J CatG are K ∩W-local morphisms thanks to Lemma 4.2.2.1,
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and are also homotopically essentially surjective (note that the codomain of every
map in J CatG is a weak interval). Push-outs along t : ∗ → 1 are local isomorphisms.
It follows that all relative ICatDK-cells are K-local morphisms and all relative J CatDK-
cells are K ∩W-local morphisms. Moreover, since the class of homotopically essen-
tially surjective maps is closed under transfinite composition all relative J CatDK-cells
are homotopically essentially surjective. Hence cell(J CatDK) is contained in the class of
Dwyer-Kan equivalences.
It remains to check that ICatDK and J CatDK admit the small object argument (con-
dition ii.). To prove it, it is sufficient to prove that the domains of their elements
are small relative to K-local morphisms. For the maps in ICatloc and J Catloc this follows
from corollary 2.9.2.10. Each map in J CatG has a cofibrant V-monoid as domain. All
cofibrant V-monoids are small relative to K-local morphisms (in V-Cat) thanks to
Proposition 3.2.2.5. Finally, the object ∅ (domain of t) is initial and hence small. 
The following three theorems are proved exactly as Theorem 4.2.2.2, hence we
omit the proofs.
Theorem 4.2.2.3. Let K be a saturated class of maps in V such that Op is
K-admissible. Suppose furthermore that V is K-compactly generated and has a gen-
erating set of weak intervals G. Then V-Oper admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure,
with set of generating cofibrations IOpDK = IOploc ∪ j!({t : ∅ → 1}) and set of generating
acyclic cofibrations J OpDK = J Oploc ∪ j!(JG).
Theorem 4.2.2.4. Let K be a saturated class of maps in V such that PROP
is K-admissible. Suppose furthermore that V is K-compactly generated and has a
generating set of weak intervals G. Then V-Prop admits the Dwyer-Kan model struc-
ture, with set of generating cofibrations IPROPDK = IPROPloc ∪ k!({t : ∅ → 1}) and set of
generating acyclic cofibrations J PROPDK = J PROPloc ∪ k!(JG).
Theorem 4.2.2.5. Let K be a saturated class of maps in V such that NSOp (CfOp,
cfPROP, afPROP) is K-admissible. Suppose furthermore that V is K-compactly gen-
erated and has a generating set of weak intervals G. Then V-NSOper (resp. V-cfOper,
V-cfProp,V-afProp) admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure, with set of generating
cofibrations
INSOpDK = INSOploc ∪ j!({t : ∅ → 1}) (resp. ICfOpDK = ICfOploc ∪ j!({t : ∅ → 1}), ...)
and set of generating acyclic cofibrations
J NSOpDK = J NSOploc ∪ j!(JG) (resp. J CfOpDK = J CfOploc ∪ j!({t : ∅ → 1}), ...).
Corollary 4.2.2.6. Suppose that V is a compactly generated model category
that satisfies the monoid axiom and has a generating set of intervals. Then V-Cat
(V-NSOper, V-cfOper) admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure, which is cofibrantly
generated.
Corollary 4.2.2.7. Suppose that V is a combinatorial and satisfies the monoid
axiom. Then V-Cat (V-NSOper, V-cfOper) admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure,
which is combinatorial.
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Proof. A generating set of weak intervals always exists by Proposition 4.2.1.3.
V-Cat (V-NSOper, V-cfOper) is locally presentable by Corollary 2.9.2.6. 
Corollary 4.2.2.8. Suppose that V is symmetric h-monoidal and either:
- V is strongly admissibly generated and symmetric h-monoidal and all objects are
small with respect to cell(SV) or
- V is combinatorial and its class of weak equivalences is close under transfinite
composition.
Then V-Oper, V-Prop, V-cfProp and V-afProp admit the Dwyer-Kan model structure;
if V is combinatorial, then so are these Dwyer-Kan model structures.
The following definition is convenient for exposition purposes.
Definition 4.2.2.9. We will say that Cat (resp.Op, PROP, NSOp, CfOp,cfPROP,
afPROP) is Dwyer-Kan admissible in V if Cat is admissible in V, if V has a gener-
ating set of weak intervals and V-Cat (resp. V-Oper, V-Prop, V-NSOper, V-cfOper,
V-cfProp, V-afProp) admits the cofibrantly generated Dwyer Kan model structure
with generating (acyclic) cofibrations as in Theorem 4.2.2.2 (resp. 4.2.2.3, 4.2.2.4,
4.2.2.5).
4.2.2.1. Connections with the existing literature. Beside Muro’s and Berger and
Moerdijk’s work, on which our results are based, the existence of the Dwyer-Kan
model structure over V-Cat for a general V (under more restrictive conditions) was
proved by Lurie [57, §A.3.2]. Before them, the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model
structure on V-Cat for a particular V was already proven by other authors: Amrani
for V = Top ([3], see also [47]), Bergner for V = sSet ([11]), Lack for V = Cat (with
the folk model structure), Tabuada for chain complexes over a commutative ring R
([91]) and symmetric spectra ([89]).
The existence Dwyer-Kan model structure on sSet-Oper was already proven by
Cisinski and Moerdijk ([16]) and Robertson ([77]), while the Dwyer-Kan model struc-
ture on sSet-Prop appears in [34].
In this work we did not consider other algebraic structures similar to PROPs, such
as properads or wheeled prop(erad)s (see [96]); however our proof can be generalised to
prove, for example, the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model structure on the category
of V-enriched properads, recovering the model structure on simplicial properads of
[35] as a particular case.
4.2.3. Fibrant objects and right properness. Suppose Cat is Dwyer-Kan admis-
sible in V. Then the Dwyer-Kan model structure on V-Cat exists and the chosen set
of generating acyclic cofibrations contains J Catloc , so every fibration is a local fibration.
The same applies to the cases of V-operads and V-PROPs: if Op (resp. PROP) is
Dwyer-Kan admissible in V, then the fibrations are local fibrations.
The converse, i.e. that all local fibrations are Dwyer-Kan fibrations, is not true
since, in general, fibrations in the Dwyer-Kan model structure has the right lifting
property with respect to JG (for a chosen generating set of weak intervals G). How-
ever, as done in [8], it can be proved that if V is right proper and has cofibrant
unit, the class of Dwyer-Kan fibrant objects coincides with the class of locally fibrant
objects.
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Proposition 4.2.3.1. Suppose that Cat is Dwyer-Kan admissible in V and that
V is right proper, with cofibrant unit and has a set of generating V-intervals M. Then
a V-category is fibrant in the Dwyer-Kan model structure if and only if it is locally
fibrant.
Proof. Under our hypothesis the set of generating acyclic cofibrations for the
Dwyer-Kan model structure can be chosen to be J PROPloc ∪ k!(J CatM ) (cf. Proposition
4.2.1.9). The statement now follows from [8, Lemma 2.10]. 
Proposition 4.2.3.2. Suppose that Op (resp. PROP, NSOp, CfOp, cfPROP,
afPROP) is Dwyer-Kan admissible in V and that V is right proper, with cofibrant unit
and has a set of generating V-intervals M. Then X ∈ V-Oper (resp. X ∈ V-Prop,...)
is fibrant in the Dwyer-Kan model structure if and only if it is locally fibrant.
Proof. We give the proof in the case of V-operads, the other cases are analogous.
Clearly every Dwyer-Kan fibrant object is a locally fibrant object. Suppose X is
locally fibrant. Under our hypothesis the set of generating acyclic cofibrations for the
Dwyer-Kan model structure can be chosen to be J Oploc ∪k!(J CatM ) (Proposition 4.2.1.9).
Since X is locally fibrant, it has the right lifting property with respect to Jloc. By
adjunction X has the right lifting property with respect to k!(J CatM ) if and only if
k∗(X) has the right lifting property with respect to J CatM ; this is indeed the case by
[8, Lemma 2.10], since j∗(X) is locally fibrant (in V-Cat). 
Under these conditions it is easy to prove that the Dwyer-Kan model structure
is also right proper.
Proposition 4.2.3.3. Suppose that Cat (resp.Op, PROP, NSOp, CfOp,cfPROP,
afPROP) is Dwyer-Kan admissible in V and V is right proper and admits a set of
generating weak intervals formed by V-intervals M (for example, the unit is cofibrant).
Then the Dwyer-Kan model structure on V-Cat, (resp. V-Oper, V-Prop, V-NSOper,
V-cfOper, V-cfProp,V-afProp) is right proper.
Proof. We give the proof for V-operads. The other cases are analogous.
Suppose a pull-back diagram is given in V-Oper
A
f ′

w′ // X
f

B
w
// Y
where f is a fibration and w is a weak equivalence. We have to prove that w′ is a
weak equivalence, i.e. a homotopically essentially surjective local weak equivalence.
Note that, the diagram
A
f ′u

w′u // w′∗(X)
w′∗(fu)

f ′∗(B)
f ′∗(wu)
// (fw)∗(Y )
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is a pull-back diagram in V-Opercl(A), which is right proper by Proposition 3.1.3.3 ,
hence w′ is a local weak equivalence.
We only have to prove that w′ is essentially surjective. Suppose a colour x of X
is given. Since w is homotopically essentially surjective, there exist an object b in B,
a V-interval H and a morphism h : H→ Y , such that the following diagram commutes
j!(1)
j!(i0) ##
b

a

j!(1)
j!(i1){{
x

j!(H)
h

h′
##
A
w′ //
f

X
f

B
w // Y.
Since j!(i1) is an acyclic cofibration and f is a fibration, the map h lifts to a morphism
h′ : j!(H)→X such that h′(1) = x and fh′(0) = w(b); thanks to the universal property
of A there is a colour a ∈ cl(A) such that w′(a) = h′(0). Since x was chosen arbitrarily,
this proves that w′ is homotopically essentially surjective. 
4.2.4. (Relative) left properness. In Section 3.2.9 we stated sufficient conditions
on V that guarantee that the projective model structures on the fibers of V-Cat,
V-Oper, V-NSOper and V-cfOper are left proper. To extend those results to the
Dwyer-Kan model structures on the respective total categories we need the following
categorical lemma.
Lemma 4.2.4.1. Let i : K → L be a morphism in V and let
(4.2.4.1) Cn(K)
Cn(i)

f // X
v

Cn(L) g // Y
be a push-out square in V-Oper (resp. V-NSOper,V-cfOper). Suppose that there
exist a set B and a function p : B → cl(X) such that the underlying map of sets
f : n+ 1 → cl(X) factors as f = pq for some q : n+ 1 → B. Then the induced
diagram
(4.2.4.2) Cn(K)
Cn(i)

fu // p∗(X)
p∗(v)

Cn(L)
gu
// p∗(Y )
is a push-out square.
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Proof. Set sn = (1, . . . , n;n+ 1) ∈ Sign(n+ 1) and recall that Cn = FOpn+1ιsn
(see § 4.1). Let f(sn) be the image of the signature sn along f . Diagram 4.2.4.1
decomposes as
Cn(K) //
Cn(i)

f(sn)!(K)
(A)
fu //
f(sn)!(i)

X
v

Cn(L) // f(sn)!(L) gu // Y
where square (A) is a push-out square in V-Opercl(X) along a free morphism (i.e. of
the form (2.8.0.5) for O = Opcl(X)).
We can thus exploit the filtration given in § 2.8 for this kind of push-outs. In this
way we obtain that, for every b ∈ Sign(B) the map p∗(v)(b) = v(p(b)) is isomorphic
to a transfinite composition:
(4.2.4.3)
X(p(b)) ∼= X0 v0 // X1 v1 // . . .
vk−1 // Xk
vk // . . . // colim
k∈N
Xk ∼= Y (p(b))
where for every k ∈ N the map vk is the push-out of a map wf(sn)k [i,X]. According
to (2.8.2.3)
(4.2.4.4) wf(sn)k [i,X] ∼= colim
T∈moT(f(sn)k+1,p(b))
ik+1 ⊗ ⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
X(val(v))

where moT(f(sn)k+1, p(b)) is the groupoid of minimal (f(sn)k+1, p(b))-rigid trees.
Let Y ′ be the push-out of the top-left corner of diagram (4.2.4.2). We are going
to prove that the canonical map φ : Y ′ → p∗(Y ) is an isomorphism.
The push-out square for Y ′ decomposes as:
Cn(K) //
Cn(i)

q(sn)!(K)
(B)
(fu)u //
q(sn)!(i)

p∗(X)
v′

Cn(L) // q(sn)!(L) // Y ′
where square (B) is a push-out square in V-OperB along a free morphism (i.e. of the
form (2.8.0.5) for O = OpB).
For every b ∈ Sign(B) the map v′(b) is isomorphic to a transfinite composition
(4.2.4.5)
X(p(b)) ∼= X0
v′0 // X ′1(b)
v′1 // . . .
v′k−1 // X ′k(b)
v′k // . . . // colim
k∈N
Xk ∼= Y ′(b),
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where for every k ∈ N the map vk is the push-out of a map
(4.2.4.6) wq(sn)k [i, p
∗(X)] ∼= colim
T∈moT(q(sn)k+1,b)
ik+1 ⊗ ⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
X(p(val(v)))

where moT(q(sn)k+1, b) is the groupoid of minimal (q(sn)k+1, b) rigid trees.
The canonical map φ : Y ′ → p∗(Y ) respects this filtration, i.e. it is the colimit of
a latter of morphisms:
(4.2.4.7)
X(p(b))
id

v′0 // X ′1(b)
φ1

v′1 // . . .
v′k−1 // X ′k(b)
φk

v′k // . . . // colim
k∈N
Xk ∼= Y ′(b)
φ∼=colimk∈N φk

X(p(b)) v0 // X1(b)
v1 // . . .
vk−1 // Xk(b)
vk // . . . // colim
k∈N
Xk ∼= Y (p(b)).
The φk’s are all isomorphisms. More in detail, there is a functor
p¯ : moT(q(sn)k+1, b) → moT(f(sn)k+1, p(b))
that sends each minimal rigid tree of the source to the same rigid tree with the labels
on the edges changed according to p. The functor p¯ is an isomorphism of groupoids.
It follows that the canonical natural transformation (induced by p) from wf(sn)k [i,X]
to wf(sn)k [i, p∗(X)] is an isomorphism. This natural transformation, together with the
maps φk(b) and φk+1(b) is part of a natural transformation between the push-outs
defining v′k and vk. It follows that all the φk’s are isomorphisms and so is φ(b).
Since b was arbitrarily chosen, this proves that the canonical map φ : Y ′ → p∗(Y )
is an isomorphism, i.e. (4.2.4.2) is a push-out square. 
We can now state and prove our two main results about the (relative) left proper-
ness of the Dwyer-Kan model structure. The next theorem for the Dwyer-Kan model
structure on V-Cat was proved by Muro [68, Theorem 12.1].
Theorem 4.2.4.2. Suppose that (V,⊗, I) is compactly generated (def. 3.2.6.2)
and satisfies the monoid axiom and the strong unit axiom (def. 3.2.9.3). Then:
i. the Dwyer-Kan model structure on V-NSOper (resp. V-cfOper, V-Cat) is left
proper relative to locally pseudo-cofibrant objects (def. 3.1.3.4, 3.2.6.6);
ii. if furthermore V is strongly h-monoidal, the Dwyer-Kan model structure on
V-NSOper (resp. V-cfOper, V-Cat) is left proper.
Proof. We give the proof only in the case of non-symmetric operads, the other
two cases are analogous.
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We have to check that, given a cofibration z, a weak equivalence f and a push-out
diagram
A
f

z // B
g

X
z′
// Y,
in V-NSOper the morphism g is a weak equivalence; for statement i. we suppose that
A and X are locally pseudo-cofibrant.
It is immediate to check that g is essentially surjective (if a colour of Y is not in
the image of g, then it is in the one of z′ and the rest follows from the fact that f is
essentially surjective).
We have to prove that g is a local weak equivalence. Since V is compactly gen-
erated and NSOp is ⊗-admissible (def. 3.2.6.2), it is sufficient to check that the
statement holds in the case in which z is the push-out of a generating cofibration
l ∈ INSOploc ∪ {j!(∅ → 1)}.
If l is j!(∅ → 1) the statement is trivially true: Y and B are just obtained from
X and Y adding one colour.
Suppose that l is equal to Cn(i) for some i : K → L in I.
Cn(K0)
Cn(i) //
a

Cn(K1)
b

A
z //
f

B
g

X
z′ // Y.
We can decompose the lower square as
A
z //
fu

B
gu

f∗(X)
f∗(z) //
ηf

f∗(Y )
ηg

X
z′ // Y.
The pasting lemma for push-outs and Lemma 4.2.4.1 imply that the upper square is
a push-out.
The morphism ηg is fully faithful, thus it is sufficient to prove that gu is a lo-
cal weak equivalence. The upper square is a push-out square in V-NSOperC for
C = cl(A) = cl(B). Since z is a cofibration in V-NSOperC , fu is a weak equivalence
and V-NSOperC is left proper (relative to locally pseudo-cofibrant objects) (Propo-
sition 3.2.9.5), it follows that gu is a weak equivalence and hence g is a local weak
equivalence. 
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Proposition 4.2.4.3. Suppose that V satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.2.3;
the Dwyer-Kan model structure on V-Oper is left proper relative to almost-Σ-cofibrant
V-operads (def. 3.2.8.4).
Proof. The proof follows the same steps of Proposition 4.2.4.2: one reduces
himself to check that the push-out of a weak equivalence along a push-out of a map in
IOploc ∪ {j!(∅ → 1)} is a weak equivalence. This last claim follows from Lemma 4.2.4.1
and Proposition 3.2.9.6. 
4.2.5. Existence of the Dwyer-Kan semi-model structure. While the Dwyer-
Kan model structure on V-Cat, V-NSOper and V-cfOper exists under pretty mild
conditions on V, the conditions for its existence on V-Oper, V-Prop, V-cfProp and
V-afProp are quite restrictive (cf. § 4.6). However, we saw that under more mild con-
ditions (cf. § 4.1), the operadic families Op, cfPROP and afPROP are semi-admissible;
under these conditions a Dwyer-Kan semi-model structure exists on V-Oper, V-cfProp
and V-afProp; the precise statement is given in the following two theorems; we omit
the proofs, since they are identical to the proofs of Theorems 4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3 and
4.2.2.5.
Theorem 4.2.5.1. Suppose Cat is Dwyer-Kan admissible in V and V satisfies the
strong unit axiom. Then V-Oper admits the Dwyer-Kan relative semi-model struc-
ture with respect to locally almost-Σ-cofibrant objects (def. 3.1.5.2). Furthermore all
cofibrant objects are almost-Σ-cofibrant, hence this is an actual semi-model structure.
Theorem 4.2.5.2. Suppose Cat is Dwyer-Kan admissible in V and V has cofibrant
unit. Then V-cfProp and V-afProp admit the Dwyer-Kan semi-model structure.
4.2.6. Unitary operads. Since unitary operads are not described by an operadic
family their case need to be considered separately (cf. § 2.5). In this section we prove
that if CfOp is Dwyer-Kan admissible in V, then the category of unitary V-operads
admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure.
Recall that given a model categoryM, for every A ∈M the slice categoryM ↓ A
has a model structure in which a map is a weak equivalence (cofibration, fibration) if
and only if it becomes a weak equivalence (cofibration, fibration) in V after applying
the canonical forgetful functor pA : M ↓ A → M. If M is cofibrantly generated
with generating (acyclic) cofibrations I (resp. J), then the above model structure on
M ↓ A is cofibrantly generated with set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations
I ↓ A = {f ∈ (M ↓ A)∆[1] | pA(f) ∈ I}
(resp.J ↓ A = {f ∈ (M ↓ A)∆[1] | pA(f) ∈ J} ).
Proposition 4.2.6.1. Suppose that CfOpC is admissible in V. Then V-UOperC
admits the projective model structure, transferred from the projective model structure
on V-cfOperC ↓ ComC along (e!, e∗) (1.5.5.7). Furthermore e∗ preserves cofibrations.
Proof. Let I (resp. J) be a set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations for V.
We know that a choice for the set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations in V-cfOperC
is
ICfOpC = {FCfOpC ιs(i) | i ∈ I, s ∈ Sign0(C)}
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(resp. JCfOpC = {FCfOpC ιs(j) | j ∈ J, s ∈ Sign0(C)} ).
Therefore a set of generating (acyclic) cofibrations for V-cfOperC ↓ ComC is
ICfOpC ↓ ComC = {(FCfOpC ιs)(i) | i ∈ I ↓ I, s ∈ Sign0(C)}
(resp. JCfOpC ↓ ComC = {(FCfOpC ιs)(j) | j ∈ J ↓ I, s ∈ Sign0(C)} )
(where FCfOpC and ιs actually stand for FCfOpC ↓ ComC and ιs ↓ ComC).
Since e∗ preserves all limits and colimits, to check that the projective model struc-
ture transfers along (e!, e∗) and e∗ preserves cofibrations it is sufficient to check that
the set of morphisms e∗e!(ICfOpC ↓ ComC) (resp. e∗e!(JCfOpC ↓ ComC)) is contained
in the class of (acyclic) cofibrations of V-cfOperC (cf. Theorem 3.1.2.7).
Suppose i ∈ I ↓ I ( i ∈ J ↓ I) and s ∈ Sign0(C), then
e∗e!FCfOpC ιs(i) ' e∗u!l!ιs(i) ' FCfOpC l∗l!ιs(i).
The functors FCfOpC , l∗, l! and ιs are left Quillen functors, therefore e∗e!FCfOpC ιs(i)
is an (acyclic) cofibration. 
Theorem 4.2.6.2. Suppose that CfOp is Dwyer-Kan admissible in V so that
V-cfOper admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure. Then the slice model structure on
V-cfOper ↓ Com can be transferred to V-UOper along (e!, e∗) (2.5.2.1). Furthermore
e! preserves cofibrations. If V is combinatorial, then the transferred model structure
on V-UOper is combinatorial.
Proof. Thanks to Theorem 3.1.2.7, since e! preserves colimits it is sufficient to
prove that e∗e!(i) is an (acyclic) cofibration in V-cfOper for every i ∈ ICfOpDK ↓ Com (
i ∈ J CfOpDK ↓ Com).
If i ∈ ICfOploc ↓ Com (resp. i ∈ JCfOploc ↓ Com) the statement follows from Proposition
4.2.6.1. Otherwise i = j!(k) for some (acyclic) cofibration k ∈ V-CatC and e∗e!(i) ' i;
in fact the counit of (e!, e∗) is an isomorphism in the image of j!.
The last statement is a consequence of Corollary 2.9.2.7. 
Corollary 4.2.6.3. If V is compactly generated (def. 3.2.6.2), satisfies the
monoid axiom and has a generating set of weak intervals, then V-UOper admits the
Dwyer-Kan model structure.
Proof. V-cfOper admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure by Corollary 4.2.2.6
hence so does V-UOper by Theorem 4.2.6.2. 
Proposition 4.2.6.4. Suppose V-cfOper and V-UOper admit the Dwyer-Kan
model structure. If V-cfOper is right (resp. left) proper, then V-UOper is right (resp.
left) proper.
Proof. The model structure on V-UOper is transferred from V-cfOper which is
right proper, therefore it is right proper. Since e∗ preserves push-outs, cofibrations
and preserves and reflects weak equivalences, if V-cfOper is left proper V-UOper is
left proper too. 
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4.3. Dwyer-Kan equivalences of operads and rectification
Suppose that V is a cofibrantly generated symmetric monoidal model category
and every V-operad is admissible in V.
Proposition 4.3.0.5. Suppose that p : O → P is a morphism of V-operads which
is homotopically essentially surjective and consider the Quillen adjunction
p! : AlgO(V) AlgP(V) : p∗.
A morphism φ in AlgP(V) is a weak equivalence if and only if p∗(φ) is a weak equiv-
alence.
Proof. Consider the map of Ho(V)-operads ho(p): ho(O)→ho(O) (cf. (4.2.0.5)).
There is a commutative diagram
AlgO(V)
ho(−)

AlgP(V)p∗oo
ho(−)

Algho(O)(Ho(V)) Algho(P)(Ho(V))ho(p)∗oo
induced by the symmetric monoidal functor lV,W (3.1.1.1).
Suppose that f : A → B is a morphism in AlgP(V). The map f is a weak
equivalence if and only if ho(f) is an isomorphism. Since ho(p) is essentially surjective,
ho(f) is an isomorphism if and only if ho(p)∗(ho(f)) is an isomorphism. Finally
ho(p)∗(ho(f)) ∼= ho(p∗(f)) is an isomorphism if and only if p∗(f) is a weak equivalence,
hence the statement is proven. 
Proposition 4.3.0.6. Suppose that p : O → P is a morphism of V-operads which
is fully faithful and homotopically essentially surjective. Then the Quillen adjunction
p! : AlgO(V) AlgP(V) : p∗
is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. Suppose a morphism α : p!(A) → B is given; the adjoint α¯ : A → p∗(B)
is isomorphic to the composition p∗(α)ηA where ηA : A → p∗p!(A). Since p is fully-
faithful the unit is an isomorphism; thus α is a weak equivalence if and only if α¯ is a
weak equivalence. 
Proposition 4.3.0.7. Suppose that V is left proper and p: O → P is a Dwyer-Kan
weak equivalence between Σ-cofibrant V-operads. Then the Quillen adjunction
p! : AlgO(V) AlgP(V) : p∗
is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. Factor p as
O
pu // p∗(P )  // P.
The adjunction (p!, p∗) decomposes as
AlgO(V)
(pu)! // Algp∗(P )(V)
(pu)∗
oo
! // AlgP (V).
∗
oo
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The adjunction ((pu)!, (pu)∗) is a Quillen equivalence by [7, Theorem 4.4] and (!, ∗)
is a Quillen equivalence by Proposition 4.3.0.6, hence (p!, p∗) is a Quillen equivalence.

We remark that, in the simplicial case, Proposition 4.3.0.7 can be recovered from
Heuts [40, Theorem 6.8], exploiting the Quillen equivalence between the Dwyer-Kan
model structure on simplicial operads and the Cisinski-Moerdijk model structure on
dendroidal sets. In fact, the homotopy coherent nerve of a Σ-cofibrant simplicial
operads is a normal dendroidal sets.
Definition 4.3.0.8. We say that V admits rectification for operads if for every
C ∈ Set and every weak equivalence of C-coloured V-operads p : O → P the induced
adjunction (p!, p∗) between algebras in V is a Quillen equivalence.
For examples of symmetric monoidal model categories admitting rectification for op-
erads we refer the reader to [71].
Proposition 4.3.0.9. Suppose that V admits rectification for operads. Then for
every Dwyer-Kan weak equivalence of V-operads p : O → P the adjunction (p!, p∗)
between the categories of algebras in V is a Quillen equivalence.
4.4. Retract equivalences and the r-model structure
In this section we show that rectification holds for a larger class of maps including
the Dwyer-Kan equivalences. We call these maps r-equivalences. We also show that r-
equivalences are the weak equivalences for another model structure on V-Cat (V-Oper,
V-Prop).
This result is not completely satisfactory since, in general, the class of r-equivalen-
ces is not the largest class of morphisms in V-Cat along which it is possible to rectify;
however, by a well-known result of Dwyer and Kan, this is the case for V = sSet (with
the Kan-Quillen model structure) as explained in § 4.4.4.
Definition 4.4.0.10. A functor f : C → D is r-surjective if every object of D is
a retract of an object in the image of f .
Definition 4.4.0.11. Let C be a V-category and let x, y be two of its objects. y
is a homotopy retract of x if y is a retract of x in pi0(C).
Definition 4.4.0.12. A morphism f : C → D in V-Cat (V-Oper, V-Prop) is:
- homotopically r-surjective if pi0(f) (resp. pi0(j∗(f)), pi0(k∗(f))) is r-surjective.
- a r-equivalence if it a local weak equivalence and it is homotopically r-surjective.
Clearly every Dwyer-Kan equivalence is a r-equivalence. Our aim is to prove that,
under certain hypotheses on V, there exists a model structure on V-Cat (V-Oper,
V-Prop) where the weak equivalences are the r-equivalences.
Definition 4.4.0.13. The r-model structure on V-Cat (V-Oper, V-Prop), if it
exists, is the unique model structure in which the weak equivalences are the r-
equivalences and the acyclic fibrations are the local acyclic fibrations which are sur-
jective on objects (resp. colours).
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4.4.1. r-equivalences and rectification. Let V be a cofibrantly generated sym-
metric monoidal model category in which every V-operad is admissible.
The following proposition is proven as Proposition 4.3.0.5.
Proposition 4.4.1.1. Suppose that p : O → P is a morphism of V-operads which
is homotopically r-surjective and consider the Quillen adjunction
p! : AlgO(V) AlgP(V) : p∗
A morphism φ in AlgP(V) is a weak equivalence if and only if p∗(φ) is a weak equiv-
alence.
Proposition 4.4.1.2. Let p : O → P be a r-equivalence between Σ-cofibrant
V-operads and suppose that both O and P are admissible in V. Then the induce
Quillen adjunction
p! : AlgO(V) AlgP(V) : p∗
is a Quillen equivalence.
Since for every V-category C the category Algj!(C)(V) is equivalent to VC the
previous proposition has the following corollary (which can also be proven directly).
Corollary 4.4.1.3. Suppose that p : C → D is a r-equivalence between locally
cofibrant V-categories. Then the induced Quillen adjunction
p! : VCproj  VDproj : p∗
is a Quillen equivalence.
4.4.2. Retract intervals. To prove the existence of a model structure in which the
r-equivalences are the weak equivalences, instead of a set of weak intervals that detects
homotopy equivalences we need a set of “intervals” that detects homotopy retracts.
Definition 4.4.2.1. A retract interval in V is a V-category with two objects
R ∈ V-Cat{0,1} such that 1 is a retract of 0 in pi0(R).
A set R of retract intervals in V is generating if for every C ∈ V-Cat every x ∈ C
and every y homotopy retract of x there exist R ∈ R and a V-functor h : R→ C such
that h(0) = x and h(1) = y.
Proposition 4.4.2.2. Suppose that V is combinatorial, then there exists a gen-
erating set of retract intervals R.
Proof. The proof is analogous to [68, Proposition 4.11]. Pick a regular cardinal
λ such that V is locally λ-presentable and I is λ-presentable. Under this hypothesis
V-Cat is λ-presentable and pi0 preserves λ-filtered colimits. Pick R to be the set of
all retract intervals obtained as two-objects restrictions of the V-categories in a set of
λ-presentable generators for V-Cat. 
For every retract interval R let θR be as in § 4.2.1.1. For every generating set of
retract intervals R let J CatR = {θR | R ∈ R}.
Proposition 4.4.2.3. Suppose that V has a set of generating weak intervals R.
For a map f in V-Cat (V-Oper, V-Prop) the following are equivalent:
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- f is a local fibration, a r-equivalence and has the right lifting property with respect
to J CatR (resp. j!(J CatR ), k!(J CatR ));
- it is a local acyclic fibration surjective on objects (resp. colours).
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the one of Proposition 4.2.1.4. 
4.4.3. Existence of the r-model structure. The existence of the r-model struc-
ture is proven as the one of the Dwyer-Kan model structure, using retract intervals
instead of weak intervals.
Theorem 4.4.3.1. Suppose that there exists a saturated class of maps K in V such
that V is K-compactly generated and V-Cat is K-admissible in V. Suppose further-
more that V admits a generating set of retract intervals. Then the r-model structure
exists on V-Cat and it is cofibrantly generated, with set of generating (acyclic) cofi-
brations ICatDK = ICatloc ∪ {∅ → 1} (resp. J Catr = J Catloc ∪ J CatR ).
Proof. The proof follows the same steps of Theorem 4.2.2.2. 
There are versions of this theorem also for (constant-free, non-symmetric) V-
operads and (constant-free, augmentation-free) V-PROPs.
Theorem 4.4.3.2. Suppose that there exists a saturated class of maps K in V
such that V is K-compactly generated and Op (resp. NSOp, CfOp, PROP, cfPROP,
afPROP) is K-admissible in V. Suppose furthermore that V admits a generating set
of retract intervals. Then the r-model structure exists on V-Oper (resp. V-NSOper,
V-cfOper, V-Prop, V-cfProp, V-afProp) and it is cofibrantly generated.
4.4.4. The r-model structure on simplicial categories. The r-model structure
is probably most interesting in the case in which V is sSet, the category of simplicial
sets with the Kan-Quillen model structure (§ 4.6.2). In fact, in this case Corollary
4.4.1.3 has a converse thanks to a result of Dwyer and Kan.
Proposition 4.4.4.1. ([31, Theorem XI.2.13]) A sSet-functor p : C → D between
sSet-categories is and r-equivalence if and only if the induced Quillen adjunction
p! : sSetC  sSetD : p∗
is a Quillen equivalence.
Therefore the r-model structure on sSet-Cat can be regarded as a “Morita model
structure”, since its weak equivalences are exactly the morphisms which induce an
equivalence between the respective categories of modules (in a homotopical sense).
We remark that the same result is true for V = Set with the trivial model
structure:
Proposition 4.4.4.2. A functor p : C → D is a r-equivalence (in Cat) if and
only if the induced adjunction
p! : SetC  SetD : p∗
is an equivalence.
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Thus also the r-model structure on Cat can be regarded as a Morita model struc-
ture.
The existence of a “Morita model structure” on the category of DG-categories
(which does not coincide with the r-model structure) was establish by Tabuada in
[90].
To investigate the existence of a Morita model structure on V-Cat for a general
monoidal model category V it would be probably necessary to have a good under-
standing of the absolute homotopy colimits in V; for a discussion about this issue we
refer the reader to [93].
4.5. Change of base
In this section we look at the behaviour of the Dwyer-Kan model structure with
respect to a change of base. We show that (under mild conditions) every symmetric
weak monoidal Quillen adjunction (def. 4.5.2.1) L : M  N : R induces a Quillen
adjunction betweenM-Cat (M-Oper,M-Prop,...) and N -Cat (N -Oper, N -Prop,...)
with the respective Dwyer-Kan (semi-)model structure. Furthermore, we prove that
if (L,R) is a Quillen equivalence the induced adjunctions for the families Cat, NSOp,
NSOp and Op are also Quillen equivalences.
This result was already proved by Muro in the case of categories (in [68]) and in
the case of non- symmetric operads with one colour (in [69]).
4.5.1. Base change along monoidal right adjoints. An adjunction between (bi-
complete, closed) symmetric monoidal categories
(4.5.1.1) L : M N : R
is symmetric monoidal when both L and R are symmetric monoidal and its unit and
counit are monoidal natural transformations.
For every operadic family F, a symmetric monoidal adjunction L : M  N : R
between bicomplete and closed symmetric monoidal categories induces an adjunction
LF : AlgF(M) AlgF(N ) : RF
obtained by applying R and L colour-wise on each fiber.
However, as explained in [81] there are situations in model category theory in
which one might want to consider Quillen adjunctions between symmetric monoidal
model categories that are symmetric monoidal only at the level of the homotopy
categories (cf. § 4.5.2).
As a preliminary step for the next section we observe that, by an argument of
Schwede and Shipley (loc.cit.), to get an induced adjunction between algebras over
an operadic family it is sufficient to assume that the right adjoint is (symmetric)
monoidal.
In fact suppose that in adjunction (4.5.1.1) the functor R is symmetric monoidal.
By adjunction, the symmetric monoidal structure on R induces a colax monoidal
structure on L i.e. a transformation
λ(A,B) : L(A⊗B) → LA⊗ LB
natural in A and B and a morphism µ : L(IM) → IN satisfying the usual coassocia-
tivity and counitality constrains.
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Let O be a C-coloured Set-operad. The adjunction (L,R) induces an adjunction
L∗ : MC  NC : R∗
by entry-wise application of L and R, respectively. Since R is symmetric monoidal,
the functor R∗ restricts to a functor RO : AlgO(M)→ AlgO(N ) that makes the outer
square of the following diagram commute
(4.5.1.2) AlgO(M)
LO
//
UO

AlgO(N )
ROoo
UO

MC L
∗
//
FO
OO
NC .
R∗
oo
FO
OO
Since we do not assume that L is monoidal, L∗ does not restrict to O-algebras in
general. However, the adjoint lifting theorem [15, Theorem 4.5.6] grants us that there
exists a left adjoint LO for RO that makes the inner square of (4.5.1.2) commute. As
for every commutative diagram of adjunctions there is a natural transformation
χO : L∗UO ⇒ UOLO.
These considerations extend almost unchanged to operadic families. Given a
category C and a Set-operadic C-family F we get a commutative diagram of fibred
adjunctions
(4.5.1.3) AlgF(M)
LF
//
UF

AlgF(N )
RFoo
UF

Algcl(F)(M)
L∗ //
FF
OO
Algcl(F)(N )
R∗
oo
FF
OO
(the functors in the inside square are the left adjoints). For every c ∈ C the restriction
of (4.5.1.3) to the fibers over c is isomorphic to (4.5.1.3) for O = F(c).
In particular we have adjunctions
(4.5.1.4) LCat : M-Cat N -Cat: RCat
(4.5.1.5) LOp : M-Oper N -Oper: ROp
(4.5.1.6) LPROP : M-Prop N -Prop: RPROP
4.5.2. Base change along weak monoidal Quillen adjunctions. The notion
of weak monoidal Quillen adjunction was defined by Schwede and Shipley in [81] to
study the change of base for the categories of monoids in monoidal model categories.
Definition 4.5.2.1. ([81]) A weak (symmetric) monoidal Quillen pair between
(symmetric) monoidal model categoriesM and N is a Quillen adjunction
(4.5.2.1) L : M N : R
such that the right adjoint R is a (symmetric) monoidal functor and:
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- for all cofibrant objects A and B inM the comonoidal map
λ(A,B) : L(A⊗B) → LA⊗ LB
is a weak equivalence in C;
- for some (hence any) cofibrant replacement of the unit IcM → IM the composition
L(IcM) −→ L(IM) −→ IN
is a weak equivalence (in N ).
For every weak (symmetric) monoidal Quillen pair L : M N : R in the derived
adjunction
LL : Ho(M) Ho(N ) : RR
LL is strong monoidal and RR is monoidal.
Note that, by a formal argument, the left adjoint of a symmetric monoidal ad-
junction is strong monoidal, thus every symmetric monoidal Quillen adjunction is a
weak symmetric monoidal Quillen adjunction.
The most famous example of a weak symmetric monoidal adjunction (which is
not symmetric monoidal) is the Dold-Kan correspondence
Γ: Ch+R  sModR : N
between positively graded chain complexes of R-modules and the category of simplicial
R-modules with the respective projective model structures, for a commutative ring
R; here the right adjoint N is the normalization functor ([81, § 4.2]).
Definition 4.5.2.2. ([69, def. B.6]) Let (L,R) be a weak monoidal Quillen pair
as (4.5.2.1).
- (L,R) satisfies the pseudo-cofibrant axiom if L(IM) is pseudo-cofibrant;
- (L,R) satisfies the I-cofibrant axiom if for every I-cofibrant object X inM and
any cofibrant resolution p : Xc → X the morphism F (p) is a weak equivalence
in N .
These axioms where introduced by Muro to deal with monoidal model structures
in which the unit is not necessarily cofibrant. Both the pseudo-cofibrant axiom and
the I-cofibrant axiom hold if IM is cofibrant.
Proposition 4.5.2.3. ([68, Corollary 11.3]) For every locally fibrant category K
there is a natural functor ψ : pi0(K)→ pi0(RCat(K)). If (L,R) is a Quillen equivalence,
this functor is an isomorphism.
Proposition 4.5.2.4. ([68, Corollary 11.6]) Suppose that Cat is admissible in
M and N and that L satisfies the pseudo-cofibrant axiom and the I-cofibrant axiom.
Then LCat{0,1} preserves cofibrant weak intervals.
Proposition 4.5.2.5. Let F be one of the following operadic families: Op, NSOp,
CfOp, PROP,cfPROP, afPROP. Suppose that (L,R) is a weak monoidal Quillen ad-
junction and suppose that L satisfies the pseudo-cofibrant axiom and the I-cofibrant
axiom. Suppose furthermore that Cat is admissible and F is Dwyer-Kan (semi-
)admissible in M and N . Then the induced adjunction (LF, RF) is a Quillen ad-
junction between the Dwyer-Kan (semi-)model structures.
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Proof. We give the proof for F = Op, the other cases are analogous.
Let G be a set of generating weak intervals for V. It is clear that ROp preserves
fibrations and local acyclic fibrations; thus, to prove that (LOp , ROp) is a Quillen
adjunction it is sufficient to prove that LOp(θG) is a Dwyer-Kan equivalence for every
G ∈ G. The map θG decomposes as a cocartesian arrow followed by an acyclic
cofibration inM-Oper{0,1}
i˜0(G) // i0!i˜0(G)
(θG)u // G˜.
Since LOp preserves cocartesian arrows and sends acyclic cofibrations in the fibers to
acyclic cofibrations, it follows that LOp(θG) is a local weak equivalence. It remains to
prove that LOp(θG) is homotopically essentially surjective. This follows from Propo-
sition 4.5.2.4 since the codomain of θG is a cofibrant weak interval. 
The following proposition was proved, under slightly different assumptions, by
Pavlov and Scholbach as a part of [71, Theorem 8.10].
Proposition 4.5.2.6. Suppose that L satisfies the pseudo-cofibrant axiom and
the I-cofibrant axiom and M and N satisfy the strong unit axiom; then χOpCO is a
weak equivalence for every FOpC (ISign(C))-cell complex O ∈M-OperC .
Proof. The proof is done by cellular induction. The statement is true for the
initial C-coloured V-operad ∅OpC since LOpC preserves initial objects and L(IM)→ IN
is a weak equivalence by assumption.
For the inductive step, suppose a cofibration i in M is given and consider a
push-out of the form
(4.5.2.2) b!(A)
b!(i)

// O
v

b!(B) // P
where b ∈ Sign(C) and O is an almost-Σ-cofibrant C-colouredM-operads such that
χ
OpC
O is a weak equivalence between locally pseudo-cofibrant C-coloured collections.
We want to prove that the same holds for χOpCP . Once this is proved, we will obtain
the general statement by transfinite induction, since weak equivalences in N are
closed under colimits along chains of cofibrations with pseudo-cofibrant domains ([69,
Lemma A.17]).
It is not restrictive to suppose that A is cofibrant if b is not in {(c; c) | c ∈ C}
and pseudo-cofibrant otherwise.
For every d ∈ Sign(C) the map v(d) can be expressed as a transfinite composition
indexed by N
O(d) ∼= P0 v0 // P1 v1 // . . .
vk−1 // Pk vk // . . . // colimk∈N Pk ∼= P(d)
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where for every k ∈ N the map vk is a push-out of a map wbk[i,O](d). According to
§ 2.8.2.1 the map wbk[i,O](d) is isomorphic to:
pi!(Tk+1b,d (i,O)−) ∼= colim
T∈moT(bk+1,d)
ik+1 ⊗
⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
O(val(v))
Since L preserves colimits, it follows that L∗UOpc(v)(d) ∼= L(v(d)) is the transfinite
composition
LO(d)∼=LP0
L(v0) // LP1
L(v1) // . . .
L(vk−1)// LPk
L(vk) // . . . // colimk∈N LPk∼=LP(d)
and for every k ∈ N the map L(vk) is a push-out along
Lwbk[i, d] ∼= Lpi!(Tk+1b,d (i,O)−) ∼= colim
T∈moT(bk+1,d)
L(ik+1 ⊗
⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
O(val(v))).
It follows that the domain of ξP is almost-Σ-cofibrant.
On the other hand LOp is left adjoint, thus the commutative square
(4.5.2.3) b!(LA)
b!(Li)

// LOpCO
LOpC (v)

b!(LB) // LOpCP
is a push-out square in N -OperC .
Again LOpC (v)(d) is the transfinite composition
LOpCO(d)∼=P0
v′0 // P ′1
v′1 // . . .
v′k−1 // P ′k
v′k // . . . // colimk∈N LP ′k∼=LOpCP(d)
and for every k ∈ N the map v′k is a push-out along
wbk[Li, LOpCO](d) ∼= pi!(Tk+1b,d (Li, LOpCO)−)
∼= colim
T∈moT(bk+1,d)
L(i)k+1 ⊗
⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
LOpCO(val(v)).
This implies, in particular, that the target of χP is almost-Σ-cofibrant.
The d-component of χP is isomorphic to the colimit of the χk’s in the following
diagram
(4.5.2.4)
LO(d)
χ0∼=χO(d)

L(v0) // LP1
χ1

L(v1) // . . .
χk−1

L(vk−1)// LPk
χk

L(vk) // . . . // colim
k∈N
LPk ∼= LP(d)
colim
k∈N
χk∼=χP(d)

LOpCO(d) v′0
// P ′1
v′1
// . . .
v′k−1
// P ′k v′k
// . . . // colim
k∈N
LP ′k ∼= LOpCP(d).
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For k > 0 the map χk is defined by induction as the unique morphism that makes
the following diagram
(4.5.2.5)
• •
LPk−1 P ′k−1
• •
LPk P ′k
α0
L(wbk−1[i,O](d)) wbk−1[Li, LOpCO](d)
χk−1
L(vk−1(d))
α1
χk
v′k−1(d)
commute. Here, the left and the right faces are the push-out squares that define
L(vk−1(d)) and v′k−1(d), respectively. The maps α0 and α1 are part of a natural
transformation
α : L(wbk−1[Li,O](d))⇒ wbk−1[Li, LOpC ](d).
This natural transformation is isomorphic to pi!(β) for the natural transformation
β : L(Tkb,d(i,O)−)⇒ Tkb,d(Li, LOpCO)−
defined in the following way: for every minimal rigid tree T ∈ moT(bk, d) the compo-
nent βT is the composite
L(ik ⊗⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
O(val(v))) λ // L(i)k⊗⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
LO(val(v)) id⊗χO // L(i)k ⊗⊗
v∈NT
MT (v)=B
LOpCO(val(v))
where the map λ is defined in the obvious way from the colax structure of L. The
map λ is a weak equivalence in N∆[1] by [68, Lemma B.14] and id ⊗ χO is a weak
equivalence by the assumption on χO and Proposition 3.2.9.4.
Therefore β is a weak equivalence in (N∆[1])mT(bk,d), moreover for every T in
mT(bk, d) with non-trivial automorphisms, the component βT has Aut(T )-cofibrant
domain and codomain (Lemma 3.2.8.6). It follows that α ∼= pi!(β) is a weak equiva-
lence and thus α0 and α1 are weak equivalences with locally pseudo-cofibrant domain
and codomain (cofibrant if d 6= (c; c) for some c ∈ C).
Since all the objects in (4.5.2.5) are pseudo-cofibrant and the vertical maps are
cofibrations we can apply the cube lemma [69, Lemma A.16] to conclude that χk is a
weak equivalence.
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Since all horizontal maps in (4.5.2.4) are cofibrations between pseudo-cofibrant
objects it follows from [69, Lemma A.17] that χP(d) is a weak equivalence. Since d
was chosen in an arbitrary way, this implies that χP is a natural weak equivalence. 
Corollary 4.5.2.7. ( cf. [71, Theorem 8.10]) Suppose that the operad OpC is
(semi-)admissible inM and N and let (L,R) be as in Proposition 4.5.2.6. For every
cofibrant C-colouredM-operad O the map χOpCO is a weak equivalence. If (L,R) is a
Quillen equivalence, then the induced Quillen adjunction
LOpC : M-OperC  N -OperC : ROpC
is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 4.5.2.6 and the fact that any
cofibrant C-colouredM-operad O is the retract of and FOpC (ISign(C))-cell complex.
For the second part let A ∈ M-OperC be cofibrant and let B be a fibrant ob-
ject in N -OperC . Consider a morphism γ : LOpC (A) → B in N -OperC and let
γ¯ : A→ ROpC (B) be its adjoint. We have to prove that γ is a weak equivalence if and
only if γ¯ is a weak equivalence.
It is enough to prove that UOpC(γ) is a weak equivalence if and only if UOpC(γ¯) is
a weak equivalence. Let δ be the composition
L∗UOpC (A)
χ
OpC
A // LOpC (A)
UOpC (γ)// UOpC (B).
The adjoint of δ is isomorphic to UOpC(γ¯). Since UOpC (A) is almost-Σ-cofibrant and
UOpC (B) is locally fibrant, δ is a weak equivalence if and only if UOpC(γ¯) is a weak
equivalence. Since χOpCA is a weak equivalence, it follows by the 2-out-of-3 property
that UOpC(γ) is a weak equivalence if and only if UOpC(γ¯) is a weak equivalence. 
The following proposition can be proved as Corollary 4.5.2.7, using a variation of
Proposition 4.5.2.6. A proof for non-symmetric operads is given in [69, Proposition
C.4]. The analogous statement for CatC is [68, Proposition 3.3].
Proposition 4.5.2.8. Suppose that NSOpC (resp. CfOpC) is (semi-)admissible
in M and N and let (L,R) be as in Proposition 4.5.2.6. Then for every cofibrant
non-symmetric (resp. constant-free) C-colouredM-operad O the map χOpCO is a weak
equivalence.
If (L,R) is a Quillen equivalence, the induced Quillen adjunction (LNSOpC ,RNSOpC )
(resp. (LCfOpC , RCfOpC )) is a Quillen equivalence.
The following theorem was proven in the case F = Cat by Muro ([68, Theorem
1.4]).
Theorem 4.5.2.9. Let F be one of the following operadic families: Cat, Op,
NSOp, CfOp. Suppose that (L,R) is a weak monoidal Quillen adjunction and sup-
pose that L satisfies the pseudo-cofibrant axiom and the I-cofibrant axiom. Suppose
furthermore that Cat is admissible and F is Dwyer-Kan (semi-)admissible inM and
N . Then, if (L,R) is a Quillen equivalence the induced adjunction (LF, RF) is a
Quillen equivalence.
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Proof. Let A be a cofibrant M-operad and B be a fibrant N -operad. Let C
and D be the sets of colours of A and B, respectively. Suppose a map α : LOp(A)→ B
is given and denote its underlying function cl(α) : C → D by a. The adjoint
α¯ : A → ROp(B) has also a as underlying function. We have to prove that α is
a Dwyer-Kan equivalence if and only if α¯ is a Dwyer-Kan equivalence. The map α
factors through a cartesian arrow t over a as
LOp(A) α
u
// a∗(B) t // B
and α¯ factors as
LOp(A) α¯
u // ROpa∗(B)
ROp (t) // ROp(B).
The map α (resp. α¯) is a Dwyer-Kan weak equivalence if and only if αu (resp.
α¯u) is a weak equivalence in N -OperC (resp. M-OperC) and t (resp. ROp(t)) is
homotopically essentially surjective. Since A is cofibrant in M-OperC and a∗(B) is
fibrant in N -OperC the map αu is a weak equivalence if and only if α¯u is a weak
equivalence, by Theorem 4.5.2.9. Moreover, according to Proposition 4.5.2.3, t is
homotopically essentially surjective if and only if ROp(t) is homotopically essentially
surjective. 
4.6. Examples of monoidal model categories
In this section we give some examples of monoidal model categories to which the
theorems about the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model structures of § 4.2.2 apply.
Of course this is not an exhaustive list. In particular the hypotheses of Corollary
4.2.2.6 and Theorems 4.2.5.1 and 4.2.5.2 are quite mild; in fact the monoid axiom is
satisifed by many symmetric monoidal categories (cf. [5]).
The hypotheses of Corollary 4.2.2.7 are more restrictive, but still satisfied by
several interesting symmetric monoidal model categories (cf. [72]).
4.6.1. Sets. As a toy example of model category we consider the trivial model struc-
ture on Set. In this model structure the weak equivalences are the isomorphisms
while every map is both a cofibration and a fibration. The trivial model structure on
Set is cofibrantly generated and monoidal with respect to the cartesian product. Set
is clearly symmetric h-monoidal.
Every operad O is admissible and the projective model structure on AlgO(Set)
is the trivial model structure. The functor of path component (4.2.0.3) is isomorphic
to the identity.
The Dwyer-Kan model structures on Set-Cat, Set-NSOper, Set-cfOper,Set-Oper,
Set-Prop, Set-cfProp and Set-afProp exist; the Dwyer-Kan equivalences in these
model structure are just the fully-faithful and essentially surjective morphisms, i.e.
the equivalences in the 2-categorical sense, while the fibrations are the so called isofi-
brations. The Dwyer-Kan model structure on Set-Cat coincides with the “folk” model
structure for categories (see for example [76]).
4.6.2. Simplicial sets. A fundamental example is the Kan-Quillen model structure
on the category sSet of simplicial sets. Its weak equivalences are the weak homotopy
equivalences, its cofibrations are the monomorphisms and its fibrations are the Kan-
fibrations.
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It is a combinatorial model structure and the domain of the generating (acyclic)
cofibrations can be chosen to be ℵ0-compact. This implies, in particular that the
weak equivalences are closed under filtered colimits.
The Kan-Quillen model structure is a symmetric monoidal model structure with
respect to the cartesian product. It is symmetric h-monoidal therefore every sSet-
operad is admissible in sSet (cf. [72, § 7.2], [7, § 3.3.1]).
From Corollaries 4.2.2.7 and 4.2.2.8 we deduce that the categories sSet-Cat,
sSet-Oper, sSet-NSOper, sSet-cfOper, sSet-Prop, sSet-cfProp, sSet-afProp admit the
Dwyer-Kan model structure; sSet-UOper also admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure.
Since sSet is right proper all these model structures are right proper and their
fibrant objects are precisely the locally fibrant ones (see § 4.2.3).
Since all objects are cofibrants, sSet is strongly h-monoidal. It follows that the
Dwyer-Kan model structure on sSet-Cat, sSet-NSOper, sSet-cfOper and sSet-UOper
is left proper. sSet-Oper is left proper relative to Σ-cofibrant sSet-operads.
4.6.3. Topological spaces. Let Top be the category of compactly generated weak
Hausdorff topological spaces. Consider the classical model structure on Top in which
the weak equivalences are the weak homotopy equivalences and the fibrations are the
Serre fibrations (see [44]).
This model structure is cofibrantly generated and symmetric monoidal with re-
spect to the cartesian product.
Let T1 be the class of T1-closed inclusions. Top is not combinatorial but it is T1-
compactly generated (cf. [44, § 2.4.1-5]). Every cofibration is a T1-inclusion. Moreover
T1 is monoidally saturated and the quotient of a Σn-equivariant T1-closed inclusion
with respect to the Σn-action lies in T1. This implies that sat(STop) (§ 3.2.3) is
contained in T1.
Top satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.2.4.3, thus every Top-operad is T1-
admissible (Corollary 3.2.4.5) and thus admissible in Top (prop. 3.2.2.5).
Top is right and left proper and has cofibrant unit. Since all its objects are fibrant
there exists a set of generating Top-intervals (actually a singleton) by [7, Lemma 2.1].
It follows from Theorems 4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3, 4.2.2.4 and 4.2.2.5 (with K = T1) that
Top-Cat, Top-Oper, Top-NSOper, Top-cfOper, Top-Prop, Top-cfProp, Top-afProp ad-
mit the Dwyer-Kan model structure. All these model structure are right proper.
Top is strongly h-monoidal (cf. [5, Example 1.15]) thus the Dwyer-Kan model
structure on Top-Cat, Top-NSOper, Top-cfOper and Top-UOper is left proper, while
Top-Oper is left proper relative to Σ-cofibrant objects.
4.6.4. Chain complexes. Let R be a commutative ring. The category of un-
bounded chain complexes of R-modules ChR admits a model structure in which the
weak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms and the fibrations are the degree-wise
surjections ([44, § 2.3]); ChR is a monoidal model category with respect to the tensor
product of chain complexes and the unit is cofibrant.
The model structure ChR is always combinatorial, right proper, h-monoidal and
the class of weak equivalences is closed under filtered colimits; it follows that the
monoid axiom holds ([5, Proposition 2.5]).
Therefore ChR-Cat, ChR-NSOper, ChR-cfOper and ChR-UOper admit the Dwyer-
Kan model structure. These model structures are right proper and left proper relative
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to locally cofibrant objects. If R is a field they are left proper since every object in
ChR is cofibrant.
If the characteristic of R is positive then ChR is not symmetric h-monoidal ([72,
p. 7.4]) and Op is not admissible in ChR (cf. [41]). Thus, in general, ChR-Oper admits
only the Dwyer-Kan semi-model structure relative to Σ-cofibrant operads (Theorem
4.2.5.1). ChR-afProp and ChR-cfProp admit the Dwyer-Kan semi-model structure
(Theorem 4.2.5.2).
On the other hand, if Q ⊂ R then ChR is symmetric h-monoidal ([72, p. 7.4])
thus the Dwyer-Kan model structures on ChR-Oper, ChR-Prop, ChR-afProp and
ChR-cfProp exist.
Similar consideration holds for the projective model structure on the category of
positively graded chain complexes of R-modules Ch+R.
4.6.5. Simplicial modules. Let R be a commutative ring and let sModR be the
category of simplicial R-modules. The Kan-Quillen model structure on sSet can be
transferred to sModR along the free-forgetful adjunction. This model structure is
combinatorial and its weak equivalences are closed under filtered colimits. sModR is a
monoidal model structure with respect to the level-wise tensor product of R-modules.
This model structure is right proper, strongly h-monoidal (all objects are cofi-
brant) and symmetric h-monoidal.
Therefore sModR admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure for categories, (non-
symmetric, constant-free, unitary) operads and (constant-free, augmentation-free)
PROPs.
The Dwyer-Kan model structures on the categories sModR-Cat,sModR-NSOper,
sModR-cfOper and sModR-UOper are left proper while sModR-Oper is only left
proper relative to Σ-cofibrant operads.
4.6.6. Symmetric spectra. Fix a monoidal model category C. Consider Σ as a
symmetric monoidal category and let Σ>0 be the full subcategory of Σ spanned by
the objects different from 0. The category of symmetric sequences CΣ has a natural
symmetric monoidal structure (CΣ,⊗, I) given by the Day convolution product. For
every commutative monoid R in CΣ let R-ModC be the category of (left) R-modules
in CΣ.
The projective model structure on CΣ (resp. CΣ>0) can transferred along the ob-
vious free-forgetful adjunction to produce the unstable model structure (resp. unstable
positive model structure) on R-ModC . Via an appropriate Bousfield localisation of
these model structure (cf. § 3.3 [72]) one obtains the so called stable model structure
(resp. stable positive model structure) on R-ModC , that we will denote by R-ModsC
(resp. R-Mods+C ), which is a monoidal model category.
In the case C = sSet∗ (pointed simplicial sets) and R = S, the sphere spectrum,
one recovers the stable (positive) model structure on symmetric spectra.
Pavlov and Scholbach proved that under mild assumptions on C (combinatorial,
tractable, pretty small, h-monoidal and flat, cf. [72]) the stable model structure
R-ModsC is combinatorial, pretty small and h-monoidal and the same holds for the
positive stable model structure in R-Mods+C which, furthermore, is symmetric h-
monoidal and satisfies the very strong unit axiom (this is a consequence of flatness
cf. loc.cit.).
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Every R-ModC-operads is sat(SR-ModC )-admissible and admissible in R-Mods+C .
Therefore R-Mods+C admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure for categories, (non-
symmetric, constant-free, unitary) operads and (constant-free, augmentation-free)
PROPs.
The stable model structure R-ModsC admits the Dwyer-Kan model structure only
for categories, non-symmetric operads, constant-free operads and unitary operads.
R-ModsC-cfProp, R-ModsC-afProp and R-ModsC-Oper admit the Dwyer-Kan semi-
model structure (the last one, relative to Σ-cofibrant operads).
In the case in which R is E, the monoidal unit of CΣ the symmetric monoidal cat-
egory E-ModC is equivalent to the category of I-diagrams in C. The (positive) stable
model structure on E-ModsSet coincides with the (positive) stable model structure
on I-spaces of [79] ([73, Proposition 3.3.9]).
We remark that the stable model structure on E-ModC is Quillen equivalent to
C by a theorem of Hovey ([46, Theorem 9.1]). This proves that every combinatorial,
h-monoidal, flat model structure is Quillen equivalent to one in which every operad
is admissible.
Similar considerations hold if we transfer the injective model structure (or other
suitable model structures) on CΣ to R-ModC and Bousfield localise to the same set
of maps; we refer the reader to [73] for details.
Let R be a commutative ring and let H(R) be the symmetric spectrum (in sSet)
which models the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum of R; in [84] Shipley shows the ex-
istence of a chain of weak symmetric monoidal Quillen equivalences (def. 4.5.2.1)
between the stable model category on H(R)-modules H(R)-ModsSet and the projec-
tive model structure on ChR.
We can apply Theorem 4.5.2.9 to this chain to induces a chain of Quillen equiva-
lences between the Dwyer-Kan (semi-)model structures onH(R)-ModsSet-Oper (resp.
H(R)-ModsSet-cfOper, H(R)-ModsSet-NSOper, H(R)-ModsSet-Cat) and ChR-Oper
(resp. ChR-cfOper, ChR-NSOper, ChR-Cat).
APPENDIX A
Symmetric monoidal categories
In this section we would like to recall few facts about (enriched) symmetric
monoidal categories. We begin by quickly recalling what a monoidal category is.
Definition A.0.6.1. A monoidal category is defined by the following data:
- a category V;
- a functor −⊗− : V ⊗ V → V, called the tensor (or monoidal) product;
- an object I ∈ V;
- a natural isomorphism αa,b,c : a⊗ (b⊗ c)→ (a⊗ b)⊗ c for every a, b, c ∈ V, called
the associator ;
- a natural isomorphism la : I⊗ a → a a for every a ∈ V, called the left unitor ;
- a natural isomorphism r : a⊗ I → a for every a ∈ V, called the right unitor.
Associator and unitors are required to satisfy certain coherence axioms (associativity
pentagon and triangle for the unit), we refer the reader to [58, §VII.1] for the precise
definition.
We recall that by MacLane’s coherence theorem (cf. [58, §VII.2]), the coherence
axioms above guarantee that every diagram built out of associators and unitors com-
mutes.
A monoidal category in which the associator and the unitors are the identity
morphisms in each component is called strict. In practice, associator and unitors
are often left implicit an the monoidal category (V,⊗, I, α, l, r) is simply denoted by
(V,⊗, I).
Definition A.0.6.2. A symmetric monoidal category is a monoidal category
(V,⊗, I, α, l, r) together with a natural isomorphism
(A.0.6.1) τa,b : a⊗ b −→ b⊗ a a, b ∈ V
(called the commutator) subject to certain coherence axioms (see [58, §VII.7]).
The classical coherence theorem for symmetric monoidal categories ([58, §XI.1],[49])
states that every diagram built out of associators, commutators and unitors com-
mutes, provided that the two sides have the same underlying permutation of the
non-unit factors.
A strict symmetric monoidal category is a strict monoidal category in which τa,b
is the identity for every a, b ∈ V. This has to be distinguished from the notion of
symmetric strict monoidal category, which is a symmetric monoidal category whose
underlying monoidal category is strict.
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Definition A.0.6.3. ([58, §VII.7]) A symmetric monoidal category (V,⊗, I) is
closed if for every a ∈ V the functor − ⊗ a : V → V admits a right adjoint
HomV(a,−) : V → V (called the exponential).
Since (V,⊗, I) is symmetric − ⊗ a ∼= a ⊗ −, thus the exponential HomV(a,−) is
right adjoint to a⊗− as well. The exponential extends to a functor in two variables
HomV(−,−) : Vop × V → V, called the internal hom-functor.
A.1. Morphisms of (symmetric) monoidal categories
Definition A.1.0.4. Let (V,⊗, IV) and (W,, IW) be two monoidal categories.
A (lax) monoidal functor F : V → W is given by the following data:
- a functor F : V → W;
- a natural morphism
φa,b : F (a)F (b) → F (a)⊗ F (b), for every a, b ∈ V;
- a natural morphism
ψ : IW → F (IV).
These natural morphisms have to commute with associators and unitors in a
suitable sense (see [58, §XI.2]).
A monoidal functor is strong (strict) if φa,b and ψ are isomorphisms (resp. iden-
tities) for every a, b ∈ V.
Remark A.1.0.5. As an example, for every monoidal category (V,⊗, I) there are
two strong monoidal functors
(A.1.0.2) • ⊗ − :(V,⊗, I) −→ (End(V), ◦, id)
A 7−→ A⊗−
and
(A.1.0.3) −⊗ • :(V,⊗, I) −→ (End(V), ◦, id)
A 7−→ −⊗A.
It follows that every monoid A in V defines two monads A ⊗ − and − ⊗ A in V
whose algebras are left (resp. right) A-modules.
Definition A.1.0.6. Let (V,⊗, IV , τ) and (W,, IW , τ) be two symmetric monoi-
dal categories. A symmetric monoidal functor is a monoidal functor F : V → W such
that the following diagram
F (a)F (b)
φa,b //
τ ′a,b

F (a⊗ b)
F (τa,b)

F (b)F (a)
φb,a
// F (b⊗ a)
commutes for every a, b ∈ V.
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Definition A.1.0.7. Given two monoidal functors F,G : V → W a monoidal
natural transformation α : F ⇒ G is a natural transformation of functors from F to
G such that the diagram
(A.1.0.4) F (a)⊗ F (b)
φa,b

αa⊗αb // G(a)⊗G(b)
φa,b

F (a⊗ b)
αa⊗b
// G(a⊗ b).
commutes, for every a, b ∈ V.
A.2. Enriched monoidal categories
Let V be a symmetric monoidal category; then the 2-category V-Cat inherits a
symmetric monoidal structure. In every symmetric monoidal 2-category it is possible
to define the notion of pseudomonoid. Monoidal V-categories are pseudomonoids in
V-Cat. Equivalently, it is possible to definemonoidal V-categories as in the unenriched
case (Definition A.0.6.1) requiring that the tensor product is a V-functor and the
associator and unitors are invertible V-natural transformations satisfying the usual
constrains (see [4, §B.5]).
Similarly, symmetric monoidal V-categories are defined by replacing the commu-
tator with a V-natural transformation.
The definitions of (strong, strict, symmetric) monoidal V-functor and monoidal
V-natural transformation are also a straightforward generalisation.
A.3. V-modules and tensored V-categories
Let (V,⊗, I) be a monoidal category.
Definition A.3.0.8. A left V-module is a category C together with a strong
monoidal functor p : (V,⊗, I) → (CC , ◦, id).
A morphism of left V-modules from (C, p) to (D, q) is a functor f : C → D such
that f∗p = f∗q, where f∗ : CC → DC and f∗ : DD → DC are post-composition and
pre-composition with f .
To give a left V-module structure on a category C is equivalent to give a functor
−− :V × C −→ C
(v, c) 7−→ v  c ∼= p(v)(c)
together with isomorphims v  (u c) ∼= (v ⊗ u) c and c ∼= I c for every v, u ∈ V,
c ∈ C satisfying some coherence conditions.
A left module is said to be closed when p(−)(c) = −  c admits a right adjoint
HomC(c,−) : C → V. If C is a closed left V-module the functors HomC(c, ) fit into a
functor in two variables
HomC(−,−) : C × C −→ V
which defines a V-enrichment for C (i.e. a V-category C such that C0 ∼= C). If V is
symmetric and closed, the functor p : V → CC extends to a V-functor.
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Definition A.3.0.9. Let V be symmetric and closed. A V-category C is tensored
if the V-functor HomC(c,−) : C→ V has a left adjoint c− : V → C for every c ∈ C.
The V-functor in two variables
−− : V ×C → C,
called the tensor, determines a left V-module structure on C (in an enriched sense)
and therefore a left V-module structure on C0 (the underlying unenriched category
of C).
In fact, it can be shown that, to give a closed left V-module structure on a category
C is equivalent to give a tensored V-category structure on C (cf. [4, Proposition B.6.3]).
There is also a notion of cotensored V-category (see [52]).
Definition A.3.0.10. Let V be symmetric and closed. A V-category C is coten-
sored if the V-functor HomC(−, c) : C → Vop has a left adjoint c− : Vop → C for
every c ∈ C.
If C is tensored and cotensored we have the following natural isomorphisms in V
(A.3.0.5) HomC(v  c, d) ∼= HomV(v,HomC(c, d)) ∼= HomC(c, dv)
for every c, d ∈ C and every v ∈ V.
A.4. V-algebras
Suppose (V,⊗, I) is a symmetric closed monoidal category. According to [25,
§1.1.2] a symmetric monoidal category over V is a pair (A, z), where A is another
symmetric monoidal category and z is a strong monoidal functor:
(A.4.0.6) z : V −→ A
This defines a left V-module structure on A
−− :V ×A −→ A
(v, a) 7−→ z(v)⊗ a.
If this V-module structure is closed then A can be endowed with the structure of
a symmetric monoidal V-category and the functor z can be extended to a strong
symmetric monoidal V-functor. In this case the pair (A, z) will be called a symmetric
V-algebra .
Alternatively a symmetric V-algebra can be defined as a symmetric monoidal
tensored V-category A such that the tensor functor v− : A → A is strong monoidal
for every v ∈ V.
Clearly V is always a V-algebra via the identity functor.
Remark A.4.0.11. Every symmetric monoidal categoryW with all small coprod-
ucts and with tensor product that commutes with them in each variable is a symmetric
Set-algebra via the functor − · I : Set → V that sends S ∈ Set to ∐S I.
There is also a notion of (non-symmetric) V-algebra where A is a (non-symmetric)
monoidal category, but it will not be relevant for us; in this case the functor (A.4.0.6)
has to be replaced by a strong braided functor z : V → Z(A), where the target is the
center of A. We refer the reader to [70, §7] for more details.
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A.5. Strictification
Every monoidal V-category (W,⊗, IW) is equivalent to a strict monoidal V-
category. Following [49], we recall how this strictification can be constructed. We
are going to define a slightly more general construction that associates to each collec-
tion of objects in W a strict monoidal V-category; we will recover a strictification of
W as a special case.
Let C be a class and let X = {Xc}c∈C be a collection of objects in W indexed
by C. For every c ∈ sq(C), define the object 〈c〉 ∈ W by induction on the length
of c by the requirement that 〈[]〉 = IW , 〈(c)〉 = Xc and 〈c′ ∗ (Xc)〉 = 〈c′〉 ⊗ Xc for
every c ∈ C and c′ ∈ sq(C). We define a strict monoidal V-category EndV(X) out
of X. The set of objects of EndV(X) is sq(C) and for every for every c,d ∈ sq(C)
we set EndV(X)(c,d) = W(〈c〉, 〈d〉) and c⊗ d = s ∗ t (where ∗ is the concatenation
operation).
On the morphisms the tensor product is defined to be
W(〈a〉, 〈c〉)⊗W(〈b〉, 〈d〉) ⊗ // W(〈a〉 ⊗ 〈b〉, 〈c〉 ⊗ 〈d〉) ∼= // W(〈a ∗ b〉, 〈c ∗ d〉),
where the last isomorphism is defined by composition with the unique isomorphisms
〈a ∗ b〉 → 〈a〉 ⊗ 〈b〉, 〈c〉 ⊗ 〈d〉 → 〈c ∗ d〉 obtained from the associator. Composition
and identities in EndV(X) are defined from the ones in W in the obvious way. With
this tensor product EndV(X) is clearly strict monoidal.
There is a strong monoidal fully faithful V-functor RX : EndV(X) → W sending
each c ∈ sq(C) to 〈c〉.
Furthermore, if every object inW is isomorphic to a tensor product of elements of
X then RX is essentially surjective and thus an equivalence of monoidal V-categories.
In particular, if we take C = ob(W) and W = {w}w∈W , then EndV(W) is a
strict monoidal V-category equivalent to W via RW. This particular strict monoidal
V-category will be denoted by EndV(W).
Note that if W is symmetric (as a monoidal V-category) then EndV(X) as a
natural symmetric structure that makes the functor RX into a symmetric monoidal
functor. In particular EndV(W) is a symmetric strict monoidal category (but not
strict symmetric) equivalent to W.

APPENDIX B
Graphs
In this appendix we review the different notions of graph that are used in this
work. Graphs are defined in many different ways trough the literature . For the
present work, we need to work with directed graphs which are open; informally this
means that the extremes of an edge do not have to end into a node. We chose to work
with the definition of (directed) graph given by Kock in [53]; other choices would have
been possible, see for example [5], [50] and [96].
B.1. Directed graphs
Classically a closed (directed) graph is given by two sets N and E (the set of
“nodes” and the set of “edges”) together with two functions s, t : E → N (“source”
and “target”) that are meant to associate to each edge its starting node and ending
node respectively. A closed graph is finite if and only if N and E are finite sets.
Thus, if we denote by 2 the category with two objects 0 and 1, and only two
non-trivial morphisms s, t : 0 → 1, a closed (directed) graph is just a 2-presheaf.
Thus, in a closed graph, every edge has a “source” node and a “target” node.
However we need to consider “open” graphs in which each edge may have only a source
node, only a target node, both or neither of them. To model this sort of graphs, we
replace the functions s and t by partially defined maps. A partially defined map from
a set A to a set B can be implemented as a span of functions
A S
ioo f // B
where i is an injection. This motivates the next definition of (directed) graph, in
which the source and target functions are replaced by spans.
Definition B.1.0.12. ([53]) A (directed, finite) graph G = (A,N, I,O, s, t, p, q)
is a diagram in Fin (the category of finite sets) of the form
(B.1.0.7) A Isoo p // N Oqoo t // A
such that s and t are injective maps. The set A is called the set of edges, while N is the
set of nodes (or vertices). The intersection I ∩O forms the set of inner edges of G. A
morphism of graphs from G = (A,N, I,O, s, t, p, q) to G′ = (A′, N ′, I ′, O′, s′, t′, p′, q′)
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is a collection of maps (a, n, i, o) that make the following diagram commute
(B.1.0.8) A
a

I
soo
i

p // N
n

O
qoo
o

t // A
a

A′ Is
′
oo p
′
// N ′ O
q′oo t
′
// A′.
Hence, if we identify I and O with subsets of A, I is the set of edges with a source node
(namely their image via p) and O is the set of edges with a target node (determined
by q).
Given a graph G we will denote by AG its set of edges and by NG its set of nodes.
The category of graphs and morphisms between them will be denoted by Gr.
Remark B.1.0.13. It is clear from the definition that Gr is a full subcategory
of the category SetG where G is the small category indexing the diagrams of shape
(B.1.0.7). The category Gr has finite coproducts, which are preserved by these inclu-
sions.
B.1.1. Residues and ports.
Definition B.1.1.1. For every n,m ∈ N let Cnm be the graph defined by the
diagram:
n+m noo // 1 moo // n+m .
A corolla is a graph G isomorphic to Cnm for (n,m) ∈ N×N; if such an isomorphism
exists, the pair (n,m) is uniquely determined and is called the valence of G. A corolla
with valence (n, 1) for some n ∈ N will be called a tree corolla
Definition B.1.1.2. The residue of a graph G = (A,N, I,O, s, t, p, q) is the
corolla
A\(I ∩O) A\Ooo // ∗ A\Ioo // A\(I ∩O)
and will be denoted res(G). The valence of G is the valence of res(G). The sets
A\(O ∩ I), A\O and A\I will be called the set of ports of G, the set of inports of
G and the set of exports of G, we will denote them by port(G),in(G) and out(G),
respectively.
For every node v ∈ NG the residue of v, denoted by res(v), is the corolla:
p−1(v)
∐
q−1(v) p−1(v)oo // {v} q−1(v)oo // p−1(v)∐ q−1(v)
The valence of v is the valence of res(v).
We also define the set of ports of x, the set of inports of x and the set of exports of
x as port(x) = port(res(x)), in(x) = in(res(x)), out(x) = out(res(x)) respectively.
Definition B.1.1.3. A morphism of graphs like (B.1.0.8) is called etale if the
two central squares in (B.1.0.8) are pullbacks.
Etale morphisms should be though as local isomorphisms, or morphisms preserving
the residues of nodes. More precisely, for every morphism of graphs f : G → H and
every node v ∈ NG there is an induced morphism of graphs fv : res(v) → res(f(v))
obtained by restriction; f is etale if and only if fv is an isomorphism for every v ∈ NG.
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Figure B.1. A (non-monotone) open linear graph of length 3.
B.1.2. Paths. In this section we define different kinds of linear graphs.
Definition B.1.2.1. Let n be a positive integer. An open linear graph of length
n is a graph of the form
n+ 1 Isoo p // n Oqoo t // n+ 1
such that
- |port(v)| = 2 for every v ∈ n;
- I ∪O = n+ 1, i.e. every edge has a source or a target node);
- |I ∩O| = n+ 1\{1, n+ 1}, i.e. 1 and n+ 1 are the unique ports.
An open linear graph of length n is monotone if |p−1(v)| = |q−1(v)| = 1 for every
v ∈ n and the edge 1 is the only inport. An open linear graph of length 0 is by
definition a graph with no nodes and 1 as set of edges. The monotone open linear
graph of length n is the open linear graph Ln represented by
n+ 1 n+0oo id // n nidoo +1 // n+ 1 .
Definition B.1.2.2. Let n be a positive integer. A dead-ends linear graph of
length n is a graph of the form
n n
idoo p // n+ 1 nqoo id // n
such that:
- |port(v)| = 2 for every v ∈ n+ 1\{1, n+ 1};
- |port(1)| = |port(n+ 1)| = 1.
A dead-ends linear graph of length n is monotone if |in(v)| and |out(v)| are
smaller than 2 for every v ∈ n and the node 1 has one export.
A dead-ends linear graph of length 0 is by definition a graph with set of nodes 1
and no edges.
The monotone dead-ends linear graph of length n is the graph Pn represented by
n n
idoo +1 // n+ 1 n+0oo id // n
Definition B.1.2.3. Let n be a positive integer. A semi-open linear graph of
length n is a graph of the form
n I
soo p // n O
qoo r // n
such that
- for |port(v)| = 2 for every v ∈ n\{1};
- |port(1)| = 1;
- I ∩O = n\{1}.
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A semi-open linear graph starts at a node if q−1(1) = 1, otherwise it ends at a node.
The monotone semi-open linear graph of length n starting at a node is the graph
n n− 1+0oo +1 // n nidoo id // n.
The monotone semi-open linear graph of length n starting at an edge is the graph
n n
idoo id // n n− 1+1oo +0 // n.
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
Figure B.2. Various kinds of monotone linear graphs. From the
left to the right: a dead-ends linear graph, a semi-open linear graph
starting at a node, a semi-open linear graph starting at an edge and
an open linear graph.
Definition B.1.2.4. Given a graph G an open (dead-ends, semi-open) path of
length n in G is a morphism from an open (dead-ends, semi-open) linear graph of
length n to G which is injective on nodes and edges. A monotone open (dead-ends)
path of length n in G is an open (dead-ends) path with source Ln (resp. Pn).
For an open path p of length n we will denote by st(p) and end(p) the edges pA(1)
and pA(n+ 1) respectively; for a dead-ends path p of length n we will denote by st(p)
and end(p) the nodes pN (1) and pN (n+ 1); for a semi-open path of length n starting
at a node (starting at an edge) we will denote by st(p) (resp. end(p)) the node pN (1)
and by end(p) (resp. st(p)) the edge pA(1).
Definition B.1.2.5. Let G be a graph G; two edges x, y ∈ AG are connected by
an open path p if st(p) = x and end(p) = y.
Two nodes v, u ∈ NG are connected by a dead-ends path p if st(p) = u and
end(p) = v.
A node v and an edge x in G are connected by a semi-open path p starting at a
node (ending at a node) if st(p) = v and end(p) = x (st(p) = x and end(p) = v).
Definition B.1.2.6. A graph G is connected if it can not be decomposed as a
coproduct of smaller graphs.
The following proposition is routine to check.
Proposition B.1.2.7. A graph G is connected if and only if both of the following
conditions hold:
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- every two edges x, y in G are connected by an open path;
- every two nodes v, u ∈ NG are connected by a dead-ends path.
Every graph G can be decomposed as the disjoint union of smaller connected graphs
in an essentially unique way. The components of this sum are called the connected
components of G.
There are different ways to define rooted trees; the following is the one that we
have chosen.
Definition B.1.2.8. A connected graph G is a (rooted) tree if it has exactly one
export r and every edge x in G is connected to r by exactly one monotone open path.
Definition B.1.2.9. For every v, u ∈ NG we will denote by cie(u, v) (common
inner edges) the set of monotone dead-ends paths p of length 1 such that pN (1) = u
and pN (2) = v, i.e. all the inner edges of G that start at u and end at v.
Definition B.1.2.10. For every n ∈ N we denote by Wn the graph represented
by
n n
idoo [+1] // n n
idoo id // n
where [+1] is the function such that [+1](i) = i+1 for every 0 ≤ i < n and [+1](n) = 0.
<
<
<
<
<
Figure B.3. The wheel graph W5.
Definition B.1.2.11. A graph G is acyclic if the set of morphisms Gr(Wn, G) is
empty for every n > 0.
We will only be interested in acyclic graphs. They can be pictured as in Figure
B.4: the circles are the nodes and the segments are the edges; the ports of a node
correspond to the edges that have that node as an extreme: the inports are the ones
above the node while the exports are pictured below the node.
Of course, similar pictures can be drawn for graphs which are not acyclic but
then a direction on the edges (which in Figure B.4 is implicitly from the top to the
bottom) should be specified to distinguish inports and exports.
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Figure B.4. A graphical representation of a graph.
B.1.3. Orders on the ports.
Definition B.1.3.1. Given a graph G and a node v ∈ NG a port-order on v is
an etale morphism λ : Cnm → G (def. B.1.1.3) such that f(1) = v (here 1 stands for
the unique node of Cnm) for some n,m ∈ N.
Note that such a λ exists if and only if the corolla Cnm is isomorphic to res(v), hence
n and m are uniquely determined by v. In fact, giving a port-order on v is the same
as giving a total order on the inports and a total order on the exports of res(v) (cf.
§ 0.1).
Definition B.1.3.2. A covering order for a graph G is a collection {λv}v∈NG
such that λv is a port-order on v.
A port-order on a graph G is a port-order on the unique node of res(G).
A node order on G is a bijection σ : n → NG, where n = |NG|.
B.2. Completely ordered coloured graphs
Definition B.2.0.3. For every C ∈ Set a C-labelling for a graph G is a function
of sets l : AG → C.
A C-coloured graph (or C-graph for short) is a pair (G, l) where G is a graph and
l is a C-labelling for G.
Given two C-coloured graphs (G, l) and (G′, l′) a morphism of C-graphs is a
morphism of graphs f : G → G′ preserving the C-labelling, i.e. l′f = l.
Remark B.2.0.4. A C-labelling on G induces a C-labelling on the residue res(G).
Given a function f : C → D and a C-graph G = (G, l) we will denote by f(G)
the D-graph (G, fl).
Definition B.2.0.5. An ordered C-graph is a triple (G, λ¯, τ) where G is a C-
graph, λ¯ is a covering order for G and τ is a port-order on G. Given an ordered C-
graph G, its covering order and port order will be denoted by λ¯G and τG respectively.
A C-corolla is an ordered C-graph whose underlying graph is a corolla.
An isomorphism of ordered C-graphs from G to H is an isomorphism of C-graphs
f : G → H respecting the given orders, that is λHf (v)f = λGv for every v ∈ NG and
τHf = τG.
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A completely ordered C-graph (a c.o. C-graph, for short) is a pair (G, σ) where
G is an ordered C-graph and σ is a node order on G. Given a c.o. C-graph G, its
node order will be denoted by σG.
An isomorphism of completely ordered C-graphs from G to H is an isomorphism
of ordered C-graphs such that σHf = σG.
Completely ordered C-graphs can be pictured as in Figure B.5. The labels on the
edges are elements of C. The numbers in the nodes determines the node order. the
circles are the nodes and the segments are the edges; the inports and exports of the
graph are ordered from the left to the right; the same holds for inports and exports
of the nodes.
2
1
3
c da
a b c
c
d d
c d
b
Figure B.5. A graphical representation of a c.o. acyclic C-graph.
Definition B.2.0.6. Given a permutation γ ∈ Σn and a completely ordered
C-graph G = (G, σ) with n nodes, we will denote by γ∗G the completely ordered
C-graph (G, σγ).
The only difference between G and γ∗G is in the node order (permuted by γ).
B.2.1. Planar trees. Given a (rooted) tree T (def. B.1.2.8), for every inport e of
T let pe be the unique monotone open path from e to the root. Note that for every
e, f ∈ in(T ) the paths pe and pf have to meet at a certain node and from there on
they coincide.
Every covering order λ over T induces a port order τλ on T : for every e, f ∈ in(T )
we have e ≤ f if and only for every node v ∈ pe ∩ qe the unique edge of pe which is an
inport of v is smaller or equal (with respect to λv) than the unique edge of pf which
is an inport of v.
Definition B.2.1.1. A c.o. tree (T, λ, τ) is planar if τ coincides with the port
order τλ induced by λ.
The term “planar” comes from the fact that a planar c.o. structure on a tree T
determines an embedding of T in the plane, unique up to continuous deformations.
The definition of planar graph is more involved. In general, a graph with a covering
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order could have different planar realizations. We will not consider planar graphs in
the present work, but they are at the heart of the theory of (non-symmetric) monoidal
categories. For more details see [49].
B.2.2. Twists. Suppose a c.o. C-corolla (D, λ¯D, τD, σD) is given. Since D has only
one node ∗ there is no choice for σ. The collection λ¯D contains a unique element λ∗,
that can be regarded as a port-order on D.
Consider now a c.o. C-graph G (even though the C-labelling will not be relevant
for this discussion) and two nodes u, v ∈ NG. Let l be the cardinality of the set
of common inner edges cie(u, v) (def. B.1.2.9). The total ordering λ¯G induces two
different orders on cie(u, v). The first is obtained by restriction from λGu considering
cie(u, v) as a subset of the exports of u, let us denote it by γu : l → cie(u, v). The
second is obtained in the same way from λGu considering cie(u, v) as a subset of the
inports of v, denote it by γv : l → cie(u, v).
Definition B.2.2.1. Given a c.o. graph G and two nodes u, v ∈ NG the twist
between u and v, denoted by tw(u, v), is the twist (§0.1) tw(γu, γv) ∈ Σl (where
l = |cie(u, v)|).
In the same way we can express the difference between the port order and the covering
order.
Definition B.2.2.2. Given a c.o. graph G and a node v the set l(v) = in(G) ∩
in(v) comes with two total orders: ι, induced from the port order σG, and ι′, induced
from λGv . The input-twist of G in v is tw(v,G)in = tw(ι′, ι). Similarly, there are two
induced orders on r(v) = out(G)∩ out(v): ω induced from σG, and ω′ induced form
λGv ; the output-twist of G in v is tw(v,G)out = tw(ω′, ω).
Definition B.2.2.3. Given a c.o. C-corolla (D, λ¯D, τD, σD) of valence (n,m),
the twist of D is (tw(∗, D)in, tw(∗, D)out) ∈ Σn × Σm, where ∗ is the unique node of
D.
Remark B.2.2.4. Note that given a C-labelled corolla D of valence (n,m), a
covering order λ¯D and an element α ∈ Σn × Σm there is a unique c.o. C-corolla
structure (D, λ¯D, τD, σD) with twist α (up to a unique isomorphism of completely
ordered graphs).
Definition B.2.2.5. A c.o. C-graph is untwisted if tw(u, v), tw(v,G)in and
tw(v,G)out are equal to the identity for every v, u ∈ NG.
B.2.3. Automorphisms of ordered graphs. Completely ordered C-graphs have
always trivial automorphism group. This is not true in general for ordered C-graphs.
For example the ordered graphs in Figure 1.4 and 1.5 at page 47 have non-trivial
automorphisms. However non-trivial automorphisms can only occur if the graph has
components with no inports and exports, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition B.2.3.1. Let G be an ordered C-graph such that every node of G is
connected (via a semi-open path) to an inport or an export, then the automorphism
group of G is trivial.
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Proof. It is easy to show that under our hypothesis every edge e ∈ AG is
connected to an inport or an export. For every v ∈ NG let d(v) be the minimal length
of a semi-open path connecting v to an inport or an export. Similarly, for every
e ∈ AG let δ(e) be the minimal length of an open path connecting e to an inport or
an export.
Let f be an automorphism of G. If δ(e) = 0 then e is a port and since f preserves
the port-order f(e) = e.
We are going to prove by induction on n ∈ N that, for every v ∈ NG ( e ∈ AG),
if d(v) = n (resp. δ(e) = n) then f(v) = v (resp. f(e) = e).
We have already checked the case n = 0. Suppose that n > 0 and that the
statement holds for every m < n. Let v ∈ AG be such that d(v) = n and let p be a
semi-open path of minimal length from v to a port r, then v has a port c (in the image
of p) such that δ(c) < n; by inductive hypothesis f(e) = e, thus f(v) = v. Let e ∈ AG
be such that δ(e) = n and let p be an open path of minimal length from v to a port
r, then e is a port of a node u (in the image of p) such that d(u) ≤ n. By inductive
hypothesis f(u) = u and, since f preserves the covering orders, f(e) = e. 
B.3. Graph insertion
In this section we are going to recall the graph insertion operation. Intuitively
this encodes a way of plugging a C-graph into a node (of another C-graph) with the
same valence.
In detail, suppose two graphs H and G, a node v ∈ NG and an isomorphism
φ : res(v) → res(H) are given. Note that φ exists if and only if H and v have the
same valence. Via φ we can define the following sets:
A′ = AH unionsq
Ares(v)
AG, I
′ = IH unionsq
Ires(v)
IG, O
′ = OH unionsq
Ores(v)
OG.
The insertion of H in v is the graph defined by the diagram:
A′ I ′
sHunionsqsGoo pHunionsqpG// NH unionsq (NG\{v}) O′qHunionsqqGoo tHunionsqtG // A′
and denoted by G ◦φ H.
Note that
- for every u ∈ NG\{v} ( u ∈ NH) the residue of u as a node of G (resp. of H) is
canonically isomorphic to the residue of u as a node of G ◦φ H.
- the residue of G ◦φ H is canonically isomorphic to the residue of G.
The set of C-valences (§1.6.1) is isomorphic to V˜al(C), the set of triple (n,m, l)
where n,m ∈ N, and l is a C-labeling for the corolla Cnm. A bijection is explicitly
given by
φ : V˜al(C) −→ Val(C)
v = (n,m, l) 7−→ (vin; vout)
where vin = (l(1), . . . , l(n)) and vout = (l(n+ 1), . . . , l(n+m)). From now on we will
make no distinction between Val(C) and V˜al(C).
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v = (n,m, l) = (l(1), . . . , l(n); l(n+ 1), . . . , l(m)) = (vin; vout)
Figure B.6. Representation of a C-labelling of Cnm as a C-valence.
Given a completely ordered C-graph G, each node v ∈ NG comes with an as-
sociated C-valence val(v) = (n,m, lv) where (n,m) is the valence of v and lv is the
composition lGλGv ; this C-valence will be called the C-valence of v.
In the same way, the residue res(G) comes with an associated C-valence: if (n,m)
is the valence of G then the C-valence (n,m, lGτG) is called the C-valence of G and
denoted by val(G).
Definition B.3.0.2. For every c.o. C-graph G there exist unique n ∈ N and
s0, s1, . . . , sn ∈ Val(C) such that
• |NG| = n;
• val(σG(i)) = si for every i ∈ 1, . . . , n;
• val(G) = s0.
The Val(C)-signature (s1, . . . , sn; s0) is called the arity of G.
Definition B.3.0.3. For every C-valence c let Cc be the unique (up to isomor-
phisms) untwisted C-corolla with valence c.
Suppose now that H and G are c.o. C-graphs, v is a node of G and that v and
H has the same C-valence (n,m, l). This automatically induces an isomorphism
φ : res(v) → res(H)
res(v)
λGv // Cnm
τH // res(H)
We will denote by G ◦v H the insertion G ◦φ H.
Note that, since the C-valences of v and H are assumed to be the same, the
C-labellings of G and H induce a labelling on G ◦φ H. The port-order τG induces a
port order on G ◦v H, and the given covering orders for G and H induce a covering
order for G ◦vH. Let a, b be the number of nodes of G and H, respectively. The only
thing missing to endow G◦vH with a completely ordered C-graph structure is a node
order, i.e. an isomorphism σG◦vH : a+ b− 1 → NH unionsqNG\{v}; let k = σ−1G (v), then
σG◦vH is defined in the following way
σG◦vH(i) =

σG(i) i < k
σH(i− k + 1) k ≤ i < k + b
σG(i− b) i ≥ k + b.
This completes the definition of the structure of completely ordered C-graph that
G ◦v H inherits from G and H; it will always be considered with this structure.
It is easy to check that the insertion of an untwisted corolla does not change the
graph, that is,
G ∼= G ◦v Cval(v)
for every v ∈ NG.
The proof of the following proposition is routine.
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Proposition B.3.0.4. Suppose that G is a c.o. C-graph, v is a node in G and
H1 is a c.o. graph with the same C-valence as v:
- if G and H1 are acyclic then G ◦v H1 is acyclic;
- if u is a node of G different from v and H2 is a c.o. graph with the same
C-valence as u then (G ◦v H1) ◦u H2 ∼= (G ◦u H2) ◦v H1;
- if k is a node of H1 and H2 is a graph with the same C-valence as k then
(G ◦v H1) ◦k H2 ∼= (G ◦v (H2 ◦k H1).
- if H1 ∼= res(v) then G ◦v H1 ∼= G;
- let us endow res(H1) with the unique c.o. structure with trivial twist, then
res(H1) ◦∗ H1 = H1.
B.3.0.1. Multiple insertion. Let (G, σG) be a c.o. C-graph with |NG| = m; for
every µ ∈ Σm we define µ∗(G) to be the c.o. graph (G, σGµ), that is the same ordered
C-graph with the node order permuted by µ.
Suppose that a sequence of c.o. C-graph {Ki}mi=1 is given such that res(Ki) =
res(σG(i)) and |NKi | = ki for every i ∈ m, such a sequence is called insertable over
G; define the C-graph G ◦ (K1, . . . ,Km) to be the iterated insertion:
(. . . (((G ◦σG(1) K1) ◦σG(2) K2) . . . ) ◦σG(m) Km)
(note that the order in which we insert the Ki’s does not matter, in the light of
Proposition B.3.0.4).
The number of nodes of G ◦ (K1, . . . ,Km) is n =
∑m
i=1 ki.
Definition B.3.0.5. Given a sequence of c.o. graphs {Ki}mi=1 a function α: n→m
is a permutation for the insertion of {Ki}mi=1 if |NKi | = |α−1(i)| for every i ∈ m.
In other words, every sequence of graphs (K1, . . . ,Km) determines an ordered m-
partition (|NK1 |, . . . , |NKm |) and a permutation for (K1, . . . ,Km) is a function with
the same associated partition (§0.1).
Given a sequence {Ki}mi=1 insertable over G and a permutation α for the insertion
of {Ki}mi=1, we define the c.o. C-graph G ◦α (K1, . . . ,Km) to be
ω∗α(G ◦ (K1, . . . ,Km))
where ωα is the unshuﬄing of α ( § 0.1).
An insertion can also be regarded as a particular case of multiple insertion, in fact
given two c.o. C-graphs G and K such that val(K) = val(σG(m)) for some m ∈ |NG|
G ◦σG(m) K ∼= G ◦ (CσG(1), . . . , CσG(m−1),K,CσG(m+1), . . . , CσG(|NG|)).
If α is a permutation for the insertion of
(CσG(1), . . . , CσG(m−1),K,CσG(m+1), . . . , CσG(|NG|))
over G (def. B.3.0.5) we will simply write G ◦σG(m),α K for
G ◦α (CσG(1), . . . , CσG(m−1),K,CσG(m+1), . . . , CσG(|NG|)).
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B.3.1. Decomposition of acyclic graphs. A completely ordered acyclic C-graph
will often be called simply a c.o.a. graph.
We first notice that, given an acyclic graph G and two distinct nodes x, y ∈ NG,
there are three possible scenarios:
- there are no dead-ends monotone paths between x and y; in this case we will say
that x and y are disconnected;
- all monotone dead-ends paths p between x and y are such that pN (1) = x (that
is the path “starts” at x); in this case we say that x dominates y;
- y dominates x.
Definition B.3.1.1. An acyclic graph G is with n-levels if n− 1 is the maximal
length of a monotone dead-ends path in G. A node of G is said to be in level 1 it
does not dominates any other node; for n > 1 a node v in G is said to be in level n if
the maximal length of a dead-end path between v and a node in level 1 is n− 1.
We are now going to show that every c.o.a. graph can be written as iterated insertions
of certain simple c.o.a. graphs (called composition graph) over a corolla.
Definition B.3.1.2. A composition graph is a c.o.a. graph G with exactly two
nodes.
A horizontal composition graph (or merging graph or hc graph for short) is a
composition graph such that its two nodes have no common inner edges.
A composition graph which is not a horizontal composition graph is called a
vertical composition graph (or vc graph for short).
1
a b
c
2
a b c
c cd b
Figure B.7. A horizontal composition.
Let G be a c.o.a. C-graph an let x, y ∈ NG be two nodes with no dead-ends
path of length greater than one between them such that x dominates y. Suppose that
σ−1G (x) < σ
−1
G (y). Define in(x, y) = in(y)\cie(x, y) and out(x, y) = out(x)\cie(x, y).
Let HGxy be the c.o. C-graph, whose underlying graph is
IG\cie(x, y)
s
vv
p
((
OG\cie(x, y)
q
vv
t
((
AG\cie(x, y) NG/{x ∼ y} AG\cie(x, y)
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1
2
a b
c ba
d c c
ad
Figure B.8. A vertical composition graph.
and whose C-labelling and port order are obtained by restriction from the ones of
G. The covering order is also induced by restriction from G, except on the node [x].
Let i and (resp. j) be the minimal elements of cie(x, y) with respect to the covering
order λGy (resp. λGx ). On the node [x] the order on in([x]) = (in(y)\cie(x, y))∪ in(x)
(resp. out([x]) = (out(x)\cie(x, y)) ∪ out(y)) is the restriction of the insertion (def.
0.1.0.2) of the order on in(x) over the order in(y) in i (resp. of the order on out(y)
over the order out(x) in j).
The node order σH is determined by the requirements that
∀u, v ∈ NH\[x] σ−1H (u) ≤ σ−1H (v) ⇔ σ−1G (u) ≤ σ−1G (v)
and
∀u ∈ NH\[x] σ−1H (u) < σ−1H ([x]).
Let KGxy be the composition graph
in(x) unionsq in(y)
s
tt p ''
out(x) unionsq out(y)
qvv
t
**
port(x) unionsq port(y) {x, y} port(x) unionsq port(y)
with C-colouring, covering order and node order induced from the ones of G. The
residue of KGxy has the same ports of the node [x] of HGxy and we set the port order
on KGxy equal to the port order of [x] in HGxy.
Note that KGxy is a horizontal composition if and only if x and y are disconnected.
Let αxy : n→ n− 1 be the composition σGpiσ−1H , where pi:NG→NH =NG/{x∼y}
is the quotient map.
Proposition B.3.1.3. Let G be a c.o.a. C-graph an let x, y ∈ NG be two nodes
with no monotone dead-ends paths of length greater than one between them. Then
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HGxy is a c.o.a. C-graph and
G ∼= HGxy ◦[x],αxy KGxy.
Proof. The proof of the last formula is routine, thus we just prove that H is
acyclic.
Suppose there is a loop l : Wn → H. If [x] is not in the image of l then l would
define a loop in G which is in contradiction with the fact that G is acyclic; therefore [x]
is in the image of l; on the other hand this would implies the existence of a monotone
dead-ends path of length at least 2 in G between x and y and this is in contradiction
with our hypothesis. This implies that H is acyclic. 
Proposition B.3.1.4. Given a c.o.a. C-graph G one of the followings always
occurs:
i. G has no dead-ends paths of length greater than 0;
ii. there exist two distinct nodes x, y ∈ NG such that cie(x, y) is non-empty and
there are no monotone dead-ends path between them of length greater than 1.
Proof. Suppose that i. does not hold. Then there are two nodes x, y ∈ NG
such that there exists a monotone dead-ends path from x to y. Let p be a monotone
dead-ends path of maximal length n between x and y. It is not restrictive to suppose
that pN (1) = x. If n = 1 then ii. holds. Otherwise take y′ to be pv(2), then x and y′
are connected and there is no monotone dead-end path from x to y′ of length greater
than 1, otherwise there would be a monotone dead-end path from x to y of length
bigger than n; therefore x and y′ satisfy condition ii. 
Corollary B.3.1.5. Every c.o.a. C-graph G such that |NG| = n > 0 can be
written as
((. . . ((Cs ◦v1,α1 K1) ◦v2,α2 K2)) . . . ) ◦vn−1,αn−1 Kn−1))
where Cs is a C-corolla, K1, . . . ,Kn−1 are composition graphs, v1, . . . , vn are nodes
for the corresponding graphs and α1, . . . , αn are permutations for the corresponding
insertions.
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Summary
This thesis provides a model for the homotopy theory of operads and PROPs
enriched in a given (monoidal) homotopy theory.
Coloured operads and PROPs can be regarded as generalised categories. In a
category every morphism has one object as domain and one object as codomain. If
we allow the morphisms to have a sequence of objects (now called colours) as domain
then we get the notion of operad. By letting the codomain be a sequence of objects
as well, we obtain the notion of PROP.
Operads and PROPs are used to describe algebraic structures in symmetric
monoidal categories. In fact, as every category has its category of (left) modules
(internal to another category), every operads (PROP respectively) has its category of
algebras (internal to a symmetric monoidal category).
The algebraic structures modeled by operads can have only operations with sev-
eral inputs but only one output (such as semi-groups or monoids), while PROPs can
model structures with operations with an arbitrary number of inputs and outputs
(such as coalgebras or bialgebras).
As for categories, the notions of (coloured) operad and PROP can be enriched in
any symmetric monoidal category V. Depending on the V we have chosen, this permits
us to package all the operations of the considered structure in a topological space, a
simplicial set, an abelian group, a vector space or a chain complex, for example. This
is necessary when we are working in a symmetric monoidal V-category and we want
to describe algebraic structures in which there are relations that involve addition of
operations (like the Jacobi relation for Lie algebras, when V is the category of vector
spaces over a certain field) or only hold up to homotopy (as in A∞- or E∞-algebras,
for example).
In algebraic topology, operads and PROPs enriched in topological spaces were
successfully used by May ([62]) and Boardman and Vogt ([14]) in the 70’s to study
homotopy invariance of algebraic structures. Ever since, the operadic approach has
been proved to be effective to study homotopy invariance of algebraic structures not
only in topological spaces, but also in more general homotopy theories. By homotopy
theory we mean here a (closed) model category in the sense of Quillen [74], more
specifically a monoidal model category, since we want to consider algebraic structure
internal to it.
Berger and Moerdijk ([7]) proved that, given a monoidal model category V sat-
isfying some technical conditions, the category of one-coloured V-operads inherits a
model structure. They also showed that this model structure provides an axiomatic
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framework for the study of homotopy invariance and deformations of algebraic struc-
tures in V.
In a subsequent paper ([9]), Berger and Moerdijk extended the above cited re-
sults to the category of C-coloured V-operads for an arbitrary set of colours C. The
anologous model structure for one-coloured PROPs and C-coloured PROPs was later
established by Fresse ([26]) and Johnson and Yau ([48]).
All the above model structures on operads and PROPs require the set of colours
to be fixed. However, the category of all coloured V-operads (or V-PROPs) carries
a 2-categorical structure (extending the one for categories) and it is natural to ask
if there exists a model structure on this category in which the weak equivalences are
the homotopy analogue of the 2-categorical equivalences.
The main result of this thesis provides a positive answer to this question. In fact,
we prove that the category of coloured V-operads and that of coloured V-PROPs
have a sensible model structure, that we call the Dwyer-Kan model structure. These
structures extend both the above cited model structures for a fixed set of colours and
the model structure on the category of V-enriched categories of Berger and Moerdijk
([8]) and Muro ([68]), and specialise to the model structure on simplicial coloured
operads of [16].
The existence of our model structure depends on some technical hypotheses on V.
These hypotheses, as in the fixed colours case, are satisfied by a large class of model
categories, but not by some of interest.
Some authors ([85], [25], [94]), in the fixed colours case, have bypassed this diffi-
culty by working with a semi-model structure on the category of operads (or PROPs).
We have also isolated weaker hypotheses on V that guarantee that a Dwyer-Kan semi-
model structure on the category of coloured operads (or PROPs) exists.
We also prove the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model structure for various modi-
fications of the notions of coloured operad and PROP appearing in the literature:
non-symmetric operads, unitary operads, constant-free operads and PROPs, and
augmentation-free PROPs. In the first three cases it turns out that the hypothe-
ses that we need on V are significantly weaker.
This thesis can be divided in two parts. In Chapter 1 and 2 we recall the defi-
nitions of coloured operads and PROPs and we develop several results and tools of
categorical nature that we are going to need for the proof of the existence of the
Dwyer-Kan model structure.
In the second part we introduce model categories. In Chapter 3 we present various
results about the transferred model structure on the category of algebras for a fixed
(coloured) operad in a given model category; the model structure on operads (PROPs)
with a fixed set of colours of Berger and Moerdijk (Fresse, respectively) is a particular
case of such transferred model structure. In the final Chapter, the tools that we have
developed are used to prove the existence of the Dwyer-Kan model structure on the
categories of coloured (enriched) operads and PROPs and their variations. We also
investigate the properness of such model structures and their link with homotopy
invariance.
Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift geeft een model voor de homotopietheorie van operaden en PROPs
verrijkt in een gegeven (monoïdale) homotopietheorie.
Gekleurde operaden en PROPs kunnen worden beschouwd als gegeneraliseerde
categorieën. In een categorie heeft elke morfisme een object als domein en een object
als codomein. Als we ook morfismen met een reeks van objecten als domein toestaan,
krijgen we het concept van een operade. Door bovendien een reeks van objecten als
codomein te nemen, verkrijgen we zogenaamde PROPs.
Operaden en PROPs kunnen worden gebruikt om algebraïsche structuren in sym-
metrisch monoïdale categorieën te beschrijven. Zoals elke categorie een categorie van
(linker) modulen heeft (met waarden in een andere categorie), heeft elke operade
(respectievelijk PROP) een bijbehorende categorie van algebras (in een symmetrisch
monoïdale categorie).
Algebraïsche structuren beschreven door operaden kunnen alleen operaties met
meerdere inputs en één enkele output hebben (zoals semigroepen of monoïden), terwijl
PROPs structuren kunnen modelleren waarvan de operaties een willekeurig aantal
inputs en outputs hebben (zoals coalgebras of bialgebras).
Net zoals categorieën, kunnen (gekleurde) operaden en PROPs verrijkt worden
in een willekeurige symmetrisch monoïdale categorie V. Afhankelijk van de V die
we hebben gekozen, geeft dit de mogelijkheid om alle operaties van de beschouwde
structuur te organiseren in bijvoorbeeld een topologische ruimte, een simpliciale verza-
meling, een abelse groep, een vectorruimte of een ketencomplex. Dit is noodzakelijk
wanneer we in een symmetrisch monoïdale categorie werken en een algebraïsche struc-
tuur willen beschrijven waarin er relaties zijn die sommen van operaties betreffen
(zoals de Jacobi identiteiten voor Lie algebras, als V de categorie van vectorruimtes
over een lichaam is), of wanneer die relaties slechts op homotopie na gelden (zoals het
geval is voor A∞- of E∞-algebras).
Binnen de algebraïsche topologie zijn operaden en PROPs, verrijkt in topologis-
che ruimtes, in de jaren 70 uiterst succesvol gebruikt door May ([62]) en Boardman
en Vogt ([14]) om de homotopie-invariantie van algebraïsche structuren te bestud-
eren. Sindsdien is het gebruik van operaden een effectief middel in het onderzoek
naar de homotopie-invariantie van algebraïsche structuren, niet slechts in topologis-
che ruimtes, maar ook in algemenere homotopietheorieën. Met een homotopietheorie
bedoelen we hier een (gesloten) modelcategorie in de zin van Quillen [74] en speci-
fieker een monoïdale modelcategorie, waarin algebraïsche structuren kunnen worden
gedefinieerd en bestudeerd.
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Berger en Moerdijk ([7]) bewijzen dat V-operaden met slechts één kleur een model-
categorie vormen zodra de monoïdale modelcategorie V voldoet aan bepaalde technis-
che voorwaarden. In een daaropvolgend artikel ([9]) breiden Berger en Moerdijk dit re-
sultaat uit naar de categorie van C-gekleurde V-operaden voor een willekeurige verza-
meling van kleuren C. Een soortgelijke modelstructuur voor PROPs en C-gekleurde
PROPs is later geconstrueerd door Fresse ([26]) en Johnson en Yau ([48]).
Alle bovenstaande modelstructuren op operaden en PROPs vereisen dat de verza-
meling van kleuren vast is. De categorie van alle gekleurde V-operaden (of V-PROPs)
heeft echter een 2-categorische structuur (een uitbreiding van de 2-categorie van cate-
gorieën) en de vraag rijst of er een modelstructuur op deze categorie bestaat, waarin de
zwakke equivalenties de homotopietheoretische analogen van de 2-categorische equiv-
alenties vormen.
Het voornaamste resultaat van dit proefschrift geeft een positief antwoord op
deze vraag. We bewijzen dat de categorie van gekleurde V-operaden en de categorie
van gekleurde V-PROPs een modelstructuur hebben, die we de Dwyer-Kan model-
structuur noemen. Deze modelstructuren vormen enerzijds een uitbreiding van de
bovenstaande modelstructuren voor een vaste verzameling van kleuren, en anderzijds
van de modelstructuur op de categorie van V-verrijkte categorieën van Berger en Mo-
erdijk ([8]) and Muro ([68]). Bovendien is de modelstructuur op simpliciale gekleurde
operaden van [16] een speciaal geval van deze modelstructuren.
Het bestaan van onze modelstructuur is afhankelijk van een aantal technische
condities op V. Net zoals in het geval van een vaste verzameling kleuren, wordt door
een grote klasse van modelcategorieën voldaan aan deze voorwaarden, maar er zijn
interessante voorbeelden van modelcategorieën waarvoor dit niet het geval is.
In de situatie waarbij de verzameling kleuren vast is, hebben sommige auteurs
dit probleem omzeild door te werken met een semi-modelstructuur op de categorie
van operaden (of PROPs). We hebben ook zwakkere hypothesen geïdentificeerd die
garanderen dat een Dwyer-Kan semi-modelstructuur op de categorie van gekleurde
operaden (of PROPs) bestaat.
We bewijzen ook het bestaan van de Dwyer-Kan modelstructuur voor een aan-
tal variaties op de begrippen van gekleurde operade and PROP die in de literatuur
voorkomen: niet-symmetrische operaden, unitaire operaden, constant-vrije operaden
en PROPs, en augmentatie-vrije PROPs. In de eerste drie gevallen blijken de hy-
pothesen op V aanzienlijk verzwakt te kunnen worden.
Dit proefschrift kan in twee delen worden verdeeld. In Hoofdstuk 1 en 2 herhalen
we de definities van gekleurde operaden en PROPs en ontwikkelen we enkele resultaten
en hulpmiddelen van categorische aard die nodig zijn bij het bewijs van het bestaan
van de Dwyer-Kan modelstructuur.
In het tweede deel introduceren we modelcategoriën. Hoofdstuk 3 bevat verschil-
lende resultaten over de geïnduceerde modelstructuur op de categorie van algebras
over een vaste (gekleurde) operade in een gegeven modelcategorie; de modelstructuur
op operaden (PROPs) met een vaste verzameling van kleuren is een bijzonder geval
van deze geïnduceerde modelstructuur. In het laatste hoofdstuk gebruiken we de
hulpmiddelen die we hebben ontwikkeld om het bestaan te bewijzen van de Dwyer-
Kan modelstructuren op de categorieën van gekleurde (verrijkte) operaden en PROPs,
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samen met hun variaties. We onderzoeken ook wanneer deze modelstructuren ‘proper’
zijn en bestuderen hun verband met homotopie-invariantie.
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